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Preface to ”Air Quality Characterisation and
Modelling”

Ambient air pollution is the primary environmental health risk concern worldwide that causes

seven million preventable deaths per year and the loss of healthy years of life; it threatens the

sustaining of the environment through acidification and eutrophication. Almost all of the global

population breathes air that exceeds the latest health-based guideline levels set by the World Health

Organization, with low- and middle-income countries experiencing the highest exposure. Key

sources of air pollution are road transport vehicles, domestic heating and industrial installations,

and transboundary emissions. These sources produce the main ambient air pollutants of concern to

which the population is exposed: particulate matter, ground-level ozone, nitrogen dioxide, carbon

monoxide, and sulphur dioxide.

Air quality models constitute a complementary approach to monitoring and characterising air

pollution. Spatial and temporal variability of air pollution is mainly investigated across urban areas or

those hosting industrial activities, especially in developed countries, where the highest concentration

of air pollutants is expected. Understanding these spatial and temporal variabilities is essential for

both the implementation of air quality policies and the definition of effective measures to mitigate air

pollution and its effects.

This Special Issue aims to showcase selected and original research articles concerning air quality

characterisation and modelling. It includes 16 manuscripts covering a wide range of modelling topics,

geographical scopes, and the characterisation of different fractions of air pollution.

Among modelling approaches are emission inventories, simulation scenarios, dispersion

models, source contribution techniques, and, more particularly, cluster analysis and linear and

non-linear regressions, to cite a few. In some manuscripts, air quality indexes or coefficients are used

to characterise air quality; others, such as the thermal sensation index or a particular decomposition

of the Gini coefficient, are not as frequently used. The geographical scope was diverse, both in urban

agglomerations and rural areas, with air quality studies in several countries. Among the studied

facets of air pollution were outdoor and indoor pollution, thermal comfort, or the quantification of

suspendable road dust. Other included studies examined the role of administrations in air quality,

evaluating the effectiveness of local emission reduction plans or carbon trading policies.

We hope the air quality characterisation and modelling community will find this special issue

to be an informative and useful collection of articles and serve as an impetus to spur much more

research on the topic.
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The History of Air Quality in Utah: A Narrative Review
Logan E. Mitchell 1,* and Chris A. B. Zajchowski 2

1 Department of Atmospheric Sciences, The University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112, USA
2 Department of Human Movement Sciences, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23529, USA
* Correspondence: logan.mitchell@utah.edu

Abstract: Utah has a rich history related to air pollution; however, it is not widely known or
documented. This is despite air quality being a top issue of public concern for the state’s urban
residents and acute episodes that feature some of the world’s worst short-term particulate matter
exposure. As we discuss in this narrative review, the relationship between air pollution and the
state’s residents has changed over time, as fuel sources shifted from wood to coal to petroleum and
natural gas. Air pollution rose in prominence as a public issue in the 1880s as Utah’s urban areas
grew. Since then, scientific advances have increased the understanding of air quality impacts on
human health, groups of concerned citizens worked to raise public awareness, policy makers enacted
legislation to improve air quality, and courts upheld rights to clean air. Utah’s air quality future holds
challenges and opportunities and can serve as useful case for other urbanizing regions struggling
with air quality concerns. Population growth and changing climate will exacerbate current air quality
trends, but economically viable clean energy technologies can be deployed to reduce air pollution,
bringing substantial public health and economic benefits to the state’s residents and other settings
with similar public health concerns.

Keywords: air pollution; air quality; Utah; environmental history; national ambient air quality
standards

1. Introduction

The city’s atmosphere can be cleared of smoke and grime, but not in a single day or year,
not by a single group or group of persons, not by a single invention nor without efforts or
price. There is nothing magical going to happen. It will take a properly guided, united
and continued effort to solve the problem.

—George W. Snow, Chief of Salt Lake Bureau of Mechanical Inspections, 8 Febru-
ary 1917 [1].

In recent decades, degraded air quality ranked among the top concerns of Utahns,
particularly the state’s residents who live along the rapidly urbanizing Wasatch Front
(Figure 1) (e.g., [2]). Both social and ecological factors affect the state’s ability to mitigate
the impacts of anthropogenic air pollution. Utah is situated in the arid, intermountain,
western United States (U.S.) with major population centers located in northern topographic
basins. Two-thirds of Utah’s population, roughly 2 million residents, live adjacent to the
Wasatch Mountain range and the Great Salt Lake. Air pollutants are emitted almost entirely
by local sources within Utah [3] and these topographic features exacerbate air quality
events, leading this urbanizing region to regularly feature some of the worst short-term air
pollution episodes in the world (e.g., [4]).

With air quality a dominant health risk of the 21st century (e.g., [5,6]), the prevalence
of acute air pollution events in Utah presents significant challenges to public health, quality
of life, and economic vitality. The impacts from poor air quality episodes on human health
(e.g., respiratory, circulatory, cancer, mortality, etc.) are well documented [4,6,7], as are cas-
cading economic impacts (e.g., health care costs, decreased worker productivity, etc.) [8,9]
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and environmental impacts (e.g., O3 injury to plants, viewshed impacts from haze, etc.) [10].
Moreover, recent scholarship documenting the impact of degraded air quality in Utahn’s
quality of life, ranging from recess closures for children (e.g., [11]) to substituted outdoor
recreation for adults (e.g., [12]), demonstrates the holistic impacts of air pollution on the
wellness of state residents.
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As we document in this narrative review, Utah’s struggles with poor air quality are
not new. Recent digitization of newspaper articles and scientific reports increased the
availability of historical accounts of how Utahns historically grappled with air pollution
issues. The dominant narrative in U.S. air quality history focuses on eastern cities, such
as Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and Chicago, where coal combustion led to severe air quality
issues, as well as Californian cities such as Los Angeles, where photochemical smog was the
primary air quality issue [13]. However, drawing from resources recently made available,
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we situate Utah’s important role in the national and international history of air pollution,
focusing on scientific advances, public opinion, and policy responses from the mid-19th
century to present day. In doing so, we discuss how this history informs the present
understanding of air resource management in Utah, the success of regulatory and scientific
advances in reducing air pollution events, and potential future efforts to mitigate poor
air quality conditions in the rapidly urbanizing state. Our findings help forward not only
technical solutions for other urban areas plagued by poor air quality, but also present
structural and behavioral challenges and opportunities to pursue clean air and improve
quality of life.

2. Materials and Methods

Here, we deploy a narrative review to understand the history of air quality in Utah,
with a particular focus on northern urban centers along the Wasatch Front. Narrative
reviews differ from other systematic review types, in part, as they are a qualitative synthesis
of literatures from diverse fields without statistical analyses [14]. Additionally, they are
useful in understanding the “historical account” of a topic (p. 755, [14]), such as the
coupled human and natural system of air quality in Utah. Narrative reviews are becoming
increasingly common in interdisciplinary scholarship (e.g., [15,16]), making them relevant
to our use of various forms of data (i.e., newspaper articles, scientific manuscripts, policy
statements, etc.) to illuminate the historical arc of the human relationship with air quality
in Utah.

We conducted a keyword search-based literature review using the Utah Digital News-
paper Archive (https://digitalnewspapers.org/, accessed on 1 May 2020) for articles
containing terms such as “air quality”, “smoke”, “nuisance”, “inversion”, “smog”, and
“abatement”. We applied a snowballing search methodology using the references in the
newspaper articles to identify and include peer-reviewed articles (e.g., primary research,
reviews, commentaries), theses, government reports, online reports, and press releases.
Each identified item was assessed for relevance by a member of the study team. This review
is intended to cover the major events and public issues related to the history of air quality
in Utah but is not meant to be an exhaustive account.

3. Results
3.1. 1800s to 1910s

Air quality has been an issue in Utah for as long as human residents have been
combusting fuel. Early non-indigenous explorers in the 1800s noted how blue smoke from
wood fires would hang in the Salt Lake Valley for extended periods of time [17]. Mormon
pioneers settled in the Salt Lake Valley in 1847, and as they developed Salt Lake City, air
pollution quickly became a persistent problem. One of the earliest notable comments about
air pollution in Utah surfaced in 1860 from Brigham Young, the second president of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. In those days, homes were heated primarily
with wood burning stoves, making adequate ventilation essential. As Young said:

What constitutes health, wealth, joy, and peace? In the first place, good, pure air is
the greatest sustainer of animal life. Other elements of life we can dispense with for a
time, but this seems to be essential every moment; hence the necessity of well-ventilated
dwelling houses—especially the rooms occupied for sleeping. [18]

Young’s focus on the importance of indoor air quality preceded the science that would
corroborate it. Even today, there is a continued international focus on the indoor air
quality impacts from burning natural gas for home cooking and the need for adequate
ventilation [19].

By the late 1800s, coal became the dominant fuel for factories and home heating both
in Utah and nationally (Figure 2). Although Utah’s population of 200,000 was smaller
than the Wasatch Front’s approximately 2 million residents today, unregulated emissions
and inefficient combustion created a persistent “smoke nuisance” [20]. The direct health
impacts of air quality were not well known at the time, but there was an understanding that

3
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the smoke nuisance degraded the cleanliness of the air and caused other socioeconomic
impacts, particularly from soot particles falling from the air, soiling clothing and affecting
outdoor markets that sold furniture, fruit, groceries, and other products. There was even
an understanding that ambient air pollution from outside the home penetrated into homes
and affected indoor air quality [20,21].
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Utah energy consumption data are only available after 1960.

Published commentary advocating how to address air pollution in the late 1800s is
not wholly dissimilar from certain attitudes existent in the state today [24]. One preference
was for private industry to take initiative to reduce emissions and avoid regulation. For
example, a Deseret Evening News editorial in 1881 stated:

Salt Lake is beginning to suffer in some degree from the effects of the smoke nuisance, and
judging from the dense clouds which arise especially in the evening in the central part
of the city, we are of the opinion that the time is not far distant when some municipal
regulation will have to be adopted and enforced here—as elsewhere—to abate it. But
would it not just as well for those whose business is such as to require the use of coal in
large quantities, to look about for some remedy for excessive smoke, of their own volition,
and thus avoid the necessity of declaring their works a public nuisance? We think so and
throw out the suggestion in kindness. [25]

However, at that time, low-emission technologies were not available, and efforts to
address inefficient combustion of coal were nascent. As the population continued to grow
and the air pollution problem became worse, focus turned to municipal ordinances to
control emissions.

The first legislative effort focused on improving air quality in Utah was a Salt Lake
City municipal ordinance mandating the installation of emission control devices (“smoke
consumers”) on large furnaces in 1891 [26,27]. These devices were designed to control the
rate that coal was added to the boiler to optimize combustion efficiency since incomplete
combustion caused excess “smoke” air pollution. Since this ordinance was introduced five
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years before Utah became the 45th state in the United States of America, in 1896, and Utah
continues to have air pollution challenges today, with several counties in nonattainment
for National Ambient Air Quality Standards, it is fair to say poor air quality has been a
permanent fixture in Utah for the entire history of the state.

Today, there is an understanding that wintertime air pollution is exacerbated by multi-
day temperature inversions that last several days to weeks and trap emissions near the
surface [28,29]; however, in the late 1800s, that phenomenon was not understood. Instead,
there was a basic understanding of the interaction between topography and meteorology.
Urban planners of the time recognized that if a factory was located at the mouth of one of
the canyons adjacent to Salt Lake City, the emissions from the factory would be transported
through the city and worsen air pollution issues; thus, factories were built west of the
Jordan River that defines the topographic low point within the Salt Lake Valley [30]. These
urban planning decisions in the 1890s reverberate to the present day since the commercial
and industrial infrastructure generally remain in the same location over a century later.
Areas of the city near industrial facilities were then the focus of redlining practices in the
1930s, dictating where racial minorities lived. These demographic patterns persist today
contribute to modern environmental justice challenges [31].

The same 1893 article that discussed the location of factories also articulated an
important value system that appears throughout Utah’s history, stating:

Factories that blacken the city with smoke can be as much a detriment as they are an
advantage, for Salt Lake has as much to expect from the increase she will receive from
persons who will select it as their residence on account of its pure air and cleanliness as it
has to gain from factories. [30]

This desire to balance economic development with environmental stewardship is
present throughout Utah’s history across all aspects of society, including activists, regulators,
academics, stakeholders, and policy makers. A recent example is Governor Spencer Cox’s
OneUtah Roadmap that incorporates sustainable growth that addresses air quality and
climate change as part of the state’s overall economic advancement strategy [32].

Smelting and refining of ores in the Salt Lake Valley from nearby mines began in the
1900s, with the first copper smelter opening in Murray in 1899, and several more opening
in the following years. These early smelters featured no pollution controls and emitted
toxic smoke that included lead, arsenic, and sulfur dioxide. In the years that followed,
crops near the smelters began to die and farmers blamed the “smelter smut” for causing
these crop failures. Farmers eventually sued the smelter owners and federal courts forced
the smelters to process ore with less than 10% sulfur content and prevented them from
emitting arsenic [33]. In the aftermath of the court decision, several of the smelters moved
to the less-populous Tooele Valley, and efforts to address toxic air emissions led to several
innovations [34]: specifically, filters installed at the smelting factories collected lead, arsenic,
and other solid particles that were then processed into chemical products and sold. Smelter
owners also funded research into farming practices that examined how crops responded
to sunlight, fertilizer, watering, etc. This latter effort, in part, was design to discredit
farmers, who they accused of “smoke farming”, i.e., suing smelters instead of growing
crops [35] (Figure 3).
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By 1912, dozens of cities across the country were passing ordinances targeted at im-
proving air quality [13,36]. Salt Lake City was no exception, and by that point passed
several ordinances that imposed fines or hired inspectors to suggest efficiency improve-
ments at factories [37–39]. There was also a growing recognition that air pollution would
affect tourism [40]. The Salt Lake Telegram published an in-depth six-part series about air
quality that discussed impacts on health, economics, and ecosystems:

Aside from the immense cost of smoke to the owners of the plants which make it–a cost
represented in needless coal bills–the national smoke bill represents millions of dollars of
economic waste to the public at large. The blighting influence of a municipal smoke pall
on the health of a community alone might justify its abatement, for it has been shown at
home and abroad that smoky cities are cities with high death rates from all bronchial and
pulmonary diseases. [41]
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In the following years, efforts to improve air quality saw sustained community interest.
Several women’s groups banded together to form a “Smoke Abatement League” to assist in
public education efforts and lobby for regulations [42–44]. The Smoke Abatement League
gathered information about how cities were reducing emissions from across the country
and printed 7000 leaflets that they distributed across the city [45,46].

3.2. Air Quality Research (1910s–1920s)

In 1914, the University of Utah began to officially study air pollution. The 1914 Utah
Legislature established the Metallurgical department and began a collaboration with the
U.S. Bureau of Mines to investigate how low-grade coal contributed to air pollution. The
research partnership investigated methods of processing soft coal into a “fool proof” fuel
that did not produce smoke when it was burned [47]. The Bureau of Mines also became
involved in air quality abatement campaigns and studies with an overall objective to
increase efficiency and prevent waste in the utilization of mineral resources throughout the
U.S. Salt Lake City was chosen as a demonstration city for this effort. Osborne Monnett,
the head of the project, noted after he arrived that “in no other city of the country has the
smoke problem been attacked with the vigor shown in this campaign” [48].

One aspect of this effort was to determine if smelters located 8–16 miles away from
Salt Lake City contributed a disproportionate amount to the poor air quality in the city.
Samples of sulfur dioxide (SO2) were collected around the city and at various times of
day. The highest concentrations of SO2 were located in the business district of the city, not
downwind of the nearby smelters [49]. Another popular hypothesis at the time was that
SO2 emitted from smelters created a “heavy blanket which prevents the smoke from rising”.
That a gas could create a blanket above the city to prevent atmospheric mixing “seemed
untenable” to St. John Perrot, but he tested this hypothesis by collecting SO2 samples from
several altitudes with a biplane [50] (Figure 4). Only three samples were collected, but
each demonstrated that there was not a high concentration layer of SO2 over the city that
prevented vertical mixing. While there was an understanding at the time that wintertime
pollution episodes were associated with low wind speeds, it would be several decades
before it was widely understood that the vertical temperature profile of the atmosphere
during inversions was responsible for the lack of mixing in the atmosphere and buildup of
pollutants [51–53].

The study concluded in the following year and several reports were issued. Total
suspended particles (TSP) as high as 2500 µg/m3 were measured in the early 1920s, which
would be considered “hazardous” by today’s federal air quality standards [54]. Addi-
tionally, enamel pails were used as passive samplers to measure soot deposition of 300 to
1000 t/mi2 in the residential and industrial districts, respectively, during the winter heating
season. About 30–50 percent of the soot fall was combustible, indicating that much of
it resulted from incomplete combustion and represented wasted energy resources. In
December 1919 and January 1920, SO2 concentrations in Salt Lake City averaged 150 ppb,
with the highest measurement being 800 ppb, which is far higher than today’s federal air
quality SO2 standard of 75 ppb and typical observations of approximately 1 ppb.

At that time, there was also a growing understanding of the ways that air pollution was
affecting human health, particularly in connection with tuberculosis and pneumonia [55].
The first systematic inventory of large point sources concluded that the large heating and
industrial plants in the business district were a key contributor to the air quality issues [56].
The interventions and technological approaches to improving air quality at this time were
still focused on burning fuel without visible smoke. A scientific concept that was not
understand at the time was that pollutants such as particulate matter could be formed
from secondary chemical reactions of gaseous precursor species and that coal combustion,
even if performed efficiently, was still contributing to air pollution [57]. Despite this lack
of understanding, Monnett and his colleague’s effort concluded that air quality problems
would persist while soft coal was used for domestic heating. So, when natural gas was
introduced into the Salt Lake Valley in 1930, there was optimism that its usage would
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improve air quality conditions, and the natural gas industry began promoting its usage to
improve local air quality as compared to coal combustion [54,58] (Figure 5).
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3.3. 1930s–1960s

During the economic challenges of the Great Depression, public attention on air quality
issues declined, but the problem persisted. Jobs for air quality monitoring of point sources
were created as part of the New Deal Works Projects Administration (WPA) program in Salt
Lake City [59]. Interest was renewed in 1941 when Salt Lake City again considered new
smoke ordinances modeled after a program in St. Louis, Missouri. For 30 days, the Salt Lake
Telegram published daily air quality reports under the title “Today’s Smoke” [60] (Figure 6).
In addition, the Telegram published the time series of 13 years of daily Ringelmann chart
observations from the Smoke Abatement Division that began after the major studies of the
1920s [61] (Figure 7). After some debate, regulations were passed that went into effect on
1 October 1941. Shortly thereafter, on 7 December 1941, the attack on Pearl Harbor occurred
and the country mobilized for WWII.

During the war, air quality regulations were relaxed in favor of increasing production
capacity and public attention to air quality once again receded. Throughout this period,
visibility was tracked at the Salt Lake Airport and used as a proxy for visible air pollution
in the winter months (November–February). A retrospective analysis of winter visibility
conditions suggested that air quality worsened significantly during the war years in the
1940s but improved markedly after WWII was over [53] (Figure 8). For example, soot
deposition from coal combustion was 83 t/mi2 in 1942–1943 and decreased to 22 t/mi2 in
1957 [62].
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After WWII concluded and through the 1950s, there was a substantial decrease in
coal consumption as homes and industries transitioned from coal usage to natural gas
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(Figure 2). However, while air pollution from coal combustion was declining, a new air
quality problem was emerging: vehicle emissions were unregulated. In large population
centers in the western U.S. that featured abundant sunshine and reliance on personal
vehicles for transportation (e.g., Los Angeles), severe levels of photochemical smog became
a serious issue. This led to several U.S. states forming air quality control agencies. This
time period also saw several high-profile, high-mortality air pollution episodes associated
with wintertime inversions and industrial pollution such as in Meuse Valley, Belgium in
1930 [63]; Donora, Pennsylvania in 1948 [64,65]; and the London “fog” event in 1952 [66].
These high-profile events and action across several states led the federal government to
pass the Air Pollution Control Act of 1955. This act provided technical assistance for state
air pollution control boards and funding for the U.S. Public Health Service to study the
health impacts of air pollution, but did not impose regulations on emissions. In 1959, the
California Motor Vehicle Control Board set the first vehicle emissions standards to control
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions that took effect in 1963 model year vehicles.

Back in Utah, the role of persistent wintertime atmospheric stratification events (“in-
versions”) that exacerbated air quality issues along the Wasatch Front began to be studied
and understood. This was first explored in 1947 [52], but it was not until daily radiosondes
began launching in 1956 that it was extensively studied [51,53]. It was noted that local inver-
sions were often accompanied by high pressure aloft, which could persist for 2–3 weeks at
a time and during these extended time periods, air pollutants would accumulate. Research
on how inversions play a key role in exacerbating air quality conditions has continued
through the present day and is the focus of upcoming projects [28,29,67].

In the early 1960s, Representative David King called for a major assessment of the
air resources in the Utah that was submitted to the Legislature in 1962 [62]. The report
summarized the history of air pollution to date, described the latest understanding of
how topography and meteorology contributed to air pollution, how population growth
was contributing to the issue, specific pollutants, and what efforts were being made to
further study and address the issue. Some of the focus at the time was related to exposure
to nuclear fallout, and monitoring stations were being installed accordingly. The report
concluded by finding a lack of continuous measurements of air pollutants taken with
standardized procedures and recommended that additional systematic measurements take
place in Utah. In response to this report, the Utah Legislature codified air pollution as a
public nuisance and made it a misdemeanor to create air pollution injurious to human life,
plants, animals, or property [68]. The air pollution control law was updated significantly
in 1967 with the passage of the Air Conservation Act that created the Air Conservation
Committee within the State Department of Health and empowering it in control, abatement,
and prevention of air pollution [69], which formed the foundation of what today is the
Division of Air Quality.

Throughout the 1960s, air quality and meteorology research continued by, for example,
deploying new air quality measurement sites [70,71], studying impacts on health and
ecosystems [72,73], and developing better understanding of inversions [74]. Private compa-
nies were also working to install pollution control devices [75], and discussion began about
how electric cars could help to mitigate air pollution [76] (Figure 9). A conference on Air
Quality was held in 1969 at the University of Utah, sponsored by the Utah Air Conservation
Committee, women’s civic groups, researchers, and legislators [77]. Throughout this time,
however, problems with air pollution persisted.

3.4. The Federal Regulatory Framework (1970s)

The dawn of the federal air quality regulatory era began in 1970 with an amendment
of the Clean Air Act, which created the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The
EPA established the first National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) to protect
public health and welfare in 1971. Around the same time, the EPA conducted a series of
epidemiologic studies, known as the Community Health and Environmental Surveillance
System (CHESS), and the Wasatch Front was one of six urban regions selected for the
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study [78]. The CHESS studies had several methodological and operational problems,
which were discovered in part by comparing the EPA CHESS air quality data against
data collected by the Utah Division of Health. These issues spurred a U.S. congressional
investigation and after several years led to major improvements in EPA measurement and
quality control procedures [79].
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While the CHESS saga unfolded on the federal stage, the Utah Division of Health used
their own monitoring data to evaluate compliance with the new NAAQS in a report on
“Utah Health Facts” [80]. This report found widespread exceedances for total suspended
particles (TSP), sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO), oxidants (primarily ozone, O3),
and nitrogen oxides (NOx) (Table 1). Although the NAAQS thresholds for each pollutant
became more stringent over time as air quality impacts became better understood, the
number of exceedances in 1970 demonstrate that air quality conditions were far worse than
they are today. The report discussed ways in which Utah could achieve compliance with
air quality standards but noted that several factors were beyond Utah’s control; some of
the TSP exceedances were caused by natural dust storms, and exceedances of CO and NOx
were due to vehicle emissions regulated at the federal level. Air quality research in Utah
continued to increase in the 1970s, with at least 26 active research projects across a wide
range of disciplines being active in 1972 [81].

The potential influence of dust storms on TSP was particularly important for Utah. At
that time, there were several competing methods to measure particulate pollution. In the
United Kingdom, the “smoke shade” method collected particles on filter paper and then
examined their optical properties to establish the level of “black smoke” (BS). A similar
technique used in the U.S. measured the “coefficient of haze” (CoH). These devices utilized
pumps with a low flow rate that biased the measurements towards smaller particles [82,83]
and are analogous to modern black carbon measurements [84,85]. These instruments were
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originally devised as a way to quantify subjective smoke density observations, but in the
U.S. there was a desire to use the TSP method since it was thought to be a more objective
technique. The TSP measurement method used a high-volume sampler with much higher
flow rates that collected nearly all suspended particles, including a large range of particle
sizes up to 60 µm in diameter, or about the same diameter as human hair [79]. However,
these large particles can be filtered out by the body’s defense mechanisms in the nose,
mouth, and upper respiratory tracts and, while irritable, do not cause the same kinds
of substantial health effects that smaller particles cause. These deficiencies and differing
approaches led to disagreements within the epidemiology community, with some scientists
supporting strong standards and other scientists supported by the American Iron and
Steel Institute arguing that the research was inconclusive about the health risks of low
concentrations of particulates [82,86,87]. Utah was caught in the middle of this controversy
since many of the TSP exceedances were from natural dust storms and, since there was
uncertainty about the health impacts, there was not a strong focus on addressing particulate
pollution [80].

Table 1. Performance on federal air quality standards in Utah, 1970 [80].

Pollutant Avg. Time NAAQS of 1970 No. of Exceedances in 1970

TSP 1 24 h Primary 260 µg m−3 5
TSP 1 24 h Secondary 150 µg m−3 32
SO2 24 h Primary 140 ppb 11
SO2 24 h Secondary 100 ppb 32
SO2 3 h 500 ppb 36
CO 8 h 9 ppm 641
CO 1 h 35 ppm 2

Oxidants 2 1 h 80 ppb 42
NOx

3 Annual 50 ppb 1
1 TSP = total suspended particles, 2 oxidants primarily refer to ozone, 3 NOx = nitrogen oxides (NO + NO2).

To investigate the health impacts of smaller particles, the EPA created a new mon-
itoring network called the Inhalable Particulate Network (IPN) in 1979 that eventually
spread to 157 cities [88,89]. The IPN deployed several new instruments, one of them being
a dichotomous sampler that measured the mass of aerosols in two size fractions: fine
particulate matter with a diameter smaller than 2.5 µm (PM2.5), thought to be derived
primarily from combustion processes, and coarse particulate matter with a diameter of
2.5–15 µm. When added together, they yielded the mass of all particles smaller than 15 µm
(PM15). In 1981, based on recommendations from the scientific community, the size of the
coarse fraction was changed to 2.5–10 µm to obtain measurements of PM10.

The IPN initially hosted two sites in Utah, one at the Salt Lake City Health Department
(6 South, 200 East), and one in Magna, UT (Brockbank Jr. high school). Only the Salt
Lake City site was equipped with the new dichotomous sampler, so these were the first
measurements of PM2.5 collected in Utah [90] (Figure 10). These 24 h average measurements
were laborious, so they were only collected every sixth day. Based on the current 24 h
PM2.5 NAAQS of 35 µg m−3, the winter of 1981–1982 exceeded this level on at least four
days. If we assume that the sampling strategy of once every sixth day was representative of
conditions that winter, it indicates that concentrations exceeded that level on about 24 days.
This number of days is approximately equivalent to the 18 exceedances per winter that
were found in the decade after regular measurements of PM2.5 began in Salt Lake City in
1998 [29].
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3.5. Science, Regulations, Disinformation and State Action (1980s–1990s)

The 1980s–1990s were a critical time for air quality in Utah. Data from the IPN
were leading to an increased awareness of the impact of particulates on health, but it
was the Geneva Steel case study that shocked the scientific community and once again
thrust Utah onto the global scientific stage. These scientific advances then led to increased
regulatory scrutiny, and industrial polluters sought to spread disinformation about the
scientific findings to delay the implementation of regulations. Meanwhile, sustained public
dissatisfaction with air quality and exceedances of federal air quality standards led the
Utah state government to explore state-level efforts to address air pollution. All these
events occurred simultaneously, but since each of them have their own historical narrative
arc, we discuss each in turn.

3.5.1. Scientific Advances

In the 1980s, a natural experiment at the Geneva Steel plant in Provo, UT, demonstrated
the significant health impacts of particulate air pollution [91,92]. The Geneva plant was
a large industrial source of air pollution, which was the focus of air quality concerns for
some time (e.g., [62,93,94]). Nearby monitoring of Total Suspended Particles began in the
early 1960s, and PM10 was added in April 1985 [95]. On 1 August 1986, a labor strike
forced the steel plant to shut down for 13 months. When it reopened on 1 September 1987,
there was a resumption of emissions from the smokestack [96] (Figure 11). In the following
months, there were near daily complaints in the Provo Daily Herald about the pollution
from the plant, contrasted with plant workers and industry lobbyists who claimed that the
pollution was not that bad and the jobs provided by the plant were more important than
any potential health impacts from pollution (e.g., [97–99]). The strike and plant closure
allowed for a comparison of health outcomes during the winter season when the plant was
shut down and the winter seasons before and after. The design of this natural experiment
controlled for many of the typical confounding variables in health studies, such as smoking,
weight, and physical activity, by using the same population of the same city in a different
year as comparison. The results showed that bronchitis and asthma hospital admissions for
preschool-age children in Provo were approximately twice as frequent in the winters when
the steel mill was operating versus the winter when it was idled [95,100]. This startling
result demonstrated the considerable health impacts from particulate pollution and set the
stage for a series of influential scientific studies.
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Figure 11. Restarting the Geneva steel mill after a 13-month closure due to a labor strike caused an
increase in pollution, Provo Daily Herald, 13 September 1987, digitalnewspapers.org. Note: Reprinted
with permission from [96]. 1987, Ryan Christner.
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Building on the Geneva Steel case study, Pope joined a team of researchers at the EPA
and Harvard University examining health impacts of particulate pollution across multiple
cities. In what became known as the “Harvard Six Cities” study, the team examined the
measurements from the IPN network in six cities with sufficiently long records (5–8 years)
and found a robust linear relationship between PM2.5 and mortality after controlling for
confounding variables [101] (Salt Lake City was not included in this study because it only
collected one year of PM2.5 data from the IPN (Figure 10)). This was a groundbreaking
result because the relationship between mortality and PM2.5 was so clear, even at low
concentrations typically found in cities. Even the investigators were skeptical of the
strength of the relationship between PM2.5 and mortality, so Pope sought a way to replicate
the results with a broader population data set. He collaborated with investigators working
on the American Cancer Society (ACS) Cancer Prevention Study II (CPS-II) that had long
patient history records to compare the IPN data to health outcomes for 500,000 people across
151 cities. The results of this study confirmed the relationship between fine particulate and
mortality in the six cities study [102]. This pair of studies demonstrated how important
minimizing fine particulates was for public health and they have since become some of the
most cited publications in the field of air pollution research [103]. Additionally, this pair of
studies set off protracted struggles over particulate matter regulations between industry,
public health advocates, scientists, and regulators that continue to the present day.

3.5.2. Regulatory Advances

The Clean Air Act requires the EPA to re-evaluate the NAAQS for each pollutant every
five years based on the latest scientific knowledge. The original 1970 particulate standard
was based on TSP, but given the methodological and epidemiological questions about TSP,
it was not until 1987 that the TSP standard was changed to PM10. In 1992, despite the new
research on particulates being published by Pope and others, the EPA declined to conduct
its five-year review of the standard and the American Lung Association thus sued the EPA
in 1994. The American Lung Association won their lawsuit, and the court ordered the EPA
to review the standard by 1997. Based on the new scientific findings of the importance
of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) on public health, the EPA created a new standard for
PM2.5 in addition to the existing PM10 standard. Industrial trade organizations then sued
to prevent the standards from being implemented; the cases worked their way up through
U.S. courts until, in 2001, the Supreme Court unanimously decided that the EPA had the
authority to establish the standards and the agency had a suitable approach for determining
the standards. The Supreme Court remanded the remaining issues to the D.C. Circuit Court
of Appeal, which rejected all remaining challenges to the PM2.5 standards in 2002 and
determined that the standards were not “arbitrary and capricious”. A more comprehensive
account of the legal conflict at the national level can be found elsewhere [13,91].

3.5.3. Disinformation

Faced with tighter regulations, industry trade groups mounted disinformation cam-
paigns questioning the health impacts of particulate pollution by using techniques similar
to those employed by tobacco and fossil fuel companies [104,105]. These efforts are well
documented at the national level [91,106], but events in Utah are not as widely documented.
A few months after the publication of the Geneva Steel case study in the summer of 1989,
the Utah Air Conservation Committee met to discuss the State Implementation Plan to gain
compliance with the PM10 NAAQS. To cast doubt about the scientific findings, Geneva Steel
hired Dr. Steven Lamm, an epidemiologist associated with John Hopkins and Georgetown
University, to reanalyze the Geneva Steel case study data [107]. Lamm examined the data
for a few weeks, and instead of submitting his analysis for peer review, he held a press
conference where he presented his claims publicly to create the appearance of scientific dis-
agreement and inject Geneva’s desired narrative into newspaper articles [108,109]. Lamm
claimed that a respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) caused the variation in pediatric respiratory
hospital admissions, not variations in PM10 from the Geneva plant. This was despite the
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fact that Pope’s analysis controlled for effects like this by examining hospital admissions
in several cities across Utah that would have had similar levels of RSV [100]. Lamm did
eventually submit his analysis for peer review several months later, but the very short
paper was not published until 1994, five years after Lamm held his press conference [110].
In the intervening years, a large body of research was published linking fine particulates
to a wide range of health impacts, including hospitalizations, lung function, respiratory
symptoms, school absences, and mortality [111–117]. That said, the disinformation effort to
create misleading news coverage had the desired effect of creating an artificial controversy
that muddled public understanding of the health impacts of air quality in Utah for years
(e.g., [118,119]).

3.5.4. State Initiatives in Utah

While the science of air pollution was advancing and conflicts between regulators
and industries were playing out in Utah, the state government was working on its own air
quality initiatives in response to sustained public pressure and the continued violation of
federal air quality standards. In 1989, Governor Norman Bangerter created the Governor’s
Clean Air Commission (GCAC) composed of community leaders, elected officials, and
industry leaders along the Wasatch Front to develop a plan for Utah to address its air
quality concerns. The GCAC was organized into five working groups (energy utilization,
industry, socioeconomic, technology assessment, and transportation) that each released a
report in 1990, and then the final report of 146 legislative and budget recommendations was
released in 1991 [120,121]. The Energy Utilization working group report noted that Utah
was growing rapidly in terms of population, households, jobs, and vehicles, all of which
would create additional air pollution in the coming decades. Given the underlying growth
assumptions, the working group outlined three overall policy options for Utah to address
air pollution: (1) allow air pollution to increase, (2) meet federal air quality standards, or
(3) reduce pollution levels significantly below federal standards.

The first option was not considered viable because of significant public concern about
air pollution and because Utah was already exceeding the NAAQS, violating federal law.
The second option would take substantial work to achieve and was viewed as the most
feasible path; however, the committee also explored what it would take to achieve the
third option. In their exploration of approaches to reduce pollution levels significantly
below federal standards, they noted that there were economic, technical, legal/regulatory,
socioeconomic, and political barriers, and significant tradeoffs would be necessary to sig-
nificantly improve air quality. It was determined by the group that, at the time, there were
no technical or economically viable solutions available to dramatically improve air quality.
Governor Bangerter discussed the need to strike a balance between environmental issues
and economic development [122]. In the final report, the priority policy recommendations
from the GCAC to meet federal air quality standards included recommendations to reduce
wood burning, incentivize clean vehicles, improve vehicle emissions inspections, fund
public education programs, and improve emission inventories [121]. Three decades later,
despite substantial progress, these same policies continue to be state priorities to address
air pollution and meet federal air quality standards.

3.6. Air Quality and the New Millennium

In the 30 years since the GCAC report was written, meteorological modeling has
advanced dramatically and new air quality concerns, such as in Utah’s Uinta basin, sur-
faced [123–125]. One ongoing scientific question concerns the formation of fine particulates
during wintertime inversions resulting from complex interactions of meteorology, emis-
sion sources, and atmospheric chemistry. A future field campaign using an aircraft to
examine the atmospheric chemistry during inversions is planned for the coming years [67],
https://atmos.utah.edu/aquarius/index.php (accessed on 1 May 2022). Incidentally, this
field campaign would come ~100 years after the St. John Perrot’s first aircraft field campaign
to study air pollution during inversion conditions.
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Meanwhile, growing scientific evidence of the health impacts from air quality led to
tightening federal air quality standards and to increased public awareness. Nationally, the
initial PM2.5 NAAQS of 65 µg m−3, averaged over 24 h, was introduced in 1997. Upon
further data collection and analysis, the 24 h standard was lowered to 35 µg m−3 in 2006.
After a delay and change in administration, the standard was implemented in 2009, and
Salt Lake and Davis counties as well as portions of Cache, Weber, Box Elder, Tooele, and
Utah counties were found to be out of compliance with the 24 h PM2.5 NAAQS [126].

This official designation of “moderate” nonattainment triggered the State Implementa-
tion Planning (SIP) process requiring Utah to plan for reducing emissions to meet federal
PM2.5 standards. It also raised public awareness of the issue; in 2014, a survey of public
opinion found that air quality was the third highest priority for Utahns but ranked last in
terms of the state’s performance on priorities [2]. In the winter during these years, there
were frequent, large rallies for clean air at the Utah state capitol (e.g., [127] (Figure 12).
By 2015, Utah still did not meet the 24 h standard and several areas were reclassified as
“serious” nonattainment, triggering further action to reduce emissions. Finally, in 2019,
Utah had a three-year period with measurements just below the 24 h PM2.5 NAAQS [128].
This is likely due to reduced emissions that contribute to PM2.5 but might also be due to
frequent winter storms and a lack of extended inversion conditions over several years. The
EPA is currently reevaluating the PM2.5 NAAQS based on extensive studies showing the
health impacts of particulate pollution (e.g., [129]) and, if the standards are lowered, Utah
will once again be out of compliance with federal air quality standards.
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The other major air pollutant of concern in Utah in recent decades is ozone. Ozone is
a secondary pollutant that forms when VOCs (volatile organic compounds) and nitrogen
oxides (NO and NO2, a.k.a. NOx) combine in the presence of ultraviolet sunlight. Similar
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to PM2.5, the NAAQS for ozone tightened as the scientific evidence for health impacts grew.
The standards were 80 ppb (averaged over 8 h) in 1997 and were lowered to 75 ppb in
2008 and 70 ppb in 2015. At the current standard, Salt Lake and Davis counties as well as
portions of Weber, Tooele, Utah, Uintah, and Duchesne counties are out of compliance and
the state is designated as “moderate” for compliance with federal ozone standards [130].

There are several factors contributing to high ozone concentrations in Utah today.
Local emissions of NOx and VOCs from fossil fuel combustion constitute a primary factor
affecting urban and rural areas downwind of metropolitan regions [131]. In addition, in
recent decades, atmospheric methane has increased globally, and the long-range transport
of ozone precursors from fossil fuel combustion in Asia is contributing to higher levels
of background ozone [132,133]. As temperatures warm from the changing climate, the
chemical reactions forming ozone will also speed up, leading to higher ozone concentrations.
Lastly, precursors in wildfire smoke can form ozone, and increasing wildfires in the western
U.S. will also contribute to increasing ozone trends in Utah [134,135].

Utah’s unique topography also contributes to elevated ozone in two relatively unusual
ways. First, lake breezes along the Great Salt Lake lead to elevated ozone in the urban areas
bordering the lake [136,137]. This process has been documented by field campaigns for
discrete time periods but the frequency and climatology of elevated ozone lake breezes
contributing to exceeding NAAQS have not been investigated along the Wasatch Front.
Second, unusually elevated ozone was discovered in 2009 to occur in the Uinta basin
in the wintertime [125]. Ozone was typically only monitored in the summertime when
ultraviolet radiation and warm temperatures contribute to typical ozone formation con-
ditions. However, a station in the Uinta basin was left on over the 2009–2010 winter and
recorded 8 h average ozone concentrations of ~120 ppb, far higher than those typically
observed along the Wasatch Front in the summertime of ~75 ppb. The Utah Division
of Air Quality and teams of researchers studied this phenomenon in subsequent years,
finding that exceptionally high VOC concentrations from oil and gas operations are trapped
near the surface by strong thermal inversions, and then reflective snow on the ground
increases UV radiation that then produces elevated ozone concentrations [123]. Studies of
this phenomenon are ongoing.

3.7. The Future of Air Quality in Utah

The future of air quality in Utah will be dictated by how the state responds to several
challenges and opportunities. Utah has one of the fastest growing populations in the
U.S. and the population is projected to increase by 66% by 2060, putting upward pressure
on emissions with more vehicles, buildings, and commercial or industrial activities. In
addition, the changing climate is expected to exacerbate air quality conditions by increasing
ozone concentrations, particulates from wildfire smoke, and windblown dust from drying
lake beds (as well as many other climate impacts unrelated to air quality) [138]. Despite
these challenges, there is enormous potential to address air pollution as we are currently in
the middle of a rapid energy and economic transition away from fossil fuel-based energy
towards renewable and zero-emission energy sources. This transition is being driven by
energy innovation and a rapid decline in prices over the past decade that is expected to
continue (e.g., [139–143]).

In addition to the technical and environmental aspects, there is growing interest among
policy makers to structurally tackle these challenges. In 2018, the Utah Legislature adopted
a resolution on environmental and economic stewardship, committing to use sound science
to reduce emissions that are contributing to the changing climate and air pollution [144].
The Legislature then requested a report from the University of Utah’s Kem Gardner Policy
Institute outlining a roadmap for the state to reduce emissions. The “Utah Roadmap:
Positive Solutions on Climate and Air Quality” recommended seven mileposts for the
state government to take to address these challenges in the coming decades [145]. This
approach has gained broad support among leaders from business, government, faith, and
civic institutions across Utah [146].
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It is notable how different the situation is from any time since the 1880s, when there
were not technically, economically, or politically viable solutions available to significantly
improve air quality. Today, the balance between environmental stewardship and economic
development has shifted and technically, economically, and politically viable solutions are
available that present a historic opportunity to lower air pollution to near background
levels in the coming decades. Doing this would have enormous public health and economic
benefits and would protect Utah from any future tightening of federal air quality standards.

4. Conclusions

Air quality has had an important and storied legacy in Utah, affecting many aspects
of society. Scientific studies in Utah and by Utahn scientists have substantially contributed
to the scientific understanding of air quality. The dominant pollution sources changed over
time with changes in the production and combustion of fuels used for energy and the state’s
unique topography of high mountain basins and lakes that exacerbate air quality conditions.
In response to regulations and public pressure (Figure 12), policies to improve air quality
were implemented based on the best available scientific information and the economically
and technically viable solutions available. These policies have improved air quality over
time, and although Utah still exceeds federal air quality standards, air quality today is
likely better than at any time since the late 19th century. The coming decades present a
unique opportunity to substantially improve air quality since clean energy technologies
are economically viable and are being rapidly deployed. At the same time, many scientific
advances will be made and the societal benefits of clean air will become clearer. If Utah
harnesses innovation and leadership, the future of air quality will be bright.
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Simple Summary: Beijing, China, is a megacity with a population of more than 20 million. The hot
summer climate and environmental problems caused by urbanization affect the quality of human
settlements. Based on the measured data in the Beijing Olympic Forest Park and the analysis of
the human body comfort index model, the study concluded that the thermal comfort level of the
double-layer plant community area composed of tall deciduous trees such as Sophora japonica and
Ginkgo biloba and shrubs or grass native cover plants was higher than that of other areas.

Abstract: Urban green space can improve the local thermal environment and thus the quality of the
urban residential environment. Taking the green space of Beijing Olympic Forest Park (BOFP) as an
example, this study analysed sample points representing different plant community structures, plant
community types, and landscape environments based on 15 years of continuous dynamic measurement
and selected typical annual data (from 2020). The study analysed and explained the spatial differentia-
tion characteristics of human thermal comfort (HTC) in green space areas of BOFP using the predicted
mean vote (PMV)–predicted percentage dissatisfied (PPD) physical comfort index model, which compre-
hensively considers both the objective environment and people’s subjective feelings and psychological
states. The results showed that the level of HTC in the park’s green space, across community types and
across typical landscape environments, differed between areas with different community structures.
PMV–PPD mathematical model fitting further verified the above results.

Keywords: landscape architecture; urban green space; human thermal comfort; spatial differentiation;
evidence-based design

1. Introduction

As urbanisation accelerates, changes in land cover type are reshaping the landscape
patterns and physical environments of urban areas. Within built-up urban areas, hard
paved surfaces such as roads, large-scale buildings and other structures, and gaseous
pollutants and artificial heat discharged by human production and living activities have
massively changed the urban thermal environment. In particular, the surface temperature
in urban centres is significantly higher than that in the suburbs, which is known as the
urban heat island (UHI) effect. The continuous intensification of the UHI effect is not
only changing the process of atmospheric circulation between cities and suburbs but also
increasing urban energy consumption and atmospheric pollution. This reduces human
comfort in the urban environment, which is not conducive to the sustainable development
of cities and other human settlements [1–3]. Studies of UHIs have focused on three main
scales: the urban (including urban region), the landscape, and green space. One urban
scale study analysed spatial changes in patterns of temperature in Changsha and their
relationships with many related factors, such as natural and human factors, using composite
methods. The study found that the UHI effect was consistent with the spatial development
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trajectory of the city and positively correlated with the intensity of urban construction. The
UHI effect was also significantly correlated with urban landscape patterns and human
factors, based on analysis of POI spatial big data [4]. Other studies have found significant
correlations between urban surface temperature and factors such as surface coverage type
and proportion [5], natural water area, and forestland plant community coverage [6–14].
In urban scale research, analysis has been conducted mainly through the interpretation
and inversion of high-definition satellite image data [1,5–8,12,13,15,16]. At the landscape
scale, Fu et al. (2020) analysed summer thermal environment factors in 183 key cities
in China from 1990 to 2016 to identify the mechanisms driving the temporal and spatial
evolution of the urban thermal environment in the process of rapid urbanization [17].
Research has shown that the characteristics of urban green space areas, such as community
structure and landscape patterns [15,16,18–20], as well as buildings (floor area, size) and
three-dimensional greening, play significant roles in regulating spatial patterns in the urban
thermal environment [7,21–26]. It can be concluded that the surface temperature of urban
green space areas is lower than that of general urban areas, resulting in an urban cold
island (UCI) effect. In urban-scale studies, the most common data acquisition method is
fixed-point measurement (as well as spatial interpolation and numerical simulation based
on measured data) [20–22,27]. In cities that frequently experience a hot summer climate
such as Beijing, China, UCI areas such as urban green space can not only significantly
reduce and improve the scope and intensity of the UHI, but also increase the level of human
comfort in this area and then offer urban residents recreation.

The human thermal comfort (HTC) index quantitatively describes people’s subjective
feelings about the local thermal environment. It does so digitally, in a landscape envi-
ronment. A landscape environment is an objective environment created using natural
landscape elements and based on people’s subjective and objective needs. Research on
human thermal comfort supports the fine-grained design, analysis, and evaluation of land-
scape architecture. Extensive research has investigated the regional climatic characteristics
of case cities, different landscape/environmental scales, and influencing factors, using
various research measures and methods. The discomfort index [27], the wet bulb globe tem-
perature index [19], the synthesis index, physiological equivalent temperature [17,22], and
the predicted mean vote–predicted percentage dissatisfied (PMV–PPD) thermal comfort
index [21,25] have been used in related research. The above comfort indices have specific
objects and ranges. The PMV–PPD thermal comfort index method was developed to anal-
yse comfort in indoor spaces (e.g., train compartments) dependent on air conditioning in
the 1970s. The index’s composition includes not only temperature, relative humidity, and
wind speed, which reflect objective environmental characteristics, but also human activities,
clothing types, and psychological and physiological factors that affect human thermal com-
fort. In recent years, some researchers have applied this method to evaluate bodily comfort
in open spaces in cities in different regions [20,21,25]. The current study used this method
to explain the correlations between the characteristics of plant communities in urban green
spaces and human thermal comfort. To summarise, urban scale research on the urban
thermal environment has mainly described the spatial correlations between urban spatial
morphological characteristics and UHI intensity from a quantitative perspective, aiming
to serve urban economic and social development, material space planning, etc. Research
on landscape patterns and green space has paid more attention to the factors affecting
the intensity of UHIs, seeking to provide a scientific basis for the incremental planning,
design, and stock renewal of urban space according to the desired intensity and scope of
impact of UHI mitigation. As urban green spaces differ in their proportions of forestland,
water bodies, grass, and hard pavements, the regional thermal environment shows some
spatial differentiation. However, this differentiation has not been adequately reflected in
quantitative research, which has thus far failed to examine the impact of different green
space landscape types (including plant community structure, community type, and typical
landscape environment) on human comfort.
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To address the above shortcomings, the research team continuously and dynamically
monitored the microenvironmental effects of green space plant communities (such as
reducing air fungi, cooling and humidifying, and reducing negative ions in the air) in BOFP
for 15 years, from 2005 to 2020. In a previous study, the team used the results to illustrate
the spatial characteristics of regional thermal comfort in green space areas of BOFP [27].
The current study addressed the following research questions.

(1) Which plant community structure(s) and type(s) of green space significantly affect
human thermal comfort in BOFP?

(2) What are the differences in human thermal comfort between typical landscape areas
of green space in BOFP?

The research results provide a scientific basis for the planning, design, renewal, and
optimisation of landscape green space in BOFP to improve the urban thermal environment
and human thermal comfort.

2. Overview of the Study Area and Research Methods
2.1. Study Area

The main green space areas in BOFP are located in Chaoyang district, Beijing (Figure 1).
They extend from Kehui Road in the south to Qinghe in the north (across the North Fifth
Ring Road), east to Anli Road and west to Lincui Road. The park covers a total area of
680 hectares, of which the southern part covers about 380 hectares (including a venue area
in the west) and the northern part covers about 300 hectares.
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2.2. Research Methods 

Figure 1. Location map of Beijing Olympic Forest Park.

2.2. Research Methods
2.2.1. Selection of Plant Community Index for Typical Green Space

Plant communities in the green space quadrat of BOFP were categorised as follows.
Five types of plant community structure: tree–shrub–grass (TSG), tree-shrub (TS), tree-
grass (TG), shrub-grass (SG), and grass/ground cover (G). Five plant community types:
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coniferous plant community (CP), coniferous and broadleaved mixed plant community
(CBP), deciduous broadleaved plant community (DBP), shrub (S) and grass/ground cover
(G). Five typical environments: TSG multi-layer plant community (MPC), TS, TG, and SG
double-layer plant community (DPC), G single-plant Community (SPC), waterfront plaza
(WS), and waterfront plant community (WPC). CK denotes the comparison sample.

2.2.2. Data Collection

(1) Sample Setting

Using the chessboard sampling method, 17 experimental sample points were selected
in the green space of BOFP (Figure 2 and Table 1). To ensure that the test sample points were
far away from large-scale crowd activity areas (urban roads, squares, etc.), representative
vegetation types were selected to fine-tune their positions [27]. The types and number
of plant community structures covered more than three test sites. The two comparison
samples were located in the Beijing Olympic Park paved square (near the underground
business district), 1 km south of the south gate of BOFP; and in a paved square on the north
side of the north fourth ring road of BOFP (near Beijing’s Bird’s Nest National Stadium).
Compared with the former, the latter site has more hard pavement, less green space, less
diverse plant communities, and more dense crowd activities.
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Table 1. Biological characteristics of plant communities at green space test sample points in BOFP
(synchronous test data).

Sample
Points

Community
Structure

Community
Type

Dominant
Species (DS)

Other
Types

Plant
Height

(m)
DBH (cm) Crown

Width (m)

Canopy
Height

(m)

Canopy
Density

(CD)

CK 1 - - - - - - - - -
CK 2 - - - - - - - - -

A TG DBP Populus
tomentosa

Pinus
tabulaeformis,

Sabina
chinensis,

Midget
crabapple,

Syringaoblata

10–12 25–30 2.0–2.5 5.0–6.0 0.65

B - -
Salix matsu-
danacvpen-

dula

Phragmites-
communis,

Purple
loosestrife

4.5–5.5 20–25 4.0–4.5 2.0–2.5 0.25

C TSG DBP
Salix

matsudana
f.pendula

Lonicera
maackii 5.5–6.0 20–25 3.5–4.0 3.0–3.5 0.75

D TSG CBP

Sabina
chinensis;
Sophora
japonica

Salix
matsudana

3.5–4.0/
5.5–6.0 20–25 2.0–2.5/

4.5–5.0
1.5–2.0/
2.5–3.0 0.85

E T CP Pinus
tabulaeformis

Prunus
armeniaa,
Lonicera

maackii, Vitex
negundo

3.0–3.5 10–15 3.5–4.0 1.5–2.0 0.35

F TG DBP Salix
matsudana

Robinia
pseudoacacia

(young),
Viburnum
dilatatum

7.0–8.0 20–25 4.5–5.0 3.0–4.0 0.85

G SG S Syringa oblata

Sophora
japonica,
Forsythia
suspensa

2.5–3.0 – 2.0–2.5 1.5–2.0 0.75

H SG S

Caryopteris×
clandonensis,

‘Worcester
Gold’

Euonymus
japonicus 0.5–1.0 – – – 0.45

I SG S Euonymus
japonicus

Sophora
japonica 0.5–1.0 – – – 0.45

J SG CP Pinus
tabulaeformis

Ulmus pumila,
Fontanesia 4.5–5.0 10–15 2.5–3.0 2.0–2.5 0.55

K SG DBP Prunus triloba

Pinus
tabulaeformis,

Sophora
japonica

3.0–3.5 – 2.0–2.5 1.0–1.5 0.75

L G G
Lawn and

ground cover
plants

Prunus
armeniaca – – – – 0.75

M TS CP Pinus
tabulaeformis

Sophora
japonica,

Syringaoblata
3.5–4.0 10–15 2.5–3.0 1.5–2.0 0.95

N TSG CBP Populus
tomentosa

Malus
spectabilis,

Weigela florida,
Lespedeza

9.5–10.0 25–30 2.5–3.0 5.0–6.0 0.90

O TSG DBP Sophora
japonica

Syringa oblata,
Forsythia
suspensa

6.5–7.0 20–25 4.0–4.5 2.5–3.0 0.90

P TG DBP Ginkgo biloba - 4.5–5.0 15–25 2.5–3.0 2.0–2.5 0.75

Q TG DBP
Sophora

japonica, Fraxi-
nuschinensis

Syringa
microphylla,

Sorbaria
sorbifolia,

Prunuscerasifera

3.5–4.0 15–20 3.0–3.5/5–
6 2–3/3–4 0.75
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(2) Test methods

The test instrument was the 6 SWEMA Y-Boat-R multifunctional online environmental
detection system (which has 30 channels that can simultaneously collect and store air
temperature, radiation temperature, wind speed, and direction data and synchronously
measure reference data such as air relative humidity, differential pressure, and heat flux).
Three repetitions were set for each index data point. The test was conducted over 3 days
between August 10 and 20, 2020. The meteorological conditions were sunny (cloud cover
not more than 30%) with a calm wind (3–4 m/s). First, data on green plant community
characteristics such as plant height of dominant species, DBH, crown width, canopy height,
canopy coverage, and canopy density were obtained by field investigation within the
quadrat. Quantitative plant community parameters such as the leaf area index were
measured using the CI-110 plant canopy image analyser.

During the sample point measurement, the instrument automatically recorded and
stored the measured data. In the data analysis, the arithmetic mean of the automatically
recorded data obtained at intervals of 10 min from 08:00 to 18:00 (76 times in total), was
taken as the daily mean. The average values automatically recorded at 5-min intervals
between 08:50 and 09:10 (obtained at 08:50, 08:55, 09:00, 09:05, and 09:10), between 13:20
and 13:40, and between 17:20 and 17:40 were taken as the morning instantaneous value,
noon instantaneous value, and afternoon instantaneous value, respectively. The average
values of the comparative sample data were used as background comfort data for the urban
area environment.

2.2.3. Data Analysis Methods

(1) PMV–PPD body comfort index
PMV is the estimated average thermal sensation index, which is a quantitative measure

of people’s thermal sensation in a specific outdoor thermal environment. It can be used
to evaluate and judge whether a certain environmental state meets the requirements
for human thermal comfort (the higher the absolute value of PMV, the greater people’s
discomfort, which is categorised as “thermal discomfort” or “cold discomfort”, otherwise
“comfort”). PPD is a quantitative index measuring people’s predicted dissatisfaction with
a specific thermal environment, i.e., the predicted dissatisfaction rate, which is expressed
in percentage form (the higher the value, the greater the predicted dissatisfaction). The
PMV–PPD index corresponds to the ASHRAE thermal sensation level 7 index. The range of
values from cold to hot is −3 to 3, where 0 is the most comfortable state of the environment
(as shown in Table 2). The mathematical relationship between PMV and PPD is shown in
Figure 3.

Table 2. PMV thermal sensation scale (ASHRAE thermal sensation).

Thermal
Sensation Cold Cool Slightly

Cool Moderate Slightly
Warm Warm Hot

PMV Value −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3

The calculation formulas are given below.

PMV =
(
0.303e−0.036M + 0.028

)
×
{
(M − W) − 3.0510−3 × [5733 − 6.99 (M − W) − Pa] − 0.42 × [(M−

W) − 58.15] − 1.7 × 10−5 M (5867 − Pa) − 0.0014 M (34ta) − 3.96 × 10−8 fcl × [(tcl + 273)4 − (tr +
273)4] − fclhc(tcl − ta)}

(1)

PPD = 100− 95× e−(0.03353×PMV4+0.2179×PMV2) (2)

Formula : tcl =

35.7− 0.028(M−W)− Icl

{
3.96× 10−8 fcl ×

[
(tcl + 273)4 − (tr + 273)4

]
+ fclhc(tcl − ta)

} (3)
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hc =

{
2.38|tcl − ta|0.25 When 2.38|tcl − ta| > 12.1

√
νar

12.1
√

νar When 2.38|tcl − ta| < 12.1
√

νar
(4)

fcl =

{
1.00 + 1.290Icl When Icl ≤ 0.078 m2 ·K/W
1.05 + 0.645Icl When Icl > 0.078 m2 ·K/W

(5)

In Formula (1), PMV is the estimated average thermal sensation index; M is the
metabolic rate of the human body when engaged in certain activities in the thermal environ-
ment (this study focused on aerobic exercise such as fast walking, jogging, and dance-based
fitness), W/m2; W is the heat consumed by external work (negligible for most activities),
W/m2; Icl is the thermal resistance of clothing, m2·K/W (the background clothing in this
study was set as trousers, shirt/T-shirt, shoes, and socks; coefficient = 0.110 m2·K/W); fcl is
the ratio of body surface area when clothed to body surface area when exposed; ta is the
air temperature, ◦C; tr is the average radiation temperature, ◦C; Var is the relative wind
speed, m/s; Pa is the partial pressure of water vapour, Pa; hc is the convective heat transfer
coefficient, W/(m2·◦C); and tcl is the clothing surface temperature, ◦C.

hc and tcl can be obtained by formula iteration. PMV can be obtained from metabolic
rate, clothing thermal resistance, air temperature, average radiation temperature, wind
speed, and other parameters (std.samr.gov.cn).

In Formula (2), when the PMV value is 0, the PPD value is not also 0, because regardless
of how comfortable the objective environment is, people’s physical comfort is affected by
multiple subjective and objective factors beyond the environment, such as physiological
and psychological factors. It was assumed here that even when the objective environment
was at its most comfortable, 5% of people would still be dissatisfied (i.e., PPD = 5%).
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3. Results
3.1. Differences in Body Comfort between Different Plant Community Structures in Green Space

Figure 4 (including Figure 4a–c) and Figure 5, respectively, show the instantaneous
values and mean values of human thermal sensation in areas of green space with different
green plant community structures. As shown in Figure 2, the level of morning instantaneous
somatosensory comfort in the areas with TG, TS, SG, and G community structures was high.
However, TG and TS show negative values in the figure, indicating “cool comfort”, while
the SG and G areas were associated with “warm comfort”. As the SG and G community
structure areas were directly exposed to solar radiation in the local plant community areas,
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their temperature rose quickly, while the TS and TG community structure areas did not
receive much direct irradiation from sunlight due to their dense forest canopy, resulting in a
slow rise in air temperature. The comparison sample also showed a rapid temperature rise,
with its areas associated with “warm comfort”. The results shown in Figure 4b,c are very
similar, illustrating a gradual intensification of thermal sensation (from noon instantaneous
to afternoon instantaneous), reaching the level of “thermal discomfort” before the end of
the test and remaining at this level after the test.

Figure 5 presents two main sets of results. Somatosensory comfort in the TG and TS
community structure areas was basically at the level of “thermal comfort”, while that in
the TSG, SG, and G community structure areas was at the level of “thermal discomfort”.
The reason for the former finding may lie in tree canopy shielding, which meant that direct
solar radiation intensity and air relative humidity in the forest were controlled within
a certain range. In addition, there were relatively few vegetation layers in the forest,
which was conducive to the flow of air in the horizontal and vertical directions, making
the temperature feel more comfortable. Although the TSG community structure had full
canopy coverage, space in the forest was limited, which restricted airflow and thereby
limited the dissipation of air humidity and heat. Although the SG and G community
structure areas had good ventilation, they experienced strong direct radiation, making
them feel hot.
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Figure 5. Regional body comfort in green plant community structure areas (mean values).

Figure 5 presents two main sets of results. Somatosensory comfort in the TG and TS
community structure areas was basically at the level of “thermal comfort”, while that in
the TSG, SG, and G community structure areas was at the level of “thermal discomfort”.
The reason for the former finding may lie in tree canopy shielding, which meant that direct
solar radiation intensity and air relative humidity in the forest were controlled within
a certain range. In addition, there were relatively few vegetation layers in the forest,
which was conducive to the flow of air in the horizontal and vertical directions, making
the temperature feel more comfortable. Although the TSG community structure had full
canopy coverage, space in the forest was limited, which restricted airflow and thereby
limited the dissipation of air humidity and heat. Although the SG and G community
structure areas had good ventilation, they experienced strong direct radiation, making
them feel hot.

3.2. Differences in Somatosensory Comfort between Green Space with Different Plant Community Types

Figure 6 (including Figure 6a–c) and Figure 7, respectively, show the instantaneous
values and mean values of perceived bodily heat across the five green plant community
types. As shown in Figure 4a, all five community type areas felt comfortable in the morning.
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Among them, the S and G community type areas were associated with “warm comfort”,
while the CP, DBP, and CBP community type areas were associated with “cool comfort”.
The reason for the “warm comfort” experienced in S and G may have been that the air in
these areas was heated by direct solar radiation, while the DBP and CBP areas stayed cooler
for longer due to their greater canopy closure. However, the CP community type area had
small trees and thus no significant canopy coverage. Although direct solar radiation was
strong in this area, according to the field observation, the regional environment was still
experienced as cool. The reasons for this unexpected finding need to be further studied.
The results in Figure 6b,c are similar, showing a continuous increase in thermal sensation
from noon to afternoon. At noon (Figure 6b), some of the community type areas were
still comfortable, but in the afternoon (Figure 6c), all of the community type areas were
associated with “thermal discomfort”. As shown in Figure 5, the somatosensory comfort
level in the DBP community type area was “thermal comfort”, while that in the other
community type areas was “thermal discomfort”. The reasons for this finding also need to
be further studied.
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3.3. Differences of Typical Landscape Environment and Body Comfort of Green Space

Figure 8 (including Figure 8a–c) and Figure 9, respectively, show the instantaneous
values and mean values of thermal sensation in areas with different typical landscape
environments. As shown in Figure 8a, all of the community types in the morning felt
comfortable. The MPC, DPC, and WPC community structure areas were associated with
“cool comfort”, while the SPC and WS community structure areas were associated with
“warm comfort”. As the MPC community structure in this section is the same as the TSG
community structure, the corresponding results are the same as those reported in Section 2.1.
The results presented in Figure 8b,c are very similar, showing that thermal sensation in
the typical landscape environment areas increased or remained roughly stable within the
threshold range of “thermal discomfort” (2≤ |PMV| ≤3). The results in Figure 9 show that
thermal sensation in the three landscape environments represented by the MPC, DPC, and
WPC community structures ranged from “thermal comfort” to “thermal discomfort”. The
WPC community area showed similar characteristics to the DPC community area, which
may have been due to its open space and proximity to a water body, which is conducive
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to ventilation. The two landscape environments of SPC and WS were associated with
significant “thermal discomfort”, as they were subject to strong direct solar radiation.
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3.4. Fitting PMV–PPD Body Comfort Index to Observed Values across Landscape Types of Green Space

Figure 10 shows the results of fitting the PMV–PPD thermal comfort index to the
observed values for the representative landscape types of green space. The background
curve in the figure is the PMV–PPD mathematical function relationship (the complete curve
is shown in Figure 3). Figure 10a fits the mean and instantaneous values of body comfort
across landscape types to the PMV–PPD curve, and Figure 10b fits the mean values of
body comfort across landscape types to the PMV–PPD curve. The distribution and degree
of aggregation of the body comfort index values on the fitting curve directly reflect the
differences in body comfort across green landscape types. As shown in Figure 10a, the
instantaneous somatosensory comfort index values of the sample points with green space
community structure as the influencing factor are closest to the ideal data points (PMV = 0,
PPD = 5%), followed by the values for the waterfront plant community area. The morning
instantaneous values for somatosensory comfort show a “comfortable” state (|PMV| < 1,
PPD < 20%). As shown below in Figure 10a, most of the body comfort index values are
located around the upper right part of the curve (PMV > 2, PPD > 80%), indicating “thermal
discomfort”. This may be related to the choice of August, a summer month, as the test period.
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Figure 10b shows the fitting distribution of the mean values of the body comfort index
during the test period. The figure shows that the body comfort index values of the sample
points with green space community structure as the influencing factor are closest to the
ideal data points (indicating thermal comfort), specifically the plant community area with
arbour shrubs and grass structures (A in Figure 10b). The somatosensory comfort index
values for the comparison sample (CK) and most of the landscape types are located around
the upper right part of the curve (B and C in Figure 10b). This suggests that the overall
environment was perceived as too hot (i.e., “thermal discomfort”), which may be related to
the decision to collect data in August, when the temperature is high.

4. Discussion
4.1. Correlation between Plant Community Structure and Somatosensory Comfort in Green Space

According to previous studies, the three-dimensional size of a plant community is
correlated with temperature, relative humidity, and the PMV index [15,21]. Compared
with the other structural types, the TSG MPC community structure in this study had the
largest volume of green space or greenery, helping to reduce the intensity of the UHI effect.
However, as reported in Section 3.1, the level of somatosensory comfort in this environment
was not high. This finding is not completely consistent with other studies [21]. In the
process of landscape architecture planning and design, the TSG MPC community structure
can be adopted in urban areas with a strong heat island effect. However, if a human activity
site is located within or near a TSG MPC area, the canopy density of upper trees and
coverage of shrubs in the forest should be controlled to maximise ventilation and light
transmission and give full play to the advantages of this plant community structure.

Section 3.1 reports that the DPC community structure area with TS and TG had the
highest level of somatosensory comfort compared with the other community structure
areas, for three reasons:

(1) The arbour canopy acted as a “buffer zone”, intercepting sunlight travelling into the
forest and thereby controlling the temperature in the forest [20];

(2) Transpiration from forest canopy leaves controlled the relative humidity in the
forest [16,18];

(3) The lack of inter-forest vegetation layers was conducive to horizontal and vertical
airflow in the forest, helping to regulate somatosensory comfort. However, the
quantitative relationship between canopy closure and somatosensory comfort needs
to be further studied.

4.2. Correlation between Plant Community Types and Somatosensory Comfort in Green Space

Section 3.2 reports that the somatosensory comfort of some DBP community structure
areas was greater than that of areas with other types of plant communities. This may be
related to the high biochemical efficiency of DBP, but further research is needed. Beijing is
located in the ecotone of two vegetation types, namely, CBP and DBP. DBP is the main local
vegetation type. In the tree species composition of this vegetation type, native trees such as
poplar, willow, elm, Sophora japonica, toon, and maple are prevalent. The somatosensory
comfort provided by experimental sites with these kinds of plants should be considered.
The P test site located in the north of BOFP was a TG DPC community structure area
composed of Ginkgo biloba and grass. The physical comfort experienced at this sample
point was poor, perhaps because Ginkgo biloba is not native to Beijing, so its growth
potential is limited, and it lacks large and dense canopies.

4.3. Correlation between Typical Landscape Environment of Green Space and Physical Comfort

The analysis of the relationship between typical landscape environments and the
somatosensory comfort provided by green space provided a multi-perspective verification
of the analysis in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 The results were similar to those in Section 3.1,
indicating that DPC community structure areas offered a high level of somatosensory
comfort. Somatosensory comfort in WPC community areas was also high because both
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shade and ventilation were provided by upper trees [20,26,28,29]. Water bodies with a
large surface area have always been a scarce landscape resource in Beijing, on account of
the climatic conditions of northern China. The water body in the green space of BOFP
is artificial. Such landscape features can only be constructed if the area of green space
is large enough and investment is sufficient. Therefore, the conclusion that the WPC
community areas provided high somatosensory comfort is actually of limited significance
for practical application. However, this finding does show that ventilation is conducive
to the improvement of somatosensory comfort and that the right ventilation conditions
are derived from “wind guiding” or even “wind making”. The scientific basis of this
relationship needs to be further studied. Based on the numerical fitting in Section 3.4
combined with the analysis results in Sections 3.1–3.3, the improved thermal comfort
provided by DPC community structure areas (i.e., TS, TG, and DBP) deserves careful
attention in future research.

The research reported in this paper was carried out over 15 years. With the continuous
growth and development of green space vegetation in BOFP, the three-dimensional quantity
of greenery per unit of green space area will become larger and larger (until it reaches a
stable value). The role of green space vegetation in improving the urban regional thermal
microenvironment may become more and more significant. What are the intensity and
scope of this UCI effect? The measurement methods used in this study revealed only
the spatial differentiation of body comfort in discontinuous and point areas. How can
continuous data be obtained? It may be effective to use remote sensing to gather data
for interpretation and inversion while carrying out continuous monitoring. The results
support the “evidence-based design” of landscape architecture, providing a scientific
foundation for the planning and design of functional green spaces that efficiently improve
microenvironmental conditions.

5. Conclusions

The above findings lead to suggestions for urban landscape environmental planning,
design, and renewal practice. In areas in which the UHI effect is intense, TS and TG
community structures with DBP as the dominant species should be adopted to significantly
improve human thermal comfort. However, the focal microenvironmental factors show
significant temporal and spatial differentiation due to the varying geographic, climatic, and
other characteristics of the city in which BOFP is located, such as differences in landscape
patterns, species composition, quantity of regional green space vegetation, and patterns of
growth. Given the complexity of the research object—urban green space—the study was
unable to comprehensively model the spatial composition of green space plant communities
and may have ignored or failed to pay attention to important heterogeneous factors.
Therefore, the findings require further testing to ensure their reliability and generalisability.
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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has induced changes in global air quality, mostly short-term
improvements, through worldwide lockdowns and restrictions on human mobility and industrial
enterprises. In this study, we explored the air pollution status in Tehran metropolitan, the capital city
of Iran, during the COVID-19 outbreak. To this end, ambient air quality data (CO, NO2, O3, PM10,
SO2, and AQI) from 14 monitoring stations across the city, together with global COVID-19-related
records, were utilized. The results showed that only the annual mean concentration of SO2 increased
during the COVID-19 pandemic, mainly due to burning fuel oil in power plants. The findings also
demonstrated that the number of days with a good AQI has significantly decreased during the
pandemic, despite the positive trend in the global AQI. Based on the spatial variation of the air quality
data across the city, the results revealed that increasing pollution levels were more pronounced in
low-income regions.

Keywords: COVID-19; air pollution; Tehran; AQI

1. Introduction

Urban air pollution is known as a major human health challenge [1,2]. According to
the World Health Organization (WHO), approximately seven million premature deaths
occur annually across the globe due to air pollution [3]. While air quality has improved
substantially in the US and many developed countries, unhealthy levels of air pollution
remain a daunting challenge in many developing countries and are expected to worsen
in some regions owing to a variety of natural and anthropogenic sources [4–7]. The lack
of a comprehensive decision-making system, old public transportation fleets, inefficient
planning and management in urban environments in the face of high population density,
and inadequate financial means are the main barriers to achieving or maintaining clean
air in developing countries [8–10]. Iran, rich in oil and gas resources, suffers greatly from
the complex challenges caused by air pollution [4,11,12] and endures more than 49,000 air
pollution-related deaths annually [13]. The air pollution status in densely populated areas,
especially the capital city of Tehran, is at a critically concerning level. The main driving
factors for the excessive air pollution in this metropolitan city are (i) special topography
that allows the confinement of pollutants over the city: Tehran is engulfed from three sides
by mountains i.e., Shemiran hills in the north, Damavand hills in the east, and Karaj hills in
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the west [14]; (ii) dry climatic and stagnant air conditions: there is no noticeable rainfall
during half of a year, and winds usually do not have the necessary power to move pollu-
tion out of the urban area, with 70% of the winds having a speed of less than 3 m/s [15];
(iii) high population density: the population density in Tehran, 11,969 people per square
kilometer, is more than 180 times higher than Iran’s average [16]; (iv) excessive daily trip fre-
quency: more than 20 million daily trips occur in the city and there are currently more than
4 million vehicles and 3 million motorcycles in use, twice of its ecological capacity [17];
and (v) old and inefficient vehicles: 71% of Tehran’s pollution is due to mobile pollution
sources. This undesirable air condition is the main cause of 4800 annual deaths and health
costs exceeding 2 billion U.S. dollars per year [1,4].

The extreme outbreak of COVID-19 occurred in the presence of significant air quality
challenges in Tehran. Lockdown policy and urban activity restrictions have the potential
to reduce urban transportation and ultimately help improve air quality [18–22]. Different
nations, however, with different economic and social conditions responded differently to the
COVID-19 pandemic, which translated to various levels of change in the urban air quality
status, with significant implications for environmental justice issues [23–28]. Therefore,
despite the national stay-at-home orders during the COVID-19 outbreak, albeit infrequent,
some residents of Tehran had to continue their daily activities to survive. To understand
how different factors affected Tehran’s air quality during the COVID-19 pandemic, this
study investigates Tehran’s air pollution status using daily records from 14 monitoring
stations across this metropolitan area and compares it with global COVID-19-related records.
The results are of paramount importance to show how different socioeconomic factors
affect urban air quality.

2. Materials and Methods

Tehran, the capital of Iran, is located at 35◦40′ North and 51◦19′ East with an average
altitude of 1190 m above sea level. Figure 1 demonstrates the 22 municipal regions of
Tehran and the location of meteorological stations distributed across the city. This city has
a length of approximately 27 km from north to south and 50 km from east to west. Figure 2
illustrates the main meteorological features of the city during the COVID-19 pandemic.
This vibrant metropolitan area is home to more than 8.5 million people (10% of Iran’s total
population and 30% of Iran’s urban population). Tehran’s population increases by almost
three million during the day as residents from surrounding communities move to Tehran
for work and personal business [16]. This mega city alone accounts for more than 20% of
total energy consumption in Iran [29]. One of the most important features of this city is
its self-purification capacity due to its vast green space, a capacity that is overpowered by
the city’s power plants and the immense number of vehicles. Tehran has 2277 orchards
with a total area of 5949 hectares (Figure S1). In addition, green space along Tehran’s
urban roads accumulates to 8253 hectares and the green belt around the city has an area
of 42,855 hectares. Around Tehran, there are five fossil fuel power plants, including the
Montazer Ghaem and Tarasht power plants in the west, and the Rey, Besat, and Parand
power plants in the south of the city, with a capacity of 3000 megawatts (MW). The main
power generation capacity is mainly located in the south of the city [30].
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Figure 1. Study area and location of monitoring stations.

Figure 2. Main meteorological variables at Tehran synoptic station during the COVID-19 pandemic,
(a) maximum and minimum mean temperature with mean temperature, (b) mean daylight and
sunshine hours, (c) mean monthly rainfall and number of rainy days, and (d) mean wind speed.
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Air Quality Indices

Ambient air quality data for critical pollutants used in this study include carbon
monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), coarse particulate matter (PM10), ozone (O3),
sulfur dioxide (SO2), as well the as air quality index (AQI). CO is an odorless toxic pollutant
in the air that is largely produced from fossil fuel combustion [31]. Long-term exposure to
CO can reduce blood oxygen-carrying capacity and cause neurological and cardiovascular
diseases in humans [32]. NO is a gaseous air pollutant that is formed when fossil fuels such
as oil or coal are burned at high temperatures. In the atmosphere, it turns into NO2 through
a reaction with O3. Public and private cars are the largest source of this pollutant, followed
by power plants, heavy equipment, and other mobile engines and industrial boilers [33,34].
Long exposure to NO2 can cause bronchitis, asthma attacks, and phlegm [35]. Tehran’s
NO2 usual concentration is 85 ppb [1]. PM10 can cause serious environmental problems
and certain types of cancer [36,37]. O3 is produced by chemical reactions between nitrogen
oxides and volatile organic compounds in the presence of sunlight and heat. Therefore, the
possibility of increasing the O3 levels to unhealthy levels on sunny and hot days is high.
Ground-level O3 is a grave environmental hazard [38]. People with asthma, children, older
adults, and people with reduced intake of certain nutrients, such as vitamins C and E, are
at greater risk from O3 exposure. SO2 is a colorless, bad-smelling, toxic gas that is emitted
by the burning of fossils. Diesel vehicles and equipment (i.e., power plants) have long
been a major source of SO2 [39]. SO2 can harm the human respiratory system and make
breathing difficult [40]. At high concentrations, gaseous SO2 can harm trees and plants by
damaging foliage and decreasing growth. The AQI is a unitless measure of air quality that
runs from 0 to 500. An AQI of 100 is usually associated with the regulatory pollutant level.
The higher the AQI value, the greater the health threat from air pollution and the higher
the environmental hazards [41]. To attain the AQI at each air quality monitoring station,
first, the pollutant index (Ip) is calculated individually for each ambient pollutant using
Equation (1) [42]. Then, the maximum acquired Ip is considered as the station’s AQI.

Ip =
IHi − ILo

BPHi − BPLo

(
Cp − BPLo

)
+ ILo (1)

where Cp is the truncated concentration of pollutant p (µg/m3), BPHi is the concentration
breakpoint that is greater than or equal to Cp, BPLo is the concentration breakpoint that
is less than or equal to Cp, IHi is the AQI value corresponding to BPHi, and ILo is the
AQI value corresponding to BPLo. It is required to mention that O3 should be truncated
to three decimal places, CO should be truncated to one decimal place, and SO2, PM10,
and NO2 should be truncated to an integer number. For details on pollutant-specific
breakpoints/truncations and examples of the AQI calculation/classification procedure, the
interested reader is referred to technical assistance on the AQI [42].

All the data were collected from 14 atmospheric monitoring stations in Tehran between
1 January 2019, and 30 December 2020, provided by the Air Quality Control Center of
the Tehran municipality. COVID-19-related data was acquired from the “Our World in
Data” website (https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus/country/iran?country=~IRN,
accessed on 21 April 2021). It should be noted that COVID-19 national cumulative data
is published daily, and spatial classification of these data did not exist at the time of this
study. To spatially interpret the data and estimate the values between measurements, the
deterministic reverse distance weighting interpolation method was used. In this method,
the effect of a known data point is inversely related to the distance from the location being
estimated [9,42]. In this study, the most recent published values of the ambient air quality
indices have been used as the baseline (usual) concentration. Finally, the well-known t-test
was implemented to discover how significant the differences between the indices before
and during COVID-19 are.
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3. Results and Discussion

In Iran, the official onset date of COVID-19 was announced as February 19, 2020 (in the
city of Qom near Tehran). On the same day, the Iranian government raised the COVID-19
alert to yellow [43]. The number of confirmed cases increased slightly from mid-March
to early July followed by a slight decrease in August; since September, with the arrival of
rapid diagnosis kits from South Korea, the number of confirmed cases escalated. To reduce
the propagation of the illness, some of the restrictions imposed on daily life and social
activities, such as the travel ban policy and prevention of intercity transportation, positively
affected the air quality of big cities in Iran [44]. Referring to Tehran, the air pollution related
to the travel ban policy was reduced significantly in 2020 [45]. A pioneering study on the
effect of changes in traffic flow patterns across Iran has demonstrated that each one million
intercity traffic was associated with a 3% increase in COVID-relevant mortality with a time
lag of five weeks [46].

3.1. Carbon Monoxide (CO)

The concentration of CO in 2015 was considered here as a usual concentration in
different districts of Tehran, which varied between 26.6 to 32.6 ppm [9]. The mean annual
CO concentration in 2020 decreased to 25.2 ppm from 27.7 ppm in 2019, which is not
significant (the significancy of variation is discussed later in Section 3.7), both of which
are lower than the usual concentration. In 2020, the range of change in CO concentration
was lower than its preceding at all stations (Figure S2). The highest inter-annual range of
change in CO concentration in 2020 was 91 ppm (station 14), which was lower than that
in 2019 at 157 ppm (station 13). The minimum and maximum CO concentrations in 2020
were also lower than in 2019. Minimum CO concentrations of 3 ppm and 4 ppm were
measured at stations 5 and 6 in April 2020 and September 2019, respectively, whereas its
maximum concentration levels were 99 ppm and 163 ppm in October 2020 and November
2019 at stations 14 and 13, respectively. The CO concentration only changed significantly
in November and December (p-value < 0.05), and we cannot prove any significant trends
in other months. Traditionally, the CO concentration is higher in winter and cold weather
than in the rest of the year [47], a phenomenon that was observed in both years. The main
reason for this is the confinement of pollution due to the special topography of Tehran, and
temperature. Despite the 2020 average CO concentration levels across all stations being
lower than that of 2019, there was significant heterogeneity among stations without a clear
trend that holds for all (Figure 3). Only in November 2020 did Tehran witness a steady
reduction in CO concentration at all stations, compared to the same month in 2019, which
is attributed to the enforcement of strict traffic restrictions as the confirmed deaths due to
COVID-19 soared. The southwestern part of the city had a higher concentration of CO from
March to September 2020 compared to the previous year. A similar pattern was observed
in the center and northwest of Tehran but during October and December. We highlight a
decrease in CO concentration in the west and southwest of Tehran after the outbreak of
COVID-19 compared to previous months.
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Figure 3. (a) Distribution map of maximum, minimum and mean of monthly CO concentration at
each station and (b) spatial distribution of variations in the mean monthly CO concentration in 2020
compared to 2019.

3.2. Nitrogen Dixide (NO2)

The mean annual NO2 concentrations in 2020 and 2019 were 71.7 ppb and 71.8 ppb,
respectively (Figure S3), which although being lower than the usual concentration level,
are about 1.7 times higher than the standard threshold recommended by the World Health
Organization (WHO). The mean monthly concentration decreased significantly only in
March, April, and December (p-value < 0.05). The maximum NO2 level in 2020 (2019) was
114 ppb (142 ppb), which was observed at station 8 (6) in December (November). The
minimum NO2 concentration in 2020 (2019) was 13 ppb (5 ppb), which was observed at
station 12 (3) in August (March). The average NO2 concentration was 85.9 ppb in 2020 as
compared to 88.1 ppb in 2019 (Figure 4). While other studies show a sharp decrease in
NO2 concentrations globally due to the COVID-19 outbreak [48–51], a significant decrease
in NO2 was not observed in Tehran. Furthermore, changes in NO2 concentrations follow
a non–uniform pattern. Most increases in NO2 concentrations from 2019 to 2020 were
seen in the west, south, and southwest of Tehran, where the main out-of-town passenger
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centers and main city terminals are located. The highest monthly increase was observed in
August and September when the highest intercity travels traditionally occur. The maximum
increase in NO2 levels occurring in these months could be a sign of a change in travel
patterns and a higher rate of intercity public transport use—such as buses—in the shadow
of the COVID-19 outbreak when the government prohibited the entrance of cars with
out-of-province license plates into Tehran.
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3.3. Coarse Particulate Matter (PM10)

PM10 is one of the leading driving factors of air pollution-caused deaths in Tehran. The
contribution of traffic flow emissions to particular matter concentrations and their negative
impact on human health has been explored in many studies [52–54]. In Tehran, PM10’s
usual concentration is 90.6 µg/m3 [1]. The mean annual PM10 concentration in 2020 de-
creased from 56.7 µg/m3 to 55.8 µg/m3 in 2019, which is not a significant reduction
(p-value > 0.05) (Figure S4). This indicates that PM10 in Tehran was approximately
three times higher than the standard threshold recommended by WHO (annual mean
of 15 µg/m3) [55]. In 2020 (2019), the highest concentration of PM10 was 139 µg/m3

(204 µg/m3) at station 7 (4) and in December (August). In addition, in 2020 (2019), the min-
imum concentration of PM10 was 5 µg/m3 (8 µg/m3) at station 2 (2), and it was observed
in February (March). The results showed an increase in the mean PM10 concentration in
six stations (Stations 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 13) in 2020 compared to 2019, especially in March,
June, July, and November (p-value < 0.05). In general, the lowest PM10 concentrations were
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observed in February and March, whereas the highest levels were observed in September
and October. This pattern may be a sign of stability in the atmospheric boundary condition
and is consistent with the behavior presented by other researchers [56] (Figure 5).
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3.4. Ozone (O3)

Tehran’s usual O3 concentration is 68.8 ppb [1]. The mean O3 concentration in 2020
compared to 2019 has increased from 42.4 ppb to 45.7 ppb, which is not a significant change
(p-value > 0.05). The maximum O3 concentration in 2020 (2019) was 235 ppb (204 ppb) and
seen at station 2 (7) in July (June) (Figure 6). The minimum O3 level is 2 ppb in both 2019
and 2020 and can be seen in several stations during November and December. Maximum
and minimum O3 concentrations are expected to occur in summer and winter due to
temperature and solar radiation levels in these seasons (Figure S5). Therefore, it can be
concluded that O3 concentration changed significantly in June, August, September, and
October (p-value < 0.05).
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3.5. Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)

Tehran’s usual SO2 concentration is 8.9 ppb, and its highest levels are usually seen
in winter [1]. The mean annual SO2 concentration increased from 7.4 ppb to 17.5 ppb
from 2019 to 2020 (p-value < 0.05). The maximum SO2 concentration in 2020 (2019) was
143 ppb (34 ppb) at station 7 (7) and in November (January) (Figure 7). The minimum SO2
level ranges between 2 ppb to 3 ppb in 2019 and 2020 between January and March. In all
stations, the maximum and mean monthly concentration increased in 2020 compared to
2019 (Figure 7). A major change in the source of fuel in Tehran’s power plants is the main
culprit of this pollution increase. In the cold winter of 2020, due to the need to maintain
natural gas in home networks, the fuel of power plants was changed from natural gas
to fuel oil. This decision, which made its way to the press a few months later, became
a source of public controversy, and the media called it a wrong decision and a threat to
public health. It is noteworthy that, in the northern region of the city, the SO2 concentration
decreased in all months after the COVID-19 outbreak. The wealthiest population of Tehran
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inhabits this region and it is not close to any power plants. In parts of the west and south
of Tehran—where the power plants are located—we see an increase in SO2 concentration
(Figure S6). These regions house working-class and low-income communities, which
suffered increasing air pollution during the pandemic when most of the global population
benefited from cleaner air due to stay-at-home orders.
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3.6. Air Quality Index—AQI

Figure 8 compares Tehran’s AQI among 14 stations in 2019 and 2020. For example,
station 1 witnessed 60 days of good AQI in both years. In 2020 (2019), the maximum AQI
index was 235 (204), which occurred at station 2 (12) and was observed in May (June).
In addition, its minimum was equal to 15 (6) and was observed at station 4 (11) and in
February (January) (Figure S6). In all stations, the mean and maximum AQI significantly
increased in 2020 compared to 2019 (p-value < 0.05) (except for stations 7, 9, 12, and 13,
whose maximum decreased in 2020). This trend is contrary to the globally observed trends
that showed improved air quality in 2020 [57]. In the rich northern region of Tehran, in
all months the AQI decreased, and the air condition improved, a trend that is comparable
to the rest of the globe. In the northeastern parts, however, the AQI increased and the air
quality deteriorated. In almost all stations, we see an increase in the AQI in the intervals
between stay-at-home orders. This can be attributed to the accumulation of transportation
needs after periods of quarantine (Figure 9). While in 2019 the number of good days was
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58, it was reduced to 30 days in 2020. On the other hand, the number of moderate days
marginally increased from 202 in 2019 to 214 in 2020 (Figure 8).
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3.7. Significance of Variations

As previously mentioned, a correlated pairs t-test was implemented to determine if
the differences (results) were statistically significant. The null hypothesis is that the true
difference in the mean value of each index before and during COVID-19 is zero. Table 1
summarizes the p-values achieved for the indices. Considering the 95% confidence interval
(i.e., p-value ≤ 0.05), the null hypothesis is rejected in this study. Accordingly, significant
change in SO2 (AQI) was observed in all (almost all) months. Regarding CO and NO2,
significant variation in air quality was seen in two (December and November) and three
(March, April, and December) months, respectively. The monthly significant changes in
PM10 and O3 indices were seen in four months during the pandemic.
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Table 1. The attained p-value on air quality indices across Tehran.

Month
Index

SO2 CO NO2 PM10 O3 AQI

January <0.05 0.12 0.12 0.41 0.71 <0.05
February <0.05 0.62 0.43 0.54 0.98 <0.05
March <0.05 0.23 <.05 <0.05 0.40 <0.05
April <0.05 0.57 <.05 0.20 0.70 <0.05
May <0.05 0.52 0.13 0.30 0.18 0.65
June <0.05 0.81 0.63 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05
July <0.05 0.53 0.87 <0.05 0.12 0.18
August <0.05 0.82 0.17 0.22 <0.05 <0.05
September <0.05 0.82 0.17 0.22 <0.05 <0.05
October <0.05 0.51 0.19 0.54 <0.05 0.44
November <0.05 <0.05 0.22 <0.05 0.64 0.44
December <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 0.21 0.33 <0.05
Mean annual <0.05 0.7 0.41 0.11 0.35 <0.05

Reductions in primary air pollutants during the COVID-19 outbreak were reported in
several studies. Table 2 compares our findings with those attained in different regions.

Table 2. Summary of recent studies on COVID-19 effect on air pollution.

Study Study Area Findings

This article Tehran

CO significantly reduced in December and November
NO2 did not decrease sharply at the stations, but the daily
mean concentration in March, April and December has
significantly decreased.
PM10 concentration increased in March, June, July, and
November
O3 has increased in June, August, September, and October.
Mean annual and monthly SO2 increased.
Mean annual AQI has decreased.

[58] New York PM2.5 and NO2 has decreased. O3 has increased.

[59] Global Primary air pollutants have reduced.
Secondary PM and O3 has increased in some cities.

[60] India AQI has improved and the tropospheric NO2 and O3 have
reduced.

[61] United Kingdom NO2 and PM2.5 concentrations have reduced.
[62] China PM2.5, PM10, SO2, NO2, and CO have decreased

[63] India PM2.5, NO2, and AQI over Delhi, Mumbai, Hyderabad,
Kolkata, and Chennai have declined.

[64] Wuhan AQI has decreased significantly.
NO2 has decreased, but O3 has increased significantly.

[65] Western Europe NO2 has decreased considerably. PM has reduced relatively.

[66] Delhi
PM10, PM2.5 NO2, and CO have reduced.
The central and Eastern Delhi have experienced maximum
improvement in air quality.

[67] São Paulo CO, NO, and NO2 have decreased. O3 has increased.

4. Conclusions

In this article, using daily data from 14 air quality monitoring stations across Tehran
metropolitan city, air quality dynamics before and during the COVID-19 pandemic and
its driving factors were examined. The results of this study compare monthly and mean
annual pollution levels in 2019, 2020, and usual concentration for CO (20.17 ppm, 25.2 ppm,
26.6—32.1 ppm), NO2 (71.8, 71.7, 85) ppb, PM10 (56.7, 55.8, 99.5) µg/m3, O3 (42.4, 45.7,68.8)
ppb, SO2 (7.4, 17.5, 8.9) ppb, respectively. According to the results, any significant re-
duction in annual concentration of CO, NO2, PM10 and O3 was not observed. However,
the SO2 concentrations increased significantly during the pandemic. These trends are
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attributed to the change in the main fuel source from natural gas to fuel oil in Tehran power
plants. Political sanctions and undue economic pressure inhibited the maintenance and up-
grade of Iran’s infrastructure, which forced the decision makers to choose poor air quality
(i.e., use of fuel oil in power plants) over cutting natural gas for urban consumers in the cold
winter days. Spatial analysis shows that air pollution indices have drastic heterogeneity in
Tehran, which are attributed to topography, population density and land use patterns. This
heterogeneity leaves the poor with higher pollutant levels than the wealthy, with signifi-
cant implications for environmental justice issues. Furthermore, changes in the pattern of
inter-city travel, from personal travel to public bus travel due to the COVID-19 outbreak,
have increased and concentrated pollution around suburban terminals. The AQI index
analysis shows the days with a good quality index (AQI ≤ 50) in 2020 decreased when
compared to 2019, whereas the number of moderate days (50 < AQI ≤ 100) increased. This
trend is also in contrast to a global improvement in air quality, highlighting that economic
restraints limited the effects of social activity reduction in Tehran. Finally, in the intervals
between the lockdown periods, we see an increase in the AQI index. This could be due to
the accumulation of social transportation needs after periods of quarantine.
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Abstract: Atmospheric pollution is a critical issue in our society due to the continuous development
of countries. Therefore, studies concerning atmospheric pollutants using multivariate statistical
methods are widely available in the literature. Furthermore, machine learning has proved a good
alternative, providing techniques capable of dealing with problems of great complexity, such as
pollution. Therefore, this work used the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm to explore and
analyze atmospheric pollutants data from four air quality monitoring stations in Salvador-Bahia. The
maps generated by the SOM allow identifying patterns between the air quality pollutants (CO, NO,
NO2, SO2, PM10 and O3) and meteorological parameters (environment temperature, relative humidity,
wind velocity and standard deviation of wind direction) and also observing the correlations among
them. For example, the clusters obtained with the SOM pointed to characteristics of the monitoring
stations’ data samples, such as the quantity and distribution of pollution concentration. Therefore,
by analyzing the correlations presented by the SOM, it was possible to estimate the effect of the
pollutants and their possible emission sources.

Keywords: machine learning; atmospheric pollution; Self-Organizing Maps; Salvador-BA

1. Introduction

Air pollution is one of the crucial challenges of modern society. In recent years,
pollution caused by industrial, vehicular, and toxic-chemical emission sources has increased
significantly. This increase can be seen mainly in low- and middle-income countries, also
called developing countries [1]. Despite the continuous pollution growth, awareness and
pollution control programs are limited and receive little attention and financial resources
from governments, international agencies, and philanthropic donors [1].

In addition, effectively managing regulations for controlling air pollution requires
considerable knowledge about the costs and benefits. Currently, the primary efforts for
measuring pollutants aim to avoid possible harm to people’s health, such as respiratory or
cardiovascular diseases that can result in hospitalizations and even death, usually affecting
vulnerable groups of the population [2].

Complex mixtures of solid particles and gaseous pollutants contribute to air pollution.
Among these are priority pollutants, commonly regulated by law and categorized as
primary and secondary. The primary pollutants are substances that can be released directly
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into the atmosphere, while the secondary pollutants are substances derivated from the
primary ones through photochemical reactions in the troposphere [3]. Regarding the
gaseous pollutants, to be particulary mentioned are sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide
(NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), solid materials or
liquids suspended in the atmosphere due to their small size (called particulate matter
(PM)), and the ozone (O3). The ozone is one of the major photochemical pollutants formed
in the atmosphere by the reaction of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and hydrocarbons such as VOCs
in the presence of sunlight, similarly to particulate sulfate and nitrate aerosols created from
SO2 and NOx [3].

The dispersion of atmospheric pollutants results from different elements such as
temperature, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, wind direction and speed, as well
as topography [4]. Consequently, the complexity of analyzing and identifying pollutants
and their primary sources in large-scale areas increases, which leads to the problem of
positioning monitoring stations for data collection.

There are several emission sources of air pollutants, and a single source can emit
several pollutants. For instance, the composition of fossil fuels used in motor vehicles can
emit different pollutants during combustion and evaporation, or by the wear of tires and
roads where vehicles run. Due to the increasing number of private vehicles, their emissions
have become a dominant source of CO, CO2, VOCs, NOx and PM. Meanwhile, industrial
processes normally include pollutants such as CO, PM, NOx, and SO2 [4–6].

Thus, monitoring the concentration of pollutants in the environment at specific points
is essential. Identifying the main components enables understanding of the current condi-
tion of air pollution, variations, correlations, and possible emission sources, which leads
to the development of public policies to raise awareness and reduce pollutants. There-
fore, many researchers have proposed the analysis of environmental data mainly using
multivariate statistical techniques [4,7,8].

Multivariate statistical methods such as correlation or cluster analysis [9–13], and prin-
cipal component analysis [7,14,15] are commonly applied in various studies to identify
the correlation among parameters that can influence air quality. Large databases that
carry various information about air pollution require techniques to extract and identify
characteristics inherent to the analyzed data.

In this context, machine learning has proved to be a great alternative to the traditional
methods used [16,17]. A well-known algorithm that belongs to the group of unsupervised
learning algorithms is self-organizing maps (SOM) [18]. The SOM supports data dimension-
ality reduction and clustering. In addition, the SOM does not need to make assumptions
about the parameters’ distribution, as it is capable of dealing with non-linear problems of
great complexity and dimension and is effective in using noisy data [19].

The SOM algorithm is adopted in many applications to analyze data from atmospheric
pollutants. For example, in Ref. [20], the SOM is used to analyze data regarding air quality.
In Ref. [21], the SOM is used to identify the level of pollution during foundry and land
mining. The study carried out in [22] used the SOM to highlight the impact on air quality
caused by the circulation of different air types, which alters the concentration of pollutants
in the atmosphere. For this purpose, it is essential to identify suitable placements for
positioning monitoring stations, as shown in [23]. Finally, the SOM has also been used to
obtain particulate-matter characteristics in the atmosphere by evaluating its concentration
in both internal and external exposure and connecting them to human activities. According
to [24], the SOM can also function as a pollution identifier by defining limits to classify
regions with low or high concentrations of a specific pollutant, such as ozone, enabling the
evaluation of pollution zones.

Therefore, this work proposes an SOM implementation to study and analyze atmo-
spheric pollutants to identify their patterns and characteristics. The main contributions are:

• A machine-learning-based approach for analyzing the air quality of Salvador monitoring
stations, using the Government of Bahia State database—to the best of our knowledge,
this work is the first to analyze this data using machine-learning algorithms.
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• We discuss the common factors among meteorological parameters and pollutants and
their clusters’ impact on each monitoring station.

2. Methodology
2.1. Case Study

Salvador city (State of Bahia) has a territorial area of 693.453 km2 and a population
of 2,675,656 people. Located in the northeastern region of Brazil, it has an urban core and
rugged topography formed by several columns and valleys, with a rainy tropical climate
with no dry season and an average annual temperature of 25 ◦C.

The Government of Bahia State, through CETREL S. A., the company that operated
the air monitoring stations from 2011 to 2016, provided the air quality database for this
work. It contains the air quality data of a monitoring network constituted of eight stations.
Nonetheless, we used data from four stations: Barros Reis (BR), Campo Grande (CG), Dique
do Tororó (DT), and Itaigara (IT), due to their inherent characteristics. Figure 1 illustrates
the stations’ distribution in Salvador and highlights the four chosen. It is important to
mention that this is the first air quality monitoring network ever installed in the city of
Salvador. Therefore, this work portrays the first analysis of the pollutant and meteorological
parameters in the database provided.
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Figure 1. Location of the eigth air monitoring stations deployed in Salvador-BA.

2.2. Dataset

The dataset contains the hourly average of twelve features related to meteorological
parameters and pollutants concentration. The meteorological parameters are wind speed
(WS), ambient temperature (TEMP), relative air humidity (RH), the standard deviation of
wind direction (STWD), rainfall, and wind direction. Meanwhile, the pollutants are SO2,
CO, O3, particulate matter whose aerodynamic diameter is less than 10 µm (PM10) and the
oxides of nitrogen NO2 and NO. We removed the rainfall and wind direction variables due
to the small amount of data available; thus, only ten features were used in our analysis.

We performed a data preprocessing step by removing the null lines, the measurement
errors (identified by a specific terminology), and the outliers to improve the quality of the
analysis. The outliers were removed by investigating the data dispersion and symmetry
and, subsequently, using the quartile separatrix measure [25] to divide the dataset into
three quartiles: Q1, Q2 and Q3. Finally, based on the interquartile range (AIQ) [25], outliers
with value greater than Q3 + 3× AIQ and less than Q1 − 3× AIQ, were removed from
the database. We kept outliers with values greater than Q3 + 1.5× AIQ and less than
Q1 − 1.5× AIQ to avoid a large reduction in the dataset. Table 1 presents the number
of data samples for each monitoring station considered in our analysis and their period
of operation.
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Table 1. The operation period for each monitoring station provided by CETREL S. A., and the number
of data samples available in the dataset before and after the preprocessing step.

Station Operation Start Date Operation End Date
Number of Rregis-
tered Samples

Number of Samples after Pre-
processing

Barros Reis (BR) 8 November 2013 31 December 2016 27,584 21,559
Campo Grande (CG) 2 July 2011 31 December 2016 48,234 24,559
Dique do Tororó (DT) 19 June 2011 31 December 2016 48,550 42,037
Itaigara (IT) 18 October 2013 30 April 2016 22,203 15,535

In the meantime, Tables 2–5 present the dataset for the Barros Reis (BR), Campo
Grande (CG), Dique do Tororó (DT), and Itaigara (IT) stations, respectively. As can be
observed, all pollutants and atmospheric data are shown after the preprocessing step for
each station in a concentration of pollutants in parts per billion (ppb).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of pollutants and atmospheric data from the Barros Reis station
(P = 21,559 samples).

Parameters Magniture Maximum Mean Average Standard Variation
Deviation Coefficient

SO2 ppb 3.20 0.30 0.45 0.51 112.94%
CO ppb 2180.00 570.00 601.60 335.70 55.80%
O3 ppb 22.70 4.80 5.47 3.80 69.36%
PM10 µg/m3 129.80 37.30 40.10 19.88 49.58%
NO ppb 206.40 44.40 52.47 38.01 72.50%
NO2 ppb 49.20 13.30 14.15 7.61 53.84%
WS m/s 10.80 2.20 2.62 1.75 67.00%
TEMP °C 32.50 25.50 25.63 2.18 8.54%
RH % 91.00 69.00 68.60 9.31 13.57%
STWD ° 73.30 31.30 31.61 11.61 36.73%

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of pollutants and atmospheric data from the Campo Grande station
(P = 24,559 samples).

Parameters Magniture Maximum Mean Average Standard Variation
Deviation Coefficient

SO2 ppb 1.70 0.20 0.32 0.31 97.20%
CO ppb 1830.00 360.00 396.60 292.70 73.81%
O3 ppb 25.00 5.20 6.01 4.18 69.5%
PM10 µg/m3 77.30 19.30 21.10 12.53 59.38%
NO ppb 139.00 25.10 28.03 23.37 83.38%
NO2 ppb 44.00 13.30 13.37 6.42 48.00%
WS m/s 5.10 1.20 1.42 0.93 66.01%
TEMP °C 34.30 26.50 26.72 2.31 8.66%
RH % 94.00 72.00 71.12 9.54 13.41%
STWD ° 79.60 53.20 52.01 13.31 25.57%
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics of pollutants and atmospheric data from the Dique do Tororó station
(P = 42,037 samples).

Parameters Magniture Maximum Mean Average Standard Variation
Deviation Coefficient

SO2 ppb 2.00 0.20 0.33 0.40 123.15%
CO ppb 1000.00 220.00 239.40 163.90 68.44%
O3 ppb 34.30 7.20 8.15 5.37 65.88%
PM10 µg/m3 75.60 20.00 22.13 12.42 56.12%
NO ppb 73.60 12.40 13.77 11.54 83.78%
NO2 ppb 31.30 8.20 8.67 5.02 57.92%
WS m/s 6.90 1.50 1.63 1.01 61.72%
TEMP °C 33.90 26.30 26.46 2.31 8.75%
RH % 94.00 73.00 72.46 9.10 12.56%
STWD ° 78.80 33.00 38.45 15.34 39.90%

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of pollutants and atmospheric data from the Itaigara station
(P = 15,535 samples).

Parameters Magniture Maximum Mean Average Standard Variation
Deviation Coefficient

SO2 ppb 1.60 0.10 0.2502 0.33 131.89%
CO ppb 1210.00 190.00 226.48 207.26 91.51%
O3 ppb 27.50 7.90 8.47 4.32 51.00%
PM10 µg/m3 67.40 13.60 16.16 10.98 67.94%
NO ppb 70.70 11.40 15.50 13.45 86.77%
NO2 ppb 31.10 7.30 8.21 5.15 62.72%
WS m/s 10.20 2.70 2.76 1.58 57.24%
TEMP °C 33.40 25.00 25.04 2.27 9.06%
RH % 93.00 71.00 71.43 9.08 12.71%
STWD ° 51.30 22.80 24.32 8.13 33.42%

As can be observed, the BR station presents a higher concentration of SO2, CO,
and PM10. The SO2 has a maximum of 3.20 ppb and an average of 0.45 ppb due to
the burning of fuels with sulfur. Meanwhile, the CO has a maximum of 2180 ppb and an
average of 601.6 ppb, produced by burning organic fuels. The PM10 has an average of
40.10 ppb, almost double the value of other stations; it is a solid or liquid material that
remains suspended in the atmosphere that can cause a significant impact on human health.

The CG station also has a high level of CO, with a maximum of 1830 ppb and an
average of 396.6 ppb. Regarding the presence of nitrogen oxides (NO and NO2), the CG and
DT stations present higher average and maximum concentrations due to the combustion
processes and atmospheric chemical reactions. Concerning the O3, a secondary pollutant
formed in the atmosphere indicating the presence of photochemical oxidants, it has its
higher concentrations recorded at the DT and IT stations.

Therefore, the SO2, CO, and NO pollutants present the most significant variations
in concentration. These pollutants are mainly generated from the burning of fossil fuels.
Hence, the station location and the intensity of the vehicle’s traffic around its region can
lead to different concentration records at certain times of the day. The datasets comprise
24 h of daily data collection.

All stations show similar measured values regarding the meteorological parameters,
except for wind speed which has a high average at BR and IT stations, and the standard
deviation of wind direction at CG. Note that the values were rescaled from 0 to 1 to
improve the SOM results. In addition, this work performed the z-score normalization and
logarithmic transformation, obtaining data with null mean and unit variance and reducing
the data scale, respectively.
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2.3. Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)

The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a neural network model widely applied to data
dimensionality reduction and clustering [18,26]. The map consists of M neurons commonly
arranged in a two-dimensional array representing the incoming data by shifting the neu-
rons’ position towards it. The maps’ topology can be rectangular, hexagonal, or square,
among others [18].

The N-dimensional input data sample can be characterized as

x = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]. (1)

Accordingly, each i-th neuron in the map is represented by a N-dimensional vector of
weights expressed as

wi = [wi1, wi2, . . . , wiN ]. (2)

Therefore, the topology of a two-dimensional map with M neurons can be expressed
as (Mh ×Mv), where Mh is the number of neurons in the horizontal and Mv is the number
of neurons vertically; thus, M = Mh ×Mv.

The SOM algorithm iteratively molds the neurons’ map to the input data topological
form, based on a similarity metric, according to the following steps [18]:

1. Randomly initialize the M neurons’ weight vectors.
2. Calculate the distance of each p-th input data sample, x(p), to all M neurons.
3. Define the winning neuron, also known as best matching unit (BMU); it is the j-th

nearest neuron to the input data defined based on a distance metric as follows:

j = arg min
i
||x(p)−wi||, i = 1, 2, . . . , M. (3)

4. Update the BMU neuron and its neighboring neurons’ weights according to following

wi(t + 1) = wi(t) + η(t)hi,j(t)(x(p)−wi) (4)

where η(t) is the learning rate (ranging from 0 to 1) and hi,j(t) represents the BMU
neighborhood function at the t-th iteration. The neighborhood function is described as

hi,j(t) = exp

(
−

d2
i,j

2σ2(t)

)
(5)

where d2
i,j is the distance from the i-th neuron to the BMU (j-th neuron) and σ2(t) is

the neighboring function size at the t-th iteration.
5. Repeat steps 2, 3 and 4 until the maximum number of iterations is reached, represented

here by T.

The number of iterations must be enough to process the dataset samples several times;
thus, T = b× P, where b is the repetition number that every set of P samples is presented
to the SOM. Moreover, increasing the iteration number (t) decreases the radius of the
neighborhood function, σ2(t). Consequently, the number of neurons nearby the BMU
to be updated is reduced, strengthening their connection and similarities. After training
the network, each p-th entry x(p) is associated with a specific BMU in the output layer,
and entries that share similar patterns will be associated with the same BMU or its neighbors,
which can be understood as a grouping in the SOM.

We applied the SOM to each monitoring station shown in Table 1. Each p-th sample in
the dataset has N = 10 dimensions, 6 regarding atmospheric pollutants (SO2, CO, O3, PM10,
NO, and NO2) and 4 concerning meteorological parameters (WS, TEMP, RH, and STWD).
Therefore, the SOM enables analyzing the influence and characteristics of these variables.
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2.4. SOM Parameters

The map size is the first parameter to be defined. For this purpose, it is necessary
to determine the number of neurons to be used during training; in addition, avoiding a
large or small number of neurons is vital to prevent problems such as non-identification of
characteristics and overfitting [27]. Commonly, the number of neurons can be determined
using the following heuristic equation

M ≈ 5
√

P (6)

where P is the number of input data samples [27].
Subsequently, the map topology (Mh ×Mv) was defined according to quality mea-

sures commonly used for the SOM network, the quantization error (QE) and topographic
error (TE) [28,29]. For each station, different values of Mh and Mv were tested, in which
Mh × Mv = M (Equation (6)). Finally, to analyze the results, three different types of
normalization were applied to the data: z-score, min–max, and logarithmic.

Hence, all tests were performed with b = 500, a hexagonal topology, and the training
algorithm was applied in two steps. Firstly, the learning rate and neighborhood function
were initialized as η(0) = 0.5 and σ2(0) = Mh

2 , respectively, and decreased over iterations.
Secondly, these values were fixed as η = 0.05 and σ2 = 1. Tables 6–9 present the quality
measures obtained for each test.

Table 6. SOM quality measures for Barros Reis Station data (best values in bold).

(Mh × Mv) M
z-Score Min-Max Logarithmic

QE TE QE TE QE TE

(27× 24) 648 1.4032 0.0649 0.2290 0.0636 0.7173 0.0606
(26× 26) 676 1.3898 0.0687 0.2273 0.0661 0.7108 0.0616
(29× 24) 696 1.3887 0.0668 0.2270 0.0668 0.7096 0.0607
(31× 23) 713 1.3805 0.0631 0.2259 0.0607 0.7051 0.0593
(27× 27) 729 1.3803 0.0612 0.2245 0.0653 0.7032 0.0629
(30× 25) 750 1.3766 0.0660 0.2250 0.0667 0.7017 0.0616
(32× 24) 768 1.3684 0.0649 0.2232 0.0622 0.6977 0.0601
(34× 23) 782 1.3652 0.0701 0.2229 0.0644 0.6950 0.0644
(33× 24) 792 1.3609 0.0655 0.2224 0.0673 0.6957 0.0587
(31× 26) 806 1.3597 0.0658 0.2219 0.0663 0.6948 0.0622

Table 7. SOM quality measures for Campo Grande Station data (best values in bold).

(Mh × Mv) M
z-Score Min-Max Logarithmic

QE TE QE TE QE TE

(31× 23) 713 1.4216 0.0666 0.2384 0.0626 0.7346 0.0625
(27× 27) 729 1.4187 0.0660 0.2382 0.0667 0.7294 0.0584
(30× 25) 750 1.4131 0.0650 0.2369 0.0664 0.7277 0.0626
(32× 24) 768 1.4082 0.0648 0.2360 0.0640 0.7253 0.0630
(28× 28) 784 1.4099 0.0619 0.2352 0.0685 0.7230 0.0610
(31× 26) 806 1.3994 0.0645 0.2341 0.0670 0.7215 0.0589
(34× 24) 816 1.3948 0.0642 0.2340 0.0624 0.7193 0.0592
(33× 25) 825 1.3949 0.0636 0.2334 0.0636 0.7173 0.0593
(35× 24) 840 1.3925 0.0651 0.2336 0.0669 0.7163 0.0630
(36× 24) 864 1.3898 0.0619 0.2324 0.0643 0.7146 0.0594
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Table 8. SOM quality measures for Dique do Tororó Station data (best values in bold).

(Mh × Mv) M
z-Score Min-Max Logarithmic

QE TE QE TE QE TE

(38× 25) 950 1.2812 0.0686 0.2175 0.0668 0.6834 0.0630
(37× 26) 962 1.2773 0.0684 0.2172 0.0670 0.6814 0.0641
(38× 26) 988 1.2742 0.0668 0.2163 0.0679 0.6802 0.0621
(36× 28) 1008 1.2687 0.0733 0.2157 0.0676 0.6798 0.0619
(32× 32) 1024 1.2667 0.0736 0.2152 0.0679 0.6777 0.0659
(40× 26) 1053 1.2628 0.0702 0.2146 0.0678 0.6745 0.0644
(39× 27) 1040 1.2639 0.0695 0.2152 0.0688 0.6750 0.0611
(38× 28) 1064 1.2581 0.0721 0.2141 0.0680 0.6747 0.0660
(37× 29) 1073 1.2600 0.0706 0.2136 0.0728 0.6718 0.0632
(40× 27) 1080 1.2609 0.0657 0.2136 0.0717 0.6730 0.0633

Table 9. SOM quality measures for Itaigara Station data (best values in bold).

(Mh × Mv) M
z-Score Min-Max Logarithmic

QE TE QE TE QE TE

(24× 23) 552 1.4306 0.0584 0.2428 0.0591 0.7736 0.0510
(26× 22) 572 1.4237 0.0603 0.2422 0.0566 0.7709 0.0485
(24× 24) 576 1.4210 0.0618 0.2421 0.0557 0.7704 0.0503
(27× 22) 594 1.4192 0.0548 0.2403 0.0589 0.7684 0.0547
(25× 24) 600 1.4152 0.0593 0.2412 0.0565 0.7659 0.0477
(27× 23) 621 1.4126 0.0574 0.2400 0.0585 0.7654 0.0444
(25× 25) 625 1.4063 0.0573 0.2399 0.0553 0.7625 0.0458
(27× 24) 648 1.4086 0.0572 0.2381 0.0561 0.7595 0.0472
(26× 26) 676 1.3945 0.0640 0.2371 0.0556 0.7553 0.0525
(27× 26) 702 1.3861 0.0578 0.2363 0.0559 0.7516 0.0538

Considering both QE and TE measures, the lowest values were obtained using min–
max normalization. Thus, Mh and Mv were chosen according to the best result, being
highlighted in each table.

3. Results
3.1. U-Matrix, Components Plane and Parameter Similarity

The SOM output can be represented by a unified distance matrix (U-matrix) and a
component plane, both illustrated in Figure 2. The U-matrix provides a visualization of the
relative distance between neurons in the map, which is evidenced through a color scale,
and highlights the calculated distance between the adjacent neurons [18]. The closer the
color approaches a dark blue in the U-matrix, the closer these neurons are, i.e., they have a
more significant similarity. On the other hand, the closer the color approaches a dark red,
the greater the distance between the neurons and their dissimilarity. In general, this form
of representation allows us to consider that neurons with smaller distances form a cluster.
In contrast, neurons with high distances can be considered as boundaries of a cluster.

The component plane shows the values of the weight vectors of each neuron through
a color code, where the blue and red colors correspond to low and high values, respectively.
This representation allows the recognition of parameter dependencies by comparing the
patterns of each plane. The color gradient of a plane represents the parameters’ value
(component) for the analyzed samples. Each neuron is assigned a color according to the
parameter value in that neuron; thus, it can be said that two or more parameters are related
based on a comparison of their color gradients. A coherent gradient indicates a positive
correlation, while an inverse gradient a negative correlation.
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Figure 2. Unified distance matrix (U-matrix) and component planes of all analyzed variables (SO2,
CO, O3, PM10, NO, NO2 , WS, TEMP, RH, and STWD) from the Itaigara station.

3.2. Itaigara Station

Analyzing the component planes in Figure 2, it is possible to note that the relative
humidity (RH) and temperature (TEMP) planes display inverse gradients, indicating a
negative correlation between these parameters—something already expected given their
characteristics. For CO, NO, and NO2 pollutants, their weight vectors present a dark red
color on the left side of the components’ plane, with a higher concentration of high values
at the top left side; hence evidencing a certain similarity between them. These pollutants
are generated by combustion, and incomplete burning of organic fuels, which are very
common in cities with a large circulation of vehicles (the leading emitter) [5].

The O3 pollutant can be formed by the reaction of nitrogen oxides with VOCs. How-
ever, it presents a different pattern than NO2, which contributes to the formation of photo-
chemical oxidants such as O3. As can be seen in the O3 component plane, its high-value
region is concentrated on the right side, similar to the wind speed component plane. There-
fore, it can be said that the O3 presence at the Itaigara Station probably came from another
region carried by the wind, as it has a low concentration near traffic routes and is generated
by photochemical reactions.

The PM10 showed a different pattern than the other pollutants. Its main concentration
region, with high weight vector values, is in the upper part of the plane. Since its emission
sources are diverse, such as vehicles, biomass burning, industries, and dust resuspension,
it is difficult to identify the major contributor pollutant. However, its formation can also be
carried out in the atmosphere through VOCs, SO2, and nitrogen oxides.

The most distinct pattern presented was by SO2, with high values and concentration
in the lower left part, it does not resemble any other component plane. This pollutant is
released mainly by heavy vehicles burning diesel oil in urban areas.

An SOM arranges similar patterns in the same neighborhood region, clustering the
network’s output. Hence, an investigation into the clustering of samples provides important
information about the data.

The U-matrix in Figure 2 illustrates how close or far the neurons are, showing their
clusters. However, the cluster boundaries are not clearly represented, making it challenging
to identify them. One of the methods for choosing the appropriate number of clusters is
the so-called Davies–Bouldin index [30], an evaluation measure commonly used in SOM
networks for validating clusters [31,32].
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3.2.1. Sample Grouping with the SOM Algorithm

For the Davies–Bouldin index, the lowest value found indicates the best number of
clusters for the analyzed problem. Thus, an experiment was conducted by varying the
number of clusters from two to eight and observing the obtained values. The best result
was achieved for a total of four clusters.

Aftwards, a hierarchical analysis was performed to define the neurons belonging to
the four clusters. For this purpose, the Euclidean distance was used as the similarity metric
and the Ward neuron linking criterion, illustrated by the dendrogram shown in Figure 3.
A dendrogram threshold value is defined for that to which cluster each neuron belongs
(horizontal line in Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Hierarchical analysis of the neurons clusters using the Ward linkage method and Euclidean
distance for the Itaigara station.

In addition, based on the hierarchical analysis, the SOM neurons were classified in
four clusters, as shown in Figure 4. Therefore, the samples assigned to each cluster and
its neurons present the characteristics of the distribution of pollutants and meteorological
parameters. Table 10 shows the mean value of samples for each parameter and cluster.
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Figure 4. SOM neurons grouped into four clusters obtained by the hierarchical analysis of the
Itaigara station.
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Table 10. Parameters’ average values for every cluster formed by the SOM network for the
Itaigara station.

Parameters
Parameter Average Value per Cluster

1 2 3 4

SO2 (ppb) 0.18 0.09 0.17 0.89
CO (ppb) 153.18 126.03 443.43 230.86
O3 (ppb) 11.93 7.38 5.45 7.61
PM10 (µg/m3) 17.73 12.92 17.97 15.83
NO (ppb) 9.20 9.15 29.64 19.28
NO2 (ppb) 6.10 6.81 12.29 9.10
WS (m/s) 4.15 1.83 2.26 2.20
TEMP (°C) 26.44 24.10 24.80 23.97
RH (%) 64.30 76.97 73.15 74.38
STWD (°) 21.59 26.16 26.39 23.43
#Samples 5240 4469 3799 2027

According to Table 10, cluster 1 samples exhibit, in general, a low concentration of
air pollutants, except for O3 and PM10, which have the highest average concentration. In
addition, cluster 1 presents a wind speed and temperature considerably higher, and lower
relative humidity. In total, about 34% of the data was assigned to cluster 1, thus sharing
those characteristics.

Cluster 2, presented in Table 10, shows the lowest concentrations of SO2, CO, PM10,
and NO pollutants, with intermediate values of O3, and NO2. It also presents the lowest
average wind speed, intermediate temperature, and high relative humidity. In addition,
cluster 2 is composed of 29% of the data, characterized by a low concentration of pollutants.

The highest concentrations of CO, PM10, NO, and NO2 are found in cluster 3, as can be
observed in Table 10. In contrast, SO2 and O3 show low values (with O3 having the lowest
total average among all clusters). The wind speed, temperature, and relative humidity have
intermediate values. A total of 24% of the data was assigned to cluster 3, characterized by
high pollutant concentration values.

Finally, cluster 4 is mainly characterized by the high concentration of the SO2 pollutant
compared to the others. The other pollutants present intermediate concentration values,
as well as wind speed, temperature, and relative humidity. In addition, cluster 4 has the
lower amount of samples; a total of 2027 (13%) were assigned here.

3.2.2. Parameter Correlation

The component planes allow an initial and preliminary analysis of parameters through
their visual gradients which, in a certain way, can turn out to be subjective and discretionary.
Thus, to carry out a more objective and effective analysis of the results, a correlation analysis
was applied between the component planes seen in Figure 2. Figure 5 shows the similarity
between the planes (parameters) using the Ward criterion and the Pearson correlation
coefficient, r.

As can be observed in Figure 5, two main branches are seen in the correlation anal-
ysis. The first branch, on the left of the figure, includes all the pollutants studied but O3,
whose origin is exclusively photochemical. Hence, O3 is clustered with the wind speed
and temperature.
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Figure 5. Parameter correlation using Ward criterion and distance 1− r, where r is Pearson coefficient,
for the Itaigara station.

The NO, NO2, and CO pollutants have a substantial similarity, probably due to a
similar emission source such as vehicular, given the station allocation and the monitoring
region. Those pollutants are correlated to PM10, which also has a vehicular origin. In
addition, the PM10 is connected to STWD, showing that intensive vertical turbulence
(atmospheric instability), which is characterized by high STWD values, increases the PM10
concentration. Thus, it can be said that the wind movement is dragging out PM10 from other
areas or causing the resuspension of particulate material at Itaigara station. In addition
to vehicle influence, the particulate matter may also be dispersed by the existing vehicle
movement, the wear of traffic lanes, and the vehicles’ brake pads.

The similarity between RH and SO2 shows the influence of RH on the formation or
decomposition process of molecules during the heterogeneous procedure (liquid phase).
In particular, the SO2 can react with the air humidity and other oxidants in the atmosphere
to form sulfuric acid H2SO4 and ammonium sulfate [33].

Meteorological parameters, such as wind speed, considerably influence the O3 pollu-
tant [24]. Given the similarity between O3, the wind speed, and temperature (Figure 5), we
consider that O3 is not generated at the monitoring station site but instead transported by
winds along with other pollutants such as VOCs. The temperature may also be responsi-
ble, since high temperatures result from the increase in the speed of chemical processes,
generating ozone in the region.

3.3. Barros Reis Station

In the BR station component planes (Figure 6), the weight vectors for the PM10, CO,
NO, and NO2 are displayed similarly across the map. The concentration of high values
is on the upper left side, with average values in the nearby regions. The low values are
located mainly in the lower right region of the map. All these pollutants can be formed
from combustion processes, which shows the similarity obtained and, in particular, if they
have a common source.

Unlike the pollutants discussed above, the O3 component plane has its highest con-
centration at the bottom right of the map. O3 is a secondary pollutant, i.e., its formation
depends on atmosphere reactions from other pollutants, such as NO2. Still, its plane does
not resemble the planes of primary pollutants. Similarly, PM10 is also a secondary pollutant
but is formed by SO2, and no similarity is seen in their plane. However, PM10 can also be
obtained from VOCs and nitrogen oxides, showing a relationship between their planes.

The SO2 plane displays a unique pattern, with its highest values concentrated in the
upper right region of the map, showing no similarity with the other pollutants. The compo-
nent planes referring to meteorological parameters showed different distributions, with a
negative correlation between TEMP and RH. At the same time, the high WS values are
concentrated in the upper central region, and STWD with values dispersed throughout
the map.
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Figure 6. Unified distance matrix (U-matrix) and component planes of all analyzed variables (SO2,
CO, O3, PM10, NO, NO2, WS, TEMP, RH and STWD) from the Barros Reis station.

3.3.1. Sample Grouping with the SOM Algorithm

Figure 6 presents the clusters through the U-matrix, representing the neurons with their
distance to adjacent neurons. The cluster number was defined with the Davies–Bouldin
index by varying it from two to eight, reaching the best result for three clusters.

Subsequently, a hierarchical analysis was performed to define the neurons belonging
to the three clusters. Thereupon, the Ward criterion and the Euclidean distance were used
as similarity metrics. Figure 7 displays the dendrogram obtained with the threshold value
used for segregation. Meanwhile, Figure 8 shows how the clusters were arranged on
the map.
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Figure 7. Hierarchical analysis of the neurons clusters using the Ward linkage method and Euclidean
distance for the Barros Reis station.
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Figure 8. SOM neurons grouped into three clusters obtained by the hierarchical analysis of the Barros
Reis station.

The samples are linked to a particular neuron belonging to one of the three clusters,
allowing the analysis of the sample’s distribution regarding the clusters.

Table 11 shows the average values of every parameter according to the cluster. As can
be seen, cluster 1 represents the samples with the lowest pollutant concentration, except for
O3 which has a median value among the others. Meteorological parameters such as wind
speed, temperature, and relative humidity also have low values. In total, the cluster has
10,599 samples with these characteristics, corresponding to 49.16% of the station data.

Table 11. Parameters average values for every cluster formed by the SOM network for the Barros
Reis station.

Parameters
Parameter Average Value per Cluster

1 2 3

SO2 (ppb) 0.28 0.64 0.59
CO (ppb) 442.11 973.00 621.71
O3 (ppb) 5.42 3.03 7.07
PM10 (µg/m3) 33.31 54.00 42.13
NO (ppb) 37.54 91.22 51.88
NO2 (ppb) 10.74 20.23 15.68
WS (m/s) 1.93 1.93 4.12
TEMP (°C) 24.66 24.74 27.68
RH (%) 72.64 72.19 60.05
STWD (°) 32.73 31.04 30.19
#Samples 10,599 4183 6777

In the meantime, cluster 2 exhibits the highest concentration of pollutants, displaying a
considerable difference from the values of other clusters except for O3, which has the lowest
average value obtained. Similar to cluster 1, the wind speed, temperature, and relative
humidity also have low values. Cluster 2 has 4183 samples, equivalent to 19.40% of the data.

Finally, the samples assigned to cluster 3 have an intermediate value of pollutants
concentration, with average values between the clusters 1 and 2 range, except for O3 which
has the highest average concentration recorded. In addition, cluster 3 has 31.44% of the
station data with the highest wind speed and the lowest relative humidity.
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3.3.2. Parameter Correlation

The component planes, shown in Figure 6, present the correlation between parameters.
Meanwhile, Figure 9 presents the parameters similarity obtained using the Ward linking
method and the Pearson correlation coefficient.
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Figure 9. Parameter correlation using Ward criterion and distance 1− r, where r is Pearson coefficient,
for the Barros Reis station.

As shown in Figure 9, there is a substantial similarity between CO and NO pollutants.
Given the BR station characteristics (located in between two avenues), it can be said that
motor vehicles are the primary emission source of those pollutants. Likewise, the NO2 and
PM10 pollutants are also emitted by combustion in vehicles; in addition, they can be formed
secondarily by photochemical processes. Regarding SO2, it can be said that the primary
emission source is the burning process of fuels, such as diesel and gasoline, from heavy
vehicles such as trucks, buses, microbuses, and light vehicles.

Unlike other pollutants, the O3 showed a clear relationship with meteorological pa-
rameters such as wind speed and temperature, similar to the Itaigara station. Nonetheless,
this relationship with meteorological parameters is not strong as in other stations.

The STWD indicates the local atmospheric stability. Its inverse relationship with RH
can be related to the regions’ water molecules’ dissipation. Hence, the data regarding pres-
sure and heat could improve the analysis precision by demonstrating the influence of the
wind direction. The RH and STWD present a negative relationship with the other pollutants,
consequently leading to the non-contribution or reduction in the present concentrations.

3.4. Campo Grande Station

Figure 10 illustrates the component planes for the CG station. Concerning the planes
of nitrogen oxide, a significant similarity between NO2 and CO can be observed, with high
values concentrated in the central part of the map. The NO plane is also similar to the CO
and NO2, but the high values are concentrated in the region to the right, while median
values are concentrated in the map center. The emission source of these pollutants is fuel
combustion, especially from vehicles.

The SO2 has high values concentrated in the lower right region of the map. The PM10,
on the other hand, did not show significant pattern similarities with other planes, having a
higher concentration in the upper part of the map and moderate concentration in the lower
part, equivalent to small regions of the SO2 and NO2 planes. Likewise, the O3 pollutant also
shows no similarity with other component planes. Despite its formation, resulting from
the reaction between NO2 and VOCs, its concentration of high values is located at the map
edges, having similarities with the concentration regions of high values of meteorological
parameters, such as WS, TEMP, RH, and STWD.
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Figure 10. Unified distance matrix (U-matrix) and component planes of all analyzed variables (SO2,
CO, O3, PM10, NO, NO2, WS, TEMP, RH and STWD) from the Campo Grande station.

3.4.1. Sample Grouping with the SOM Algorithm

To identify the CG station clusters through the U-matrix, illustrated in Figure 10, the
Davies–Bouldin was used and the cluster number varied from two to eight. The best
result was obtained for five clusters. Aftward, the neurons belonging to each cluster
were obtained according to a hierarchical analysis defined based on the Ward method
and Euclidean distance. Figure 11 shows the resulting dendrogram and the segregation
threshold. Meanwhile, Figure 12 displays the neurons distribution regarding the clusters.
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Figure 11. Hierarchical analysis of the neurons clusters using the Ward linkage method and Euclidean
distance for the Campo Grande station.
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Figure 12. SOM neurons grouped into five clusters obtained by the hierarchical analysis of the Campo
Grande station.

Each CG station dataset sample was integrated into the cluster with the neuron it most
resembles. Thus, an analysis was performed regarding the samples’ distribution by cluster
based on the average values of parameters, as shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Parameters average values for every cluster formed by the SOM network for the Campo
Grande station.

Parameters
Parameter Average Value per Cluster

1 2 3 4 5

SO2 (ppb) 0.14 0.26 0.23 0.38 0.82
CO (ppb) 250.98 269.62 456.78 655.67 404.37
O3 (ppb) 6.12 7.07 6.59 4.15 5.72
PM10 (µg/m3) 20.01 23.71 17.64 24.45 22.21
NO (ppb) 15.07 18.97 30.47 56.49 24.42
NO2 (ppb) 10.34 11.12 14.33 19.15 13.12
WS (m/s) 0.89 2.70 1.40 1.36 0.94
TEMP (°C) 25.21 25.73 29.22 26.26 26.90
RH (%) 77.31 75.14 61.52 73.56 68.58
STWD (°) 57.82 42.83 53.05 50.50 52.28
#Samples 6640 4166 6223 4229 3301

According to Table 12, cluster 1 has the lowest average values of concentration for
the SO2, CO, NO, and NO2 pollutants, while the PM10 and O3 show intermediate values.
Moreover, the wind speed and temperature are the lowest of all. Cluster 1 consists of
6640 data samples, equivalent to 27.04% of the dataset.

Cluster 2 also presents low average values of the concentrations of the pollutants,
with values slightly higher than those obtained in cluster 1, except for the O3 pollutant,
which has a higher concentration average. Similar behavior can be seen for the meteoro-
logical parameters except for the wind speed, which shows the highest average among all
clusters. In total, 16.96% of the data was assigned to cluster 2.
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The samples assigned to cluster 3 present intermediate values for all pollutants con-
centration and meteorological parameters, where the temperature has the highest average
and the relative humidity the lowest. This cluster has 25.34% of the data.

The highest concentrations of CO, PM10, NO, and NO2 are found in cluster 4, with an
intermediate concentration of SO2 and the lowest concentration of O3. Meanwhile, all
meteorological parameters showed intermediate values compared to other clusters. Cluster
4 has a total of 17.22% of the data.

Meantime, cluster 5 stands out with the highest average concentration of the SO2 pol-
lutant. The other pollutants, as well as the meteorological parameters, present intermediate
average values. In total, 7.44% of the data was assigned to cluster 5.

3.4.2. Parameter Correlation

The hierarchical representation for the CG station was obtained with the Ward method
and the Pearson correlation coefficient. Figure 13 presents the parameters’ correlation obtained.
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Figure 13. Parameter correlation using Ward criterion and distance 1− r, where r is Pearson coefficient,
for the Campo Grande station.

First of all, the similarity between CO, NO, and NO2 pollutants can be seen. These
pollutants are emitted in urban areas mainly by motor vehicles, and their similarity vali-
dates the idea of a potential common emission source. The temperature is also similar to
those three pollutants as it contributes to chemical processes that form them—for example,
the NO2 results from the sunlight action on NO. Thus, the temperature can impact the
amount of those pollutants present in every season.

The PM10 is a primary and secondary pollutant, and it is correlated to SO2. Thus,
its atmospheric formation can be linked to gases turning into particles due to chemical
reactions in the air, such as sulfur dioxide. The SO2 is generated from the burning of fuels
with sulfur in its composition, such as diesel oil or industrial fuel oil, and it appears to be
related to the PM10 due to motor vehicle emissions, among other processes.

The photochemical oxidant, O3, has a certain correlation with the wind speed, but with
a much lower similarity than that presented by the Itaigara station. In addition, there is no
apparent relationship with the temperature. The RH has a negative relationship with O3
and wind speed, which may be a consequence of solar radiation; low RH concentrations are
related to a high solar incidence and, therefore, a greater disposition to the O3 formation.

3.5. Dique do Tororó Station

The SOM network component planes for the DT station are shown in Figure 14.
The pollutants that are mainly emitted by combustion processes, such as CO, NO, NO2,
and PM10 showed similar distribution patterns of values, with the highest concentration
from the left side to the upper left side of the map. In contrast, the PM10 has higher values
at the bottom of the map, similar to the temperature and wind speed.
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Figure 14. Unified distance matrix (U-matrix) and component planes of all analyzed variables (SO2,
CO, O3, PM10, NO, NO2, WS, TEMP, RH and STWD) from the Dique do Tororó station.

As in the other stations, the SO2 showed a different pattern from the other pollutants,
with regions of high values concentration at the edges of the map. However, one of the
high-concentration edges slightly coincides with those of the CO, NO, and NO2. Lastly,
the O3 displays high values at the lower right region of the map, with a similar distribution
to the wind speed plane. The other planes, such as relative humidity and STWD (which
can influence the concentration of pollutants), showed patterns with well-defined regions
at the top of the map.

3.5.1. Sample Grouping with the SOM Algorithm

The map neurons, represented by their respective distances to adjacent neurons in the
U-matrix (Figure 14), were used to visualize and determine the clusters. For this purpose,
the Davies–Bouldin index was used, and the number of clusters varied from two to eight,
resulting in the best amount with three clusters. Again, hierarchical analysis was carried
out using the Ward criterion and Euclidean distance. Figure 15 illustrates the dendrogram,
and Figure 16 the segregation borders of the map.

Figure 15. Hierarchical analysis of the neurons clusters using the Ward linkage method and Euclidean
distance for the Dique do Tororó station.
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Figure 16. SOM neurons grouped into three clusters obtained by the hierarchical analysis of the
Dique do Tororó station.

Each cluster was assigned a certain number of samples according to their characteris-
tics. Table 13 presents the concentration averages of each pollutant according to the cluster.

Table 13. Parameters average values for every cluster formed by the SOM network for the Dique do
Tororó station.

Parameters
Parameter Average Value per Cluster

1 2 3

SO2 (ppb) 0.30 0.36 0.34
CO (ppb) 245.23 342.03 130.06
O3 (ppb) 9.68 5.18 6.05
PM10 (µg/m3) 21.23 29.66 18.23
NO (ppb) 15.14 20.06 3.91
NO2 (ppb) 8.71 12.13 5.45
WS (m/s) 2.23 0.67 0.66
TEMP (°C) 26.90 27.22 24.40
RH (%) 69.65 71.88 81.69
STWD (°) 29.18 60.49 47.53
#Samples 26,101 7511 8425

As can be seen in Table 13, cluster 1 represents the samples with the highest mean
value of O3 and intermediate values of the other pollutants (SO2, CO, NO, NO2, and PM10).
The highest concentration value is the wind speed, while relative humidity and STWD are
the lowest. Cluster 1 has 26,101 samples sharing its characteristics, equivalent to 62.09% of
the station data.

The pollutants in cluster 2 had the highest average concentration, except for O3 which
showed the lowest concentration among all clusters. The wind speed presents low values,
and the temperature parameter is the highest. In total, 17.87% of data constitutes this cluster.

Finally, the pollutants in cluster 3, that is, CO, NO, NO2, and PM10, had the lowest
average concentrations, with SO2 and O 3 showing intermediate values. The temperature
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and wind speed parameters have the lowest values found and the relative humidity the
highest. Cluster 3 represents 20.04% of the station data with 8425 samples.

3.5.2. Parameter Correlation

The DT station component planes, shown in Figure 14, presents the parameters
correlation. Meanwhile, Figure 17 illustrates the parameter similarity obtained through the
Ward criterion and the Pearson correlation coefficient.

CO NO NO
2

PM
10

TEMP SO
2

RH STWD O
3

WS

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
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Figure 17. Parameter correlation using Ward criterion and distance 1− r, where r is Pearson coefficient,
for the Dique do Tororó station.

As can be seen in Figure 17, the CO, NO, and NO2 pollutants have the most significant
similarity, a characteristic also observed for other stations. All stations are located in urban
centers with a large flow of vehicles, leading to the possibility of a common emission
source of these pollutants, mainly coming from the local vehicular fleet. The PM10 also
showed a certain similarity with those pollutants, indicating a possible emission from fuel
burning. The temperature parameter at the DT is also related to the mentioned pollutants,
different from other stations where it is associated with O3. In addition, the temperature
can contribute to NO2 formation and PM10 in secondary processes.

Like Barros Reis station, the RH and the STWD at the DT station are somewhat similar
but with a positive coefficient. The RH and STWD can be influenced by atmospheric param-
eters such as pressure and heat and, consequently, the wind conditions and water particles.

The SO2, different from the Itaigara station, is not correlated to either the PM10
or RH, as it is probably being generated by an independent source and not reacting to
other pollutants.

Given that O3 is a secondary pollutant, it was only correlated with wind speed, with no
apparent similarity with temperature or nitrogen oxides. Therefore, its concentration at the
DT station may be transported by the wind accompanied by other pollutants.

4. Discussion

The SOM implementation presented in the previous sections identifies the correlation
among different air quality parameters for many monitoring stations. The SOM compo-
nent planes provide a visual representation of the similarities between pollutants and
meteorological parameters, simplifying their analysis and highlighting peculiarities.

Usually, the CO, NO, and NO2 pollutants were related, showing higher similarities.
On the other hand, the meteorological parameters differed from PM10 and SO2. The RH and
STWD parameters at Barros Reis station showed a negative correlation, unlike at Dique de
Tororo station, where a positive correlation was presented. At Itaigara station, the influence
of atmospheric stability was identified through the relationship between STWD and PM10.
Meanwhile, Campo grande station shows some degree of similarity between PM10 and
SO2. These relations are essential to identify the influence of meteorology on air-pollutants
concentrations and information employed to create strategies for mitigating air-pollution
critical episodes.
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Unlike other pollutants, the O3 presents a more significant link with meteorological
parameters such as WS, as seen at Itaigara, Dique do Tororó and Campo grande stations.
Thus, we can infer that the wind is mainly responsible for the transport of O3. In addition,
the correlation of the TEMP, WS, and O3 parameters at Barros Reis and Itaigara stations
indicates an increase in O3 resulting from chemical processes, probably due to the influence
of solar radiation.

The data of Dique do Tororo and Barros Reis stations were grouped only into three clus-
ters, with their cluster 1 emphasizing a large number of samples with higher concentrations
of O3. In contrast, the other clusters present a sample distribution with intermediate to high
concentrations for the CO, NO, NO2, PM10, and SO2 pollutants. Meanwhile, the Itaigara
station has four clusters, with one mainly characterized by the SO2 pollutant; the remaining
clusters are defined by higher concentrations of CO, NO, NO2, PM10, and O3. Similar to
Itaigara, the Campo Grande station has one cluster (out of five) where SO2 is predominant,
while the other clusters display low and high concentrations.

Commonly, studies about atmospheric pollutants rely on methods such as principal
component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical analysis to define clusters based on similarity.
For example, the studies carried out by [8,34] describe the clusters’ characteristics according
to the percentage of their main components’ variance, thus, indicating which variables have
more significance for their definition. Meanwhile, by applying a hierarchical classification
on the SOM neurons, we can obtain the variables’ concentration value and influence on
defining each cluster.

In the meantime, in [13,35], the number of clusters is fixed for all monitoring stations,
and the k-nearest neighbors provide a relationship between the defined clusters of each sta-
tion. However, the SOM also allows an individual characteristic analysis of each pollutant,
like in [35].

Thereby, the SOM enables finding similarities and estimating the link between param-
eters more deeply. As described in this work, the SOM can obtain data patterns and cluster
characteristics and demonstrate the parameters’ influence, which is not trivial in other
techniques. Additionally, it can also deal with the non-linearity complexity of air pollution
data [36], simplifying the analysis process and increasing its precision; this shows the
advantage of using a machine-learning-based approach compared to traditional methods.

5. Conclusions

We implemented an SOM to analyze the air-quality data of four stations in the moni-
toring network of Salvador, Brazil. A detailed discussion regarding pollutants and their
correlation with meteorological parameters is provided, assisting in estimating possible
common emission sources and the influence of meteorological parameters. The latter
permits the establishment of relations between meteorology and pollutants concentration,
which is vital for developing, for example, alert systems to identify critical episodes of air
pollution or for assisting in developing strategies to improve air quality.

The SOM outputs enabled the identification of data particularities concerning the pa-
rameters analyzed. For example, the data samples’ concentration of Dique do Tororo
and Barros Reis stations showed a cluster with a high concentration of O3. In con-
trast, the other clusters presented well-defined contributions of remaining pollutants.
The Itaigara and Campo Grande stations presented a more detailed definition regarding
the clusters of (1) CO, NO, NO2; (2) MP10; (3) O3; and (4) SO2. Thus, the SOM also allows
an analysis of the particularities of each cluster.

The results showed that the SOM could identify characteristics, describe similarities,
recognize patterns, and define clusters of air-pollution problems. Unlike traditional meth-
ods, the SOM proved to be a good tool for studying atmospheric pollutants, providing
several aspects that can contribute to and improve discussions in this area. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first study to analyze Salvador’s air-quality monitoring database.
Therefore, the tool developed and the results presented and discussed here can assist
further studies and aid in the development of public policies for pollution management.
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Abstract: The urban agglomeration (UA), with a high concentration of population and economy,
represents an area with grievous air pollution. It is vital to examine the regional differences, distri-
bution dynamics, and air quality convergence in UAs for sustainable development. In this study,
we measured the air quality of ten UAs in China through the Air Quality Index (AQI). We analyzed
regional differences, distribution dynamics, and convergence using Dagum’s decomposition of the
Gini coefficient, kernel density estimation, and the convergence model. We found that: the AQI of
China’s UAs shows a downward trend, and the index is higher in northern UAs than in southern
UAs; the differences in air quality within UAs are not significant, but there is a gap between them;
the overall difference in air quality tends to decrease, and regional differences in air quality are the
primary contributor to the overall difference; the overall distribution and the distribution of each
UA move rightward; the distribution pattern, ductility, and polarization characteristics are differ-
ent, indicating that the air quality has improved and is differentiated between UAs; except for the
Guanzhong Plain, the overall UA and each UA have obvious σ convergence characteristics, and each
UA presents prominent absolute β convergence, conditional β convergence, and club convergence.

Keywords: urban agglomeration (UA); air quality; regional difference; distribution dynamics;
convergence

1. Introduction

The average annual growth rate of China’s GDP was as high as 14.3% from 1978
to 2021 [1]. However, with this rapid economic growth [2], the coal-dominated energy
structure and extensive economic development have led to excessive consumption of
resources and aggravated environmental and ecological damage [3,4]. Air pollution, one of
the most prominent environmental problems at present [5], has exerted a series of negative
impacts on human health [6], social harmony and stability [7], and sustainable economic
growth [8]. In response to this problem, the Chinese government has enacted a series
of laws and regulations to oversee the conduct of all walks of life, protect and improve
the atmospheric environment, and advance the construction of an ecological culture. At
the same time, extensive academic efforts have been made to figure out how to improve
air quality.

Research on air quality has been conducted with regard to two aspects: the spatiotem-
poral distribution and the influencing factors of air quality. Firstly, relevant studies reveal
obvious regional differences in air quality [9–12]. China’s air quality index (AQI) shows
a spatial distribution pattern of “high in the north and low in the south” [13]. Urban air
pollution is “severe in the east and minor in the west, severe in the north and minor in the
south” [14]. In other words, the air pollution is severe in the east of the Heihe-Tengchong
Line and the north of the Yangtze River and minor in the south of the Yangtze River
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and west of the Heihe-Tengchong Line [15]. Regional differences in air quality have also
been confirmed in Catalonia in Spain, Detroit, and northern South America [16–18]. Air
quality also has obvious temporal differences. Specifically, China’s air pollution is high
in autumn and winter and low in spring and summer [19–21], and there is a U-shaped
trend in the monthly average concentration, while the concentration of pollutants in South
Africa peaks between June and August [22]. There are also differences in the degree of air
pollution in the two different time periods under normal and dusty weather [23]. Secondly,
scholars have explored the impact of socioeconomic factors and natural conditions on
air quality. The socioeconomic factors influencing air quality include population [24,25],
the economy [26–29], energy consumption [30–32], environmental policy [33], income
inequality [34], land use [35,36], transportation infrastructure [37,38], etc., with even the
large-scale sale of industrial land [39], increase in urbanization rate [40], and foreign direct
investment [41] also increasing air pollution. Among the natural factors, meteorological
elements such as temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, maximum wind speed,
air pressure, and sunshine hours have an important association with air quality [42–45],
and geographical environment elements such as topography [46,47], climate [48,49], and
vegetation [50–54] also have an important impact on air quality. In some studies [13–15],
cluster analysis, geographical concentration index, and spatial autocorrelation analysis are
used to measure regional differences in air quality.

The above research results are productive, but little attention has been paid to regional
differences in air quality from the perspective of distribution dynamics, and research on
the convergence of air quality is extremely scant. Moreover, the urban agglomeration
(UA), as the hardest-hit area of air pollution, warrants more attention. Therefore, in the
present study, we measured the air quality of ten UAs in China through the AQI and
analyzed regional differences, distribution dynamics, and convergence using Dagum’s
decomposition of the Gini coefficient, kernel density estimation (KDE), and the convergence
model. These methods allow us to discover the sources of regional differences in air quality
in UAs and analyze the distribution and convergence of air quality dynamically.

Compared with the existing literature, the contribution of this paper is as follows:
firstly, the AQI can objectively and precisely reflect the air quality of UAs, which provides
a theoretical basis for air pollution control in UAs; secondly, the regional differences and
distribution dynamics of air quality in UAs enrich the research in this field; thirdly, the
convergence of air quality in UAs is helpful in revealing the development trend of air
quality gaps in UAs.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section of this paper describes the methods
and data, including Dagum’s decomposition of the Gini coefficient, KDE, the convergence
model, and the data source. The following section presents the findings, including the
AQI of UAs, regional differences and their decomposition, distribution dynamics, and
convergence. The last section elaborates on the conclusions of this paper and proposes
policy implications.

2. Methods and Data
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Dagum’s Decomposition of the Gini Coefficient

Dagum’s decomposition of the Gini coefficient [55] was used to discuss the regional
differences in air quality in various UAs in China, which was calculated as follows:

G =
∑k

j=1 ∑k
h=1 ∑

nj
i=1 ∑nh

r=1

∣∣yji − yhr
∣∣

2µn2 (1)

where k represents the total number of UAs under investigation; j and h are the subscripts
of UAs; n stands for the number of cities under investigation; i and r refer to the sub-
scripts of the cities; nj(nh) is the number of cities in the j(h)th UA; yji(yhr) represents the
AQI of city i(r) in the j(h)th UA; and µ denotes the mean value of the AQI of all cities
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under investigation. Dagum’s decomposition of the Gini coefficient can be decomposed
into intra-UA difference contribution (Gw), inter-UA net difference contribution (Gnb),
and inter-UA intensity of transvariation (Gt). The specific calculations were based on
Equations (2), (4), and (5).

Gw =
k

∑
j=1

Gjj pjsj (2)

Gjj =
1

2yi

cj

∑
i=1

cj

∑
r=1

∣∣yji − yjr
∣∣/c2

j (3)

Gnb =
k

∑
j=2

j−1

∑
h=1

Gjh
(

pjsh + phsj
)

Djh (4)

Gt =
k

∑
j=2

j−1

∑
h=1

Gjh
(

pjsh + phsj
)(

1− Djh

)
(5)

Gjh =

cj

∑
i=1

ch

∑
r=1

∣∣yji − yjr
∣∣/cjch(yi + yh) (6)

where pj = cj/c, sj = cjyj/cy, and ∑ pj = ∑ sj = ∑k
j=1 ∑k

h=1 pjsh = 1; Djh is the relative
impact of air quality between UAs j and h, calculated by Equation (7); djh represents the air
quality difference between UAs, calculated by Equation (8), indicating the mathematical
expectation for the sum of all yji − yhr > 0 samples in UAs j and h; pjh stands for the hyper-
variable first-order matrix, calculated by Equation (9), which represents the mathematical
expectation for the sum of all yhr − yji > 0 samples in UAs j and h; and Fj(Fh) refers to the
cumulative density distribution function of UA j(h).

Djh =
(

djh − pjh

)
/
(

djh + pjh

)
(7)

dij =
∫ ∞

0
dFj(y)

∫ y

0
(y− x)dFh(x) (8)

pjh =
∫ ∞

0
dFh(y)

∫ y

0
(y− x)dFj(x) (9)

2.1.2. Kernel Density Estimation

KDE can describe the distribution pattern of random variables with continuous
density curves, thereby reflecting variables’ distribution location, pattern, and ductility
characteristics [56,57]. In this paper, kernel density estimation was used to analyze the
distribution characteristics of air quality in China’s UAs. The density function of ran-
dom variable X was set to be f (x), and the density function of point x was estimated by
Equation (10), where N, Xi and K(x) are the number of observations, independent and
identically distributed observations, bandwidth, and kernel function. The kernel function
used in this paper was calculated by Equation (11).

f (x) = (1/Nh)
N

∑
i=1

K[(Xi − x)/h] (10)

K(x) =
(

1/
√

2π
)

exp
(
−x2/2

)
(11)

2.1.3. Convergence Model

The evolution trend of air quality differences in UAs was tested by σ convergence, β
convergence, and club convergence. In Equation (12), j and i represent the UA and the
cities included therein; nj is the number of cities included in UA j; EEij is the average air
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quality of UA j; and EEi,t+1 and EEi,t refer to the air quality of UA i at time t + 1 and t,
respectively.

σ =

√
∑

nj
i
(
EEij − EEij

)
/nj

EEij
(12)

ln
(

EEi,t+1

EEi,t

)
= ∝ + βln(EEi,t) + µi + ηt + εit (13)

where β is the convergence coefficient. If β is positive, the air quality of the UA is in a
divergent trend; otherwise, when it is negative, the air quality of the UA has β convergence.
µi, ηt, and εit represent the space effect, time effect, and interference term, respectively.

ln
(

EEi,t+1

EEi,t

)
=∝ + βln

(
EEi,t

)
+ ρ

n

∑
j=1

wijln

(
EEj,t+1

EEj,t

)
+ θ

n

∑
j=1

wijln
(

EEj,t

)
+ µi + ηt + εit (14)

Common spatial econometric models include the spatial autoregressive model (SAR),
spatial error model (SEM), and spatial Durbin model (SDM). The absolute β-convergence
model was transformed using the SDM, as shown in Equation (14).

ln
(

EEi,t+1

EEi,t

)
= ∝ + βln(EEi,t) + ρ

n

∑
j=1

wijln

(
EEj,t+1

EEj,t

)
+ µi + ηt + εit (15)

where Wij is the element of the ith row and the jth column of the spatial weight matrix
W. The spatial weight matrix used in this paper is mainly based on the adjacency matrix.
Generally, different degrees of spatial dependence exist between UAs, which must be
considered when constructing the model. If the test shows that there is indeed a significant
spatial correlation between UAs, the SAR model (Equation (15)) or the SEM (Equation (16))
should be selected.

ln
(

EEi,t+1

EEi,t

)
=∝ +βln(EEi,t) + µi + ηt + εit εit = λ ∑n

j=1 wijε jt + σit (16)

Further, the conditional β-convergence model was constructed using the SDM as follows:

ln
(

EEi,t+1
EEi,t

)
=∝ +βln(EEi,t) + ρ

n
∑

j=1
wijln

( EEj,t+1
EEj,t

)
+ δlnXi,t+1

+ θ
n
∑

j=1
wijln

(
EEj,t

)
+ γ

n
∑

j=1
wijlnXj,t + µi + ηt + εit

(17)

where Xi,t+1 is a set of k× 1-dimensional control variables; δ is a 1× k-dimensional coef-
ficient vector; and θ and γ are 1× (k + 1)-dimensional coefficient vectors. In this paper,
the influencing factors of the air quality in China’s urban agglomerations need to be se-
lected when conducting the conditional convergence test, and accurately selecting these
factors is of great significance for improving urban air quality. Referring to the previous
studies [58–62], the conditional β convergence control variables we selected in this paper
include population, technological progress, government financial resources, economic
development, and industrial structure. The disorderly growth of population deteriorates
resource consumption of UAs and aggravates environmental pollution, whereas an or-
derly population policy helps to improve air quality by intensive utilization of resources
and environmental protection; technological progress helps to expand the scope of urban
space activities, improve people’s living standards, bring together innovative elements,
intensify the use of resources, improve the efficiency of urban economic operation, and
reduce waste emissions, thereby improving air quality; government financial resources are
of great significance to promote the development of people’s livelihood and the regular
operation of social production activities; the improvement of economic development has a
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particular effect on enhancing people’s awareness of environmental protection, satisfying
the growing demand for a better life, and improving the quality of the environment; and the
industrial structure plays a vital role in adjusting the structure of energy consumption, and
its upgrade helps reduce the emission of pollutants, which is beneficial to the improvement
of air quality.

In club convergence, the first layer was national-level UAs, including Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei, Yangtze River Delta, Pearl River Delta, the middle reaches of the Yangtze River,
and Chengdu-Chongqing UAs; and the second layer was the regional UAs, including the
central and southern Liaoning, Shandong Peninsula, the Central Plains, the Guanzhong
Plain, and Western Taiwan Strait.

2.2. Data Source

We took ten UAs in China from 2014 to 2021 as the research object, and their spatial
distribution is shown in Figure 1. The selection of these ten UAs was based on Xiao Jincheng
and Yuan Zhu’s study [63] because they are economically well developed. These ten
UAs include a total of 157 prefecture-level cities. They are divided into national-level
and regional UAs. National-level UAs include Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (1), Yangtze River
Delta (2), Pearl River Delta (3), the middle reaches of the Yangtze River (4), and Chengdu-
Chongqing UAs (5), while regional UAs consist of the central and southern Liaoning (6),
Shandong Peninsula (7), the Central Plains (8), the Guanzhong Plain (9), and Western
Taiwan Strait (10).
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the ten UAs in China. Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the ten UAs in China.

The AQI measures the air quality of various UAs in China, and its data is derived from
https://www.aqistudy.cn/historydata, accessed on 3 May 2022. The average monthly AQI
of the cities was available on this website, based on which the annual data were obtained.
The AQI can comprehensively reflect and quantitatively evaluate the air quality of various
UAs. This value is between 0 and 500. The higher the index, the more serious the air
pollution, and the more threatening to human health [64]. The AQI monitors pollutants
such as SO2, NO2, PM10, PM2.5, CO, and O3. All pollutants were synthesized according
to the Ambient Air Quality Standards (https://www.mee.gov.cn/ywgz/fgbz/bz/bzwb/
dqhjbh/dqhjzlbz/201203/t20120302_224165.shtml, accessed on 2 June 2022) and Technical
Regulation on Ambient Air Quality Index (on trial) (https://www.mee.gov.cn/ywgz/fgbz/
bz/bzwb/jcffbz/201203/t20120302_224166.shtml, accessed on 2 June 2022). Interestingly,
PM10 and O3 accounted for a high proportion in the AQI of all UAs.

The data selected for the control variables in this paper were all from the China
Economic and Social Big Data Research Platform (https://data.cnki.net, accessed on 3 May
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2022). The missing values were filled by imputation. The descriptive statistics of the data
studied in this paper are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of sample data.

Variable Designation Definition/Unit Mean SD Max Min Observation

X1 Population Resident
population/10,000 560.3802 434.8196 3212.43 68.93 1256

X2 Technological
progress

Science and
technology

expenditure/CNY
100 million

23.0596 57.56474 554.98 0.0786 1256

X3
Government

financial
resources

Financial
revenue/CNY

100 million
411.1661 796.1389 7771.8 20.06 1256

X4 Economic
development

GDP per
capita/CNY 65,493.46 33,805.19 19,1942 15,852 1256

X5 Industrial
structure

The share of
secondary industry

in GDP/%
44.45925 8.29326 81.13335 15.83376 1256

3. Results
3.1. AQI

Table 2 shows the annual and mean values of AQI for the ten UAs in China from 2014
to 2021. The AQI of each UA in 2021 was smaller than that of 2014, and the index showed a
fluctuating downward trend from 2014 to 2021, indicating that the air quality improved to
a certain extent. Among the UAs, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei had the most significant annual
decline in AQI, from 128 in 2014 to 85 in 2021, with an average annual rate of 5.58%. The
Guanzhong Plain had the smallest decline, with an average annual decline of 1.71%. From
the spatial differences in the AQI of UAs, the AQI of UAs in the north was significantly
higher than those in the south.

Table 2. The AQI of UAs.

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Mean

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei 128 111 108 109 93 97 88 85 102

Yangtze River Delta 89 86 82 85 74 78 69 68 79

Pearl River Delta 70 61 63 69 62 67 55 60 63

The middle reaches of the
Yangtze River 89 82 81 80 70 77 65 66 76

Chengdu-Chongqing 90 84 84 84 69 69 66 66 77

Central and southern
Liaoning 89 89 86 83 70 77 73 68 79

Shandong Peninsula 118 114 105 102 90 100 89 89 101

Central Plains 116 112 110 98 94 108 95 93 103

Guanzhong Plain 93 89 101 102 79 91 81 83 90

Western Taiwan Strait 63 58 57 61 57 57 54 55 58
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3.2. Regional Differences and Decomposition of Air Quality
3.2.1. Differences in Air Quality within UAs

Dagum’s decomposition of the Gini coefficient was used to calculate the air quality
differences within the ten UAs, and the results are shown in Table 3. From 2014 to 2021,
the Gini coefficients of the nine UAs other than the Guanzhong Plain showed a fluctuating
downward trend. Among them, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei witnessed the most significant de-
cline, from 0.1387 in 2014 to 0.0627 in 2021, with an average annual rate of 10.73%, followed
by Western Taiwan Strait, with an average annual decline of 7.81%. The Gini coefficient
of air quality in Guanzhong Plain displayed a fluctuating upward trend, increasing from
0.0716 in 2014 to 0.1043 in 2021, with an average annual increase of 5.51%. From the mean
value of the Gini coefficient, the air quality of Guanzhong Plain, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, and
the middle reaches of the Yangtze River were relatively high, with values of 0.1308, 0.0986,
and 0.0751, respectively. The phenomenon of air quality imbalance within the UA was
prominent, attributed to the prominent position of cities such as Xi’an, Beijing, and Wuhan
in the development of each UA. The Gini coefficients of Central Plains and Western Taiwan
Strait were relatively low, at 0.0360 and 0.0460, respectively, with a slight difference within
each UA. In general, the Gini coefficient of air quality in the ten UAs was low, and the air
quality gap within the UA was insignificant.

Table 3. Dagum’s decomposition of Gini coefficient of air quality within the UA.

Year
Beijing-
Tianjin-
Hebei

Yangtze
River
Delta

Pearl River
Delta

Middle
Reaches of
the Yangtze

River

Chengdu-
Chongqing

Central
and

Southern
Liaoning

Shandong
Peninsula

Central
Plains

Guanzhong
Plain

Western
Taiwan
Strait

2014 0.1387 0.0638 0.0809 0.1019 0.0554 0.0495 0.0811 0.0423 0.0716 0.0674
2015 0.1193 0.0542 0.0549 0.1010 0.0596 0.0518 0.0944 0.0604 0.0585 0.0654
2016 0.1044 0.0504 0.0530 0.0707 0.0531 0.0549 0.0859 0.0387 0.1082 0.0544
2017 0.1042 0.0500 0.0643 0.0559 0.0596 0.0495 0.0729 0.0454 0.1354 0.0467
2018 0.0938 0.0597 0.0549 0.0636 0.0449 0.0516 0.0783 0.0181 0.1380 0.0365
2019 0.0891 0.0584 0.0564 0.0774 0.0453 0.0412 0.0581 0.0241 0.1140 0.0287
2020 0.0770 0.0458 0.0595 0.0634 0.0502 0.0440 0.0622 0.0253 0.1007 0.0307
2021 0.0627 0.0551 0.0531 0.0672 0.0513 0.0330 0.0630 0.0341 0.1043 0.0381
Mean 0.0986 0.0547 0.0596 0.0751 0.0524 0.0469 0.0745 0.0360 0.1038 0.0460

3.2.2. Differences in Air Quality between UAs

Dagum’s decomposition of the Gini coefficient of air quality among the ten UAs is
shown in Figure 2. Among the regional differences in air quality, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei and
Pearl River Delta fluctuated the most in air quality, followed by that between Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei and Western Taiwan Strait. The regional differences between Chengdu-Chongqing
and the Shandong Peninsula, between Chengdu-Chongqing and central and southern
Liaoning, and between the Yangtze River Delta and Chengdu-Chongqing fluctuated less.
The differences in air quality among most UAs showed a downward trend, among which
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei and Central Plains had the most significant decline, with an average
annual decline of 10.42%. The differences between it and Guanzhong Plain, central and
southern Liaoning and Guanzhong Plain, and Yangtze River Delta and Guanzhong Plain
expanded, with an average annual growth rate of 9.54%, 8.33%, and 7.66%, respectively.
Generally, there were specific differences in air quality among the ten UAs.

3.2.3. Overall Difference and Decomposition of Air Quality

Table 4 shows the overall Gini coefficient and decomposition results of air quality
in the ten UAs. The table also demonstrates the source and contribution of air quality
differences in each UA. The overall difference in air quality showed a fluctuating downward
trend, and the overall difference narrowed, with a Gini coefficient of 0.1332–0.1077. The
coefficient reached the maximum value of 0.1338 in 2015, fluctuated and decreased after
2015, increased slightly in 2019, and finally fell to the minimum value of 0.1077 in 2021, with
a decrease of 2.99%. The contribution of inter-regional differences in air quality was much
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higher than that of intra-regional differences and intensity of transvariation, indicating that
inter-regional differences were the primary source of overall differences, accounting for
71.4669–82.3444%. The contribution rate of the intensity of transvariation was between
12.1477 and 21.6388%, representing the second most prominent source of overall differences.
The contribution of intra-regional differences was the lowest, ranging from 5.5079% to
6.8943%. Judging from the evolution trend of the sources of differences, the contribution of
inter-regional differences stood at 71.4669% in 2014 and then showed a fluctuating upward
trend until it reached 78.4832% in 2021, with an average annual growth rate of 1.347%,
suggesting that the differences between UAs widened. The intensity of transvariation was
used to identify the overlap between UAs. Its contribution fluctuated and declined from
21.6388% in 2014 to 15.3366% in 2021, with an average annual decrease of 4.80%, showing
that the overlap between UAs weakened, and the difference in air quality decreased. The
contribution of intra-regional differences did not witness significant change and remained
around 6.5%. It decreased year by year from 2014 to 2020, with a slight increase in 2021,
indicating that the overall air quality in the UAs was relatively stable.
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Table 4. Dagum’s decomposition of Gini coefficient of air quality in the UAs.

Year Overall
Intra-Regional Inter-Regional Intensity of Transvariation

Source Contribution
Rate (%) Source Contribution

Rate (%) Source Contribution
Rate (%)

2014 0.1332 0.0091 6.8943 0.0944 71.4669 0.0286 21.6388
2015 0.1338 0.0089 6.6828 0.0990 74.5721 0.0249 18.7451
2016 0.1251 0.0076 6.0876 0.0953 76.5557 0.0216 17.3567
2017 0.1121 0.0072 6.4924 0.0812 72.9369 0.0229 20.5708
2018 0.1116 0.0072 6.5502 0.0803 72.6891 0.0229 20.7608
2019 0.1189 0.0071 6.0404 0.0932 78.9577 0.0177 15.0020
2020 0.1151 0.0063 5.5079 0.0942 82.3444 0.0139 12.1477
2021 0.1077 0.0066 6.1811 0.0840 78.4823 0.0164 15.3366

Mean 0.1197 0.0075 6.3046 0.0902 76.0006 0.0211 17.6948
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3.3. Distribution Dynamics of Air Quality

The Gini coefficient presented the size and source of air quality differences in UAs,
reflected the relative differences in air quality and could describe the dynamic changes
in absolute air quality differences. Therefore, the kernel density estimation was adopted
to analyze the distribution dynamics of the air quality of the ten UAs as a whole as well
as each of them in terms of the distribution location, pattern, ductility, and polarization.
Figure 3 presents the results of the KDE.

The distribution location reflects the air quality. From 2014 to 2021, the center of the
kernel density distribution curve of the ten UAs as a whole and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Pearl
River Delta, the middle reaches of the Yangtze River, central and southern Liaoning, Shan-
dong Peninsula, Guanzhong Plain, and Western Taiwan Strait move rightward, indicating
that the air quality of the ten UAs as a whole and several individual UAs improved with an
upward trend. The center of the kernel density distribution curve in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei,
Pearl River Delta, central and southern Liaoning, and the Shandong Peninsula moved
rightward remarkably, showing an apparent upward trend in air quality. In contrast, the
curve of the Yangtze River Delta, Chengdu-Chongqing, and Central Plains moved leftward,
indicating that their air quality declined. Generally, the overall air quality of UAs improved,
demonstrating that China’s environmental protection has been effective.
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reflected the relative differences in air quality and could describe the dynamic changes in 

absolute air quality differences. Therefore, the kernel density estimation was adopted to 

analyze the distribution dynamics of the air quality of the ten UAs as a whole as well as 

each of them in terms of the distribution location, pattern, ductility, and polarization. Fig-

ure 3 presents the results of the KDE. 

  

(a) Overall (b) Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei 

  

(c) Yangtze River Delta (d) Pearl River Delta 

Figure 3. Cont.
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The distribution pattern reflects the spatial difference and polarization of air quality in
each UA. Specifically, the height and width of the wave crests reflect the difference, and the
number of wave crests reflects the polarization. From the distribution pattern, the overall
main peak of the ten UAs showed a change of “fall-rise-fall-rise”. The overall peak height
decreased, and the width of the main peak continued to increase, indicating that the degree
of internal dispersion was on the rise. The height of the main peak of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
continued to rise, but the change in width was not prominent; the height of the Yangtze
River Delta did not see much change, and the overall height showed a slight downward
trend, with insignificant changes in width; the height of Pearl River Delta was rising, but
the change in width was not noticeable; the height of the middle reaches of the Yangtze
River increased, while the width decreased; the height of Chengdu-Chongqing decreased,
but the width did not change significantly; the height of central and southern Liaoning
increased, whereas the width was small; the height of Shandong Peninsula rose, but the
width witnessed no remarkable change; the height of Central Plains fell, while the change
in width was not apparent; the height of Guanzhong Plain increased, while the width
did not change significantly; while the height of Western Taiwan Strait decreased, and the
change of the width was reduced.

The distribution ductility reflects spatial differences in air quality. From the distri-
bution ductility, Yangtze River Delta, central and southern Liaoning, and Central Plains
showed a left-trailing phenomenon, while the ten UAs as a whole and some individual
UAs displayed a right-trailing phenomenon. The air quality difference within the ten UAs
as a whole and Guanzhong Plain tended to widen, while other UAs showed a convergence
trend, suggesting that the air quality gap within these UAs was constantly narrowing.

From the perspective of polarization characteristics, the kernel density distribution
curves of the ten UAs as a whole and each individual UA consisted of double peaks or
multiple peaks, indicating that the air quality was multi-polarized to some extent, although
there were some differences. The ten UAs as a whole changed from a single peak to
multiple peaks, gradually showing polarization, and the distance between the main peak
and the side peaks was small, showing slight differences within the UAs. The Shandong
Peninsula showed pronounced double peaks from 2014 to 2021, and the distance between
the two peaks was close, indicating minor differences within the UAs. However, there
was a significant difference between the heights of the main peaks and side peaks of the
ten UAs as a whole and the Shandong Peninsula, and the air quality within the UA was
significantly different. The phenomenon of multiple peaks was common in other UAs. The
difference in the heights between the peaks in UAs, such as Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Pearl
River Delta, the middle reaches of the Yangtze River, Chengdu-Chongqing, Central Plains,
Guanzhong Plain, and Western Taiwan Strait, was relatively small, and the air quality gap
within the UA was also small.

3.4. Convergence Analysis of Air Quality
3.4.1. σ-Convergence

Table 5 shows the σ-convergence results of the air quality of the ten UAs as a whole and
each individual UA. The overall air quality variation coefficient of the ten UAs decreased
from 0.2415 in 2014 to 0.1919 in 2018, slightly increased to 0.2102 in 2019, showed a
downward trend from 2019, and finally decreased to 0.1919 in 2021. Among the UAs,
the coefficient of variation of Guanzhong Plain fluctuated and increased from 0.1312 in
2014 to 0.1926 in 2021, with an average annual increase of 5.6%. The other UAs showed a
fluctuating downward trend, among which Western Taiwan Strait saw the most remarkable
decline, with an average annual decrease of 8.24%. Generally speaking, the coefficient of
variation of air quality in Guanzhong Plain increased without σ-convergence; the variation
coefficient of the ten UAs as a whole and each individual UA showed a downward trend,
all with σ-convergence. The air quality of each urban agglomeration was balanced. The
regional disparity within these UAs narrowed, and the air quality of each UA was even.
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Table 5. σ-convergence Gini coefficient of air quality in the UAs.

Year Overall
Beijing-
Tianjin-
Hebei

Yangtze
River
Delta

Pearl
River
Delta

The Middle
Reaches of
the Yangtze

River

Chengdu-
Chongqing

Central
and

Southern
Liaoning

Shandong
Peninsula

Central
Plains

Guanzhong
Plain

Western
Taiwan
Strait

2014 0.2415 0.2562 0.1192 0.1505 0.1825 0.1023 0.0926 0.1585 0.0801 0.1312 0.1327
2015 0.2394 0.2196 0.1021 0.1038 0.1803 0.1111 0.1000 0.1769 0.1156 0.1073 0.1314
2016 0.2221 0.1926 0.0975 0.1002 0.1292 0.0985 0.1025 0.1669 0.0731 0.2019 0.1049
2017 0.2033 0.1936 0.0958 0.1250 0.1037 0.1114 0.0964 0.1471 0.0860 0.2517 0.0884
2018 0.1981 0.1739 0.1144 0.1035 0.1148 0.0853 0.0989 0.1522 0.0331 0.2571 0.0677
2019 0.2102 0.1644 0.1114 0.1087 0.1403 0.0825 0.0804 0.1165 0.0438 0.2146 0.0533
2020 0.2044 0.1444 0.0840 0.1130 0.1185 0.0922 0.0878 0.1281 0.0471 0.1905 0.0571
2021 0.1919 0.1158 0.1020 0.1013 0.1212 0.0929 0.0657 0.1220 0.0623 0.1926 0.0727

3.4.2. β-Convergence

(1) Absolute β-Convergence

We screened the models by LM test, Hausman test, LR test, and Wald test, analyzed
the absolute β-convergence of the air quality of the ten UAs as a whole and each individual
UA, and determined the convergence analysis model accordingly. After testing, Beijing-
Tianjin-Hebei, Pearl River Delta, Chengdu-Chongqing, Shandong Peninsula, and Central
Plains were shown to require a return to the traditional convergence model (Table 6).

The ten UAs as a whole and the middle reaches of the Yangtze River partially passed
the LM test, significantly passed the LR test and Wald test, and supported the SDM (this
study did not report the LR test and Wald test for the SDM, which was available for
retrieval). The spatial lag coefficient ρ of the explained variables was significantly positive
at a 1% level, indicating that the improved air quality in surrounding UAs promoted that
of the target UA. The convergence coefficient was significantly negative at a 1% level,
suggesting that the overall air quality of the ten UAs had an absolute β-convergence trend.
θ was significantly positive, which means that the improved air quality in surrounding
UAs substantially promoted that of the target UA. These findings revealed that spatial
spillover was one of the critical factors in improving regional air quality.

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Pearl River Delta, Chengdu-Chongqing, Shandong Peninsula,
and Central Plains passed the LR and Wald tests, and some results failed the significance
tests. In addition, after running SEM and SAR for Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Pearl River Delta,
Chengdu-Chongqing, and the Shandong Peninsula, ρ or λ were shown to be not significant,
and the SAR and SEM were shown to require a return to the traditional convergence model.

The spatial error coefficient λ of central and southern Liaoning and Western Taiwan
Strait was negative and passed the 1% significance test, showing a certain degree of negative
spatial correlation, which means that a “core-periphery” pattern characterized air quality
improvement. There was a competitive relationship between the cities within the UA, but
the areas with relatively poor air quality were shown to consistently catch up, and the
central city had a siphon effect. There was a positive spatial correlation between the Yangtze
River Delta and Guanzhong Plain, suggesting that the improvement of surrounding air
quality boosted the air quality of the target area.

The convergence coefficient β of the UAs as a whole and each individual UA was
negative and passed the 1% significance test, with an absolute β-convergence trend. Com-
bining the spatial correlation and the convergence coefficient β, it could be seen that the
spatial correlation of the UAs as a whole and each individual UA was one of the factors
leading to the absolute β-convergence. While there was a significant negative spatial corre-
lation between the central and southern Liaoning and Western Taiwan Strait, the absolute
β-convergence still existed, indicating that the behindhand cities within the UA had strong
momentums to catch up with cities ahead of them, and the air quality between cities was
increasingly competitive.
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(2) Conditional β-Convergence

The convergence of air quality in UAs was further explored by considering five
control variables: population, technological progress, government financial resources,
economic development, and industrial structure. According to the convergence analysis
steps, the conditional β-convergence analysis models of the ten UAs as a whole and each
individual UA were respectively determined. After comparing the results of each model,
the traditional convergence model was finally selected. The results are shown in Table 7.
The conditional convergence coefficients of the air quality of the ten UAs as a whole and
each individual UA were all negative and passed the 1% significance test, indicating a
trend of conditional convergence.

The regression coefficients of the control variables showed that in the ten UAs, the two
variables X4 and X5 passed the significance level test and had a significant impact on the
conditional β-convergence of the AQI, while X1, X2, and X3 did not pass the significance
level test and had no significant effect on the convergence of the AQI. The influence
of X5 was significantly positive, suggesting that the industrial structure could improve
the air quality in UAs but had a particular inhibitory effect on narrowing the AQI gap
between UAs. The gap in industrial structure was the main factor for the gap in air quality
between UAs.

For each UA, the control variables, such as X1, X2, X3, X4, and X5, had different effects
on improving the air quality. For example, X3 had a significant positive impact on the air
quality of the middle reaches of the Yangtze River. The improvement of X3 substantially
promoted the air quality of the middle reaches of the Yangtze River, but it had an inhibitory
effect on narrowing the gap within the UA. Therefore, to improve the air quality of the UA,
it is necessary for government financial resources to play a role, to optimize the allocation
of resources, and improve people’s living standards. X3 had a significant negative impact
on the air quality of the Yangtze River Delta and had a promoting effect on reducing the
air quality gap in the UA. However, it had no significant impact on the air quality of
other UAs, Yangtze River Delta, and the middle reaches of the Yangtze River. Therefore,
it is necessary to utilize the government’s financial resources further to improve resource
allocation, optimize the environment, and pay attention to the impact on the air quality
gap within the UA.

3.4.3. Club Convergence

Dagum’s decomposition of the Gini coefficient revealed that the air quality difference
between UAs was an essential source of the overall difference. We conducted a club con-
vergence test based on UAs at different levels to further examine the air quality difference
between UAs. The absolute and conditional β-convergence test results of air quality in
UAs at the two levels are shown in Table 8. The absolute club convergence coefficients
of UAs at different levels were significantly negative, and the air quality among UAs at
the same level was characterized by absolute β-convergence. With development of the
economy, the communication between UAs has become increasingly close. The significant
positive spatial correlation between UAs at different levels strengthened their connection
and enhanced the absolute β-convergence trend.

After adding the relevant control variables, the conditional β-convergence coefficients
of AQI of UAs at the two levels were significantly negative, and the air quality within UAs
at different levels had a conditional β-convergence trend. There were spatial correlations
within the UAs at the first level, including Yangtze River Delta, Pearl River Delta, and
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei. The spatial effect accounted for the conditional β-convergence trend
in UAs at the first level, indicating that the interaction between high-level UAs was tighter.
The influence of each control variable in UAs at different levels was different. For example,
economic development was not significant in the first layer but significantly positive in the
second layer. Therefore, the impact of each variable on the air quality of UAs varied from
region to region.
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Table 8. Club convergence test of air quality in the UAs.

Absolute β-Converg Conditional β-Converg

Area First Layer Second Layer First Layer Second Layer

Model Two-Way Fixed SEM Two-Way Fixed SEM Two-Way Fixed SDM Two-Way Fixed SEM

β
−0.6172 ***

(−20.01)
−0.7019 ***

(−17.09)
−0.6425 ***

(−20.60)
−0.7154 ***

(−17.52)

θ
0.2247 ***

(4.10)

ρ or λ
0.5159 ***

(14.39)
0.2463 ***

(5.11)
0.4839 ***

(12.84)
0.2369 ***

(4.85)

X1 0.08830 *
(1.76)

0.0727
(0.89)

X2 −0.0139 **
(−2.01)

0.0056
(0.78)

X3 −0.0146
(−0.74)

−0.0204
(−0.70)

X4 0.0444
(1.38)

0.0861 ***
(2.64)

X5 0.0525
(1.44)

−0.0207
(−0.48)

R2 0.2503 0.3008 0.3135 0.2686

Log-L 1133.4696 669.7970 1151.7943 675.6161

Space fixed effect 154.00 *** 147.82 *** 95.42 *** 148.18 ***

Time fixed effect 272.98 *** 224.09 *** 297.57 *** 232.87 ***

Hausman test 284.23 *** 269.66 *** 60.98 *** 289.99 ***

LM spatial lag 639.470 *** 195.079 *** 642.784 *** 191.207 ***

Robust LM spatial
lag 0.324 1.540 1.929 0.520

LM spatial error 686.177 *** 207.926 *** 677.778 *** 203.645 ***

Robust LM spatial
error 47.031 *** 14.387 *** 36.924 *** 12.958 ***

***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively, with t value in brackets, the
same below.

4. Conclusions and Policy Implications
4.1. Conclusions

This study measured the air quality of ten UAs in China based on the AQI from 2014
to 2021. We analyzed, estimated, and decomposed the regional differences using Dagum’s
decomposition of the Gini coefficient, described the distribution dynamics using kernel
density estimation, and tested the σ-convergence, β-convergence, and club convergence.
The conclusions drawn were as follows:

(1) According to the AQI from 2014 to 2021, there were spatiotemporal differences in
the air quality of the ten UAs in China: from the scale of time, the AQI of each UA showed
a downward trend over the years; from the perspective of space, the overall AQI of UAs
was high in the north and low in the south. In other words, the air quality of China’s UAs
gradually improved, and the air quality in the south was better than that in the north.

(2) Dagum’s decomposition of the Gini coefficient demonstrated no significant differ-
ence in air quality within each UA, but there was a particular gap in air quality between
UAs. Among them, the air quality difference between Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei and Pearl River
Delta was the largest; the overall air quality difference in the UAs showed a decreasing
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trend; and the regional difference in air quality was the primary source of the overall
difference in air quality.

(3) In the distribution dynamics of the air quality estimated by kernel density estima-
tion, the overall distribution curve of the ten UAs moved rightward, and the air quality
of the UAs improved to a certain extent. The changing trend of height and width of the
ten UAs as a whole and each individually were inconsistent. Except for the left-tailing
phenomenon in the Yangtze River Delta, central and southern Liaoning, and Central Plains,
the ten UAs as a whole and the other UAs showed a right-tailing phenomenon, but the
ductility of the distribution curves was different. The kernel density estimation curves
of the ten UAs as a whole and each individually consisted of double or multiple peaks,
indicating that air quality was multi-polarized to some extent.

(4) The convergence model demonstrated that except for Guanzhong Plain, the air
quality of the UAs as a whole and each of the other UAs featured σ-convergence, and the
ten UAs as a whole and each individually had absolute and conditional β-convergence. In
addition, the air quality in UAs at different levels was characterized by club convergence.

In the future, spatial autocorrelation analysis and standard deviation ellipse can
be used to systematically analyze the regional differences in air quality, and the spatial
econometric model and Geodetector can be used to analyze the influencing mechanism of
the air quality of UAs.

4.2. Policy Implications

(1) It is necessary to constantly improve the air quality of China’s UAs. This study
shows that the AQI of each UA in China displays a downward trend over time, indicating
that the air quality of each UA has improved to some extent, but still needs to be further
improved. Improving air quality is a response to environmental protection and green
development nowadays. Since there is still extensive resource utilization in China’s UAs,
it remains necessary to establish the concept of green development, rationally allocate
resources, improve energy efficiency, reduce pollution emissions in industrial production,
and improve air quality in UAs by both the government and the market.

(2) For UAs with significant internal differences in air quality, their central cities
should continue to improve resource allocation and utilization efficiency through the
agglomeration effect, strengthen the radiation and driving effect within the UA, and
improve the overall air quality of the UA. It is crucial for other UAs with shrinking
differences to further achieve regional coordination and overall prosperity within each UA.
The development of each UA should fully consider each city’s resource endowment and
location advantages to avoid further increases in air quality differences.

(3) The Gini coefficient shows that regional differences are the primary source of the
overall differences in air quality. There is a significant difference between Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei and Pearl River Delta and between Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei and Western Taiwan Strait
due to the geographical differences between the north and the south. Therefore, the overall
AQI in China’s UAs is high in the north and low in the south. To this end, Beijing-Tianjin-
Hebei, Shandong Peninsula, and other northern UAs should strive to build ecological
cities while continuing to develop their economies, and should continue to strengthen the
control of air pollutant emissions and reduce energy consumption in industrial production
activities. The extensive utilization of resources should be addressed by the rational
allocation of resources to avoid waste of resources in the production process, establish
a green and intensive development concept, improve the air quality of various UAs in
China, and vigorously promote the construction of an ecological culture and the overall
air quality of UAs. For southern UAs with better air quality, it is also essential to build
effective channels for cooperation and communication between UAs so that UAs with poor
air quality can extensively learn from the regions with better air quality.

(4) There are absolute and conditional β-convergence trends in China’s UAs, indicating
that the differences in air quality among China’s UAs are narrowing. China has a vast
territory with different resource endowments and economic development levels, and it
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is not easy to achieve a balanced development that is entirely undifferentiated in terms
of air quality. However, to improve the air quality of UAs as a whole, it is still necessary
to improve the air quality in cities with poor air quality, strengthen the concept of green
development, and protect the atmospheric environment. It is also essential to strengthen
the overall coordination of the region and promote the overall improvement of air quality
in China’s UAs. For Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei, Yangtze River Delta, and Pearl River Delta,
the three most developed UAs in China, it is necessary to further improve the quality of
development to drive national economic growth and improve air quality. The Yangtze
River Delta and Chengdu Chongqing need to drive the central and western parts of China,
respectively, to improve air quality. The other five regional UAs need to integrate green and
innovative elements into the development process, and pay attention to the coordination of
economic growth and environmental protection.

In short, the air quality of China’s UAs needs to be further improved. The central
government should play a crucial role in addressing the current air pollution problems
in UAs. Legal and administrative means can be used to strengthen the supervision and
management of air pollution, and green finance can also be used to encourage energy
conservation, environmental protection, and technological development. Like all industrial-
ized countries, China’s industrialization is accompanied by air pollution. In the future, UAs
need to promote cleaner production methods, energy-saving and environmental protection
technologies, transform those industries with high pollution and high energy consumption,
and further improve the air quality of China’s UAs.
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Abstract: It is generally assumed that in EU Member States the right of recognized environmental
organizations (ENGOs) to file lawsuits under the Aarhus Convention contributes not only to a
better enforcement of environmental law, but also to an improvement of environmental quality.
However, this has not yet been investigated. Hence, this paper examines whether 49 lawsuits that
environmental associations filed against air quality plans of German cities between 2011 and 2019 had
a positive effect on air quality by reducing NO2 emissions in the respective cities. Using a staggered
difference-in-differences regression model, we show that, on average, lawsuits against cities’ clean air
plans have a negative effect on NO2 concentration in these cities. In fact, the NO2 concentration in
cities sued by ENGOs decreased by about 1.31 to 3.30 µg/m3 relative to their counterfactual level.

Keywords: air quality; air pollution policy; NO2 concentrations; diff-in-diff-regression

1. Introduction

In 2006, Germany introduced a right of action for recognized environmental associa-
tions (environmental non-governmental organizations, ENGOs), by way of implementing
the Aarhus Convention and Directive 2003/35/EC. This right of action, which was initially
limited in its clout, was then successively expanded (as a result of rulings of the European
Court of Justice) to a general right of action in environmental matters [1] (p. 6), [2]. The idea
behind this (e.g., on the part of the European Commission) was to enable the associations to
significantly contribute to improving the notoriously precarious application of (European)
environmental law and to enhance environmental quality [3–5]. However, whether the
lawsuits indeed improve both, the application of environmental law and environmental
quality have not yet been investigated.

Clean air policy is a case in point for the frequently deficient application of European
environmental law [6,7]. The Ambient Air Quality Directive of 2008 contains concentration
thresholds for several pollutants, of which particulate matter (PM10) and nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) are the most important. In 2018, Germany (as one of 13 Member States) was sued by
the European Commission for non-compliance with the limit values for highly harmful
NO2 emissions. Although the provisions of the directive were translated into the Federal
Immission Control Act (BImSchG), in 2018 actual NO2 concentrations were still above the
limit value in 57 major German cities [8] (p. 24). Between 2011 and 2019, environmental
non-governmental organizations filed 49 lawsuits before German administrative courts,
challenging air quality plans for German cities as being inadequate. These 49 lawsuits
represent “most likely cases” for the question of possible environmental effects in that the
lawsuits in all cases decided by courts to date have been fully or substantially successful [9].

The problematic enforcement of the Air Quality Directive has been the subject of a
number of publications, but none has linked the aspect of real pollution reduction with the
legal actions taken by ENGOs to challenge the local air quality plans. In this paper, we
attempt to make this connection by being the first to address the question of whether ENGO
lawsuits have a positive effect on air quality by reducing NO2 concentrations in German
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cities. The theoretical assumption is—in a nutshell—that the lawsuits should motivate
political decision makers to—finally—adopt measures that have the potential to effectively
improve air quality. This should be the case particularly because they want to avert driving
bans for diesel cars that were looming as a consequence of court decisions. Those measures
should improve air quality, even if not to the extent that the concentration limits can be
complied with.

To answer this research question, we proceed as follows: In the next section, we briefly
review the state of the research on the application of environmental law and air quality
(Section 2). Next, we describe our case in more detail: the Air Quality Directive and the
lawsuits against air quality plans (Section 3). In Section 4, we develop our theoretical
argument, which is mainly based on a rational choice perspective. We continue with a
description of our data set and methodological approach that is based on a staggered
difference-in-differences (DiD) design, given that we have variation in treatment timing.
This is followed by the presentation of the results (Section 6), which we subsequently
discuss (Section 7). The paper ends with a conclusion (Section 8).

2. The State of Research

Improving the environmental condition or health protection through policies is far
from trivial. It is politically difficult to adopt restrictive regulations, because there is
often strong resistance from powerful addressees [10]. Even the adoption of restrictive
regulations does not guarantee that the environmental condition will improve or that health
burdens will be reduced because environmental policy measures, in particular, are often
not or not fully implemented. This deficient implementation of an ever-increasing number
of environmental policies has been the subject of implementation research for decades.
Accordingly, the design of the policies themselves, the resources and willingness of the
administration as well as the (lack of) interest or even resistance on part of the addressees
are the major factors determining (or undermining) effective application [11–13]. Moreover,
the process of implementation is usually inherently political and controversial [14].

In EU member states, a major share of national environmental policies is based on
European policies. Studies investigating the implementation of environmental policies in
the European Union mainly focus on the transposition of directives into national law [15,16],
which, however, is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for the effective application of
these policies on the ground [6,15]. Whereas a lot of research is interested in different aspects
of implementation and compliance [12] (p. 440), significantly fewer studies investigate the
effects of the political measures on the quality of the environment, the so-called impact.
For several environmental parameters studies conclude that political measures do have an
effect in the intended direction [17,18]. For air quality, however, Knill et al. [19] conclude in
their study of 24 OECD countries between 1976 and 2003 that there is no robust relationship
between the regulatory density and intensity of environmental policies and the air quality
parameters for the pollutants CO2, SO2, and NOx [19] (p. 436). A recent study finds that,
in 14 OECD countries between 1990 and 2014, command and control regulations “lead
to a significant reduction in air pollutant emissions—but only when they are adequately
executed and enforced” [13,20] (p. 227).

The implementation of the European Ambient Air Quality Directive adopted in 2008
has been examined for certain countries or municipalities, although all studies so far focus
on the development of air quality plans rather than on compliance with the concentration
limits (e.g., for the Netherlands Bondarouk and Liefferink [21] and Bondarouk et al. [22]).
For Germany, an evaluation by the Federal Environment Agency (UBA) looks at air quality
plans published between 2008 and 2012 and concludes that most of the examined German
cities are still very far from complying with the concentration limits [23] (p. 135). Gollata
and Newig [24] examine 137 air quality plans and find that the multi-level structure (i.e., the
typical situation, where the federal government implements the European directive, but
the states—in cooperation with the federal government—apply it) proves to be rather
obstructive to goal achievement in clean air policy [24] (p. 1323). Lenschow et al. [25]
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analyze the application of the directive in 12 cities in Poland, the Netherlands, and Germany,
asking to what extent appropriate territorial levels were involved in the implementation [25]
(p. 521). They conclude that “the German federal system tended to shift responsibility
downwards without the necessary legal and financial backing” [25] (p. 530).

In addition, there are a number of studies with a technical background assessing the
effect of different kinds of low emission zones (LEZ) on air quality levels [26–30]. For
instance, Jiang et al. [28] investigate the development of NO2 concentrations in German
cities between 2002 and 2012, i.e., before and after the introduction of LEZs in 2008. They
find no or only a small reduction effect on NO2 [28] (pp. 3378–3379), which is not surprising
since, at least in Germany, these early LEZs mainly aimed at reducing particulate matter
emissions and did not specifically target the high NOx-emitting diesel vehicles.

Green et al. [29] even note for the case of London that the congestion charge intro-
duced in 2003 has led to varied but substantial reductions in three traditional pollutants,
yet “a more robust countervailing increase in harmful NO2 likely reflecting the dispro-
portionate share of diesel vehicles exempt from the congestion charge” [29]. In Madrid,
in contrast, considerable reductions in NO2 pollution were achieved by implementing a
tailored LEZ [30].

The introduction of the right of environmental associations to file suits is the subject
of a range of studies. Most publications on Germany focus on the legal success of the
lawsuits [1,31], whereas Töller [9] investigates the role of lawsuits in fostering driving
bans (or the threat of driving bans) in German cities. Studies on other countries discuss,
among other things, the role of lawsuits in the respective legal systems [32] and ana-
lyze the role of lawsuits as a legal opportunity structure for the strategic orientation of
environmental associations [33].

The present paper thus fills an important research gap arising at the intersection of
these discussions: the above-described debates on the determinants of air quality param-
eters, on the implementation of the Ambient Air Quality Directive, and on the right of
environmental associations to file lawsuits have not yet been related to each other. This
paper establishes this connection by investigating, for the first time, what effect the lawsuits
of environmental associations have on the development of urban NO2 concentrations using
the example of Germany.

3. The (Deficient) Implementation of the Ambient Air Quality Directive in Germany
and the Lawsuits
3.1. The Ambient Air Quality Directive in Germany

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are emitted in cities, especially by diesel vehicles [34,35].
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), they can cause considerable damage
to human health and reduce life expectancy if present in high concentrations, for example
in urban areas [36] (pp. 73–122). The European Ambient Air Quality Directive 2008/50/EC
adopted in 2008 therefore contains, among other things, a concentration threshold for
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), which was translated into the Federal Immission Control Act
(BImSchG) and the 39th Federal Immission Ordinance (BImSchV). Since 1st January 2010,
the annual mean of NO2 concentration may not exceed 40 µg/m3 [37]. According to
Art. 23 of the directive, EU Member States are obliged to measure NO2 concentrations
in urban areas and to develop air quality plans if the threshold is exceeded. These air
quality plans must contain appropriate measures to limit the period during which the limit
value is exceeded to the shortest possible period (Art. 23 (1) 2 of Directive 2008/50/EC). In
Germany, the development of air quality plans is the responsibility of the states (Länder),
which organize this task differently [24].

Even though Germany was granted several extensions of the implementation dead-
line, and the measured NO2 concentrations in Germany displayed an overall decline [28]
(p. 3378), many urban areas still failed to meet the threshold of 40 µg/m3 in the annual
mean. Among the 57 German cities that failed to comply with the NO2 limit value in 2018,
the exceedances in Stuttgart (71 µg/m3), Darmstadt (67 µg/m3), and Munich (66 µg/m3)
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were particularly high. In response to the continued violation of the threshold, in the
summer of 2015, the European Commission sent the Federal Government a warning letter
and eventually initiated an infringement procedure in May 2018 [38,39].

3.2. Lawsuits Filed by DUH

In 2006, Germany introduced a right of action under environmental law for recognized
environmental associations based on the Aarhus Convention and Directive 2003/35/EC [1]
(pp. 6–8), [5] (p. 351). However, this right initially remained limited in its scope and
was only gradually expanded after various rulings of the European Court of Justice [1]
(pp. 7–9). The more than 300 recognized environmental associations in Germany have been
using their right of action, especially since 2013, albeit in different ways depending on the
associations and the subject matter of the complaint [1,31]. Between 2017 and 2020, lawsuits
against air quality plans were the second largest group of all ENGOs’ lawsuits. Legally, the
lawsuits filed by environmental associations have proven to be exceptionally successful,
while the average success rate of administrative lawsuits (excluding asylum law) is about
12%, the success rate of lawsuits by ENGOs between 2017 and 2020 was 36.3% with major
variation according to the issue at stake. Lawsuits against air quality plans have always
been successful so far [40] (p. 54).

The Deutsche Umwelthilfe (DUH) is a rather atypical environmental organization with
a small membership base, a high dependency on donations, and an early specialization
in litigation. Of a total of 49 lawsuits against air quality plans of German municipalities,
47 were filed by the DUH, making it by far the most important organization in this field.

At the beginning of 2011, shortly after the transposition of the Ambient Air Quality
Directive into national law, DUH started to sue state governments for non-compliance with
the NO2 concentration limits stipulated by the Ambient Air Quality Directive [9,41]. As
shown in Figure 1, the DUH filed lawsuits in a total of 47 cases between 2011 and 2019. The
strong increase in lawsuits in 2015 is likely to be due to the expiry of the extensions granted
by the European Commission in January 2015, while the increase in 2018 seems to have
been encouraged by the Federal Administrative Court ruling of February 2018 (see below).
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3.3. The Court Decisions and Their Tangible Effects

To date, 21 court decisions have been adopted on these lawsuits by administrative
courts—including three on a general note by the Federal Administrative Court in Leipzig.
In all of the court decisions, the respective administrative courts held that the complaint
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was not only admissible, but also justified. This means that in all cases the respective
air quality plan did not provide necessary measures to keep non-compliance with the
NO2 concentration limits to the shortest possible period, and that it had to be adjusted
accordingly. In most cases this meant that driving bans for diesel cars had to be at least
considered, if not adopted.

Beyond these fundamental commonalities, there are some differences in how straight-
forward the courts argued regarding the necessity of adopting driving bans. In a first
group of court decisions, the courts argued rather cautiously that driving bans could be
a possible instrument for reaching compliance with the thresholds. A second group of
court decisions took a more specific stance on driving bans. For instance, the Hamburg
Administrative Court in 2014 argued that the city-state of Hamburg did not implement
alternative measures successfully and thus would have a hard time in the future to justify
that it did not adopt effective measures for economic, financial, or other reasons.

Finally, in a third group, courts considered driving bans to be inevitable in the respec-
tive case and sometimes even provided a precise timetable as to when driving bans should
be introduced. The paradigmatic case is the decision of the Stuttgart Administrative Court,
which decided in July 2017 that the air quality plan for Stuttgart was to be revised in a way
that it contained the necessary measures to comply with the NO2 concentration thresholds
for the city of Stuttgart. The court found it doubtless that driving bans are suitable to
achieve compliance with thresholds and that there is no other equivalent measure that
would be less onerous. It held quite precisely that driving bans for cars with gasoline
engines below Euro 3 and diesel cars below Euro 6 have to be considered. However, the
state of Baden-Württemberg took the Stuttgart decision to the Federal Administrative
Court. In February 2018, the Federal Administrative Court rejected the revision by and
large. It accepted that a driving ban for diesel cars below Euro 6 and gasoline cars below
Euro 3 would be the only effective measure, while also emphasizing that the principle of
proportionality must be given adequate consideration, e.g., by introducing driving bans
gradually and by establishing exceptions. After this judgement of the Federal Administra-
tive Court, all but one of the subsequent court decisions argued for driving bans in this
assertive way [9].

The fact that all courts have more or less explicitly ruled in favor of including diesel
driving bans in air quality plans does not at all suggest that such driving bans have also
been adopted for all these cities [9]. First, in many cases, the responsible states have
appealed to the next higher instance or to the Federal Administrative Court, where possible.
However, the higher-ranking courts have always upheld the essence of the decisions.
Second, the introduction of driving bans requires the revision of air quality plans, which in
most of the states is an elaborate and lengthy procedure between the state and the local
level. Third, most states initially waited to implement what courts demanded, because they
had doubts as to whether diesel driving bans were even legal, as they were not explicitly
provided for in the legal regulations. This strategy proved to be invalid with the landmark
decision by the Federal Administrative Court in February 2018 mentioned above. However,
some state governments continued to ignore court decisions. Fourth, in 13 cases (in North
Rhine-Westphalia), DUH and the state government agreed on settlements including a set of
measures to comply with the threshold without adopting driving bans. Only in four cities
(Hamburg, Stuttgart, Darmstadt, and Berlin) were driving bans for diesel cars imposed as a
result of the court rulings [9].

4. Lawsuits and Their Effects from a Theoretical Point of View

If we assume that the lawsuits filed by ENGOs should result in more significant
reductions in NO2 concentrations than without the lawsuit, how can such an effect be
theoretically conceived? What causal mechanisms might link the filing of a lawsuit to an
improvement in air quality? While the expectation that the right of ENGOs to file lawsuits
could contribute to improving the practical application of law in the EU is quite common
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in the literature [2,3] (p. 3), [5], the causal mechanism by which this should occur and how
this is to affect environmental quality have not been elaborated further.

Rational choice institutionalism seems a useful approach for understanding the effects
of institutions on agency, policies, and outcome parameters [42] (pp. 53–66). Looking at
the NGOs’ right of legal action from this perspective, lawsuits appear as procedures that
may change the ways in which political decision makers perceive their preferences and
accordingly chose their strategies. Political decision makers have to weigh the costs of high
NO2 concentrations against the costs and benefits of measures to reduce them. How could
lawsuits affect this calculation? Plausibly, the filing of a lawsuit against a city’s air quality
plan would initially result in a broader public debate, both at the local and state level, on
the problem of air quality, which until then was more a topic for expert circles. Thus, the
problem cannot simply continue to be ignored. However, we can expect that in such a
discussion, residents and local businesses affected by possible restrictions usually have a
greater saying than those negatively affected by NO2 concentrations, some of whom live
in disadvantaged areas of the city and are often unaware of the negative impact of NO2
on their health. As pointed out above, courts have from the outset ruled in favor of the
environmental associations while signaling (albeit in varying degrees of concreteness) that
diesel driving bans could be considered as ultima ratio. As a consequence, responsible
administrations should be motivated to try to avert such driving bans. After all, driving
bans would severely restrict citizens and the local business and lead to political resentment.
Since in most states air quality plans are decided by state governments that ultimately
depend on a parliamentary election, a loss of political confidence is feared. The political
leaders therefore should be motivated by the lawsuits to adopt costly and unpopular
alternative measures that would lead to a more effective reduction in NO2 concentrations
and thus make the imposition of driving bans unnecessary.

This motivation to decide on effective measures that are not driving bans is likely to
grow over time with increasing levels of legal escalation (legal action, judgment, appeal,
next-instance judgment, appeal for revision, and possibly even revision by the Federal
Administrative Court) in the individual case. Albeit not each individual step would yield a
quantifiable effect on air quality, all these measures over time can be assumed to have a
negative effect on NOx emissions in the respective urban area and on NO2 concentrations,
respectively (certainly, decreasing NOx emissions does not necessarily translate in a linear
way into lower NO2 concentrations. Rather, there are intervening factors, such as the
weather [30] (p. 6)).

Thus, it seems plausible that the lawsuits can have a negative effect on NO2 concen-
trations, so that in the cities for which legal action is taken, NO2 levels should decrease
stronger after a lawsuit was filed than before and, additionally, be stronger than in cities
where no lawsuit was filed. Moreover, due to the abovementioned logic of escalation,
we also assume a more pronounced effect over time; hence, we formulate the following
two hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (H1): The filing of a lawsuit against a city’s air quality plan should have a
negative effect on NO2 concentrations in that city.

Hypothesis 2 (H2): This negative effect of lawsuits on NO2 concentrations should increase
over time, i.e., with the time that passes after the lawsuit was filed.

5. Materials and Methods

While the translation of the Air Quality Directive into national immission law came
into force in January 2010, we set our investigation period from 2008 to 2019 (most recent
available data when we conducted this research) in order to allow for a sufficient period of
time prior to the filing of the first lawsuits in 2011, and thus to enable the consideration
of a pre-treatment period for cases with early lawsuits as well. Moreover, 2019 is used
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as endpoint because the COVID-19 pandemic, which starts in early 2020, might have an
impact on the results of the analysis.

To investigate whether the lawsuits have an effect on the NO2 concentrations of
German cities, we draw on data from the Federal Environment Agency’s (UBA) annual
evaluation of nitrogen oxide pollution [43], which includes the NO2 monitoring stations
operated by the states [44] (p. 6). The monitoring grid includes industrial, background,
and traffic stations in urban, suburban, and rural areas with measurements available for
the years from 2001 to 2019. For the purpose of our study, in a first step, all stations
measuring background or industrial pollution are sorted out, and only those measuring
traffic pollution remained. Second, according to our research question, only the stations that
exceeded the limit of 40 µg/m3 at least once during the investigation period are considered.
This meant to include only those cities where a lawsuit could potentially be filed. The
population of our study can thus be described as cities with traffic monitoring stations
where the NO2 limit value was exceeded at least once between 2008 and 2019.

Finally, we have to deal with problems of an unbalanced panel, which can be prob-
lematic for the DiD design we use in this study (an important issue for the validity of a
DiD design is that the differences between the control and treatment groups are stable
over time [45]. However, as the composition of the two groups changes across time due
to missing data, this could bias the estimated results. This is rather unproblematic if the
missing values are randomly distributed, which is not necessarily the case in our study).
A special characteristic of the UBA’s annual NO2 measurement is that new monitoring sta-
tions are frequently set up in cities, whereas measurements at old stations are discontinued.
The number of available monitoring stations therefore varies from year to year, and not all
measurement series are complete during our investigation period. To handle this problem,
stations for which no complete measurement series were available during the investigation
period are sorted out.

Thus, our sample includes complete measurement series from 91 stations in 59 cities.
From those 59 cities, 34 cities were never sued during the investigation period (non-
treatment group), whereas in 25 cities, a lawsuit was filed at least at some point (treatment
group). Furthermore, to overcome the problem that different stations located in the same
city may correlate through their shared location, the values measured at stations within
the same city are aggregated to a mean for that city. Our sample thus arrives at 59 cases,
with annual measurements from 2008 to 2019 for every single case, resulting in a total
of 708 observations in the sample (in addition, we run our model with a non-aggregated
sample, i.e., we treat each station as a separate observation, using clustered standard errors
at the city level. The results are similar to those for the aggregated sample and can be found
in the Appendix A, see Figure A1 and Table A1).

Causally attributing policy measures and results in the real world is equally important
and methodologically demanding [46] (pp. 37–47). As a result, there are different ap-
proaches to identify causal effects of policy “treatments”. Quasi-experimental approaches
in particular have become increasingly popular in recent years. A simple, but effective
method for calculating the effects of (policy) measures are DiD regression models. While
they are common in the field of political economy [47,48], they are also used in the context
of air pollution measures [29,30]. In its simplest format, there are two groups and two time
periods: a treated group (experimental group) and an untreated group (control group) [49]
(p. 200). If, in the absence of treatment, the average outcomes of both groups follow parallel
trends over time (parallel trend assumption), it is possible to calculate the average treatment
effect (ATT) for the experimental group by comparing the average change in outcomes in
the treated group with the average change in outcomes in the control group [49] (p. 200).

As already mentioned, our dataset contains monitoring stations in all German cities
that have not complied with the limit value of 40 µg/m3 in annual average for at least one
time during the investigation period. While lawsuits were filed against some of these cities,
there were no lawsuits in others. Thus, with a treated group (cities with lawsuits) and a
non-treated group (cities without lawsuits) we have a good setting for a DiD regression.
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However, unlike the simple DiD setting, there is variation in treatment timing in our
study due to the lawsuits being filed in different cities at different times (see Figure 1). To
date, it is common to use a two-way fixed effects regression model (TWFE) for analysis
of groups with varying treatment timings. However, several recent studies indicate that
the use of a TWFE in a staggered DiD, especially in the presence of effect heterogeneity,
may cause problems that affect the estimation [49–51]. Although this does not have to
result in complete design failure, some caution is needed when using a TWFE estimator
to summarize treatment effects [51] (p. 255). Therefore, we rely on the model of Callaway
and Sant’Anna [49]. Their approach not only allows us to estimate a treatment effect in the
presence of effect heterogeneity and dynamic effects, but also proposes several ways to
aggregate the ATT to answer different research questions. Especially for our study, which
includes a rather small number of cases, it seems appropriate to use and interpret the
aggregated ATTs, as they are more robust than the simple ATTs.

However, as with other DiD models, some basic assumptions must be made for the
Callaway and Sant’Anna approach [49] (pp. 202–207). First, no unit is treated at the
beginning of the observation period, and if a unit is treated, it remains treated until the
end of the observation period. Second, there should be limited treatment anticipation,
which is “likely to be the case when the treatment path is not a priori known and/or
when units are not the ones who “choose” treatment status” [49] (p. 204). Third, the
assumption of a parallel trend must hold at least under specific conditions. For our study,
we assume that it holds even unconditionally. However, we may face the problem of
non-random treatment in our study. This means that cities are not sued randomly but on
certain characteristics. Although all cities in our data set exceeded the 40 µg/m3 limit at
least once and are therefore at risk of getting sued, it is not clear on what basis ENGOs
like the DHU decide to sue cities. However, it does not seem far-fetched that cities with
high NO2 concentrations have a higher probability of being sued than cities with lower
NO2 concentrations. This assumption is supported by the fact that the cities sued have
on average a significantly higher NO2 concentration (see Figure 2). Fredrikson and de
Oliveira [52] (p. 525) capture this problem by claiming: “with a non-random assignment
to treatment, there is always the concern that the treatment states would have followed
a different trend than the control states, even absent the reform”. To address this issue,
Frederikson and de Oliveira [52] propose to control for factors that lead to differences in
time trends between groups. Normally this could be done by including control variables
or by doing a matching procedure [52]. However, since in our case we assume that
cities being sued mainly because of their NO2 concentrations, including control variables
seems not purposeful. Nevertheless, the fact that we have a variation in treatment timing
allows us some sort of “matching” by using only treated cities and taking the “all not-yet-
treated” cities as the control group [53]. Assuming that cities are sued because of specific
characteristics (mainly the NO2 concentration), the not-yet-treated cities seem to be a good
control group since they should share the same characteristics as the already treated cities.
To test for the effects of potential non-random treatment, we conduct our analysis once with
the entire sample and once with the subsample of cities sued (the results for the subsample
can be found in the Appendix A, see Figure A2 and Table A2).

6. Results

Figure 2 shows the mean NO2 concentration in µg/m3 from 2008 to 2019 for cities
with a lawsuit against their air quality plan (treated group) and cities without a lawsuit
against their air quality plan (not treated group). While treated cities have higher NO2
concentration compared to untreated cities, the figure shows that NO2 concentration follows
a similar trend of decreasing values for both groups. This is true for the period before the
first lawsuit in 2011, but also for the following years. For a simple DiD setting, (i.e., there
is only one treatment time point) this would support the argument for maintaining the
parallel trend assumption but against a significant effect of treatment. This is the case
because the parallel trend is still intact until the end of the observation period, but for a
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substantial effect, we would expect the sued cities to reduce their NO2 concentration to a
greater extent than the non-sued cities. However, for our setting the interpretation is much
more complex, since we have different treatment points (2011, 2012, 2015, 2017, 2018, and
2019). The variation of treatment timing causes different pre- and post-treatment periods.
For example, cities that were sued in 2011 have a pre-treatment period of three years (2008,
2009, and 2010) and a post-treatment period of eight years (2012 to 2019). Cities sued in
2018, on the other hand, have a 10-year pre-treatment period but only one post-treatment
year. Therefore, Figure 2 gives us an idea of the overall trend in urban NO2 concentrations
but cannot be used to assess the parallel trend assumption or the effect of treatment.
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Thus, as described in Section 5, we must use a staggered difference-in-differences
design that allows us to test the assumption of a parallel trend and to calculate the effect
of treatment even for different treatment time points. The most common way to do this
is to use an event study plot (see Figure 3). The plot shows pre-treatment estimates that
can be used as an indication about the parallel trend assumption as well as estimated
post-treatment effects [49] (p. 218). The x-axis of the event study plot shows the years
before and after treatment. In our case, the longest pre-treatment period is 10 years since
our investigation starts in 2008, and 2019 is the last year in which cities are sued. The
longest post-treatment period is 8 years since the first cities were sued in 2011 and the study
period goes to 2019. The y-axis shows the partially aggregated effects of the treatment for
both the pre- (red) and post-treatment period (blue) (The exact values are also shown in
Table 1, line 2) In the pre-treatment period, we logically expect no effect of treatment, as
there should be no significant difference between treated and non-treated cities. If this is the
case, we can assume that the parallel trend assumption holds. A look at the pre-treatment
period in Figure 3 shows that there is indeed no significant effect, which suggests that the
parallel trend assumption holds for our case.
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Table 1. Aggregated treatment effect estimates.

Partially Aggregated Aggregated ATT

simple weighted
average

−2.26 *
(1.16)

Event study
e = 0 e = 1 e = 2 e = 3 e = 4 e = 5 e = 6 e = 7 e = 8 −3.30 **
−0.70 −1.10 −0.81 −1.24 −4.11 −4.32 −7.19 −9.95 −0.29
(0.49) (0.54) (0.89) (1.13) (1.70) (2.70) (3.51) (4.41) (1.14) (1.56)

Group-specific effects
g = 11 g = 12 g = 13 g = 14 g = 15 g = 16 g = 17 g = 18 g = 19 −1.31 **
−0.11 −7.10 ** −1.96 ** −1.80 −1.05 2.25 ** 0.08 0.47
(0.79) (2.63) (0.66) (1.14) (0.55) (0.51) (0.66) (0.70) (0.54)

* Please note “e” indicates the effect after treatment, i.e., e = 1 reflects the effect 1 year after treatment. “g”
indicates the effect for the observations treated in that year. For example, g = 11 reflects the effect for all
units treated in 2011. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. For calculations we use the doubly robust approach
instead of the outcome regression or inverse probability weighting. However, calculations with the outcome
regression or inverse probability weighting show similar results and can be found in the Appendix A (see
Figures A3 and A4, Tables A3 and A4). According to Callaway and Sant’Anna [49], all inference procedures use
clustered bootstrapped standard errors at the city level (15,000 repetitions) and account for the autocorrelation of
the data.

Regarding the post-treatment time, the plot indicates that the effect size becomes larger
over time. However, we could not find a significant effect for the individual periods of
the post-treatment period. The reason is that the group size varies and becomes smaller as
more time passes, which is particularly problematic when the total number of observations
is rather small, as is the case in our study [49] (p. 210). While at time zero we count every
city that was sued, and at time seven we only count cities that were treated before 2013,
as we can only observe the treatment effect after seven years for cities that were sued in
2011 and 2012. As Figure 1 shows, we have a large group of cities that were sued in 2015
and 2018. If we assume that the effect of being sued does not materialize immediately but
rather requires a few years to take effect, this, in combination with the small number of
observations, could explain why we do not find significant effects in the event study for
the post-treatment periods.

As Callaway and Sant’Anna [49] point out, it seems more appropriate in such a setting
to aggregate ATT into an overall effect of participating in the treatment. However, there are
different methods for calculating the overall treatment effect, each with different advantages
and disadvantages. Table 1 shows three ways to calculate such an overall effect, as well as
the partially aggregated treatment effects required for this calculation. The simplest way is
to estimate a weighted average across all groups and time points with weights proportional
to group size (see Table 1, line 1). However, such an approach tends to overweight the
effect of the early treated groups because we have more observations for them in the
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post-treatment period [49] (p. 212). Another approach is to use the ATTs estimated in
the event study and aggregate them into an overall measure (see Table 1, line 2). In this
case, the overall ATT is based on the average of the partially aggregated treatment effects
of the post-treatment periods (e = 0 to e = 8). In contrast, Callaway and Sant’Anna [49]
(p. 212) promote the idea to “first compute[s] the average effect for each group (across all
time periods) and then averages these effects together across groups to summarize the
overall average effect of participating in the treatment”. Hence, the so-called aggregated
group-specific ATT (see Table 1, row 3) is based on the aggregate average of the partially
aggregated group-specific effects (g = 11 to g = 19). It can be interpreted similarly to the
ATT in a classic two-group, two-period DiD design. For our study we calculate all three
overall measures.

The simple weighted average shows a 2.26 µg/m3 lower NO2 concentration, while
the aggregated event study average indicates a 3.30 µg/m3 lower NO2 concentration.
The aggregated average effect of a lawsuit across all groups sued indicates a 1.31 µg/m3

lower NO2 concentration due to a lawsuit. All three aggregate ATT measures mostly paint
the same picture, showing that a lawsuit against a city’s air quality plan reduces NO2
concentrations in that city.

7. Discussion

According to the aggregated group-specific ATT (see Table 1, line 3), the NO2 concen-
tration in cities that were sued by ENGOs decreased by roughly 1.31 µg/m3 relative to their
counterfactual level. How can this result be interpreted? Firstly, the estimated 1.31 µg/m3

decrease should not be misinterpreted. It tells us that the NO2 concentration in cities would
be 1.31 µg/m3 higher if there were no lawsuit against a city’s air quality plan and not
that the NO2 concentration decreased by 1.31 µg/m3 in absolute levels. Moreover, our
results do not indicate that cities that have not been sued do not reduce NO2 (see Figure 2),
but rather suggest that sued cities reduce the NO2 concentration to a larger extent. At
first glance, however, it appears to be a rather small effect, but it should be noted that the
aggregate group-specific ATT is an average effect that does not consider that later treated
cities may experience a much smaller effect due to the time lag between the lawsuit and the
adoption of measures against NO2 concentration. This is due to the fact that the aggregate
group-specific ATT weighs all groups equally, regardless of treatment duration and group
size [49] (p. 210). For example, the treatment effect of the 2015 group (g = 15) is weighted
equally with the treatment effect of the 2019 group (g = 19), even though the 2019 group is
much smaller and experiences treatment for only one year. Thus, for our setting, it seems
that the aggregated group-specific ATT underestimates the treatment effect. In contrast,
the aggregate ATT of the event study (see Table 1, line 2) provides a measure of the mean
effect of the treatment for the entire observation period. However, the aggregate ATT of
the event study also does not take the group size into account. As already explained, in
the event study setting, the group size becomes smaller with increasing length of exposure
to the treatment (see Figure 3), which leads to a disproportional weighting of the effect
for observations that receive the treatment very early (similar to the simple weighted
average, but to a greater extent). Since Figure 3 indicates that, in our case, the treatment
effect becomes stronger over time, this may lead to an overestimation of the aggregate
ATT of the event study. Although the simple aggregated ATT (see Table 1, line 1) also
overestimates the effect of the treatment, in our case, it seems to be the most appropriate
measure for determining the treatment effect, as the other two measures either overestimate
or underestimate the effect to a much greater extent.

Nevertheless, since all three measures are significant, we are confident that the first
hypothesis is supported by our findings. In cities where legal action has been taken, NO2
levels decrease more after the action than before the action and also more than in cities
where no action has been taken. This assessment is supported by the findings of our subset
analysis, in which we use only treated cities and use all the “not-yet-treated” cities as the
control group (see Figure A1 and Table A1). We also find significant negative effects for
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the treatment. For the simple aggregated ATT, the coefficient is −2.44 and is significant at
the 10% level. For the aggregated ATT of the event study the coefficient is also negative
(−3.44) and significant even on a 5% level. Only for aggregated group-specific ATT is a
smaller (−1.27) and no longer significant effect observed. However, this could be due to
the now significantly reduced number of observations (300 to 709). Overall, the results of
the subset analysis suggest that a treatment effect occurs even when the cities have similar
NO2 concentrations.

For our second hypothesis, however, the empirical evidence is not as clear as for the
first hypothesis. Figure 3 and Table 1 indicate that the effect of a lawsuit increases over
time but, as already mentioned, the partially aggregated effects of the event study are not
significant due to the small numbers of observations within the groups (see Table 1, line 2).
Further support for our hypothesis comes from the partially aggregated group-specific
ATTs (see Table 1, line 3). The group-specific ATTs are estimated based on all observations
within a group and across all post-treatment time points. For example, the 2012 group ATT
is estimated based on all cities sued in 2012 over the years 2012 to 2019. Assuming that the
effect takes time to become apparent or increases over time, early treated groups should
have greater ATT. Overall, Table 1 shows that this is the case for the partially aggregated
group-specific ATTs. As it shows, cities sued before 2016 (g = 11 to g = 15) tend to have
large negative and significant effects, while groups treated after 2016 (g = 16 to g = 19)
show small positive average treatment effects. In the case of the 2017 group (g = 16), there
is indeed a significant positive effect, but this group is based on a single case, namely the
city of Kiel, and should not be overinterpreted. Although the empirical evidence for the
second hypothesis is not perfect, there is some evidence that the negative effect of lawsuits
on NO2 concentrations increases over time (this should not be misinterpreted as effect
heterogeneity, since effect heterogeneity describes the phenomenon that different groups
experience different treatment effect paths [50] (p. 193)).

8. Conclusions

The starting point of our paper is the question of whether lawsuits filed by ENGOs
under the Aarhus Convention can lead to improvements in environmental quality, as
assumed in the literature. For this question, the 49 lawsuits filed between 2011 and 2019
by ENGOs against the air quality plans for German cities represent a “most likely case”
because they were exceptionally successful. Our theoretical argument is that the lawsuits
should have motivated political decision makers to adopt more effective measures in order
to avoid resorting to diesel driving bans. Those measures should have a negative impact
on emissions and thus also on NO2 concentrations. Indeed, the results of our DiD model
suggest that sued cities have a 1.31 to 3.30 µg/m3 lower NO2 concentration relative to their
counterfactual level. In addition, there is some evidence that lawsuits are not immediately
effective, since the event study plot shows that the more time that passes after treatment,
the larger the effects.

Our findings indicate that it is possible for lawsuits by ENGOs to lead to an improve-
ment in air quality that would not have occurred without the lawsuit. However, it is still
an open question of which actions and measures taken are exactly responsible for this
improvement, i.e., which causal mechanisms connect the lawsuits with (improved) air
quality and also what role they play, e.g., agency. With our DiD analysis, we applied a
quantitative method to establish this causal connection as such. However, bringing light
into the causal mechanisms will require further studies with research designs including
qualitative methods, e.g., comparative case studies that look into what really happened in
the affected cities after a lawsuit was filed, and which measures were adopted, causing a
stronger decrease of NO2 concentrations than we find elsewhere.

Furthermore, it is unclear how far this finding can travel. It seems at least doubtful
that our findings are generalizable for all areas of environmental protection. It is important
to note that ENGOs use the right to sue in a broad variety of areas with very different
regulatory settings and conflict structures [40]. Besides air quality plans, ENGOs sue, for
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example, against the admission of wind energy plants [54], against water law permits,
and against a variety of planning decisions. Success rates are lower than rates with air
quality plans but still higher than on average of other administrative cases [40] (p. 54). In
addition, in other areas besides air quality, it can be more ambivalent to determine what
exactly improves environmental quality, especially in cases with conflicting environmental
protection objectives. For instance, the ENGOs “Green League” and “NABU” are suing
against the additional water pumping in the Grünheide area, which would be necessary
due to the consumption of the recently completed Tesla Gigafactory [55]. Looking at
lawsuits against the admission of wind energy plants, it is even debatable if the ENGOs’
right to sue could harm specific environmental interests [54]. Thus, more research is needed
on the effects of ENGOs’ lawsuits in different areas.
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Table A1. Aggregated treatment effect estimates of non-aggregated sample *.

Partially Aggregated Aggregated ATT

simple weighted
average

−2.06 *
(0.83)

Event study
e = 0 e = 1 e = 2 e = 3 e = 4 e = 5 e = 6 e = 7 e = 8 −2.98 **
1.02 −1.05 ** −0.84 −1.40 −4.05 −3.75 −6.24 −8.20 −0.24

(0.43) (0.39) (0.71) (1.11) (1.99) (1.76) (2.59) (4.79) (1.03) (1.27)

Group-specific
effects

g = 11 g = 12 g = 13 g = 14 g = 15 g = 16 g = 17 g = 18 g = 19 −1.53 **
−0.11 −7.40 ** −2.21 ** −1.81 −1.11 2.12 ** −0.29 0.21
(0.72) (2.14) (0.65) (1.22) (0.54) (0.47) (0.54) (0.75) (0.55)

* Please note “e” indicates the effect after treatment, i.e., e = 1 reflects the effect 1 year after treatment. “g” indicates
the effect for the observations treated in that year. For example, g = 11 reflects the effect for all units treated in 2011.
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. According to Callaway and Sant’Anna, [49] all inference procedures use clustered
bootstrapped standard errors at the city level (15,000 repetitions) and account for the autocorrelation of the data.
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Table A2. Aggregated treatment effect estimates (not-yet-treated vs. yet-treated) *.

Partially Aggregated Aggregated ATT

Simple weighted
average

−2.44 *
(1.32)

Event study
e = 0 e = 1 e = 2 e = 3 e = 4 e = 5 e = 6 e = 7 −3.41 **
−0.43 −2.13 ** −1.69 −2.14 −4.19 −5.77 −9.46 −1.50
(0.85) (0.81) (0.92) (1.57) (2.71) (2.98) (4.63) (2.14) (1.70)

Group-specific
effects

g = 11 g = 12 g = 13 g = 14 g = 15 g = 16 g = 17 g = 18 −1.27
1.10 −6.79 ** −3.35 ** −2.41 ** −1.20 1.65 1.44

(0.65) (2.70) (0.77) (0.96) (0.55) (1.22) (2.16) (0.54)

* Please note “e” indicates the effect after treatment, i.e., e = 1 reflects the effect 1 year after treatment. “g” indicates
the effect for the observations treated in that year. For example, g = 11 reflects the effect for all units treated in
2011. *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. For calculations we use the doubly robust approach instead of the outcome
regression or inverse probability weighting. According to Callaway and Sant’Anna [49], all inference procedures
use clustered bootstrapped standard errors at the city level (15,000 repetitions) and account for the autocorrelation
of the data.
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Table A3. Aggregated treatment effect estimates based on outcome regression*.

Partially Aggregated Aggregated ATT

simple weighted
average

−2.26 *
(1.16)

Event study
e = 0 e = 1 e = 2 e = 3 e = 4 e = 5 e = 6 e = 7 e = 8 −3.30 **
−0.70 −1.10 −0.81 −1.24 −4.11 −4.32 −7.19 −9.95 −0.29
(0.50) (0.55) (0.88) (1.15) (1.68) (2.71) (3.51) (4.43) (1.13) (1.56)

Group-specific
effects

g = 11 g = 12 g = 13 g = 14 g = 15 g = 16 g = 17 g = 18 g = 19 −1.31 **
−0.11 −7.11 ** −1.96 ** −1.80 −1.05 2.25 ** 0.08 0.47
(0.72) (2.97) (0.66) (1.12) (0.53) (0.51) (0.67) (0.68) (0.54)

* Please note “e” indicates the effect after treatment, i.e., e = 1 reflects the effect 1 year after treatment. “g” indicates
the effect for the observations treated in that year. For example, g = 11 reflects the effect for all units treated in 2011.
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. According to Callaway and Sant’Anna [49], all inference procedures use clustered
bootstrapped standard errors at the city level (15,000 repetitions) and account for the autocorrelation of the data.
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Table A4. Aggregated treatment effect estimates based on inverse probability weighting*.

Partially Aggregated Aggregated ATT

simple weighted
average

−2.26 *
(1.16)

Event study
e = 0 e = 1 e = 2 e = 3 e = 4 e = 5 e = 6 e = 7 e = 8 −3.30 **
−0.70 −1.10 −0.81 −1.24 −4.11 −4.32 −7.19 −9.95 −0.29
(0.50) (0.55) (0.88) (1.15) (1.71) (2.69) (3.51) (4.47) (1.13) (1.57)

Group-specific
effects

g = 11 g = 12 g = 13 g = 14 g = 15 g = 16 g = 17 g = 18 g = 19 −1.31 **
−0.11 −7.11 ** −1.96 ** −1.80 −1.05 2.25 ** 0.08 0.47
(0.79) (2.60) (0.67) (1.12) (0.54) (0.52) (0.65) (0.69) (0.54)

* Please note “e” indicates the effect after treatment, i.e., e = 1 reflects the effect 1 year after treatment. “g” indicates
the effect for the observations treated in that year. For example, g = 11 reflects the effect for all units treated in 2011.
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. According to Callaway and Sant’Anna [49], all inference procedures use clustered
bootstrapped standard errors at the city level (15,000 repetitions) and account for the autocorrelation of the data.
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a methodology to evaluate the effectiveness of local emission
reduction policies on PM2.5 concentration levels. In particular, we look at the impact of emission
reduction policies at different scales (from urban to EU scale) on different PM2.5 baseline concen-
tration levels. The methodology, based on a post-processing of air quality model simulations, is
applied to 10 cities in Europe to understand on which sources local actions are effective to improve
air quality, and over which concentration ranges. The results show that local actions are effective
on low-level concentrations in some cities (e.g., Rome), whereas in other cases, policies are more
effective on high-level concentrations (e.g., Krakow). This means that, in specific geographical areas,
a coordinated approach (among cities or even at different administration levels) would be needed to
significantly improve air quality. At last, we show that the effectiveness of local actions on urban air
pollution is highly city-dependent.

Keywords: air quality; air quality plans; PM2.5 episodes

1. Introduction

Air quality in cities, in particular in relation to PM2.5, is an important topic indeed. It
is well known that poor air quality is associated with impacts on human health, both in
the short- and long-term [1]. Recent epidemiological evidence [2] motivates the need for
accounting for fine particles in the scope of air quality regulations. While in the literature
the topic of long-term exposure to air quality is well discussed (focusing on action plans
to improve air quality in a time-frame of a few years), the issue of short-term exposure
is more uncertain [3]), e.g., it is known that short-term action plans, triggered in cases of
forecasted high pollution episodes, are not always effective [4]. In some cases (e.g., when
limiting road traffic, or closing for few days an area to vehicles), only a limited impact on
air quality concentrations is observed (in particular in terms of PM2.5 concentrations), and
more research in this field is needed [5]. The difficulty arises from the fact that PM2.5 is
produced through complex chemical reactions and dispersion/transport mechanisms, and
from various sources, making it challenging to identify how to act to reduce concentration
levels [6,7]. Modelling methodologies are often used to study the potential of local actions
to reduce high pollution episodes in cities.

Usually, short-term action plans and the analysis of their effectiveness are based on
model forecasts [8–12], differencing model simulations performed with and without a
specific set of emission reduction measures. Even if is useful to predict the impact of a plan
for a given episode, this information remains specific and does not provide insight on the
impact of local strategies on air quality in general [13,14].

In this paper, we address the issue from another perspective. We use yearly modelling
simulations, in which different sources are progressively switched off, to understand their
cumulative impact on daily pollution concentrations. We then rank these impacts in terms
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of low and high concentration days, to see how policies would be effective in tackling
different pollution ranges.

The sources considered for this analysis are the cities themselves; the urban areas
in the neighborhood (to explore the benefit of coordinated urban actions); agriculture
and the remaining anthropogenic and biogenic emissions, to quantify the added value of
EU-wide policies.

In comparison to previous papers on this subject [15], the main difference lies in the
use of daily PM2.5 values (not yearly averaged). In addition, in comparison to other similar
analyses and visualization approaches (i.e., in CAMS annual source-receptor information,
at policy.atmopshere.copernicus.eu), we provide here a combined view on sectors and geo-
graphical areas, with a method that is flexible to accommodate any possible geographical
or sectoral category.

The model simulations are based on a full 100% switch-off of the sources of interest
(city, agriculture . . . ). While this choice allows assessing without any assumption of the full
responsibility of the sources, it is not connected to real-life emission reductions that never
reach this level. An important question is therefore to address whether we can interpolate
these extreme (100% reduction) simulations to lower emission reduction intensities that are
representative of local actions. We check this point by assessing the degree of nonlinearities
of the model responses in the final part of this work. We also briefly assess the efficiency of
local and large-scale actions with respect to other pollutants, such as NO2 and O3.

The proposed methodology is applied to 10 large European cities, to address the
following questions:

• How much do the city, the surrounding urban areas, agriculture and the remaining
EU emissions contribute to urban pollution?

• How do these contributions change across city?
• How do these contributions depend on specific days (characterised by low or high

concentration values)?

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we detail the methodology; in Section 3,
the results (and the evaluation of the nonlinearities); and in Section 4 there is a discussion
and conclusions.

2. Methodology
2.1. Modelling Set-Up

This work is based on a set of model simulations performed with the EMEP air
quality model version 4.34 [16] for the entire year 2015, fed by the CAMS v2.2.1 emission
inventory [17]. The emission inventory covers all PM2.5 precursor emissions (NOx, VOC,
NH3, PPM, SO2) classifying emissions according to the GNFR (Gridded Nomenclature
for Reporting) categories. More details on the emission inventories and sectoral split are
provided in [18]. The modelling domain covers the whole Europe, with a spatial resolution
of 0.1 × 0.1 degrees. The domain stretches from −15.05◦ W to 36.95◦ E longitude and
30.05◦ N to 71.45◦ N latitude with a horizontal resolution of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ and 20 vertical
levels, with the first level at about 45 m. The EMEP model uses meteorological data
from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF-IFS) for the
meteorological year 2015. The temporal resolution of the meteorological input data is
daily, with a 3 h timestep. The meteorological fields for EMEP are retrieved on a 0.1◦ × 0.1◦

longitude latitude coordinate projection. A validation of the modelling application (checked
against observations) is provided in [19].

2.2. Selection of Cities and Simulations

Figure 1 shows the 10 cities considered in this paper: Madrid, Paris, Lisbon, Milan,
Rome, Berlin, Athens, Frankfurt, Krakow and Stockholm (for more information on the
selected cities feature, please refer to the PM2.5 Urban Atlas, at https://publications.
jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/handle/JRC126221, accessed on 20 April 2022). These have
been selected among large EU cities, to provide a balanced geographical coverage on the
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EU territory. These cities are defined as a ‘Functional Urban Area’, i.e., composed of a
city core and a commuting zone. The city core is the local administrative units, with a
population density above 1500/km2 and a population above 50,000, where the majority
of the population lives in an urban centre and the wider commuting zone consists of
the surrounding travel-to-work areas where at least 15% of the employed residents work
in the city.
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Figure 1. Map of Europe showing the 10 cities considered in this paper, focusing on the city areas
(polygon, in yellow), the centroid of the polygon (black dots) and the highest concentration point
(red dots), for each city.

The simulations performed on these 10 cities are designed with incremental emission reductions:

• The ’baseline’ simulation (reference), considering the 2015 as reference year.
• The ’city scenario’: in which all the emissions from the 10 cities are switched off. As

cities are far away from each other, we assume that impacts from other cities on the
city of interest are negligible.

• The ’urban scenario’: in which emissions from all urban areas with a population > 300/km2

are switched off, in addition to the 10 cities themselves. This scenario allows for
estimating the additional benefit of reducing urban emissions around each city.

• The ’agriculture scenario’: in which agricultural emissions are switched off, on top of
the ’city’ and ’urban’ reductions. This is useful to evaluate the additional benefit on
urban air quality of reducing one of the main emission sources in rural areas.

• The ’EU wide scenario’: in which all-anthropogenic emissions remaining in Europe
(here intended as the modelling domain) are switched off. This simulation is intended
to assess the additional benefit from EU wide actions (the background contribution
is derived by the baseline concentration simulation, summing up the components
related to sea salt and dust).

Starting from these runs, the analysis in the following sections is then based on the
‘relative potential’ indicator computed with PM2.5 daily values, as:

PM2.5BC − PM2.5scenario

αPM2.5BC
× 100 (1)
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where PM2.5BC and PM2.5scenario represent the baseline and scenario PM2.5 daily concen-
trations; and α the emission reduction strength.

For this analysis, all aforementioned scenarios are based on a 100% emission reduction,
i.e., a value of α equal to 1. To test the validity of interpolating these extreme emission
reduction scenarios to moderate reduction values more representative of local action plans,
we performed simulations (on a reduced set of cities) with emissions reduced by 10%, 20%
and 50%. It means that, in those cases, the ‘relative potential’ indicator is then used with α

values of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5, respectively.
As mentioned above, we focus our analysis on daily averaged PM2.5 concentrations

in 10 cities (see Figure 1). While the sources have been already defined (city, urban areas,
agriculture and EU), we also need to define the receptor, i.e., the location where we quantify
the different contributions. Two receptors are selected:

• The centroid of the city ‘functional urban area’;
• The location of the highest modelled concentration within the FUA (Functional Urban

Areas [20]).

These 2 locations are selected to assess the spatial sensitivity of the contributions.
In the final part of the paper, an additional point (the one with the highest value for
‘highestConcentration × population’) is also considered.

3. Results

We structure this section into three parts. In Section 3.1, we motivate the choice of
PM2.5 as the most challenging pollutant in terms of selecting the appropriate time and
scale for actions. In Section 3.2, we analyse the source contributions to PM2.5 daily values
and assess how they vary in terms of city and type of episodes. Finally, in Section 3.3, we
assess the robustness of the results, by quantifying the importance of the nonlinear effects.
This step serves to estimate the possibility of interpolating our full emission reductions to
lower reduction strengths more representative of practical policies. We also discuss the
dependency of our results on the temporal dimension.

3.1. Why a Focus on PM2.5

It is important to stress that responses to local and wider-scale emission changes largely
differ from one pollutant to the other. Although we focus on PM2.5 in this work, we also
briefly address other pollutants, in particular O3 and NO2. Figure 2 compares the local (red)
and EU wide responses (blue) obtained from EMEP simulations, for NO2, PM2.5 and O3.
To obtain the local responses, emissions have been totally switched off over the functional
urban area (FUA) of each of the ten cities. Responses are then expressed as relative fractions
of the base case concentrations at the city centre location (see Section 2). EU responses
represent the fraction of the base case concentration reduced when all emissions in Europe
are switched off. For NO2, almost 100% of the concentration can be explained by local
emissions. This proportion lowers to 50% or less for PM2.5, and to 25% or less for O3.
While the remaining fraction of PM2.5 can be related to EU wide emissions, this is not the
case for O3, for which about half of the base case concentration is related to background
values that do not depend on EU emissions (over the time scale considered, here 1 year).
The remaining O3 levels [21] depend on other factors such as contributions of methane [22],
hemispheric transport [23], stratospheric intrusion [24], etc.

Figure 2 (showing, for different cities and scenarios, the ‘relative potential’ as previ-
ously introduced in Section 2) clearly highlights the need for a pollutant specific strategy,
itself varying across cities. More specifically, Figure 2 shows how policies (at different
levels) can improve air quality differently, depending on the pollutant and city considered.

Indeed, while O3 is mostly driven by large-scale processes and NO2 by local processes,
PM2.5 shows a mixed behaviour, therefore more challenging to translate in terms of policy.
This complex behaviour calls for a focused analysis for this pollutant.
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3.2. Contribution to PM2.5
3.2.1. Yearly Average Results

Now focusing on PM2.5, Figure 3 shows the impacts of different sources (city, urban,
agriculture remaining EU and natural) on the daily PM2.5 value for the 10 considered
cities, ranked in terms of concentration bins. The receptor location for this analysis is the
FUA ‘centroid’.

In more detail, in Figure 3 (and in the following figures), the ‘labels/colours’ represent:

• City: represents the case reducing emissions in the 10 cities;
• AllCities: represents the case reducing all urban areas emissions;
• AllCities_Agri: represents the case reducing all urban areas emissions and agricultural

emissions;
• AllEu: represents the case reducing all anthropogenic emissions;
• Natural: represent the remaining concentrations.

To better explain these results, let us take, e.g., the case of Milan, in Figure 3. The x-axis
shows the baseline concentrations bins for a given city, with a first bin from
2.96 to 12.2 µg/m3 and a final bin from 45.9 to 152 µg/m3. Bins are created by split-
ting daily PM2.5 values in five equal quantiles for each city. In the case of Milan, 20% of the
days have concentrations falling between 2.96 and 12.2 µg/m3, 20% of the days between
45.9 and 152 µg/m3, and so on. The y-axis identifies the relative contributions to the con-
centration. For low concentration values (lower bin), up to 50% of the pollution might be
reduced by acting on local emissions (Milan city, violet), and an additional 25% from other
urban emissions (in blue), while the remaining contributions depend on additional reduc-
tions achieved on agriculture and at the EU level. Finally, a small contribution is ‘natural’.
The same analysis holds for each bin and for each city. For the ‘highest concentration bin’
(concentrations between 45.9 and 152 µg/m3), the picture is a bit different with a lower city
contribution (around 40%), while the ‘urban’ and ‘agricultural’ emissions have more im-
portance. For the city of Milan, these findings lead to an important message: for high-level
concentrations, it is not sufficient to act at the city level (Milan), and cooperation with other
cities is advisable. As cities usually implement short-term action plans in isolation when a
pollution episode occurs, this brings attention to the potential added value for integrated
short-term action plans, at least for some cities.
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Among the 10 cities, we identify three groups in terms of behaviour:

• Cities in which the ‘city’ impact gets less important when concentrations increase:
Berlin, Frankfurt, Milan, Paris, Lisbon. For these cities, local plans are not sufficient to
abate high pollution episodes;

• Cities in which the ‘city’ impact is independent of the concentration level: Athens,
Rome and Stockholm. Local plans will have the same efficiency regardless of the
concentration levels;

• Cities in which the ‘city’ impact becomes more important when concentration levels
increase: Krakow and Madrid. Local plans are then more effective during high
concentration episodes.

This analysis clearly shows that the effectiveness of local actions on pollution episodes
is city-dependent.

If we focus on the highest concentration bin, only Madrid and Rome can half their
concentrations through local actions. For other cities, actions need to be coordinated
with other cities or combined with actions at a larger scale (EU) involving other sectors
(e.g., agriculture) to be effective.

In the case of Athens, we also note a small increase (negative values) in PM2.5 con-
centrations when agricultural emissions are switched off on top of the city’s reductions.
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This signal is very small, and can be explained by some nonlinearities of the system, that
become visible when ’piling up the results’ of the different performed incremental runs.

For some cities (Lisbon, Madrid, Athens), part of the pollution remains uncontrollable
despite all considered actions. For these cities, initial and boundary conditions (dust, but
also sea salt for Lisbon and Athens) play an important role, mainly when pollution levels
are high; this is also possibly due to the fact that these cities are closer to the boundaries of
the modelling domain.

3.2.2. Yearly vs. Seasonal Results

Figure 4 proposes a similar analysis to Figure 3, but with the results aggregated
seasonally. As expected, the highest concentration bins mainly occur during winter in
most cities (e.g., Berlin, Frankfurt, Krakow, Madrid, Milan, Rome). However, in other
cities, this is less contrasted (Athens, Lisbon and Stockholm) and autumn is also a relevant
season for high pollution episodes. For Paris, spring is very important in terms of high
pollution episodes due to ammonium nitrate formation enhanced by fertilizer spreading in
neighbouring regions and countries [25].
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3.2.3. Centroid vs. Hot-Spot Receptor

Figures 5 and 6 show similar results to Figures 3 and 4, but for the second receptor
choice corresponding to the ‘highest concentration point’ within the FUA.
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Figure 5. Impact of different sources (city, all cities, all cities and agricultural emissions, all domain,
natural) on daily PM2.5 value for the 10 considered cities, classified in terms of baseline concentration
bins. The results refer to the ‘highest concentration’ point, as defined in Figure 1.

With the focus on the ‘highest concentration point’, Lisbon and Stockholm can do
much more with local actions, reducing up to 50% of their concentrations (while for the
‘centroid’ receptor, contributions were limited to roughly 25%). For both cities, the impact
slightly decreases when considering higher concentration bins, but still remain high. Milan,
on the contrary, shows an opposite behaviour with a city contribution that is reduced
significantly to about 25% for the highest concentration bin, in contrast to 40–50% when
considering the centroid. This is explained by the PPM emissions around the two points,
that are 2.6 higher when focusing on the centroid, in contrast to the emissions close to the
highest concentrations point; this emission issue is then causing different behaviours in the
two cases, with higher local contributions when considering the centroid of the city (see
Supplementary Materials for this analysis). Southern cities like Lisbon, Madrid and Athens
display a larger ’remaining’ contribution (i.e., from the boundary conditions mainly driven
for particulate matter by Saharan desert dust). This is particularly noteworthy for Madrid
during the high pollution episodes.

These results show the importance of the receptor point for the analysis of the policy
impact as stressed in [26].
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3.3. Nonlinearities and Temporal Trends Assessment

Our methodology to evaluate the contribution of different sources on concentrations is
based on full emission reductions (i.e., 100%) for all source areas (i.e., city, urban, agriculture . . . ).

To evaluate the applicability of our approach to low and moderate (more realistic) emis-
sion reductions, we check here the importance of nonlinearities. We perform simulations
with intermediate intensity emission reductions.

We simulated scenarios in which city emissions are reduced by 10%, 20% and 50% in
three cities), and computed the associated relative potentials for the yearly, monthly and
daily values. In the case of linear behaviour, relative potentials remain constant with the
emission reduction intensity.

For the three considered cities (London, Madrid, Paris), the yearly average relative
potential is shown in Figure 7, for emission reductions of 10% (RP10), 20% (RP20), 50%
(RP50) and 100%. There are not big differences for yearly averages, meaning that concen-
tration changes due to 100% emission reductions (potential 100) are similar to twice the
concentration changes due to 50% emission reductions (all ‘dots’ overlap), regardless of the
receptor choice (the same stands when rescaling the cases at 20% or 10% reductions, that is
to say rescaling RP20 and RP10).
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Figure 7. Nonlinearities for yearly values, considering different emission reduction scenarios at 10%
(RP10), 20% (RP20), 50% (RP50) and 100% (RP100). RP stands for relative potentials. The terms
‘centroid’, ‘highestConc’ and ‘highestConcTimesPop’ refer to different points considered for the
analysis, as the polygon centroid, the point with higher concentrations and the point with a higher
value of concentration times population.

On top of this, we also checked temporal trends, and possible related nonlinear
features. For monthly values (Figure 8), relative potentials obtained for reductions ranging
from 10% to 100% remain very similar, emphasizing the robustness of the approach. It is
interesting to note the strong variability of the monthly trends in Madrid, moving from
75% (in winter) to 25% (in summer), while for London and Paris, the patterns are quite
flat. The monthly trends in London and Paris are similar, with a limited variability; on the
contrary, Madrid shows a more pronounced variability. This means that, focusing on plans
that could be seasonally adapted would be of interest in Madrid, but not necessarily in the
other two cities.
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Figure 8. Nonlinearities and related pattern for monthly values.

Even for daily values (Figure 9), the 100% relative potential (y-axis) remains compara-
ble to the potentials obtained for the 10%, 20% and 50% emission reductions (x-axis), at
least for these three cities. In a previous work [27], the nonlinear signal was more visible
than here. In that work [27], reductions were completed one pollutant at a time and on
larger regional domains; in that case, the nonlinear trends were appearing at monthly, and
increasing at daily, frequencies. In this study, the low nonlinear signal is probably lower
due to the fact that reductions are performed on a smaller domain (city scale), reducing all
pollutants at the same time.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a methodology to evaluate, for different cities, the effec-
tiveness of local actions to reduce PM2.5 concentrations. The focus is on PM2.5, as it is the
most complex pollutant to be managed at local scale, but also the one leading to the largest
burden on human health [15].

The traditional approach to evaluate the effectiveness of local actions is to use models
in the scenario mode and assess what would happen with the implementation of local
action plans, during specific short periods. In this work we use a different approach,
consisting of running a set of simulations, on top of the baseline, and switching off different
sources of emissions to understand how different cities react to different ‘sources’ of
emission reductions, depending on the pollution level. So, the focus of this study is not
on a specific episode, but more in general on the effectiveness of measures at different
concentration levels.

The results (with an analysis of 10 cities) show that the concentration changes (linked
to the considered scenarios) differ depending on the city; in particular, we can have cities
where local actions are very effective for a high level of concentrations, and other cities
that show an opposite behaviour. The analysis performed for two different receptor points
within the city domain (‘centroid’ vs. ‘highest concentration’ point) showed that policy
interventions can also vary significantly, depending on where the analysis is made (i.e., the
selected receptor).

The generalisation of the findings to more realistic emission reductions has been tested
by looking at how results change when modifying the level of emission reductions. The
conclusion is that the methodology is robust, i.e., that similar results would be obtained for
lower levels of emission reductions (e.g., 10%, 20% or 50%).

The overall conclusion of this work is that cities can generally improve, significantly,
the pollution level through local actions during high-level concentration episodes, for
PM2.5 (and also NO2). This is not the case for O3, which exhibits a completely different
pattern. However, for PM2.5, in many cases an approach that only looks at local policies is
not sufficient, and an integrated approach (through coordinated actions with other urban
areas and/or acting on rural area emissions, etc.) would be needed. Finally, we suggest
that, prior to the selection of a final action plan, a sensitivity is performed for different
receptor points within the domain of interest, to ensure the most efficient policy. Indeed,
given the large observed differences in terms of the receptor, averaging the results in terms
of the receptor would lead to masking these geographical specificities and to lowering the
impact of local strategies. In terms of limitation, the main uncertainty of this study lies in
the EU wide emissions that could differ from locally reported ones. This aspect can affect
the quality of the results, even if the general methodology would remain valid.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su14116384/s1, Figure S1. showing the primary PM yearly
emissions for the 10 considered cities.
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Abstract: We developed a Bayesian spline model for real-time mass concentrations of particulate
matter (PM10, PM2.5, PM1, and PM0.3) measured simultaneously in the personal breathing zone of
Parisian subway workers. The measurements were performed by GRIMM, a gravimetric method,
and DiSCmini during the workers’ work shifts over two consecutive weeks. The measured PM
concentrations were analyzed with respect to the working environment, the underground station,
and any specific events that occurred during the work shift. Overall, PM0.3 concentrations were
more than an order of magnitude lower compared to the other PM concentrations and showed the
highest temporal variation. The PM2.5 levels raised the highest exposure concern: 15 stations out of
37 had higher mass concentrations compared to the reference. Station PM levels were not correlated
with the annual number of passengers entering the station, the year of station opening or renovation,
or the number of platforms and tracks. The correlation with the number of station entrances was
consistently negative for all PM sizes, whereas the number of correspondence concourses was
negatively correlated with PM0.3 and PM10 levels and positively correlated with PM1 and PM2.5
levels. The highest PM10 exposure was observed for the station platform, followed by the subway
cabin and train, while ticket counters had the highest PM0.3, PM1, and PM2.5 mass concentrations.
We further found that compared to gravimetric and DiSCmini measurements, GRIMM results showed
some discrepancies, with an underestimation of exposure levels. Therefore, we suggest using GRIMM,
calibrated by gravimetric methods, for PM sizes above 1µm, and DiSCmini for sizes below 700 nm.

Keywords: occupational exposure; Bayesian spline model; time-series; public transport; particulate
matter; inhalation

1. Introduction

Particulate matter (PM) is a common proxy indicator for air pollution. It consists
of a complex mixture of solid and liquid particles of organic and inorganic substances
suspended in the air. PM affects more people than any other pollutant [1]. Short-term
exposures to coarse (PM10, i.e., particles with an average aerodynamic diameter < 10
µm) and fine (PM2.5, i.e., <2.5 µm) particles are clearly associated with all causes of
cardiovascular, respiratory, and cerebrovascular mortality [2], while long-term PM exposure
increases the risk of mortality from cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease, and lung
cancer [3]. These associations persist below the exposure level outlined in the 2006 WHO
guideline [4]. This led the WHO to reduce the recommended maximum annual average
exposure level for PM2.5 from 10 µg/m3 to 5 µg/m3 and for PM10 from 20 µg/m3 to
15 µg/m3 [5]. The recommended maximum 24-hour average exposure was reduced from
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25 µg/m3 to 15 µg/m3 for PM2.5 and from 50 µg/m3 to 45 µg/m3 for PM10 [5]. Regarding
levels of smaller particles (PM1 and PM0.1, i.e., <1 µm and 100 nm, respectively) that
are beyond the guideline exposure levels, increasing epidemiological evidence suggests
an association between short-term exposures and negative impacts on cardiorespiratory
health, as well as the health of the central nervous system [6].

Epidemiological and toxicological studies show varying types and degrees of health
effects related to PM, suggesting a role for both the chemical composition (such as transition
metals and combustion-derived primary and secondary organic particles) and physical
properties (size, shape, and surface area) along with concentration [7–17]. Yet, the research
in this field is limited and controversial, particularly when comparing the results from
epidemiological and experimental (in vivo and in vitro) studies [18]. This is especially true
for PM in underground subway systems, where PM concentrations can be significantly
higher than outdoors and have a very specific physio-chemical composition and size
distribution [19–21]. Ultrafine particles (UFP) are the strongest contributor to subway
pollution when the particle number concentration is used as the exposure metric [22].
Because of this size distribution and a highly ferruginous composition, along with the
presence of trace metals (Mg, Al, Si, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ba, and Pb) [23,24], subway
PM generates more reactive oxygen species (ROS) and oxidative-stress-related outcomes
compared to other PM [18,25]. A comprehensive assessment of individual exposure to
subway PM, particularly the finest size fractions, is urgently warranted in order to identify
the sources and factors that contribute to high PM levels in individual subway stations
and lines [26,27]. While the potential health impacts of subway PM on workers and/or
commuters remain uncertain, exposure assessment studies are essential for risk assessments
and exposure control interventions.

A Franco-Swiss epidemiological research project called “ROBoCoP” (Respiratory dis-
ease Occupational Biomonitoring Collaborative Project) was launched at the Parisian urban
transport company (RATP) to address this issue [28]. Within this project, a 6-week longi-
tudinal study was conducted among RATP workers to measure their personal exposures
in terms of particle number and particle mass concentration using direct-reading instru-
ments along with standardized gravimetric analysis [29]. The application of a Bayesian
spline method to the collected UFP number measurements and contextual data enabled
estimations of the differences in UFP exposure between subway professionals, stations,
and various locations [22]. The developed model proved informative for documenting the
magnitude and variability of UFP exposure and for understanding exposure determinants.

In the present study, we build on this existing work and aim to show that it can also
be applied to other size fractions and measurement techniques, thereby demonstrating the
general applicability of the model. Therefore, we apply a Bayesian spline method to the
real-time mass concentrations of PM10, PM2.5, PM1, and PM0.3 measured simultaneously
by an optical particle counter, and we analyze the exposure profiles and determinants of
these aerosol fractions in the personal air samples of Parisian subway workers. In addition
to covering the acute problem of PM exposure, our study also has a more general perspec-
tive. It gives insight into the limitations and intercomparability of different measurement
techniques and, as such, can help design future studies.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Collection

Data were collected in the frame of a longitudinal pilot study dedicated to a compre-
hensive exposure assessment, as described in the study protocol [28]. We focused primarily
on subway line 7. Line 7 entered into operation in 1910 and crosses Paris from the northeast
to the southeast following a slightly curved route. This entirely underground line is one of
the longest (22 km and 38 stations) and busiest (more than 136 million yearly passengers)
in the Parisian subway network.

Nine subway professionals, who primarily work on line 7, were included from three
different occupations: station agents (n = 3), locomotive operators (n = 3), and security
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guards (n = 3). Their tasks and exposure results were described in detail elsewhere [28,29].
The data collection lasted for a total duration of 6 weeks (from 7 October to 19 November
2019, i.e., 2 weeks per type of subway professional). RATP safety regulations do not allow
any RATP professionals to wear any equipment other than what is used for their regular
work. Therefore, airborne PM were collected as close as possible to the worker’s personal
breathing zone (PBZ) with appropriate equipment carried by two or three RATP technicians
who job-shadowed RATP workers for their entire 6–8-hour shifts.

For the continuous measurement of airborne particles, we used the portable GRIMM
Aerosol Spectrometer and Dust Monitor (GRIMM Aerosol Technik, Ainring, Germany)
Model 1.109, which is considered a research-grade device of moderate cost [30–32]. The
measuring principle of this model is based on light scattering off single particles with a
semiconductor laser as a light source. Model 1.109 possesses 31 size channels for measuring
particle size distribution within the range of 0.25 to 20 µm, recorded every 5 min (with
a time resolution of 6 s). For each size fraction, the mass concentration is estimated. For
these reasons, GRIMM Model 1.109 is considered suitable for aerosol research and the
compilation of occupational health data [30–32]. As GRIMM results are not in compliance
with European standards for PM10 and PM2.5, we complemented their measurement
by standard gravimetric analysis (EN 12341). For this, the sampling train was equipped
with a filter (PTFE Membrane Filters (37 mm), Sigma-Aldrich, Molsheim, France) in a
cassette holder (Personal Impactor H-PEM, BGI, USA) connected to a cyclone and attached
with flexible tubing to a pump (GilAir Plus, Sensidyne, Germany) operating at 4 L/min.
Moreover, we used the particle counter “DiSCmini” (Testo, Monchaltorf, Suisse) to measure
particles from 10 to 700 nm, yielding particle number concentration (#/cm3) and lung-
deposited specific area (LDSA) (recorded every 6 s; time resolution of 1 s). In addition to
instrumental PM measurements, technicians documented every participant’s location and
event that occurred during his/her work shift in a standardized activity logbook.

2.2. Data Management

The PM records and activity logbooks were processed as follows. First, we defined the
time-series from daily collected PM measurements, and each time-series corresponded to a
complete 6-hour work shift, linked with an activity logbook. The calibration of GRIMM
measurements with reference to PM10 or PM2.5 levels is recommended, although not yet
standardized [33,34]. In this study, we applied the most recent method [26] to standardize
the PM10 or PM2.5 time-series using the temperature and relative humidity measurements
as well as the gravimetric concentrations of PM10 or PM2.5. We tested several regression
functions and determined that the power function had the highest R2 fit to both the PM2.5
and PM10 gravimetric concentrations (Supplementary Figure S1). However, given the
absence of measurement standards for the calibration of PM1 and PM0.3, we also used
non-calibrated, raw time-series data to compare the aerosol dynamics according to the
size fraction. To analyze their variation, three independent variables were extracted from
activity logbooks: Station, Environment, and Event, along with their corresponding timing
and duration. The Event variable documented the events that occurred during the recording
(e.g., exposure to tobacco smoke, intervention on ticket distributor, subway cabin heater,
train passing), as previously described [22]. The Environment variable defines the type of
locality, or setting, that the participant was located in or visited during his/her work shift
(e.g., sampling room, cloakroom, ticket-counter, underground corridor, subway platform).
The variable Station corresponds to the participant’s location in the subway rail network.
When traveling underground between two subway stations on the same line, the Station
variable was set to Tunnel for all corresponding time points.

In order to better understand the PM variations between subway stations, additional
variables were retrieved from RATP records, namely the year of station opening, the year
of the last station renovation, the annual number of passengers entering the station in
2019, and the number of ventilators per station, as well as the factors contributing to
the natural station ventilation, such as station topography, the number of entrances, the
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number of correspondence concourses, the number of platforms and tracks, and the type of
station design. The latter was assessed according to [35] and completed to account for local
architectural particularities, with seven types of station design (coded from A to G) overall.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

To explore the association between PM mass concentration and independent variables,
we developed a Bayesian spline model, as previously described [22]. We fitted four separate
models that considered the log10 transformed PM10, PM2.5, PM1, and PM0.3 time-series
as dependent variables and Station, Environment, and Event as independent variables, with
an inter-day-specific intercept absorbing the corresponding job random effect:

Yir ∼ N
{

µi + XStationT
irα + XEnvironementT

irβ + XEventT
irγ + ζT

i b(tir), σ2(Dayi)
}

. (1)

The models were fitted within a Bayesian framework and strictly validated using the
“When to worry and how to Avoid the Misuse of Bayesian Statistics” (WAMBS) check-
list [36]. This validation consisted of a convergence check for all 117 parameters (i.e.,
45 stations, 8 locations, 10 events, 24 inter-day-specific intercepts, 24 inter-day-specific
variances, and the 3 intercept and 3 variance parameters of the job random effect) using
Gelman and Rubin convergence diagnostics and by visualizing the trace and density plots
of all coefficients except the many ζ coefficients. A sensitivity analysis was performed on
the prior distribution of α, β, and γ coefficients by varying the standard deviation from
5 to 3 or 10. In addition, we checked for large degrees of autocorrelation in the Markov
chain using autocorrelation plots with lags varying from 1 to 20. Finally, we conducted
a posterior predictive checking step by predicting the particle number concentration for
complete time-series using the input data and then comparing it with the observed particle
number concentrations.

Moreover, we explored the station-related variables described above as explanatory
factors of β coefficients obtained by modeling. For this, we assessed the Pearson correla-
tion coefficients. Given the exploratory and not hypothesis-driven analytical framework
adopted here, we applied no correction for multiple comparisons.

All data management and statistical analyses were performed using the R software
package (version 3.6.2). In the Bayesian inference step, we used the R2Jags library and JAGS
standard software with the model described in Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling
(BUGS) format (10.16909/DATASET/28, File S1).

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Results

Figure 1 summarizes daily PM mass concentrations for the four size fractions measured
by GRIMM over six weeks in the PBZ of subway workers, stratified by their job. The values
of the daily PM mass concentration per size fraction can be consulted at the Unisanté
Research Data Repository (10.16909/DATASET/28, Excel File 1). It is worth noting that no
real-time measurement records were available for two days out of ten for every job. This
was due either to the difficulties in GRIMM use in the first two days of the field campaign
(despite the fact that all RATP technicians were trained and well-experienced), uncontrolled
disruptions in the dust monitor’s functioning, or an unexplained stoppage of measurement
recording. According to the available records, station agents had the most precise estimates
of their daily individual exposure (appearing with the narrowest confidence intervals
around the central estimates in Figure 1), regardless of the PM size fraction. This was in
line with our previous study and was due to the relative stability of their tasks and the
fixed nature of their workplace (in the ticket counter or its surrounding environment) [22].
As expected, the PM0.3 daily concentration was more than an order of magnitude lower
compared to the other PM fractions, and this difference was consistent over time and
across jobs. This is explained by the fact that the ultrafine particle contribution to the
PM mass is very limited [37]. The variability in the daily mass concentration was the
highest for PM0.3, followed by PM1. For PM2.5 daily mass concentration, the variability
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was the lowest overall; however, this was not consistent, as for some days PM10 mass
concentration showed less variability than PM2.5. Overall, PM10 exposure, estimated as
mass concentration, was predominant over that of the other PM size fractions in all jobs,
closely followed by PM2.5 (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. PM daily concentrations measured by GRIMM in the personal PBZs of Parisian subway
workers: station agents (top), locomotive operators (middle), and security guards (bottom).

The correlations between gravimetric and real-time PM2.5 and PM10 measurements
were rather fair (Supplementary Material, Figure S1), and this result is in line with previous
studies of calibration issues [34,38–40]. When comparing the PM2.5 and PM10 concentra-
tions before and after calibration (10.16909/DATASET/28, Excel Files 2 and 3, respectively),
the geometric means estimated based on raw real-time records appeared unrealistically
low (Excel File 3, sheet “GM_GSD_day”). Moreover, even after calibration, the real-time
measurement of PM2.5 and PM10 underestimated the personal exposure in locomotive
operators and security guards when measured as gravimetry mass [29], and this underesti-
mation seems more important for PM10 levels. For instance, the geometric mean for PM10
of locomotive operators was 4.24 µg/m3 before calibration, 88.12 µg/m3 after calibration
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(10.16909/DATASET/28, Excel Files 2 and 3, sheet “GM_GSD_job”), and 188.50 µg/m3

when measured by the gravimetric method [29].
Figure 2 illustrates the integration of the contextual information collected through the

daily activity logbooks to explain the variation in personal PM concentrations over the
workers’ work shifts. For the sake of clarity and comparability, we plotted data collected
during the last day of the first week of exposure monitoring in each job, corresponding
to the middle of the monitoring period. Professionals’ work shifts usually started and
ended in the sampling room at “Porte de la Villette” (Figure 2B,C), where the PM mass
concentration is very low compared to other environments. On the 11 October 2019, all
station agent PM records corresponded to the PM mass concentration in the ticket counter
situated at the station Corentin Carriou (Figure 2A). The only recorded event this day
was the opening of the ticket counter door, which consistently increased the PM mass
concentration of all PM sizes fractions, particularly for PM10. It is remarkable that all
PM size fraction mass concentrations evolved almost in parallel, although the increases in
PM0.3 observed in locomotive operators and security guards (Figure 2B,C) were greater
than those of other PM.
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Figure 2. Real-time measurements of PM mass concentrations over the work shift in the PBZ for
station agents (A) (11 October 2019), locomotive operators (B) (25 October 2019), and security guards
(C) (7 November 2019).

The first PM0.3 peak in Figure 2B is particularly large, corresponding to the walk from
the sampling room via the underground corridor before reaching the train and entering the
cabin. Opening the window during the initial phase of driving the train seemed to decrease
the PM mass concentration of all size fractions, while putting the heater on increased all
types of PM in a very similar way. For the security guard, PM concentrations changed with
environment, and every passing train event appeared to be followed by a peak in all PM size
fractions, particularly for PM0.3 (Figure 2C). The shape of PM variation in this illustrative
time-series clearly requires a model supporting the non-stationarity autocorrelation while
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taking into account different fixed effect variables (Station, Environment, and Event), and it
confirms the relevance of the Bayesian spline model.

3.2. Bayesian Modeling Results

The fitting of the Bayesian spline model to the personal PM time-series resulted in
a good mixing behavior in Markov chains. The model validity was supported by low
Gelman and Rubin convergence diagnostics and autocorrelations, conducted in accordance
with the WAMBS checklist [36]. Based on the visual examination of the trace and density
plots of coefficients, we identified no conditions invalidating our models. Furthermore,
we found that modifying the prior distribution for different parameters did not impact
the estimation of the posterior distribution, thus demonstrating the robustness of the
model. All of the estimated parameters of this model are available from the Unisanté
Research Data Repository (10.16909/DATASET/28, Excel File 3, sheets “alpha_station”,
“beta_environments”, and “gamma_event”). The model coefficients obtained when fitting
the model to calibrated data were very similar (10.16909/DATASET/28, Excel File 2).

Figure 3, using the last example of the security guards’ exposure monitored on the
7 November 2021, shows that the prediction of the PM mass concentration by the Bayesian
spline model overlaps reasonably well with the observed values for all size fractions.
Visually, the fit accuracy looks similar across size fractions, where some of the highest
observed concentration peaks are above the model prediction curve. This is particularly the
case for PM0.3. Although satisfactory according to the WAMBS guidelines [36], this model
fit is worse than the fit obtained in our previous study on PM0.3 number concentration
measured by DiSCmini [22]. This is due to the fact that fewer data were recorded by
GRIMM, and thus available for model training, because of a lower time resolution of
measurement recording compared to DiSCmini (5 min versus 6 s) and six days with
missing GRIMM records.

Figure 4, panel A represents the posterior distribution of the estimated coefficients
for every subway station along line 7. The coefficients are expressed as a fold change
(10coefficient) with respect to the reference station, Porte de la Villette, for each size fraction.
The personal mass concentrations measured at this station were 0.31 ± 2.86 µg/m3 for
PM0.3, 2.71 ± 2.00 µg/m3 for PM1, 3.32 ± 2.00 µg/m3 for PM2.5, and 3.91 ± 2.03 µg/m3

for PM10. The calibrated values for PM2.5 and PM10 were 70.08 ± 1.52 µg/m3 and
82.66 ± 1.85 µg/m3, respectively.

In line with the results of descriptive analysis, the coefficients corresponding to the
different PM size fractions are rather similar at most subway stations (Figure 4A). However,
a closer look reveals that PM2.5 raises the highest exposure concern, with 15 stations out
of 37 showing significantly increased mass concentrations compared with the reference
station. The coefficients corresponding to these PM2.5-polluted stations have credible
intervals above 1. Twelve of these stations also had significantly higher PM1 mass con-
centrations compared to the reference. Regarding PM10, only 7 stations out of 37 had
significantly higher mass concentrations, and an additional 4 stations presented an increase
with borderline credibility. Finally, with respect to PM0.3, eight stations were significantly
more polluted than the reference station. It is noteworthy that the magnitude of change
in PM mass concentration between stations was not high and was rarely greater than 10%
(Figure 4A). In this respect, the most polluted stations were Villejuif-Léo Lagrange, with
the highest levels of PM10, PM2.5, and PM0.3; Louis Blanc, with the second-highest mass
concentrations of PM0.3 and PM10; and Villejuif-Louis Aragon, with the highest PM1 and
the second-highest PM2.5 and PM0.3 mass concentrations. Further analysis of the station
characteristics revealed no correlation with the annual number of passengers entering the
station, the year of station opening or renovation, or the number of platforms and tracks. In
contrast, we observed a consistent negative correlation with the number of entrances for all
size fractions (−0.11 for PM0.3, −0.15 for PM1, −0.24 for PM2.5, and −0.06 for PM10). The
number of correspondence concourses for other stations was negatively correlated with
PM0.3 and PM10 (−0.07 and −0.03, respectively) and positively correlated with PM1 and
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PM2.5 (0.34 and 0.06, respectively). Station types C and F were associated with the highest
levels of PM in all size fractions, whereas high PM0.3 concentrations were also observed in
type A stations and PM10 in type G stations (results not shown). These findings are in line
with the previously reported data suggesting the importance of general (natural) ventila-
tion, which can be determined by the station architecture and topography [35]. Regarding
the latter, the correlation coefficients between PM coefficients and minimal station altitude
decrease with increasing PM size (0.28 for PM0.3, 0.19 for PM1, 0.06 for PM2.5, and 0.08
for PM10).
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point is the median of that distribution. The bottom sub-panel in panel (A) represents the subway
line 7. The discontinuity shown at the “Maison Blanche” station corresponds to two embranchments,
one towards “Villejuif-Louis Aragon” and the second towards “Mairie d’Ivry”. The reference category
is noted with (ref).
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Figure 4B shows that, with the exception of the cloakroom, all studied environments
had higher PM exposure compared to the sampling room, although the highest levels of
PM were measured outdoors. The highest PM10 exposure was observed at the station
platform, followed by the subway cabin and train, while ticket counters had the highest
PM0.3, PM1, and PM2.5 mass concentrations. Regarding the effect of studied events on the
PM level (Figure 4C), only the event called “Passenger entry into cabin” was associated
with a significant increase in the mass concentration of all size fractions. Indeed, despite
the name, this event corresponds to opening the train cabin door to enter the cabin or
have a study technician bring in some equipment; passengers, who should not disturb
the locomotive operator, did not enter. Turning the heater on was also associated with a
concentration increase, but only for fine and ultrafine particles. The increase in PM mass
concentration when or after a train was passing or a cabin door was opened was small and
not statistically significant.

3.3. Comparison of GRIMM and DiSCmini Results

It is noteworthy that in our previous study of UFP number concentration, we observed
the opposite effect for the train passage, which lowered the UFP number concentration
measured with DiSCmini [22]. The other increases in particle number concentration were
identified in the same environments as in this study, although with different absolute
concentrations. For instance, the subway platform was found to be more polluted with
UFP than the ticket counter, identified as the second most UFP-polluted environment in
that study, while the outdoor UFP number was not significantly higher than the refer-
ence UFP concentration [22]. In order to investigate these discrepancies, we compared
GRIMM and DiSCmini measurement results in terms of particle number concentrations.
For this, we integrated the GRIMM number concentration values—from 0.25 to 0.70 µm—in
the particle size range corresponding to the DiSCmini operating range (0.01 to 0.7 µm)
(Supplementary Material, Figure S2, 10.16909/DATASET/28, File 4).

As illustrated in Figure 5, using the measurements corresponding to the mid-point
days in the PM monitoring interval, the two devices reflect relatively similar patterns in
concentration changes over time. Although the latter records more peaks, probably due to
a better time resolution (lower averaging span), the increases in concentration recorded
with GRIMM correspond to increases in DiSCmini measurement results. Quantitatively, the
particle number concentrations measured by the DiSCmini are three orders of magnitude
higher than the ones measured by the GRIMM. This observation can be explained by the size
distribution of the analyzed environmental aerosols, where the contribution of ultrafine
particles (<100 nm) to the overall number concentration is particularly high [18,21,24].
Burkart et al. showed that, due to the number size distribution of urban environment
aerosols, GRIMM (model 1.109) only measures a tiny part (6%) of the total particle number
determined via a Vienna-type differential mobility analyzer (DMA) [41]. Although the
particle number concentrations obtained with DiSCmini and GRIMM follow the same
trends, particles with aerodynamic diameters below the GRIMM lower cut-off (0.25 µm) are
expected to contribute largely to the aerosol distribution, thereby explaining the differences
in Figure 5.
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Parisian subway workers. (A) Station agents (10 October 2019), (B) locomotive operators (25 October
2019), and (C) security guards (7 November 2019).

4. Discussion
4.1. Detection Physical Principles

Most of the commercially available direct-reading particle counters rely on a few
physical principles that determine their strengths and limitations in a given context of
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use [39]. In a very generic manner, the use of instruments based on different physical
principles implies questions to consider beyond the manual instructions: (i) which physical
event generates a measurable change, and (ii) what is the nature of this change? In the case
of particle counters, OPCs such as the GRIMM rely on light scattering properties inherent
to particles in the micron-domain, with an exponential decrease in the scattering intensity
with the particle diameter. Here, the instrument’s lower cut-off diameter of about 0.25 µm
is explained by the Mie diffusion domain at the laser wavelength. The scattering-based
approach implies that the size determination is sensitive to a series of physical variables
such as refractive index, density, and shape of particles. In addition, the conversion of the
particle number distribution into mass concentration is done by applying a mathematical
model with approximated values for particle density and morphology. Thus, in addition to
the standard calibration (dolomite dust), the GRIMM instrument enables the possibility
of adjusting the density variable through the correction-factor (C-factor) adapted to a
particular aerosol [34]. Despite this measurement correction approach, one assumption still
remains: namely, that the sensitive physical variables—density, refractive index, and shape—
are unchanged during the period of measurement. For environmental, non-standardized
aerosols, this assumption is even more problematic because a direct link between particle
size and chemical composition, and thus refractive index and reflectivity, can be expected.
An earlier comparison study performed in urban environments reports that GRIMM
underestimates the mass concentration by about 20% when considering gravimetric data
as reference and a comparable particle size range [41]. In accordance with this, in the
present work, the GRIMM results underestimated PM2.5 and PM10 exposure as compared
to the gravimetric method, and this was the case for both calibrated and non-calibrated
comparisons. However, the positive effect of calibration on GRIMM measurements was
clearly visible as it significantly reduced the gap with corresponding gravimetric data for
both PM fractions.

In turn, personal monitors such as DiSCmini, Partector, or NanoTracer rely on the elec-
trical measurement (current intensity) of the particle-borne charges resulting from the initial
electrical diffusion charging of the aerosol. Since the electrical diffusion charging behavior
of submicron particles is size-dependent, these devices provide quantitative information
on both the particle number concentration and the modal diameter in the UFP domain
(typically from 20 to 400 nm). The conversion of electrical mobility into aerodynamic
diameter requires a series of approximations of the particle shape (spherical) and the size
distribution (lognormal). Considering the ultrafine condensation particle counter (UCPC)
as a reference instrument, Todea et al. showed that the DiSCmini overestimates the number
concentration by about 30% in the aforementioned size range [42]. The same authors
identify as interfering variables the presence of particles with sizes > 400 nm—discarded
via the use of an impactor—and aggregates in the aerosol for which the charge is greater
than for the equivalent non-aggregated particle. Similarly, Mills et al. reported a deviation
from reference—here the scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS)—for DiSCmini number
concentration of about 21% in the case of polydisperse aerosols [43].

4.2. Qualitative Reliability of Measurements and Inter-Device Comparison Issues

It can be argued that the data obtained with the GRIMM and DiSCmini shown in
Figure 5 follow a similar trend and that differences are due to the time resolution and
different sensitivities to UFP for the two techniques. However, this cannot explain the op-
posite results for the “train passing” event obtained from the model, nor the quantitatively
different response to other events and environments. A closer inspection of Figure 5 reveals
some hints about the qualitative differences in the responses of both methods. For example,
around 14h00 in Figure 5C, DiSCmini shows a dip where GRIMM shows a peak, similar to
around 10h00 in Figure 5B. Such comparisons for both methods, including Station, Location,
and Event indicators, can be found in the full online data set (10.16909/DATASET/28,
File 4), and some representative mismatches are reproduced in Figure S3. Many occasions
can be found where DiSCmini and GRIMM show opposite trends, and the measurements
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on 30 October 2019 even show a completely different shape. This clearly indicates a problem
with the direct comparison of data from both methods.

Based on the qualitative consistency of the data, our opinion is that the results from
DiSCmini are more representative of the real submicron PM concentration. This is based on
the observation that all DiSCmini measurement sessions show a similar type of behavior
with features clearly related to Event, Location, or Station variables, whereas the GRIMM
data appear to show a less structured response. This is directly reflected in the Bayesian
model fits and the uncertainties in the changes to all model parameters. Furthermore,
the GRIMM results show almost identical curves, different by a multiplication factor,
for all PM sizes (Figure 2). This suggests that results for the smallest particle range are
strongly influenced by the presence of PM10 and PM2.5. These factors lead us to conclude
that the GRIMM is not well suited to characterize PM concentrations for sizes below
700 nm in a typical underground aerosol environment with a mixture of particle sizes
and compositions. Instead of a straightforward interpretation of the particle number
concentration that considers the full operational capability of each instrument, the rational
delimitation of the optimal particle size range for both the GRIMM and DiSCmini enables
a useful co-deployment covering all the aerosol dimensions.

5. Conclusions

One of the aims of our study was to use the GRIMM as an intermediate link between
the standardized gravimetric method for coarse and fine particles and the real-time mea-
surement method for UFP using DiSCmini. Unfortunately, the large discrepancy in trends
between GRIMM and DiSCmini for PM with sizes below 700 nm (the upper limit of the
latter method) renders this approach unfeasible. Given the high quality of the Bayesian
model fit for the DiSCmini, we have good confidence in this method for real-time mea-
surements of UFP. However, an independent calibration would be needed to determine
absolute particle concentrations [30,40]. This goes beyond the scope of this study, but one
could envision combining DiSCmini measurements with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis on representative samples.

Another goal of this study was to independently measure the PM concentrations of
four different size fractions in a real-time fashion as a function of various parameters appli-
cable to workers in the Parisian subway. The GRIMM promises exactly this functionality;
however, based on the results discussed above, it is clear that a single device is not suitable
for this aim, and further instruments are needed. We suggest using a GRIMM, previously
calibrated by gravimetric methods in the environment of interest, for PM sizes above 1 µm,
and a DiSCmini for sizes below 700 nm. This co-deployment of DiSCmini and GRIMM in
urban sites delivers valuable information on the dynamic evolution of the aerosol in terms
of the number concentration and size distribution (or modal size), covering a large size
domain from ultrafine to fine particles. Such dynamic information is particularly useful for
identifying possible sources of emissions and for understanding the interventions/changes
that govern the aerolics of the system.

Despite the above-discussed discrepancies between the measurement results of GRIMM
and the gravimetric method on the one hand and GRIMM and DiSCmini on the other hand,
we demonstrated the relevance of our Bayesian spline model for analyzing four time-series
of PM concentrations according to subway stations, locations, and events. The strengths of
this study lie in the assessment of personal (breathing zone) exposure using multiple devices
and ad hoc modeling of exposure variations for four PM sizes simultaneously. This enabled
us to evidence a differential exposure profile in terms of PM sizes in subway stations and
workplaces, a singular behavior of UFP compared with fine and coarse particles. Further
effort should be focused on the development and improvement of portable and affordable
devices as well as calibration methods that provide reliable estimates for different exposure
components in complex environments, such as underground railways.
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//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su14105999/s1, Figure S1: Regression analysis between the
simultaneously collected gravimetric and GRIMM data; Figure S2: Particle number concentrations
measured in personal samples; Figure S3: Further comparison between DiSCmini and GRIMM.
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Abstract: Surface ozone (O3) is a secondary air pollutant, harmful to human health and vegetation.
To provide a long-term study of O3 concentrations in Portugal (study period: 2009–2019), a statistical
analysis of ozone trends in rural stations (where the highest concentrations can be found) was first
performed. Additionally, the effect of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and meteorological variables on O3

concentrations were evaluated in different environments in northern Portugal. A decreasing trend of
O3 concentrations was observed in almost all monitoring stations. However, several exceedances to
the standard values legislated for human health and vegetation protection were recorded. Daily and
seasonal O3 profiles showed high concentrations in the afternoon and summer (for all inland rural
stations) or spring (for Portuguese islands). The high number of groups obtained from the cluster
analysis showed the difference of ozone behaviour amongst the existent rural stations, highlighting
the effectiveness of the current geographical distribution of monitoring stations. Stronger correlations
between O3, NO, and NO2 were detected at the urban site, indicating that the O3 concentration was
more NOx-sensitive in urban environments. Solar radiation showed a higher correlation with O3

concentration regarding the meteorological influence. The wind and pollutants transport must also
be considered in air quality studies. The presented results enable the definition of air quality policies
to prevent and/or mitigate unfavourable outcomes from O3 pollution.

Keywords: cluster analysis; meteorological influence; Multiple linear regression; NOx influence;
Pearson’s correlation; rural trends; surface ozone

1. Introduction

With the constant increase of air pollutants emissions since the Industrial Revolution,
an increase of ozone (O3) near the Earth’s surface has been observed [1–3]. This pollutant
is a powerful oxidant, affecting human health by causing respiratory and cardiovascular
diseases [4]. It also affects vegetation and ecosystems, leading to crop yield and biodiversity
losses [5,6]. A total value of 769.2 billion USD loss equivalent to decreases in agricultural
production and the occurrence of respiratory diseases and mortality could be ascribed to
O3 exposure in China [7].

O3 is a secondary pollutant resultant of the reaction between nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) released to the atmosphere from natural and (mostly)
anthropogenic activities [1]. The photochemical regime for surface ozone production
determines the sensitivity of O3 to anthropogenic sources. Usually, urban and suburban
zones are VOC-limited due to higher levels of NOx emissions, while less-populated zones
(rural sites) are NOx-limited [8,9]. Domínguez-López et al. [10] analysed the effect of NOx
(NO2 and NO) concentrations in surface ozone at different locations through a spatial
and temporal variation study. An opposite daily variance was observed between O3, NO,
and NO2 concentrations in urban and suburban areas. Maximum ozone concentrations
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were observed in the early afternoon, while NOx concentrations usually achieve two peaks
(early morning and late afternoon). In rural sites, no hourly peak O3 or NOx was observed.
Sun et al. [11] showed that rural sites presented O3 levels (approximately) 30 µg m−3

higher than urban regions in the study period of 1990–2019. Therefore, rural and remote
areas are the object of many studies, as the highest ozone levels are found there [12,13].
Several factors (such as higher average temperatures and usually lower NOx emissions)
lead to a more significant accumulation of this pollutant in these areas. There is also
evidence of the influence of other chemical air pollutants in O3 tropospheric levels, such as
anthropogenic aerosols, that can affect O3 photolysis rates directly (through earth radiation
scattering) and indirectly (due to the formation of clouds), leading to a weaker surface
insolation [14,15]. Li et al. [9] found that the increase of O3 concentrations (predicted
due to the decrease in NOx emissions) was in fact generated by the abrupt decrease in
PM2.5, resulting in a reduction of aerosols as a sink of HO2, stimulating the production
of this secondary pollutant. O3 is known for its complex formation, depending on many
variables. In addition to chemical precursors, meteorological variables are also considered
in studying and predicting ozone levels. In different parts of the globe, Fang et al. [16]
and Afonso and Pires [17] reached the same results through correlation analysis: ozone
shows a positive correlation with temperature, meaning it increases with the increase of this
meteorological parameter, and the opposite with relative humidity, that shows a negative
correlation with O3. Other variables that can lead to the formation or elimination of surface
O3 are air pressure, wind speed, and direction. The same authors also concluded that
O3 has a negative correlation with local air pressure and a positive correlation with wind
speed. Being a pollutant resultant of a radiation-induced chemical reaction, O3 shows
higher levels with clear skies, which is also related to the presence of anticyclones. The
association of O3 concentrations with different weather conditions is more detailed in
Domínguez-López et al. [10].

In Portugal, surface O3 pollution has been characterised in many studies [17–21],
especially in the northern [17,22–24] and rural regions [13,25,26]. To complete the study
area with more recent data and improve O3 trends’ understanding in Portugal, this study
aims to (i) determine the evolution of O3 levels in Portuguese rural stations, focusing on
exceedances to legally imposed levels for human and vegetation protection; (ii) compare
the relationship between the O3 concentrations and one of its precursors (NOx) for different
environments; and (iii) evaluate the effect of meteorological conditions in ozone concentra-
tions. This study presents a long-term characterisation (data from more than 10 years) of O3
concentrations from different environments, including regions in which no similar study
was performed yet. In addition, the statistical models were applied to explanatory variables
that were selected based on the knowledge of the chemical reactions of O3 production.
This integration enables better performance in predicting O3 concentrations, allowing, in
advance, to prevent and/or mitigate possible unfavourable outcomes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Ozone Concentration Analysis at Rural Stations

For a better understanding of the trends and levels of surface ozone at rural sites, the
study period 2009 to 2019 was selected. Table 1 represents the geographical information of
the 15 existing rural stations [27]. The minimum distance to the seashore was estimated
using a tool available on Google Earth that allows measuring the distance between two
points. Figure S1 presents the map with the geographical distribution of the rural sites.

The statistical analyses were performed only for O3 concentrations recorded at stations
with a monitoring efficiency higher than 75%. The temporal trend of O3 concentrations
was assessed by determining the annual average concentration for each station. The ex-
ceedances to all thresholds presented in the current legislation were determined: (i) alert
(240 µm m−3) and information (180 µm m−3) threshold, (ii) target value for human pro-
tection (120 µm m−3), and (iii) AOT40, representative of vegetation protection, as a target
value (8000 µg m−3 h) and a long-term goal (6000 µg m−3 h) [28]. The data collected at
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four rural sites from different regions in Portugal were then used to characterise the spatial
variability of O3 concentrations. Histograms with density functions and violin plots were
plotted in Python.

Table 1. Geographical coordinates, altitude, and minimum distance to the seashore of the existing
rural sites.

Monitoring Stations Geographical Coordinates Altitude (m) Minimum Distance to the Seashore (km)

CH Chamusca 39◦21′15′′ N 08◦28′03′′ W 143 58.5
CR Cerro 37◦18′45′′ N 07◦40′43′′ W 300 21.1
DN Douro Norte 41◦22′17′′ N 07◦47′27′′ W 1086 78.4
ER Ervedeira 39◦55′28′′ N 08◦53′34′′ W 68 4.5
FA Faial 38◦36′18′′ N 28◦37′53′′ W 310 0.7
FD Fundão 40◦13′59′′ N 07◦17′58′′ W 461 133.6
FM Fornelo do Monte 40◦38′39′′ N 08◦06′00′′ W 731 53.4
FP Fernando Pó 38◦38′14′′ N 08◦41′30′′ W 57 25.2
LR Lourinhã 39◦16′48′′ N 09◦14′04′′ W 143 7.6
ML Minho-Lima 41◦48′08′′ N 08◦41′38′′ W 777 14.2

MOV Montemor-o-Velho 40◦12′08′′ N 08◦40′08′′ W 14 17.9
MV Monte Velho 38◦04′37′′ N 08◦47′55′′ W 53 1.2
SN Sonega 37◦52′16′′ N 08◦43′26′′ W 235 1.4
ST Santana 32◦48′28′′ N 16◦53′11′′ W 0 125.1
TR Terena 38◦36′54′′ N 07◦23′51′′ W 187 125.1

Cluster analysis (CA) was applied to the rural stations to evaluate the representative-
ness of the stations with local O3 measurement. This analysis aims to group monitoring
sites in the same class/cluster according to the observed behaviour (daily concentration
fluctuation) of collected O3 data. A hierarchical clustering method was used, generating
solutions with 1 to n clusters. Ward’s minimum variance method was used to determine
the cluster distance. A dendrogram (or tree diagram—graphical representation of hierar-
chical CA) was determined for each year. Based on the obtained dendrograms, a matrix of
relative frequencies was used to pair each monitoring site in clusters, using measured O3
concentrations. This matrix enables the definition of the number of different O3 behaviours
in the studied remote areas. Daily profiles of O3 concentrations were determined for each
group of monitoring sites and the daily distribution of the daily maximum values using
Microsoft Excel Macros developed by the authors.

2.2. O3 and NOx Relationship

For an evaluation of the relationship between O3 and its chemical precursor (nitrogen
oxides, NO, and NO2), urban (Ermesinde-Valongo, EV), suburban (Mindelo-Vila do Conde,
MD), and rural (Douro Norte, DN) stations were selected (see Figure 1). Considering data
availability (O3 and its chemical precursors monitoring efficiency close or higher than 75%
for the selected monitoring stations), the studied period was 2019. A correlation matrix
(Pearson’s Correlation—PC) was obtained with a O3, NO2, NO, and NO2/NO ratio for each
monitoring station. Multiple linear regression (MLR) was applied to better understand the
NOx influence in O3 production. The method aims to develop a linear model to predict the
output variable (Y) with several predictor ones (Xi), having each one a regression coefficient
(bi, i = 1, n) with b0 being the Y-intercept, as shown in Equation (1).

Y = b0 + ∑biXi (1)

The statistical significance of correlation coefficients and MLR parameters was evalu-
ated by applying a t-test with a significance level of 5%.
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of O3 monitoring stations EV (urban), MD (suburban), and
DN (rural).

2.3. Meteorological Data and O3 Relationship

A similar analysis was performed to assess the effect of meteorological conditions on
O3 concentrations using data collected at Pedras Rubras/Aeródromo EMA (Automatic
Meteorological Station) and the O3 of Meco-Perafita (MP) and VNTelha-Maia (VNT), which
are both suburban stations (Figure 2). The data evaluated corresponds to 2015 (the year
in which selected monitoring stations presented a monitoring efficiency close to or higher
than 75%). The meteorological data evaluated are mean air pressure (P, in hPa), mean
air temperature (T, in ◦C), relative humidity (RH, in %), wind direction (WD, in degrees),
wind speed (WS, in m/s), and solar radiation (SR, in kJ/m2). The data was provided by
the national meteorological, seismic, and oceanographic organisation IPMA (Instituto Por-
tuguês do Mar e da Atmosfera, website: https://www.ipma.pt/en/index.html, accessed
on 15 March 2021).
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Figure 2. Geographical distribution of the meteorological station (EMA) and O3 monitoring stations,
MP and VNT.

The PC and MLR methods were applied to the meteorological parameters (except
for wind data) and O3 concentrations for annual quarters. A wind rose was developed
to visualise the wind speed and direction registered, resorting to a MATLAB-coded pro-
gram. To evaluate the wind speed and direction influence on ozone, violin plots were
used to represent the frequency of O3 concentration in each wind direction and speed
interval considered.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Surface Ozone at Rural Stations

Table 2 presents the monitoring efficiency of each station during the study period.
Figure 3 shows the annual average O3 concentrations at each monitoring station in the
studied period. The highest annual average O3 concentrations were achieved at the DN,
CR, SN, FA, FM, and ML sites. The highest values were observed for almost all stations
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during the period of 2001–2008 [13], except for the SN station, which shows a significant
variance in mean values during the study period (Figure 3b). O3 concentrations have been
decreasing at most stations with rates between −0.12 and −1.35 µg m−3 year−1. This
behaviour has already been reported at rural Portuguese sites by Pires et al. [13] between
2001 and 2008. The exceptions to this trend are stations ML and SN, with high increase rates
of 5.04 and 5.06 µg m−3 year−1, respectively, and those with lower increase rates, the MOV
(1.26 µg m−3 year−1) and FA (0.06 µg m−3 year−1) stations. Another study reported similar
results for the MOV, FM, and ER stations between 2009 and 2011 [29]. Borrego et al. [22]
detected a slight but significant decrease in ozone levels since 2006 in Portuguese rural
stations. Yan et al. [30] reported decreases in rural European monitoring stations between
1995 and 2014. In the shorter period of 2000 to 2014, the decrease of O3 concentrations
was also registered by Chang et al. [31] and Proietti et al. [32] in Europe. The latter study
reported a more significant decrease rate (−0.22 µg m−3 year−1) in Mediterranean Europe.

Table 2. Air quality monitoring efficiency (in percentage) for rural stations.

CH CR DN ER FA FD FM FP LR ML MOV MV SN ST TR
2009 94 0 84 96 44 99 95 99 94 89 94 0 99 0 97
2010 100 19 83 99 89 96 97 98 0 56 99 0 99 0 93
2011 100 40 86 100 98 99 94 96 98 67 100 0 100 0 92
2012 99 99 96 95 91 100 99 99 98 100 99 0 86 0 100
2013 99 87 94 90 98 100 98 93 89 97 92 0 88 0 100
2014 93 88 82 99 94 99 96 91 94 30 99 0 100 0 100
2015 99 97 27 99 99 84 90 100 98 12 99 96 57 0 94
2016 98 89 25 97 93 98 98 99 96 18 68 62 99 99 99
2017 98 88 54 99 100 99 74 98 98 0 100 0 93 100 99
2018 97 94 98 52 99 97 83 98 100 59 78 50 0 100 92
2019 91 95 90 0 100 92 94 100 94 59 0 0 0 100 91

Table 3 shows the exceedances to EU standard values for human protection (alert
threshold, information threshold, and target value) during the study period. The alert
threshold (240 µg m−3) was exceeded in the DN, FM, and MOV stations. Apart from the
TR, CR, ST, and FA stations, the information threshold (180 µg m−3) was exceeded in all
others. The highest number of exceedances was determined for the DN station. It is also the
station with the highest number of exceedances in the period under study, followed by the
FM station. The highest number of exceedances for both standard limits was determined
in 2010. Regarding the target value for human health protection (120 µg m−3), DN, CH,
and FM were the three stations that recorded the most exceedances (in the respective
order). In the Portuguese islands, exceedances to this limit were also observed. However,
in ER, LR, SN, CR, TR, ST, and FA stations, exceedances were below 25 on average over
3 years, meaning that their O3 concentrations were within the legislation requirements.
However, none of the stations complied with the long-term objective imposed for human
health protection.

Four stations were selected to deeply analyse the O3 behaviour in different regions of
Portugal (representing North, Centre, and South Regions and Islands). A histogram with
frequency distribution for 2012 and violin plots representing monthly ozone concentrations
are displayed for each selected station in Figure S3. The station located at a higher altitude
(DN) presented the highest concentration levels, with more elevated minimum levels. The
inner located station (FD) showed significant variation in the ozone concentration, with
a maximum value not going far beyond 150 µg m−3 unlike DN, whose peak reached
250 µg m−3. The other inland station, located further south (FP), showed similar behaviour
to the FD station but reached a higher peak ozone level. All inland stations show peak
values in summer, but higher mean concentrations in spring. This characteristic is known
in northern hemisphere remote locations, where the peak concentrations can be related to
a higher stratosphere-troposphere exchange or be enhanced by increased solar radiation
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after winter months with accumulated NOx and VOC levels [33,34]. In the station at sea
level (FA), the lowest ozone concentrations (not surpassing 120 µg m−3) were observed. In
all the mentioned stations, the maximum daily concentration occurs at 15 h–16 h, except
for the FA station, which shows an almost non-existing daily variation of the concentration.
A study conducted in southern Spain also presented that the higher O3 values appear
in high-altitude locations, usually closer to the sea [35]. DN station was the focus of
other studies due to register the majority of Portuguese legislated threshold exceedances.
Carvalho et al. [25] attribute DN’s high levels to long-range transport of pollutants from
NE winds, and Borrego et al. [22] showed that background values contribute more than
50% to the local O3 concentrations.
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Table 3. Exceedances to O3 alert threshold (AT), information threshold (IT), and target value (TV) for
human health protection.

CH CR DN ER FA FD FM FP LR ML MOV SN ST TR

2009
AT 0 - 3 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
IT 3 - 37 9 - 0 11 4 0 0 1 0 - 0
TV 57 - 76 21 - 33 48 32 19 0 24 0 - 0

2010
AT 0 - 4 0 0 0 1 0 - - 0 0 - 0
IT 16 - 76 8 0 3 36 1 - - 9 0 - 0
TV 55 - 66 29 2 31 66 37 - - 26 0 - 0
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Table 3. Cont.

CH CR DN ER FA FD FM FP LR ML MOV SN ST TR

2011
AT 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0
IT 4 - 30 0 0 0 1 7 0 - 3 0 - 0
TV 38 - 67 0 0 15 2 27 19 - 53 0 - 0

2012
AT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
IT 4 0 16 0 0 0 5 0 5 0 0 0 - 0
TV 36 30 31 7 0 11 22 17 15 28 7 6 - 0

2013
AT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
IT 2 0 18 0 0 0 8 0 5 1 5 2 - 0
TV 50 29 37 23 0 22 45 34 31 35 52 53 - 0

2014
AT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0
IT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0
TV 15 5 10 3 0 8 16 12 13 - 3 9 - 0

2015
AT 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 - - 0
IT 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 - - 0
TV 24 20 - 3 0 14 20 23 4 - 111 - - 0

2016
AT 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 0 0 0
IT 6 0 - 3 0 1 1 8 1 - - 6 0 0
TV 38 10 - 9 0 9 9 23 12 - - 50 0 0

2017
AT 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 0
IT 3 0 - 3 0 0 - 2 0 - 0 10 0 0
TV 35 11 - 4 1 10 - 15 10 - 30 55 0 0

2018
AT 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 - 0 0
IT 1 0 3 - 0 0 0 0 2 - 3 - 0 0
TV 26 10 17 - 0 0 20 12 8 - 31 - 0 0

2019
AT 0 0 0 - 0 0 1 0 0 - - - 0 0
IT 0 0 5 - 0 0 5 1 0 - - - 0 0
TV 12 5 36 - 0 0 24 12 8 - - - 2 1

The EU legislation presents two different values (AOT40) for the long-term goal and the
target value for short-term exposition impact estimations for vegetation protection. Figure 4
presents the calculated AOT40 values at each monitoring site, showing the exceedances
to these two parameters. Both legislated values were not surpassed at the TR, ST, and FA
stations (the last two are in the Portuguese islands).
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CA was performed to group monitoring stations according to O3 data for each year.
Figure 5 shows, as an example, the dendrogram obtained with data from 2012, forming
three groups of stations (dendrograms achieved with the data collected in the remaining
years are present in the Supplementary Material. The distribution of stations by these
selected clusters was considered for a relationship analysis (Table S1). The frequency with
which each pair of stations was grouped in the same class was determined, considering
the minimum number of occurrences of stations, i.e., the minimum number of years in
which the station is considered. For the final cluster formation, a minimum of 70% of
correspondence between stations was considered, resulting in (i) FD, FP, ER, and TR;
(ii) DN and FM; (iii) FA and ST; (iv) MOV and LR; (v) ML; (vi) CH; and (vii) SN and
(viii) CR. The high number of clusters and the fact that half have only one station assigned
are indicative of their importance. Pires et al. [13] also performed CA on Portuguese rural
sites, obtaining similar grouping results.
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The daily average ozone concentration profiles (in µm m−3) and the relative frequency
(in percentage) of its maximum for the first four clusters are shown in Figure 6. The first
cluster shows stations with a higher variation in the O3 concentration during the day,
presenting a decrease in the early morning followed by an increase in the afternoon, with
most having their peak at 15 h, as shown in the maximum concentrations profile. In cluster 2,
O3 concentrations have similar behaviours, increasing between 15 h and 16 h. The O3
concentrations show higher values (and reduced amplitude of values) than those observed
in the previous cluster. The stations representing the Portuguese Islands are grouped in
cluster 3. They show the lowest concentrations and the shortest variation between the daily
minimum and maximum. In the final cluster, the ozone profile in both stations is closer
to cluster 1; however, the daily maximum and minimum are lower. Except for stations in
cluster 3, a similar daily profile of O3 concentration was observed in all monitoring stations,
the lowest occurring in the morning and the highest in the early afternoon. In FA and
ST stations, the peak occurs at night. This event results from the horizontal and vertical
transport of ozone and its precursors [13]. Studies of nocturnal ozone concentration increase
were developed in the Portuguese continent to explain unexpected ozone levels [21,36].
The ozone enhancement events can be related to transport processes and the related usual
meteorological conditions due to the absence of photochemical production. Additionally,
vertical mixing was registered in the boundary layer in winter, contributing to surface
nocturnal ozone peaks.
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3.2. Surface Ozone and NOx Relation

In suburban and urban areas, surface O3 concentrations are lower than at rural sites.
Figure 7 presents O3, NO2, and NO daily average concentrations for the EV, MD, and DN
stations in different months. High O3 concentrations in the DN station can be observed
compared with the other two stations. For all stations, high concentrations were observed
in the afternoon. As for NO2 and NO, the concentrations were expectably higher in the
suburban and urban areas due to more intensive anthropogenic emission rates. High values
observed in the first hours of the day (especially in the NO2 plot) can be explained by the
lack of ozone formation during this period. As expected, the anthropogenic influence in
rural stations is weaker, shown by lower levels of NOx in the DN station (Figure 7h,i). In
general, an almost-symmetric daily profile is shown between O3 and NOx: in the first hours
of the day, NOx levels are low due to low emissions; in the morning, with the beginning
of anthropogenic activities (specifically traffic emissions), there is an increase in NO and
NO2 emissions followed by a decrease in ozone levels due to titration with NO; and during
the afternoon, when there is a greater incidence of solar radiation, the NO2 emitted and
formed through the NO present in the air will lead to ozone formation. In the nighttime,
ozone levels usually decrease due to the lack of solar radiation. In these conditions, NO2
photolysis does not occur, and the existing NO can be oxidised back to NO2 with the
reaction with O3.

Ferreira et al. [37] presented the same connection between O3 and NO2 levels in the
Lisbon region, registering a higher ozone concentration in the periphery of the urban
centre. In the southwest of the Iberian Peninsula, a study of O3, NO, and NO2 trends was
developed at rural, urban, suburban, and industrial sites by Domínguez-López et al. [10].
According to their reports, most rural sites presented a low and constant NOx level. In
suburban and urban stations, besides the morning NOx peak, there is a second in the
evening due to a decrease in solar activity and an increase in traffic. In the same reference,
an analysis of monthly variations showed similar results to the ones shown in Figure 7,
with higher ozone levels in the spring and summer for all stations and NOx levels higher in
the autumn and winter for urban and suburban sites, while NO2 and NO at steady levels
during the year were observed at rural sites. In Spain, urban/suburban sites also registered
higher NO and NO2 concentrations and O3 higher levels in rural/remote regions [35], as
shown in a study conducted in the UK too [38].

Considering the ozone concentrations at a chemical equilibrium state, that is, a relation
to the NO2/NO ratio (Equation (2), being K the equilibrium constant),

[O3] = [NO2]·[O2]/[NO]·K, (2)

Thus, the influence of the NO2/NO ratio in the O3 concentration was also included in
the PC and MLR analysis. A correlation matrix was obtained (Tables 4–6) to demonstrate
the relationship between ozone and its considered precursors in 2019.

Table 4. Pearson’s correlation and Multiple Linear Regression results for EV station.

PC O3 NO2 NO NO2/NO

O3 1

NO2 −0.611 1

NO −0.565 0.846 1

NO2/NO 0.353 −0.237 −0.583 1

MLR b0 b1 b2 b3

46.5 −19.8 7.13 8.57
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Table 5. Pearson’s correlation and Multiple Linear Regression results for MD station.

PC O3 NO2 NO NO2/NO

O3 1

NO2 −0.120 1

NO −0.188 0.441 1

NO2/NO 0.054 0.444 −0.502 1

MLR b0 b1 b2 b3

82.2 - −4.18 −1.05
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Table 6. Pearson’s correlation and Multiple Linear Regression results for DN station.

PC O3 NO2 NO NO2/NO

O3 1

NO2 −0.460 1

NO −0.286 0.609 1

NO2/NO −0.075 0.206 −0.213 1

MLR b0 b1 b2 b3

28.8 −8.38 - 0.38

Considering the strength of variables association (see Table S2), Table 4 presents
a significant negative correlation between O3, NO2, and NO and a medium positive
association with NO2/NO in the urban station (EV), which is what was expected for this
type of environment. These results confirm the previous logic of the anti-correlation of
ozone and its precursor’s daily profile, particularly noticed in the urban sites. Regarding
the combined effect of the selected environmental variables, MLR identified a negative
relation between NO2 and O3 concentrations and a positive with NO, trends also known in
other studies in the literature [39].

In the suburban sites (Table 5), a weaker relationship between O3 and NOx is expected
than in the urban site (Figure 7b). The PC coefficients for O3 and its precursors obtained
are lower than those for the EV station. The NO shows a small correlation with O3, and the
NO2/NO ratio shows no correlation (coefficient value close to 0). That result is also shown
in the smaller b3 value of MLR, compared to the previous value. The NO2 shows a small
negative association with O3 and does not show statistical significance to its formation,
according to the MLR analysis (b1 was not considered statistically significant). Table 6
shows the PC and MLR results for the DN station. As is expected, the rural site shows a
low (NO2 and NO) or no relation (NO2/NO ratio) between O3 and its chemical precursors.
According to the MLR results, NO2 levels do not influence ozone formation at this site.
Contrary to the suburban station, the NO concentration and NO2/NO ratio have a small
negative effect on O3 levels.

The strength of the association varies with season [40]. The correlation analysis in
each season showed negative correlations of O3 with NO and NO2 (higher correlation with
NO2 in spring and summer and with NO in the autumn and winter) [41]. This difference
can be explained by the interference of meteorological parameters and distinct weather
types that affect the pollutants’ transport and mixing in the atmosphere.

3.3. Surface Ozone and Meteorological Parameters Relation

The permanence of pollutants in the atmosphere is not only affected by chemical
reactions among themselves but also by meteorological conditions, whether at a micro or
macro scale. Studying the weather conditions when peak pollutant levels are registered is
important to prevent negative effects on humans and the ecosystem. The ozone formation is
enhanced by solar radiation and other meteorological parameters. Since these have different
levels throughout the year, a quarterly analysis was performed applying PC and MLR to
O3 and the meteorological parameters considered (Tables 7 and 8). The stations under
analysis are suburban-type, located in sites with relative anthropogenic influence (e.g., the
city airport-related activities). In the MP station, the first quarter presented a medium-
(between 0.3 and 0.5) positive correlation with temperature (T) and solar radiation (SR) and
a small negative association with relative humidity (RH), meaning that the increase in RH
leads to a decrease in ozone (disregarding the results not statistically significant). The MLR,
on the contrary, points to a small influence of pressure (P) in the ozone concentration, and
relative humidity does not play a role in ozone formation/elimination. A small negative
correlation of P and O3 is pointed to in the second quarter, agreeing with the b1 value for
that period. T and SR show a continuous significant correlation (also seen in the 3rd and 4th
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quarters). The RH shows stronger negative correlations in the spring and summer seasons.
According to MLR results, the SR has a greater impact in the April–May–June period than
the October–November–December period. RH shows a significant negative relation with
ozone in the 3rd quarter, and, in the same period, T does not influence O3 levels.

Table 7. Pearson’s correlation and Multiple Linear Regression results for MP station.

PC P T RH SR

O3

1st quarter 0.029 * 0.414 −0.177 0.436
2nd quarter −0.102 0.426 −0.402 0.472
3rd quarter 0.012 * 0.441 −0.500 0.465
4th quarter −0.412 0.455 −0.288 0.395

MLR b0 b1 b2 b3 b4

1ST QUARTER 52.1 1.25 4.16 - 4.78
2ND QUARTER 60.1 −3.54 2.12 −3.91 8.15
3RD QUARTER 50.7 −2.11 - −8.41 5.44
4TH QUARTER 36.5 −8.61 2.57 −1.62 7.73

Note: the values with (*) are not statistically significant; b0 → Y-intercept; b1 → regression parameter for pressure;
b2 → regression parameter for temperature; b3 → regression parameter for relative humidity; and b4 → regression
parameter for solar radiation.

Table 8. Pearson’s correlation and Multiple Linear Regression results for VNT station.

PC P T RH SR

O3

1st quarter −0.193 0.435 −0.317 0.484
2nd quarter −0.129 0.501 −0.469 0.523
3rd quarter 0.037 * 0.513 −0.577 0.520
4th quarter −0.544 0.542 −0.306 0.407

MLR b0 b1 b2 b3 b4

1st quarter 52.5 −3.30 3.32 - 8.02
2nd quarter 57.9 −4.21 3.04 −4.70 8.56
3rd quarter 47.8 −1.48 1.62 −8.77 4.23
4th quarter 50.9 −3.11 3.04 - 6.55

Note: the values with (*) are not statistically significant; b0 → Y-intercept; b1 → regression parameter for pressure;
b2 → regression parameter for temperature; b3 → regression parameter for relative humidity; b4 → regression
parameter for solar radiation.

In the VNT station, P presents a higher correlation with ozone in the 4th quarter.
The MLR results also show a negative influence of P on ozone levels. In this station, the
correlation of T and O3 presents stronger values, and, except in the 3rd quarter, there is a
similar influence level of T in O3 concentrations. The RH presents a high PC coefficient,
but the MLR analysis shows only this parameter influence in the 2nd and 3rd quarters.
As for SR, there is a positive correlation with high coefficient values. Ferreira et al. [37]
studied the relationship between ozone and some parameters in Lisbon city. Accordingly,
daily sea level medium pressure and medium relative humidity negatively influence ozone
production in all seasons. As for temperature, the daily medium value only shows a
positive (and weak) correlation in the winter months. Pires et al. [24] showed a weak
positive correlation of T and a slight negative association of SR and RH with O3 in a
station located in Northern Portugal. The discrepancies between the two applied statistical
methods expose the complex task of predicting ozone levels, although, in general, studies
applying relationship methods show a positive correlation of O3 with SR and T and a
negative correlation with RH [39,41].

O3 concentrations can also be influenced by transport and mixing phenomena. Thus,
an analyse relating wind direction and speed with O3 was implemented. Figure S4 presents
a wind rose with the wind speed and direction distribution for the year 2015. The most
prominent winds were from NW (stronger winds) and E (calmer winds) related to the air
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masses from the Atlantic Ocean and Spain that the northern Portuguese region is subjected
to. On a macro scale (synoptic weather), it is essential to mention the influence of the
Azores anticyclone in Europe [42–44], especially in the Mediterranean [25,35,45–48]. This
type of weather system is related to a higher T and low RH and cloud cover (consequently
contributing to higher SR activity), enhancing O3 production. The relatively low wind
activity provides the accumulation of this pollutant in the atmosphere.

A more significant contribution of air masses from the Atlantic Ocean for ozone higher
concentrations is observed (median values represented in the violin plots, Figure 8). The
peak O3 values are registered for the N-NE and W-NW directions in the MP station. Located
closer to shore, the higher concentrations are registered when the wind has lower speed
values (more calm weather), which allows the accumulation of ozone. In the VNT station,
the peak levels are reached under the North Atlantic air masses influence (NW-N). They are
related to faster wind activity, possibly meaning that the high ozone concentrations in this
site are associated with the circulation of polluted air masses. Santurtún et al. [48] related
ozone trends to weather types in Spain. Accordingly, the stations studied were influenced
by the anticyclone system and east and northeast flow (corresponding to the information
in Figure S4). Knowing the comparable importance of both chemical and meteorological
precursors to ozone formation, Li et al. [49] studied the increase of O3 pollution in China,
concluding that temperature is the meteorological parameter with more influence, but that
it is related to anticyclonic conditions. Additionally, the authors pointed to the decrease in
PM2.5 and the unmitigated emissions of VOCs from anthropogenic sources.
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4. Conclusions

Annual average O3 concentrations presented a decreasing trend during the analysed
period. However, exceedances to EU legislated values for human health protection were
still observed. CA identified several O3 concentration patterns, showing the effectiveness
of the current geographical distribution of the air quality monitoring stations. Negative
correlations were determined between NO, NO2, and O3 concentrations in urban and
suburban stations. The correlation with the NO2/NO ratio only showed significance in
the urban site. As for MLR results, in general, the stronger influence of NOx levels was
expected in the urban station. The O3 concentrations in both suburban sites showed a
strong positive correlation between O3, T, and SR, a strong negative correlation with RH,
and a weaker negative association with pressure. The meteorological parameter that shows
a higher contribution in O3 concentration was solar radiation, showing a stronger influence
in the 2nd annual quarter, where the spring high average concentrations are registered. The
wind direction distribution showed that the location was under the flow of NW and E-SE
winds, related to the Azores anticyclone, and air masses from the Iberian Peninsula, inland.
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Abstract: Tire and road wear particles (TRWP) are a significant source of atmospheric particulate
matter and microplastic loading to waterways. Road wear is exacerbated in cold climate by the
widespread use of studded tires. The goal of this research was to assess the anthropogenic levers
for suspendable road dust generation and climatic conditions governing the environmental fate of
non-exhaust particles in a wet maritime winter climate. Sensitivity analyses were performed using
the NORTRIP model for the Capital region of Reykjavík, Iceland (64.1◦ N). Precipitation frequency
(secondarily atmospheric relative humidity) governed the partitioning between atmospheric and
waterborne PM10 particles (55% and 45%, respectively). Precipitation intensity, however, increased
proportionally most the drainage to waterways via stormwater collection systems, albeit it only
represented 5% of the total mass of dust generated in winter. A drastic reduction in the use of studded
tires, from 46% to 15% during peak season, would be required to alleviate the number of ambient air
quality exceedances. In order to achieve multifaceted goals of a climate resilient, resource efficient
city, the most important mitigation action is to reduce overall traffic volume. Reducing traffic speed
may help speed environmental outcomes.

Keywords: particulate matter; microplastics; non-exhaust emissions; NORTRIP

1. Introduction

Road infrastructure plays a significant role in sustainable cities. Besides enabling the
transport of people and goods, roads must ideally be safe, economical, climate resilient, and
non-compromising of the urban environment [1]. A key challenge to attaining these joint en-
vironmental, economic, and societal goals is the multifaceted pollution associated with the
frictional contact between a moving vehicle and the road surface (Figure 1). Non-exhaust
particles from tire-, road-, and break wear have been recognized as an important source of
particulate matter pollution in the 2.5 to 10 µm diameter range [2–8]. More recently, tire and
bitumen asphalt road wear particles have emerged as a major microplastics (MP) source
to the environment [9–11], and the largest MP contributor to aquatic environments [12],
accounting for 5–10% of all plastics in the oceans, with country estimates ranging from 0.9%
in The Netherlands to 32% in Norway [13]. Over 30% of the coarse airborne tire and break
wear particles (≤10 µm diameter, PM10) is ultimately deposited in the world’s oceans; a
similar order of magnitude as direct and riverine transport [14]. The frictional contact
between tire and road also generates noise pollution and pavement deterioration, which is
influenced by climatic factors such as air temperature, solar radiation, and precipitation,
each of which governs road wetness [15,16]. Fine particulate matter and traffic noise have
been found as the first and second most important environmental causes of ill health in
Western Europe [17]. A growing concern is that the smallest waterborne MP particles can
accumulate in the cells and tissues of aquatic organisms and enter the food chain [18].
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important [8,25]. While only 0.5% of road salt became suspended, salting was attributed 
to 1–10% of total PM10 emissions [21]. Through its control on both road dust generation 
and emissions, local meteorology can cause to up to a 60% variation in mean winter PM10 
concentrations [21,24]. Surface wetness is an effective particle binder, contributing to the 
buildup of dust to be released episodically during dry periods [24,26]. To the authors’ best 
knowledge, no study has systematically assessed the contribution of individual weather 
parameters on the fate of suspendable road dust. 

Even if many cities have readily switched to newer, lower-polluting vehicles (e.g., 
Euro 5 and Euro 6) and made major investments in sustainable and shared mobility, their 
ambient air still often exceeds the European standard for PM10 [27]. Many of these cities 
have applied a host of short- and long-term mitigation measures to limit road dust emis-
sions, such as speed reductions, studded tire bans, stronger bitumen asphalt, and the ap-
plication of dust-binding and road cleaning chemical agents with some success [21,26]. As 
winter temperature, atmospheric humidity, and precipitation increase in many parts of 
the world due to climate warming, maritime winter conditions with frequent snow and 
frost cycles may become more prevalent in high-latitude regions [28]. The degree to which 
these wet, oscillating weather conditions affect the magnitude and fate of road dust is not 
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Figure 1. Road wear compromises the multifaceted goals of sustainable urban living, including safety, resource efficiency,
amenities, and climate resilience.

Climatic conditions strongly influence the physical characteristics of pavements.
Road safety and environmental problems are greatest near freezing air temperatures
(±2 ◦C) [19], which exacerbate the use of studded tires and deicing agents for anti-skid
protection [5,20–22]. Studded tires paired with high vehicle speed further increases road
abrasion rates [8,20,23,24]. Indirect emissions from winter road maintenance activities such
as the application of road sand (and to a lesser extent road salt) for traction control can be
important [8,25]. While only 0.5% of road salt became suspended, salting was attributed
to 1–10% of total PM10 emissions [21]. Through its control on both road dust generation
and emissions, local meteorology can cause to up to a 60% variation in mean winter PM10
concentrations [21,24]. Surface wetness is an effective particle binder, contributing to the
buildup of dust to be released episodically during dry periods [24,26]. To the authors’ best
knowledge, no study has systematically assessed the contribution of individual weather
parameters on the fate of suspendable road dust.

Even if many cities have readily switched to newer, lower-polluting vehicles (e.g.,
Euro 5 and Euro 6) and made major investments in sustainable and shared mobility,
their ambient air still often exceeds the European standard for PM10 [27]. Many of these
cities have applied a host of short- and long-term mitigation measures to limit road dust
emissions, such as speed reductions, studded tire bans, stronger bitumen asphalt, and the
application of dust-binding and road cleaning chemical agents with some success [21,26].
As winter temperature, atmospheric humidity, and precipitation increase in many parts of
the world due to climate warming, maritime winter conditions with frequent snow and
frost cycles may become more prevalent in high-latitude regions [28]. The degree to which
these wet, oscillating weather conditions affect the magnitude and fate of road dust is not
fully understood.

Attaining joint environmental, economic, and societal benefits of a sustainable city
requires a detailed knowledge of the interplay between the road surface, traffic, and meteo-
rological conditions. The goal of this research was, therefore, to assess the anthropogenic
levers of road dust generation and meteorological conditions governing the environmental
fate of non-exhaust particles, as a foundation for mitigation policy-making. To compli-
ment previous research undertaken in the northern parts of continental Europe and North
America, this study focuses on the subpolar, oceanic climate of Reykjavík, the capital
and largest city of Iceland. Reykjavik undergoes frequent freeze–thaw cycles and high
amounts of winter precipitation. The study addresses the following questions: (1) Which
meteorological driver most strongly governs the partitioning between atmospheric and
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water bound traffic related PM10 particles? (2) Which actions are required to achieve the
goals of no exceedances to air quality standards of particulate matter? (3) Which air quality
mitigation method(s) can achieve the broadest benefits of sustainable cities? To answer
these questions, a numerical model was used to incorporate the complex interplay and
feedback mechanisms amongst anthropogenic processes and the hydro- and atmospheres.
Simulations were compared to other sites with different climatic conditions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Site

The Icelandic Capital Region (ICR), which includes the City of Reykjavík and five
surrounding municipalities, has a subpolar, oceanic climate characterized by frequent
precipitation, freeze–thaw cycles, and a narrow annual temperature range [29]. Despite a
relatively small population (~220,000 inhabitants in 2020), particulate matter exceeds the
24-h European Health Safety Standards (EHSS) of 50 µg/m3 of PM10 from 7 to 30 times
per year on average (Figure 2). Asphalt wear was attributed to approximately half of the
measured PM10 in a series of source apportionment studies [30,31]. Tire wear, and to a
much lesser extent road markings, was estimated to contribute to approximately 80% of
microplastic generation in Iceland [32]. Given the range of episodic, but large, sources of
PM10 causing exceedances of the EHSS, such as ash and dust storms, local resuspension,
long-range transport, and fireworks [33–36], there is a dire need to reduce the exceedances
associated with traffic.
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Figure 2. Annual exceedances of 24-h health safety limits and average share of Light Duty Vehicles
on studded tires (data taken from in [37,38]).

2.2. Approach

The NORTRIP (Non-Exhaust Road Traffic Induced Particle) model is a comprehensive
non-exhaust emissions model developed in collaboration between various Nordic govern-
mental agencies and academics [39]. The model was selected because of its proven ability to
(1) reproduce measured concentrations of particulate matter with satisfactory accuracy for
sites in Fennoscandia [23,24,39,40], (2) assess the climatic and anthropogenic influences on
the sources and sinks of non-exhaust particles, and (3) replicate the successes of mitigation
strategies [21]. The model sensitivity to varying mitigation actions and different local
meteorology, was tested. The results were interpreted in relation to previous studies.

2.3. Data

The Kauptún site is a four-lane urban traffic artery situated in an open lava field
in the municipality of Garðabær (Figure 3a). The road experienced a steady increase in
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traffic volume in the aftermath of the 2007–2008 financial crisis (Figure 3b). The Kauptún
site was equipped with traffic data counters and weight sensors to distinguish light-
(LDV) or heavy-duty (HDV) vehicles, as well as a meteorological station recording wind,
air temperature, road surface temperature, and conductivity. Moreover, information
about road and winter management was available from the Icelandic Road & Coastal
Administration [41]. Studded tire counts were conducted every five weeks based on
a sample of 250 parked passenger vehicles in parking lots at two shopping centers, a
university, and in the city center [38]. The chosen locations targeted vehicles owned by
the local inhabitants. Rental vehicles, all of which were on studded tires in winter, may be
underrepresented.
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Precipitation and net short-wave radiation data were obtained from the Icelandic
Meteorological Office in Reykjavik [42]. The hourly precipitation was partitioned between
rain (total 425 mm; max 6.3 mm/hr) and snow (total 81 mm; max 2.9 mm/hr), using a
temperature threshold based on relative humidity (RH),

TRH = 0.75 + 0.85 (100% − RH). (1)

If the air temperature exceeded TRH, then precipitation was treated as rainfall; other-
wise, it was treated as snowfall [43].

Air quality data from the fixed, urban traffic station at Grensás, Reykjavík, were used
for comparison [37]. The data sites had similar topographical features. Grensás, however,
had a higher traffic (38 million cars annually) than the study site Kauptún (19 million
cars annually).

2.4. Baseline Model Setup

The simulation period was defined as 15 October 2017 to 1 May 2018 representing
15 days before and after the legal period for use of studded tires in Iceland. Comparing the
key model inputs to previous NORTRIP model sites (Table 1), Kauptún tends to be more
humid, windy, and wet, with lower solar radiation to warm up and dry the bitumen road
surface, and more winter road management activities such as salting and snow ploughing.
The atmospheric PM10 concentration was simulated using the Operational Street Pollution
Model (OSPM). Although designed to calculate dispersion within street canyons [44], a
characteristic that does not apply to the study site, it generated significantly more stable
and realistic concentrations than the primary NORTRIP option of utilizing the closest
available NOx data to calculate concentrations. Most of the default NORTRIP settings were
used in accordance with previous applications of the model. However, some parameters
such as asphalt characteristics were altered to better represent the specific conditions of the
investigated site.
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Table 1. Key model input and output parameters for baseline simulations in three Nordic cities.

Hornsgatan a RV4 a Kauptún

Stockholm Oslo Garðabær

Simulation
Latitude 59.3◦ N 59.9◦ N 64.1◦ N

Period (winter; nr. of days) 2006–2007; 243 2004; 121 2017–2018; 196

Traffic &
Pavement

Annual average daily traffic (×103

vehicles)
29.1 42.6 51

Heavy duty vehicles share (%) 3 4.9 9
Mean/Max studded tires (% LDV) 47/75 26/27 23/46

Mean speed (km/hr) 43 75 80
Pavement type factor (hpave) 0.83 1.6 1.62

Meteorology

Mean short wave radiation (W/m2) 66 b 57 b 37
Mean air temperature (◦C) 5.8 1.0 1.0

Relative humidity (%) 75 76 82
Total precipitation (mm) 197 178 507

Precipitation frequency (%) 5.8 13 17
Mean wind speed at 10 m (m/s) 4.0 2.5 6.0 c

Winter
Management

Total salt (ton/km) 6.3 39 14
Salting events (NaCl) 45 113 526 d

Ploughing events 2 9 115 d

Model
Outcomes

Wet roads frequency (%) 43 48 53
Net mean/90th percentile PM10

(µg/m3) 39/90 30/80 20/49

Notes: a Norman et al. (2016); b Global radiance, I, converted to incoming short-wave radiation using mean cloud cover, n, as
SWin = I × (1 − 0.75 × n3.4); c Wind speed at 2 m (4.0 m/s) upscaled to 10 m elevation using the logarithmic law for neutral con-
ditions (10/2)0.25; d Multiple salting and ploughing events per day. Abbreviation: LDV = Light-Duty Vehicle.

Baseline simulations assumed a typical Icelandic asphalt, with local aggregate hard-
ness as 7.9 Nordic ball mill (NBM). The maximum stone size (MS) was 16 mm, and the
percentage of stone size greater than 4 mm was 65%. The pavement type factor (hpave) was
characterized using the Swedish Road Wear Model [45] as

hpave = 2.49 + 0.144 · NBM − 0.069 · MS − 0.017 · S>4mm. (2)

The resulting value was 1.62 g/km/veh corresponds to a higher wear rate than the
reference in NORTRIP (4.68 vs. 2.88 g/km/veh, respectively). A more thorough description
of the inputs and model setup is presented in the master’s thesis by Brian C. Barr [46].

2.5. Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to understand which lever, either anthropogenic
or meteorological, was most significant for PM generation and release of PM, to the atmo-
sphere and waterways. Traffic-related parameters, such as studded tire share, traffic volume
and speed, and the fraction of HDVs, were increased or decreased on percentage bases.

Incremental changes in meteorological conditions were simulated without changing
road management practices. This approach gives an indication of lever strength but is not
meant for forecasting purposes. Temperatures and relative humidity were raised or lowered
by a uniform amount, and the amount of rain and snow values adjusted according to
Equation (1). Precipitation frequency was reduced by eliminating the mildest precipitation
(0.1–0.4 mm/hr) and increased by adding the minimum threshold precipitation (0.1 mm/hr)
during dry periods with relative humidity exceeding different thresholds (>97, 98, and
99%). Precipitation intensity was investigated by proportionally increasing or reducing the
amount of precipitation that occurred for each hourly data point. The interdependence of
different meteorological variables, e.g., climate warming and relative humidity [29], and to
which degree such parameters reinforce or balance each other was not a focus of this study.
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Three non-realistic (“extreme”) precipitation scenarios were applied to better under-
stand the control of road wetness and precipitation phase. Furthermore, simulations were
conducted with proportionally changing the amount of road salt applied and incorpo-
rating cleaning and wetting. No simulations were performed using sanding, because
sanding is not applied at this site, and sanding is not yet fully developed in the NORTRIP
model [24,40]. Last, the sensitivity of the model was tested by increasing the hardness of
the aggregate (NBM).

2.6. Model Outputs

Air quality was primarily assessed based on three metrics: the average PM10 con-
centrations during simulation period as related to annual guidelines (40 and 20 µg/m3

according to European Air Quality Directive and WHO guidelines, respectively [47,48]),
the number of exceedances to the European Standard of 24 h PM10 of 50 µg/m3, and the
maximum daily PM10 concentrations.

Road surface conditions were primarily assessed by surface wetness, as the percentage
of total time that roads were wet. The key metric used to gauge the need for winter
management was the number of days when road ice was above the 0.1 mm threshold.

Road wear is mainly represented as a function of traffic (i.e., vehicle count, LDV vs.
HDV, and speed), and road surface strength in the NORTRIP model [39]. Sand sources
(road abrasion and crushing) were not relevant in this study. The generated road dust is
either directly emitted to the atmosphere or retained on the road surface (wear retention),
which is subsequently removed from the road surface via four sink mechanisms: (1)
Atmospheric suspension due to the contact of tires with a dry road surface; (2) spray,
because of tire contact with a wet road; (3) drainage into the stormwater collection system
via street inlets; and (4) windblown material, negligible in all simulations and not discussed
further. The sink terms are either presented as rates (g/m2/hr) or as cumulative mass over
the simulation period.

Cumulative dust generation, including both the instantaneous losses to atmosphere
and wear retention, was estimated by summing up all sink terms during a simulation with
continuous mild (0.1 mm/hr) rainfall as 2219 g/m2.

Mass loading (g/m2) represents the mass of road dust and sand that accumulates on
the road surface.

3. Results
3.1. Baseline Simulation

The model was effective at representing the timing of observed PM10 episodes at
the urban traffic air quality station in Reykjavík (Figure 4a), but tended to overpredict
concentrations, particularly during the nearly sunless months of December and January.
Concentrations of PM10 were overestimated by 22% on average during the simulation
period, resulting in 20 modeled Health Safety Limit (HSL) exceedances, as opposed to
13 observed ones. The New Year’s Eve exceedance was due to fireworks and as such, not
represented in the model. Overall, the 0.57 correlation coefficient between modeled and
observed particulate matter concentrations was comparable to other Scandinavian studies,
and as such, is considered a satisfactory performance.
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A progressive accumulation of road dust was predicted as increasing number of
vehicles using studded tires were included in the model (Figure 4b). More dust was
retained on the roads during wet periods (Figure 4c), but at the same time, the removal
mechanisms of spray and drainage became more effective, reducing the amount of dust
available to be suspended in air. Once the road dried (reducing road wetness, Figure 4d),
the source and water-related sink terms became negligible while suspension, due to tire
contact with the road, begins, elevating the particulate matter concentrations in the air
(Figure 4a) and reducing the mass loading on the road (Figure 4b). Of particular note are
the few dry periods promoting atmospheric releases in the months of November through
February. As a result, considerable amounts of dust accumulated on the road to be released
during a series of closely spaced spring dust episodes.

Predicted road wetness correlated well with measured precipitation and relatively
humidity (Figure 4d). Specifically, the road dried quickly after precipitation ended, usually
within a few hours. Additionally, dry roads corresponded well with times when relative
humidity dropped below 70%. Albeit infrequent, wet roads were predicted on days with no
precipitation, but elevated relative humidity. This suggests that precipitation and relative
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humidity can be used as indicators of road wetness, and by extension, can be used to
anticipate periods of elevated dust suspension.

3.2. Sensitivity to Traffic and Pavement Parameters

The model predicts a near linear deterioration in air quality in response to increasing
traffic-related parameters (Table 2). The fraction of light-duty vehicles on studded tires
is identified as the single most influential traffic-related parameter to air quality: A 10%
reduction in the usage of studded tires resulted in an ~25% decrease in average PM10
concentrations, and a 10 µg/m3 drop in maximum daily PM10 concentration. According to
the model, the studded tire usage of the light-duty vehicle fleet needs to go down to 15%
in order to achieve zero exceedances of the health safety limit.

Table 2. Model sensitivity to traffic and pavement.

Category Alteration from
Baseline

∆ Max PM10
(µg/m3)

∆ Avg. PM10
(µg/m3)

∆ HSL
Exceedances

(Days)

Baseline 46% Max ST 104 21 20

Studded Tires

35% Max −21 −4 −7
25% Max −39 −7 −16
15% Max −58 −10 −20

0% (full ST ban) −80 −16 −20

Traffic Volume
−10% −7 −2 −3
−20% −15 −4 −6

Traffic Speed −10% −4 −2 −2
−20% −9 −4 −6

Composition HDVs Excluded 0 −2 −2

Wear resistant
DGP

hpave = 0.93 −40 −8 −16
hpave = 1.3 −19 −4 −7
hpave = 1.5 −9 −2 −3

Abbreviations: HSL = Health Safety Limit; ST = Studded tires; HDV = Heavy-Duty Vehicle; DGP = Dense Grade
Pavement.

The model suggests that shortening the legal time to use studded tires does not reduce
the number of exceedances to HSL (not shown), albeit it can moderate the concentrations
early in the season. Average and maximum particulate matter concentrations dropped
2 and 7 µg/m3, respectively, for every 10% reduction in traffic volume, which can be
traced back to the reduction in studded tires vehicles; a 10% reduction in traffic volume is
tantamount to an approximately 4.6% reduction in studded tires. A 10% decrease in traffic
speed had a similar effect as 10% reduction in traffic volume, except that daily maximum
PM10 was not reduced as much (Table 2). Removing heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs) from this
particular road segment, which represented 9% of the total traffic count, was predicted to
slightly reduce the average PM10 concentrations and cause two fewer HSL exceedances.
Last, resurfacing the road with a more wear-resistant dense graded pavement (DGP),
similar to that at Hornsgatan in Stockholm (Table 1), would strongly reduce road dust
generation and exceedances, more so than reducing traffic volume by 20%.

3.3. Sensitivity to Meteorology and Winter Management

The model sensitivity to local meteorology was first tested by changing each parameter
while maintaining others fixed (Table 3). The range tested was chosen to represent condi-
tions at the two reference sites (Table 1). The results highlight that rainfall frequency, more
so than rainfall intensity, controls the air quality (mean concentrations and exceedances)
via the frequency of wet or icy roads. Relative humidity (RH) exerts a secondary con-
trol on road wetness, which translates to increasing atmospheric particulate matter mean
concentrations and exceedances as RH is lower, but has limited effect on road ice and
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hence the need for road salting. Air temperature, however, highly influences road ice
formation, and by extension, winter management practices, and it should be noted that
the response was nonlinear. Lowering mean air temperature to or below freezing point
affected average PM10 concentrations (and exceedances to ambient air quality standards)
more than warming from the freezing point.

Table 3. Model sensitivity to meteorological parameters and road management practices.

Category Alteration from Baseline 1 ∆ Avg. PM10
(µg/m3)

∆ HSL
Exceedances

(Days)

∆% Wet
Roads

∆ Road Ice >
0.1 mm (Days)

Baseline 507 mm; frequency 17.1% 20.5 20 53.3% 38

Precipitation
Frequency

+7.7%; 544 mm total −2.8 −4 5.7% 15
+5.6%; 534 mm −2.2 −3 4.2% 13
+3.9%; 526 mm −1.8 −3 3.9% 10
−3.2%; 492 mm 0.5 0 −1.6% 0
−6.3%; 463 mm 1.3 0 −3.8% −2
−8.2%; 436 mm 1.6 0 −4.5% −4
−9.8%; 406 mm 2.1 0 −6.5% −11

Relative
Humidity

−6%; mean: 77% 1.8 2 −4.8% −1
−4%; mean: 79% 1.2 2 −3.2% −1
−2%; mean: 81% 0.6 0 −1.6% 0

+2%; mean: 84%; max: 100% −1.0 −1 2.3% 0

Air
Temperature

+5 ◦C; mean: 6 ◦C 0.5 0 −1.0% −37
+2 ◦C; mean: 3 ◦C 0.3 1 0.0% −26
+1 ◦C; mean: 2 ◦C 0.4 0 −1.0% −13
−1 ◦C; mean: 0 ◦C −0.9 −1 2.0% 23
−2 ◦C; mean: −1 ◦C −1.6 −2 4.0% 40

Precipitation
Intensity

×1.20; 608 mm total −0.2 0 1.0% 2
×0.80; 406 mm total 0.4 0 −1.0% −1

“Extreme”
Scenarios

No precip 6.1 7 −15% −36
No precip; No WM 7.1 3 −26% −36

Rain only (Tair ≥ 4 ◦C); No WM −2.3 −7 3.0% −38
Constant rain (0.1 mm/hr);

475 mm −19.8 −20 47% 80

Salting −50% −0.8 1 1.0% 3
50% 1.2 2 −1.0% −3

Wetting 0.2 mm every four hours during
long, dry periods −4.2 −9 11% 16

Note: 1 Winter management (WM) practices same as in base line simulation, unless otherwise noted.

The “extreme” scenarios provide additional insights to the control of precipitation and
road management on particulate matter pollution. In the absence of precipitation, the mean
PM10 concentrations would be higher, and more exceedances of the air quality standards
would occur, in accordance with wet removal processes being eliminated. Discontinuing
winter salting and plowing results in fewer exceedances to air quality standards. If all the
precipitation would fall as rainfall, so no winter management would be needed, the average
PM10 concentration is lowered by 10 µg/m3, and the number of exceedances reduced by
one-third. Therefore, winter management is a secondary, yet significant, contributor to
particulate matter pollution.

A more aggressive salting scenario increased road dust on the same order of mag-
nitude as a moderate change in meteorological conditions (1 µg/m3 mean PM10). Salt
has the potential to increase moisture, which itself has a mitigating effect on suspension
(Denby et al., 2012). Road wetting on an as-needed basis (Table 3) almost reduces the ex-
ceedances to national health safety limits by half, in accordance with the strong dependence
on precipitation frequency.
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3.4. Fate of Road Dust

Of the 2219 g/m2 of road dust generated over the 6.5-month simulation period, 41%
was directly emitted to the atmosphere and 14% suspended during dry periods with traffic.
The major wet removal process was spray, predicted to remove 35% of the generated
dust off the road to the roadside curb. Direct drainage to waterways via the stormwater
collection system constituted only 4.5%. Of the meteorological factors tested, rainfall
frequency controlled most whether road dust was emitted to the atmosphere or became
water bound (Figure 5). Most notably, more frequent rainfall, and to a lesser extent higher
atmospheric humidity, shifted direct emissions to wet removal via spray (Figure 5a,b). In
the unrealistic extreme condition of constant, mild rainfall, 89% of the generated dust would
leave the road surface via spray. The response to air temperature was much less pronounced
and nonlinear around freezing point, where atmospheric emissions were predicted to be at
minimum (Figure 5c). Increasing rainfall intensity shifted only slightly the removal from
the atmosphere to wet removal (Figure 5d). Of all the meteorological parameters tested
though, rainfall intensity exerted one of the strongest controls on drainage to waterways.
For example, a 10% increase in rainfall intensity resulted in a 6 g/m2 increase equally to
spray and drainage. At the end of the simulation period, all scenarios tested suggested that
around 110 g/m2 of the generated road dust was still present on the road to be removed at
a later time (noted as mass loading; Figure 5).
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cipitation frequency; (b) Relative humidity; (c) Air temperature and precipitation phase; (d) Precipitation intensity. 
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4. Discussion
4.1. Wet Maritime Climate

This study expands the current knowledge of non-exhaust particulate pollution by
considering the wet, humid, windy, and sunless maritime climate in the Icelandic Capital
Region compared to other studied capitals in Northern Europe (Table 1). NORTRIP model
sensitivity analyses highlight these climatic attributes (frequent rain, high humidity) as
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efficient dust retention and wet removal processes, which are primarily spray and secon-
darily drainage (Table 3, Figure 5). Therefore, maritime, wet, and cold conditions promote
microplastics loading to aquatic and terrestrial environments, estimated as representing
45% of the total mass of PM10 particles generated. The positive effect of this efficient wet
removal of dust is the moderate average winter PM10 concentration that almost adheres to
the WHO guidelines of 20 µg/m3, and 50% to 100% lower when compared to Oslo and
Stockholm (Table 1), despite the greater traffic volume. Unfortunate artifacts of prolonged
wet roads (53% of time) are closely spaced, intense particulate matter episodes, both mid-
winter and in springtime (Figure 4a). The potential effect of frequent freeze thaw cycles on
road dust generation was not resolved in this study, as it was beyond the capability of the
NORTRIP model. Previous research suggests a faster pavement deterioration in wet areas
with frequent freeze–thaw cycles [16,49].

4.2. Mitigation Strategies for Atmospheric PM10

The model identified the primary lever for road dust generation and abatement as
reducing the number of light-duty vehicles on studded tires (Table 2). Traffic volume and
asphalt type were secondary levers, followed by vehicle speed. Only a drastic reduction
of studded tires usage in winter achieved the goals of adhering to ambient air quality
standards. Yet, the share of light duty vehicles on studded tires has steadily increased since
2014 (Figure 2), partially as the public campaign “Off with the studded tires” (Icelandic: “Burt
með nagladekkin”) was relaxed. In addition, episodic road ice conditions forming in October
just before the studded tires legal interval (Nov. 15) prompt car owners to choose studded
tires, despite that Reykjavík Municipality winter management services are frequent enough
that studded tires are not needed within the city perimeter. Moreover, traffic volume has
been drastically increasing over the past years (Figure 3b), both because of personal car
ownership and tourism. Considering these historical trends in studded tire use and traffic
volume, it is unlikely that focusing solely on the optimal levers will result in a timely
improvement in air quality. Therefore, it is important to evaluate combined mitigation
strategies; both short-term when episodes are expected, and long-term.

Short-term response to foreseeable PM episodes: The strong correlation between
modeled road wetness, precipitation, and relative humidity (Figure 4d) suggests that the
risk of PM10 episodes can be predicted based on periods of prolonged road dryness and
high dust load. This allows authorities to implement preemptive, short-term mitigating
actions to stifle the suspension of dust. One mitigation action that has been employed in
cities facing severe pollution episodes, locally called “gray days”, is to ban cars with an even
or odd license plate from driving in the city. This aggressive, active, short-term measure
alone, however, would not alleviate the problem with exceedances. However, coupling
50% reduction in traffic volume with a 10 km/h speed limit reduction brings the number
of traffic related HSL exceedances to two (Table 4). An alternative, less intrusive approach
is to wet the road system on gray days as a dust binding measure. This, combined with
slight traffic and speed reductions, is predicted to lower the PM10 concentrations during
episodes to one-third. While a significant reduction, it still does not achieve the Icelandic
government’s goal of zero traffic-related PM10 exceedances by 2029. It is important to keep
in mind that short-term mitigation strategies are focused on reducing the suspension of
PM10, not the generation. The short timeframe of these measure does not influence the
long-term dust generation, and as such, the loading of road dust to terrestrial and aquatic
environments.
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Table 4. Selected combined short and long-term mitigation strategies.

Targets Air Quality Outcomes

Mitigation Scenario Traffic Volume
Reduction

Speed
Reduction

Max. Studded
Tire Usage

Road
Re-Surfacing

Avg PM10
Reduction

Total HSL
Exceedances

Short-Term—Aggressive 50% 15 km/h Unchanged No 44% 2
Short-Term—Moderate 10% 10 km/h Unchanged No 33% 5

Long-Term—Aggressive 15% None 20% No 50% 0
Long-Term—Moderate I 10% 10 km/h 25% No 41% 2
Long-Term—Moderate II 10% None 25% Yes 63% 0

Long-term mitigation actions: The sensitivity analysis suggests that the long-term
strategy needs to be focused on reducing the use of studded tires as much as possible;
coupling this with a decrease in traffic volume would further decrease the overall number
of studded tires. Historically, the lowest seasonal average percentage of studded tires was
23% in both 2012 and 2014 (Figure 2). From this perspective, an aggressive scenario is to
half the number of studded tires (20% maximum) in 9 years. Yet, this provision does not
suffice to achieve the goal of zero PM10 exceedances, so a 15% reduction in traffic volume
must be implemented as well (Table 4). A less aggressive approach would be to reduce
studded tire use to 25%, and traffic speed permanently by 10 km/h; this would lower the
average PM10 concentrations by 41%. Finally, road resurfacing would offer significant
long-term dust reduction, but its effectiveness increases substantially when coupled with
reductions in studded tire usage. Road resurfacing with a similar asphalt strength as
used at Hornsgatan resulted in a 40% reduction in emissions in the model; this reduction
increases to 63% when coupled with aggressive studded tire reduction.

4.3. Mitigation Strategies for Sustainable Cities

As discussed in the previous section, a combination of different mitigation actions
can help achieve the overall goal of zero road dust related particulate matter exceedances.
However, in a broader context, it is important to recognize that some actions may provide
auxiliary environmental benefits, such as greenhouse gas and noise abatement, while other
may be more costly and take a long time to implement. Therefore, it is valuable to extend
the criteria of beneficial outcomes to incorporate more multifaceted goals of a sustainable
city. We will consider the anthropogenic levers tested in the NORTRIP model together with
two new levers for comparison, the electrification of the car fleet and dust binding with
agents such calcium magnesium acetate (CMA), which has effectively reduced peaks in
PM10 concentrations [5]. Each lever was given a score based on its positive or negative
contribution to goals of sustainability as stated in literature.

By considering more amenities than road dust generation, traffic reduction provided
the most intense and diverse environmental benefits (Table 5). Moreover, fewer cars on
the street drastically reduces collision rates and as such, this lever is ranked highest on
safety. However, reducing personal cars requires a public transport alternative which may
require substantial investment and may take a long time to implement [27]. Reducing
studded tires is an effective noise and road dust abatement technique in cold climates. This
measure, however, lacks climate resilience because of exhaust gas emissions and may raise
winter safety concerns. Lowering speed limits contributes positively, albeit moderately, on
all the diverse aspects of a sustainable city. Lower vehicle velocity generates less exhaust
gases and noise [50] as well as road dust, but it should be kept in mind that more road
dust is removed as drainage to local waterways due to lower suspension between tire and
road surface. Its competitive advantage over the other traffic levers is, arguably, its ease
and speed of implementation. Vehicle electrification provides only a reduction of harmful
exhaust pollutants such as greenhouse gases [51], black carbon, and nitrogen oxides. While
highly important, it cannot be the backbone of a strategy for sustainable cities because
of concerns that electrical vehicles emit more road dust because of their greater weight
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compared to internal combustion vehicles [52], and of the natural resources depleted in
converting the car fleet and time of implementation [53].

Table 5. Evaluation of multifaceted benefits of anthropogenic levers in a subpolar, oceanic climate.

Environmental Benefits Social
Benefits

Logistics of
Implementation

Domain Anthropogenic Lever Non-
Exhaust

Exhaust
(e.g.,

GHG)
Noise Resource

Efficiency 1 Safety Cost Time

Traffic

Reduce traffic volume + + + ++ ++ −− 12 years 2

Reduce studded tires ++ / ++ + − + 2+ years 2

Reduce speed + + + + + ++ Days
Increase electrical cars − ++ / − / / 12 years 2

Pavement
Wear-resistant DGP + / / + / −− 6+ year 2

Open-graded OGP − / + − +/ − 2 years 2

Road
Management

Dust binding (+) / / − / − Hours
Road wetting (+) / / − − − Hours

Notes: Scale: ++ = Highly positive effect; + = Positive effect; / = Neutral/Unknown/Varies; − = Negative effect; −− = Highly negative
effect; 1 Construction and rehabilitation needs for road infrastructure (pavements, bridges, parking lots). 2 Based on longevity of studded
tires; personal vehicles; pavement. Abbreviations: GHG = Green House Gases; DGP/OGP = Dense/Open Graded Pavement.

The last four levers pertain to changing the properties of the road surface. The first
lever is to increase the aggregate hardness (lower NBM) or the percentage of stones >
4 mm (Equation (2)) in dense pavement asphalt (DGP), as tested in the sensitivity analysis
(Table 2). While this reduces road dust generation, and improves resource efficiency
through less pavement wear, it is not expected to create additional benefits such as im-
proved safety or reduced noise levels. Moreover, road resurfacing is only done at 6+ year
intervals, and a stronger aggregate may not be found locally, as is the case in Iceland.
An importation of stronger aggregates would thus increase greenhouse gas emissions
from shipping. For comparison purposes, open-graded (OGP), permeable friction course
pavements offer a host of safety and environmental benefits, including improved wet
weather skid resistance, reduced splash and spray, reduced light reflection, reduced tire
and pavement noise, improved pavement smoothness, reduced contribution to urban heat
island effect, and reduced pollutant loadings in stormwater runoff [19]. However, they
perform worse than DGP in winter, as they freeze faster and longer, need more deicing
agents, their pores can store and retain snow and dust, and their aggregate structure makes
them particularly susceptible to degradation, especially by studded tires [19,26,54]. Last,
the short-term road management actions of dust binding provide no auxiliary benefits
other than reducing particulate matter episodes. The amount of road dust generated will
be the same, and it will ultimately be released to the atmosphere (at lower concentration)
or hydrosphere. To conclude, our assessment suggests that increasing aggregate hardness
is a good secondary option in a cold climate, after the traffic levers are applied, especially if
such materials can be supplied locally.

5. Conclusions

With climate change, many regions of the world are experiencing warmer winter
temperatures and more precipitation in the form of rainfall or rain on snow. Winter
climates may transition from subpolar continental, characterized by little precipitation
(that nearly always falls as snow) and low relative humidity, to subpolar oceanic with
frequent, light, year-round precipitation, and a narrow temperature band. This study
highlights that such changes, specifically more frequent rainfall, higher relative humidity,
and higher precipitation intensity in winter, may on one hand reduce winter average PM10
concentrations; on the other hand, a maritime winter climate may promote air pollution
episodes and more loading of microplastics to terrestrial and aquatic systems. Moreover,
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the indirect effect of frequent precipitation and fluctuating air temperature around the
freezing point is ice formation, which calls for more winter management that generates
more dust. The Icelandic experience is that it also prompts the usage of studded tires, even
though local authorities regularly remind the population that the majority of the trips are
conducted within the urban area where slippery conditions can be managed with plowing
and salting. Short-term mitigation on grey days can alleviate air pollution episodes, but
not the pollutant loading to waterways and concern of microplastics pollution entering the
food chain. The strongest mitigation levers are to reduce the studded tire share and traffic
volume, both of which take years to reverse unless strong measures are employed. Pairing
restrictions of studded tires use with traffic speed reductions may both help with source
reduction, and eliminate the competitive advantage of the personal vehicle being the fastest
mean of transport. Last, electrification of the car fleet is no silver bullet in achieving a
sustainable road system, as they contribute to road wear.
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Abstract: This study examines environmental impact assessment considering filterable particulate
matter (FPM) and condensable particulate matter (CPM) to improve the accuracy of the air quality
model. Air pollutants and meteorological data were acquired from Korea’s national monitoring
station near a residential development area in the target district and background site. Seasonal
emissions of PM2.5, including CPM, were estimated using the California puff (CALPUFF) model,
based on Korea’s national emissions inventory. These results were compared with the traditional
environmental impact assessment results. For the residential development area, the seasonal PM2.5

concentration was predicted by considering FPM and CPM emissions in the target area as well
as the surrounding areas. In winter and spring, air quality standards were not breached because
only FPM was considered. However, when CPM was included in the analysis, the results exceeded
the air quality standards. Furthermore, it was predicted that air quality standards would not be
breached in summer and autumn, even when CPM is included. In other words, conducting an
environmental impact assessment on air pollution including CPM affects the final environmental
decision. Therefore, it is concluded that PM2.5 should include CPM for greater accuracy of the
CALPUFF model for environmental impact assessment.

Keywords: environmental impact assessment; condensable particulate matter; air quality model;
PM2.5; air pollution

1. Introduction

Particulate matter (PM) includes ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4), ammonium nitrate
(NH4NO3), and trace amounts of soil components, including titanium, iron, zinc, and
lead [1,2]. It is composed of various components, such as trace metals, organic matter, and
sea salt particles [3–5]. Considering their small size, these particles can be easily inhaled
and cause pulmonary and respiratory diseases [6,7], lung diseases [8], and cardiovascular
diseases [9]. Furthermore, PM has been reported to influence the premature mortality
rate [10,11].

PM can be classified into primary PM (directly emitted from the source) and secondary
PM (formed by photochemical reactions in the atmosphere after being emitted in the
gaseous phase) [12–14]. In Korea, the national emission inventory estimates the annual
emissions of major air pollutants, including carbon monoxide (CO), nitric oxide (NOx),
sulfur oxide (SOx), total suspended particles (TSP), particulate matter less than 10 µm
(PM10), particulate matter less than 2.5 µm (PM2.5), black carbon, and volatile organic
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compounds (VOCs) based on emission sources and regions [15,16]. The emission inventory
for PM (TSP, PM10, and PM2.5) considers filterable PM (FPM), which is collected through a
filter. However, unlike ambient air, the primary PM emitted from emission sources can be
classified into FPM and condensable PM (CPM), and the aggregate of FPM and CPM is
considered as the total PM [17]. CPM is in the gas phase under high-temperature conditions
and condenses into PM immediately after emitting from the emission source. Corio and
Sherwell [18] estimated that CPM accounts for about 76% of total PM10 emission from large
stationary emission sources. Although the US EPA recognized the CPM issue in the early
1980s and developed a measurement method for stationary sources, it was not considered
as a severe issue [19,20]. Sulfur trioxide (SO3) in flue gas can react with water vapor to form
sulfuric acid mist, which has often been misunderstood as CPM formation [21]. In recent
years, not only studies on CPM emitted from stationary sources [22–24] but also studies
using CPM as modeling inputs have been conducted [25]. In particular, Morino et al. [25]
revealed the contribution of CPM to ambient PM by measuring CPM at stationary sources
and confirmed the improvement in the prediction model for ambient PM by including
CPM as a model input. Thus, it is necessary to include CPM in the air quality modeling of
environmental impact assessments.

In atmospheric studies, AERMOD (the AMS/EPA regulatory model) is one of the
most widely used models for environmental impact assessment [26,27]. It is a steady-state
plume model that calculates atmospheric diffusion, based on the concept of turbulent
structure and scaling in the atmospheric boundary layer. Moreover, it can be used in simple
(planar) district scenarios and complex terrain scenarios [28]. The CALPUFF (California
puff) model is another model that is used in the evaluation of large atmospheric emission
sources, such as industrial complexes, power plants, and incinerators [26,29]. CALPUFF is
a multi-layered, multi-stage, unsteady puff diffusion model that simulates the effects of
temporally and spatially varying weather conditions on the transport of pollutants [30].
Furthermore, it can be applied to rough and complex terrains. Although the CALPUFF
model is useful, it does not consider photochemical reactions and chemical reactions of
secondary pollutants. Therefore, chemical transport models, such as CMAQ [31], which
consider atmospheric chemical reactions, have been recently used in atmospheric environ-
mental impact assessments.

To improve the CALPUFF model, this study considered CPM in the emission inventory
and applied it to the seasonal environmental impact assessment of the target district.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, the 2013 emission inventory provided by the National Center for Fine
Dust Information [32] was used as input data for the CALPUFF model. In addition, total
suspended particles (TSPs) and PM2.5 (particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter
less than 2.5 µm) were selected as the target air pollutants. Moreover, CPM emission factors
for stationary sources were used, as published by the National Institute of Environmental
Research [33] (Table 1). Liquified natural gas (LNG), diesel, and B-C oil were measured in
a boiler without a control device. Furthermore, the bituminous coal emission factor was
measured at the end of the control devices in a power plant facility. The concentration of
CPM emissions was calculated by multiplying the FPM to CPM emission factor ratio with
PM2.5, obtained from Korea’s emission inventory data.

Table 1. Condensable particulate matter (CPM) emission factors estimated by Gong et al., 2016 [33].

Fuel Type TPM FPM CPM Note

LNG boiler (mg/m3) 206.67 3.79 202.88 uncontrolled
Light oil boiler (mg/L) 65.78 3.38 62.40 uncontrolled
B-C oil boiler (mg/L) 371.47 143.83 227.64 uncontrolled

Bituminous power plant (g/ton) 71.65 6.55 65.10 uncontrolled
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Figure 1 shows a schematic of the CALPUFF model. The CALPUFF model consists of
a CALMET module, a meteorological model, and a CALPUFF module, an air pollution
model. The CALMET module uses a land cover map, meteorological data, and aerological
data as input data to calculate meteorological model results and then inputs the emission
inventory to derive the CALPUFF model results. The control file serves to input commands
to control each module. To simulate the FPM and CPM emission behavior, a software
was developed to calculate the amount of PM emissions from major emission sources in
the target district and link this with the meteorological data acquired from the automatic
weather system data from the four monitoring stations near the target area. Thus, this
software was used to establish a methodology to verify the accuracy of the concentrations
of FPM and CPM emissions and understand atmospheric behavior prediction through
case studies.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the CALPUFF modeling process for environmental impact assessment.

The target area was the Bugok residential development district in Gunpo-si, Gyeonggi-
do, with a project area of 470,000 m2 (residential area of 200,795 m2, commercial and
business area of 6104 m2, and public area of 263,101 m2), accommodating approximately
9300 people. To compare and verify the accuracy of the PM concentration via model calcu-
lations, real-time data provided by the Korea Environment Corporation (KEC) monitoring
station in and around the target district were used.

3. Results and Discussion

The CPM conversion factor management program developed in this study provided a
function for searching and managing conversion factors by fuel type. Additionally, CPM
emissions were calculated by applying the CPM conversion factor for each fuel to point,
line, and surface emission sources. In the CPM emission factor management program
of each fuel type, information on the FPM and CPM emission factors of PM2.5 emission
sources, including construction, buildings, and vehicles, was provided and managed
during the development of the residential area. Thus, it was meticulously configured so
that details on emission factors for each construction instrument, vehicle type, and building
energy fuel could be searched. Seasonal variation is one of the most important parameters
for environmental impact assessment, so we applied one month of each season [34,35].

3.1. Seasonal Results for Environmental Impact Assessment (Winter, January)

Figure 2a–d show the modeling results (5.5 × 5.5 km) by segregating the FPM and CPM
emissions generated during the operational stage of the Bugok residential development
district based on the area to be analyzed and on whether the emission sources outside
the target district were considered. The FPM and CPM emissions were calculated by
considering the emission sources in the Bugok residential development district. The FPM
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concentration was estimated to be 0.0038 µg/m3, and the CPM concentration was predicted
to be 0.27 µg/m3. Meanwhile, PM2.5 was analyzed by considering emission sources that
were outside the target district and excluding the emission sources in the Bugok residential
development district. The FPM concentration was predicted to be 10.63 µg/m3, and the
CPM concentration was estimated to be 14.82 µg/m3. Therefore, the TPM (CPM + FPM)
concentrations by emission sources inside and outside the target district were calculated to
be 0.27 and 25.45 µg/m3, respectively.
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Figure 2. Winter modeling results of (a) FPM and (b) CPM concentrations in target district, and (c) FPM and (d) CPM
concentrations outside target district. (e) Comparison of the results with the monthly average PM2.5 concentration obtained
from the monitoring station as well as the results of the traditional environmental impact assessment (EIA).

The modeling results were compared with PM2.5 data acquired from the air pollu-
tant monitoring stations near the target district. Figure 2e shows the results of this study,
monthly averages of the monitoring stations, and traditional environmental impact as-
sessment results. In terms of traditional environmental impact assessment, the PM2.5
concentration at the study site was estimated to be 47.28 µg/m3. This was the sum of the
annual average PM concentration inside the target district and the PM2.5 concentration data
acquired from the monitoring station outside the target district. The modeling result of this
study was 58.87 µg/m3, including the long-range transboundary emissions (33.15 µg/m3),
the FPM concentration inside the target district (0.0038 µg/m3), the FPM concentration
outside the target district (10.63 µg/m3), the CPM concentration inside the target district
(0.27 µg/m3), and the CPM concentration outside the target district (14.82 µg/m3). In
particular, the average concentration of TPM, the sum of FPM and CPM, in the target dis-
trict was 25.72 µg/m3, which was approximately two times lower than the concentration
measured in winter at the monitoring station (58.87 µg/m3).

Table 2 shows the PM2.5 concentrations in winter in Deokjeok, Seogwipo, and Seosan,
which are the national background concentration monitoring stations located in the far
west and south side of Korea. As they are located in the far west and south side of Korea,
data collected from monitoring stations are used for evaluation of air pollutants’ long-
range transportation from polluted areas [36,37]. The observed PM concentrations at the
Deokjeok, Seogwipo, and Seosan stations were 31.55, 41.77, and 47.26 µg/m3, respectively.
The difference between the modeling results and the observed values estimated in this
study was considered to be due to the effect of the long-range transboundary emissions
from other countries.
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Table 2. Seasonal PM2.5 concentration collected from Korea’s national background monitoring station.

(Unit: µg/m3) Deokjeok Seogwipo Seosan

Winter 47.26 ± 26.56 31.55 ± 19.48 41.77 ± 27.62
Spring 43.73 ± 22.65 58.67 ± 29.75 44.53 ± 18.12

Summer 23.45 ± 6.80 34.58 ± 6.88 23.79 ± 7.32
Autumn 30.45 ± 12.33 28.19 ± 9.63 29.53 ± 13.32

3.2. Seasonal Results for Environmental Impact Assessment (Spring, April)

Figure 3a–d show the results of the predicted spring PM concentration. The results of
the prediction of FPM and CPM concentrations in the target district were 0.0026 µg/m3

and 0.20 µg/m3, respectively. An estimation of the PM concentration outside the target
district revealed that the FPM concentration was 10.56 µg/m3 and the CPM concentration
was 9.59 µg/m3. The concentration of TPM by emission source inside and outside the
target district was 0.20 µg/m3 and 20.16 µg/m3, respectively. Thus, the TPM concentration
around the target district was estimated to be 20.36 µg/m3.
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Figure 3e shows the predicted results of this study, measurements of the monitor-
ing station in spring, and the traditional environmental impact assessment results. The
modeling result of this study, including the CPM concentration, was 66.70 µg/m3, which
included the long-range transboundary emissions (46.34 µg/m3), the FPM concentration
inside the target district (0.0026 µg/m3), the FPM concentration outside the target district
(10.56 µg/m3), the CPM concentration inside the target district (0.20 µg/m3), and the
CPM concentration outside the target district (9.59 µg/m3). In particular, the average
concentration of TPM in the target district was 20.36 µg/m3, which was approximately
three times lower than the monthly average of 66.70 µg/m3 at the monitoring station.

Table 2 shows the PM concentrations in winter in Deokjeok, Seogwipo, and Seosan.
The observed PM concentrations at the Deokjeok, Seogwipo, and Seosan stations were
43.73 µg/m3, 58.67 µg/m3, and 44.53 µg/m3, respectively. The difference between the
modeling results and the observed values in this study was assumed to be the effect of the
long-range transboundary emissions from other countries.
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3.3. Seasonal Results for Environmental Impact Assessment (Summer, July)

Figure 4a–d show the results of the prediction of concentrations in summer. The results
of the prediction of FPM and CPM concentrations inside the target district were evaluated
as 0.0002 µg/m3 and 0.04 µg/m3, respectively. By estimating the PM concentration outside
the target district, the FPM concentration was predicted to be 8.69 µg/m3, and the CPM
concentration was 7.67 µg/m3. The concentration of TPM from emission sources inside
and outside the target district was 0.04 µg/m3 and 16.36 µg/m3, respectively. The TPM
concentration around the target district was 16.40 µg/m3.
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Figure 3e shows the predicted results of this study, spring measurements of the
monitoring station, and traditional environmental impact assessment results. The modeling
result of this study, including the CPM concentration, was 28.65 µg/m3, which included the
long-range transboundary emissions (12.24 µg/m3), the FPM concentration inside the target
district (0.0002 µg/m3), the FPM concentration outside the target district (8.69 µg/m3),
the CPM concentration inside the target district (0.04 µg/m3), and the CPM concentration
outside the target district (7.67 µg/m3). The concentration of TPM in the target district was
estimated to be 16.40 µg/m3, which was 1.7 times lower than the average concentration
measured at the monitoring station in summer (28.65 µg/m3).

Differences in the predicted summer PM concentrations were considered to be due
to the effect of the long-range transboundary emissions. Moreover, the observed PM con-
centrations at the three stations of Deokjeokdo, Seogwipo, and Seosan were 23.45 µg/m3,
34.58 µg/m3, and 23.79 µg/m3, respectively (Table 2).

3.4. Seasonal Results for Environmental Impact Assessment (Autumn, October)

Figure 5a–d show the results of the autumn concentration prediction. The FPM and
CPM concentrations inside the target district were estimated to be 0.0017 µg/m3 and
0.20 µg/m3, respectively. By evaluating the PM concentration outside the target district,
the FPM concentration was predicted to be 11.29 µg/m3, and the CPM concentration
was predicted to be 9.63 µg/m3. The concentration of TPM by emission source inside
and outside the target district was 0.20 µg/m3 and 20.92 µg/m3, respectively. The TPM
concentration around the target district was estimated to be 21.12 µg/m3.
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Differences in the predicted autumn PM concentrations were considered to be due to 
the effect of the long-range transboundary emissions. The observed PM concentrations in 
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Figure 5. Autumn modeling results of (a) FPM and (b) CPM concentrations in target district, and (c) FPM and (d) CPM
concentrations outside of target district. (e) The results of this study were compared with the monthly average PM2.5

concentration obtained from the monitoring stations and the results of traditional EIA.

Figure 5e shows the predicted results of this study, spring measurements of the mon-
itoring station, and traditional environmental impact assessment results. The predicted
value of this study, including the CPM concentration was 36.06 µg/m3, which included the
long-distance inflow (14.95 µg/m3), the in-pipe FPM concentration (0.0017 µg/m3), the
outside FPM concentration (11.29 µg/m3), the in-pipe CPM concentration (0.20 µg/m3),
and the CPM concentration outside the building (9.63 µg/m3). In particular, the average
FPM and CPM concentrations in the study site were predicted to be 21.12 µg/m3, which
was 1.7 times lower than the average concentration measured in the autumn at the moni-
toring station (36.06 µg/m3). The difference in the predicted autumn PM concentration
was considered to be due to the long-distance migration. Moreover, it was confirmed
that the PM2.5 concentrations at Deokjeokdo, Seogwipo, and Seosan were 30.45 µg/m3,
28.19 µg/m3, and 29.53 µg/m3, respectively.

Differences in the predicted autumn PM concentrations were considered to be due to
the effect of the long-range transboundary emissions. The observed PM concentrations in
the three stations recorded from Deokjeokdo, Seogwipo, and Seosan were 30.45 µg/m3,
28.19 µg/m3, and 29.53 µg/m3, respectively (Table 2).

We included CPM and FPM in the PM prediction model which showed a less than
5% difference compared to the monitoring station data, while the results of traditional
environmental impact assessment showed a difference of 20–40% compared to the moni-
toring station data. Ghim et al. [38] performed an evaluation of a PM2.5 prediction model
including only FPM emissions, and the predicted value of PM2.5 was found to be 69%
of the monitoring station data. Thus, including CPM emissions in the PM prediction
model is one of the ways to increase the accuracy of the model for environmental impact
assessment. Even with the results of measuring CPM and FPM at the large stationary
emission source, the portion of CPM occupies more than 80% [39], which disproves that the
PM concentration should be predicted using both CPM and FPM emissions. In addition,
the US EPA recommends that the interim guidance for new source review permit programs
should include the CPM in determining a new major stationary source permission [40].
Thus, environmental impact assessment should consider CPM as one of the factors of air
quality analysis.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, the PM concentration in the atmosphere was predicted by including
CPM emissions in the environmental impact assessment. For the residential development
area, the seasonal PM2.5 concentration was predicted by considering the FPM and CPM
emissions in the target area as well as the surrounding areas. In winter and spring, when
only FPM was considered, the air quality standards were not breached. However, when
CPM results were included in the analysis, air quality standards were exceeded. However,
it was predicted that even if CPM is included, air quality standards would not be breached
in summer and autumn. This means that air quality forecasting results, including CPM,
may alter the results. In addition, the sum of the predicted values of seasonal CPM and FPM
was 1.7 to 3 times lower than that of the actual measurement. Compared to the background
concentration measurement, it was found to be a result of long-distance travel. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider CPM in the emission inventory to carry out environmental impact
assessment, air quality modeling, analysis and diagnosis of emissions according to the
characteristics of each sector’s emission source, and prediction of the PM2.5 concentration in
the surrounding areas. In this study, environmental impact assessment was performed by
considering only primary PM using the CALPUFF model. What remains to be undertaken
by future research is an environmental impact assessment including secondary PM.
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Abstract: The Gaussian-based dispersion model American Meteorological Society/Environmental
Protection Agency Regulatory Model (AERMOD) is being used to predict concentration for air
quality management in several countries. A study was conducted for an industrial area, Chembur of
Mumbai city in India, to assess the agreement of observed surface meteorology and weather research
and forecasting (WRF) output through AERMOD with ground-level NOx and PM10 concentrations.
The model was run with both meteorology and emission inventory. When results were compared, it
was observed that the air quality predictions were better with the use of WRF output data for a model
run than with the observed meteorological data. This study showed that the onsite meteorological
data can be generated by WRF which saves resources and time, and it could be a good option in
low-middle income countries (LIMC) where meteorological stations are not available. Also, this
study quantifies the source contribution in the ambient air quality for the region. NOx and PM10

emission loads were always observed to be high from the industries but NOx concentration was
high from vehicular sources and PM10 concentration was high from industrial sources in ambient
concentration. This methodology can help the regulatory authorities to develop control strategies for
air quality management in LIMC.

Keywords: meteorology; WRF; air quality; AERMOD; source apportionment

1. Introduction

Urbanization-related issues have become very prominent across the world [1–3],
especially in developing countries like India where cities have started facing an acute air
pollution problem due to urbanization [4]. Many Indian megacities, such as Delhi, Mumbai,
Bangalore, and Kolkata, are witnessing increasing health problems due to rapid increase in
air pollution [5]. The total health cost due to air pollution for Mumbai was about USD 8
billion for the year 2012 [6]. This problem becomes particularly complex to resolve in urban
areas because of diverse emission sources such as vehicles, industries, bakeries, hotels,
diesel generating sets and combustion of solid fuels in the domestic sector.

Air quality monitoring networks have been installed at various locations in many
cities. Also, installation and operation of a large number of air quality monitoring stations
need considerable financial resources from government which may not be supported
in low-middle income countries (LIMC). This monitoring data is increasingly used to
communicate the existing status of air quality. However, it doesn’t contribute to the
understanding of sources and meteorological factors. Although the observed data represent
air quality status for a particular location only, the use of dispersion models can provide
information about much larger areas. Further, modeling helps in the determination of
concentration plots on spatial and temporal scales and contributions from different types
of source for air pollutants [7–11]. The dispersion model can also be used to identify
pollution sources with the help of emission inventory [12,13]. This is very useful in
making rational management strategies [7,14–20]. A dispersion model can also determine
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the contribution of various sources in a region whereas a receptor model determines
source contribution at a particular location [21]. Data required for dispersion models
include emission inventory, geographical data, and meteorological data of the region [22].
Data availability, especially meteorological data, is an important factor for the assessment
of air quality in LMIC because running a meteorological monitoring station requires
resources. The use of poor-quality meteorological data in air quality models may contain
significant adverse effect model output quality [23,24]. Meteorological data is generally
taken from a nearby meteorological station and is used for the study region. The results
of air quality model may have significant error despite advanced computer technology,
and various techniques like numerical modeling techniques, performance evaluations of
state-of-the-art [23–27]. A survey has been done for the air quality and meteorological
model [28].

The observed meteorological data from a monitoring station may not give good per-
formance in air quality modeling for the urban industrial region where several emission
sources are present at multiple heights and variation in topography. An alternative is to
generate onsite meteorological data using a meteorological model which could be an effec-
tive option in LMIC. A study was conducted on the coupling of American Meteorological
Society/ Environmental Protection Agency Regulatory Model (AERMOD) with Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model in Pune city (India) for a single pollutant PM10 [29].
However, their predicted concentration obtained by the WRF-generated meteorology and
observed values have not been compared and contribution of various sources in the study
region has not been estimated. Short term air quality forecasting also has been carried out
using WRF forecasted meteorology and AERMOD for five days for Chembur region [30].
In these studies, the requirement of horizontal homogeneous hourly surface and upper
meteorological data has been fulfilled from WRF model for AERMOD. The main objective
of this study was to generate onsite meteorological data at mesoscale using WRF model
and compare the results with observed meteorological data. Then, we proposed to use
both the data in air quality modeling and to evaluate the option of making WRF coarse
resolution output feasible in LMIC. This study was also continued to rank the contribution
of emissions and ambient concentrations from sources for NOx and PM10. This will be
useful for air quality management of the urban area for regulation purposes [31] in LMIC.

2. Study Area

The study area, Chembur, represents an industrial site of Mumbai city in India with
global coordinates 19.05◦ N and 72.89◦ E. This area covers M East and M West wards of
Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai, which is one of the financial centers of India as
shown in Figure 1a. Chembur has a population of 1.2 million. It measures 6.5 km east-to-
west and 8.45 km north-to-south, as shown in Figure 1c. This region has marine alluvium
type of soil and North-South running basalt hills to its South [32]. The topographical
features have been shown in Figure 1d in the Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate
system. The elevation is maximum at the central part of the study area and minimum
along the boundary of the Eastern study area. The elevation ranges from 1 to 200 m.
The elevation just above the location of Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers Limited (RCFL)
is 100 to 200 m. Major industries in this area are Bharat Petrochemical Corporation Limited
(BPCL), Hindustan Petroleum Refinery Corporation Limited (HPCL), Tata Thermal Power
Corporation Limited (TPCL) and RCFL. Containers and heavy-duty vehicles from this
area use the Port Trust Road, Mahul Road and Ramakrishna Chemburkar Marg (R C
Marg). Road conditions are poor due to the continuous movement of heavy vehicles. The
residential areas spread over the north boundary of the study area has a residential zone
comprising Chheda Nagar (between point 2 and 3) and Shramjivi Nagar (Left side area
of point 2), the south boundary is adjacent to the Tata Thermal Power Plant. The west
boundary lies by RCFL and Mahul, and the east boundary is aligned with Shahyadri Nagar
and Prayag Nagar.
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Figure 1. (a) Mumbai Area, (b) WRF Domain (c) Study Area Chembur (Downloaded from Google Earth) (d) Terrain Map. Note:
Figure (d) is given in Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate system. 1-Eastern Express Highway Road, 2-NGA Marg, 3-
Ghatkopar-Mankhurd Road, 4-V N Purav Road, 5-R C Marg, 6- B D Patil Marg, A-RCFL, B-BPCL, C-HPCL, D-TPCL.

Around twenty years ago, Chembur was one of the most polluted regions in Mumbai.
With the sustained effort and pressure from authorities and industries for implementing
a series of control measures, the region has witnessed an improvement in air quality.
In the last two decades, the region characteristics have improved due to the closure of
many industries, but residential development and vehicular density has increased [33].
Chembur still needs appropriate air quality studies for developing management strategies,
as its ambient air quality is poor when compared with the National Ambient Air Quality
Standard 2009, Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) New Delhi (India). CPCB has
published a document, giving a Comprehensive Environmental Pollution Index (CEPI)
score for various industrial regions in the country. Chembur has a score of 69.19 CEPI in
this report [34]. This score shows that this region should be rated as a severely polluted
area. Hence, the region requires better understanding of air quality processes so that
effectiveness of the action plan can be realized.
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3. Methodology and Data

The schematic data flow of the study has been shown in Figure 2. AERMOD requires
emission inventory and nine hourly meteorological parameters (wind speed, wind direc-
tion, rain fall, temperature, humidity, pressure, ceiling height, global horizontal radiation
and cloud cover) as the input data. These meteorological parameters were generated from
the WRF model for the year. Also, the meteorological parameters were observed at RCFL
for the same time period and both data sets were compared. Prediction of concentrations
using an air quality model (AERMOD) was carried out with the observed meteorological
data and WRF generated data. Meteorological parameters were prepared in columns and
temporal resolution was prepared in rows of a spreadsheet. This spreadsheet was processed
in AERMET which is a pre-processor of AERMOD. The terrain data at 90 m resolution
of Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) was used in AERMAP which is also the
pre-processor of AERMOD. Then, the AERMOD model was used to predict concentration
of NOx and PM10 as shown in Figure 2. Also, comparisons of both the models, WRF and
AERMOD, were done. The metrological model, the setup of parameterization of variables,
dispersion model, emission load, and observations have been presented section-wise.

Figure 2. Schematic Flow for the Study.

4. Meteorological Model

The mesoscale model, Advanced Research WRF model version 3.2, has been used in
this study [35]. This model is designed to assist both atmospheric research and operational
forecasting needs [36]. NCEP FNL (Final) Operational Global Analysis data have been
used as an input for WRF, which are on 1.0 ×1.0 degree grids prepared operationally
every six hours. This product is from the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS), which
continuously collects observational data from the Global Telecommunications System (GTS)
and other sources for analyses [37]. It is a limited area, non-hydrostatic primitive equation
model with multiple options for various physical parameterization schemes. This version
employs Arakawa C-grid staggering for the horizontal grid and a fully compressible
system of equations. A terrain following hydrostatic pressure coordinates with vertical grid
stretching is implemented vertically. The time split integration uses a third order Runge
Kutta scheme with smaller time step for acoustic and gravity wave modes. The WRF
model physical options used in this study consist of the WRF model Single Moment
6-class simple ice scheme for microphysics, the Kain–Fritsch scheme for the cumulus
convection parameterization, and the Yonsei University planetary boundary layer scheme.
The rapid radiative transfer model and the Dudhia scheme are used for longwave and
shortwave radiation, respectively, while the Noah land surface model has been selected.
All these parameterizations constitute a well-tested suite of schemes over the Indian
region [38–40]. The model domain extends between 71◦ E to 81◦ E zonally and 11◦ N
to 21◦ N meridionally, consisting of 100 by 100 grid points with 25 km grid spacing as
shown in Figure 1b. The model was run from 1st January to 31st December of the year.
The model has 28 vertical levels with the top of the model at 10 hPa. Topography as
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well as snow cover information have been obtained from the United States Geological
Survey. The meteorological parameters have been extracted from the WRF model at
ground level. The WRF model has been run at 25 km resolution which provides time series
meteorological parameters for a specific period at a particular location. In this study, 9
hourly meteorological parameters (cloud cover, temperature, pressure, relative humidity,
wind direction, wind speed, ceiling height, rainfall, and global horizontal radiation) have
been simulated for the year using WRF. WRF gives output in network common data format,
and GRADS v 2.2 is post processing software which reads the network common data format.
The output from WRF was fed to Grads 2.2 to generate digital hourly meteorological data
to arrange in an Excel spreadsheet. The AERMET required data in excel spreadsheet or
other formats. The input in AERMET was given in excel spreadsheet which was prepared
using the data obtained by Grads 2.2. Here, hourly data for each meteorological parameter
are provided in different columns. The spreadsheet meteorological data were imported in
AERMET which is pre-processor of AERMOD.

5. Dispersion Model

Dispersion model uses emission inventory, geographical and meteorological data
to predict concentration at the receptor’s point in the study region. The format of the
input data varies with different models. There are many specific models for vehicular and
industrial sources as well as for a variety of sources [19,41–43]. Industrial Source Complex
(ISC3), developed by the United State Environmental Protection Agency, is a steady-state
Gaussian plume model which can be used to assess pollutant concentrations from a wide
variety of sources associated with an industrial source complex [44]. ISC3 operates in
both long-term (ISCLT3) and short-term (ISCST3) models. ISCST3 model is the regulatory
model in India and it has been used in many case studies [45]. Later on, it was updated to
AERMOD whose performance was appreciable as they added some advanced algorithms
to get more accurate results [46]. The air quality model that we use, AERMOD, has been
applied to evaluate dispersion of several pollutants, including PM10, HCN, SO2, SF6, and
VOCs and is recommended widely by regulatory authorities [47–51].

The study area (as given Figure 1c) was given in AERMOD and emission locations
were digitized according to real earth surface reference and quantities of emissions were
put based on estimated emission inventory. Therefore, there is no resolution concept for
emission inventory in this study. The meteorological data output from the WRF model
was processed in AERMET and its output was fed into AERMOD. The pre-procedure
AERMAP of AERMOD calculates representative terrain-influence height, also referred
to as the terrain height scale, at a receptor in modeling of air quality. Cartesian uniform
gridded receptors were given, apart from discrete receptors and all receptors were at 2
m height. Anemometer height was 10 m and surface roughness length was 1 m in this
model run. Building downwash terminology was not considered. AERMOD calculates
concentration for each hour using hourly meteorological data for each pollutant separately.

6. Emission and Concentration Data

Emission load has been computed for point sources (specifically 36 stacks of BPCL,
30 stacks of HPCL, 4 stacks of Tata Power and 17 stacks of RCFL), line sources (the 6 roads
of Chembur), and area sources (e.g., bakeries, hotels and restaurants, crematorium and
domestic sector). These area sources were taken from a previous study (CSIR-NEERI) [52]
for M East and M West wards, where area sources emission load has been computed. These
sources are for the region of Chembur (M East and West Ward) where domestic sectors are
available. Industrial emission data are collected from industries and vehicular emission
inventory are prepared based on field survey data for the study period. Vehicular emission
rate is estimated using the actual number of vehicles in unit time, emission factors and
vehicle kilometer travelled [53]. The percentage of contribution is estimated from type of
the sources after making emission inventory of the region. PM10 and NOx emissions are
mainly caused by industries (94% and 64%, respectively). Remaining 36% of NOx emission
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is contributed by vehicles (18%), domestic sources (17%) and others (1%). The emission
factors of vehicles are available for particulate matter, and this has also been taken as PM10.
Figure 3 depicts emission loads of NOx and PM10 from various types of sources in the
study area. The observed concentration data were collected for NOx and PM10 at industrial
sites, i.e., HPCL and BPCL at a height of about 3.5–4.0 m. Continuous (hourly) ambient air
quality monitoring was done at these sites using Telydene instrument for NOx and PM10.

Figure 3. Emission load of NOx and PM10 in Chembur (in kg/day).

7. Results and Discussion

The results of WRF were used as inputs in estimation of concentration by AERMOD.
NCEP FNL (Final) Operational Global Analysis data was used to process as an input for
WRF. It produced 30 meteorological parameters for the required time resolution and study
period. AERMET (pre-processor of AERMOD) required nine meteorological parameters
and these were extracted, out of 30 meteorological parameters for air quality modeling.
After this, the contributions from various sources in ambient concentration were estimated
in this study.

8. Validation of Wind and Temperature Time Series

WRF generated the nine meteorological parameters hourly which were used in air
quality modeling. The validation of meteorological output from WRF was done. In
the validation of WRF, output time series temperature and wind are significant for air
pollution. Therefore, the point of validation of temperature was conducted using the
hourly temperature of the year of WRF with observed temperature data of RCFL industry,
Chembur. A fair estimate of the dispersion of pollutants in the atmosphere is possible
based on the frequency distribution of wind direction as well as wind speed. Wind
transports pollutants from various sources, causing turbulent mixing and diluting pollution.
Boundary layer cumulus clouds vent pollution into the free troposphere, and temperature
and humidity levels in the boundary layer affect chemical reactions and the rates at which
many dangerous compounds are formed.

8.1. Validation of Temperature

Figure 4 shows a comparison of surface temperature of the study area, between
WRF simulation and observations, and it can be seen that they are in good agreement.
The average percentage error between simulated and observed temperature is −5.3%.
The standard deviation of percentage error is 10.4.
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Figure 4. Comparison of Hourly Temperature of WRF with Observed Data.

8.2. Validation of Wind

Wind data was derived using WRF model at the height of 10 m from the ground for
a whole year, and wind rose of Chembur, which was simulated by (a) WRF model and
(b) RCFL observed data for the year, was plotted (Figure 5). Maximum wind persistence
corresponds from the west and south-west direction in WRF, while in RCFL observed
data, the wind was found to blow in the west and north-west direction for most of the
time. Observed wind data had more periods of calmness than the data simulated by WRF.
Observed wind rose had 62% calm condition whereas simulated wind rose had 4% calm
condition over a period. The root mean square error and mean bias error between predicted
and observed wind speed were 4.05 and 3.29, respectively. The root mean square error
and mean bias error between predicted and observed temperature were 3.69 and −1.5,
respectively. The observed data of wind was collected at RCFL industry at the height
of 6 m, and it represents the microscale domain. Chembur has considerable variation in
topography as shown Figure 1d. The topography changes after a few meters and this
causes the wind to divert. Consequently, this variation of topography may cause the
mismatch of wind rose of WRF and observed data.

Modeling was performed with both the meteorological parameters of WRF output
and RCFL observed data. WRF performance of wind is poor due to the surface inhomo-
geneity. However, for the purpose of dispersion modeling, we consider WRF as a good
representation of the mesoscale flow. The observed wind at RCFL is not representative of
the entire Chembur region for dispersion modeling. This may be because the maximum
emission is from industrial sources in this region, which are at an elevated height. Hence,
for these sources, the mesoscale meteorology generated by the WRF model may be more
appropriate than the observed microscale meteorology.
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Figure 5. Annual Wind Rose Simulated by (a) WRF and (b) RCFL Observed Data.

9. Validation of NOx and PM10

The annual PM10 and NOx concentration contour plots for all sources of the study
domain are shown in Figure 6a,b respectively. A comparison of simulated concentration
using WRF output with the observed concentration of PM10 and NOx are in Table 1, and
the model was well-compared for this study area. The root mean square error and mean
bias error between predicted and observed concentrations for NOx were 1.76 and 0.063,
respectively, while they were 0.41 and 0.83 for PM10, respectively. The standard deviations
for NOx at BPCL and HPCL were 33.6 and 30.2, respectively, and the standard deviations
for PM10 at BPCL and HPCL were 16.4 and 12.4, respectively. It was seen that the values
obtained through air quality modeling were closer to the observed concentrations with
the mesoscale meteorology than the surface level meteorology. The model results using
observed surface meteorology were high. Modeled values were in good agreement with
the observed values at both locations for NOx, but for PM10, simulated concentrations
were lesser than the observed concentration at HPCL. This can be due to the vehicular
congestion and resuspended particles. The model performed well with mesoscale me-
teorology after all the sources and the entire region were considered. As Chembur has
immense variation in topography, land use and geographical structure, as shown in Figure
1d, microscale meteorology varies with these factors. Further, mesoscale meteorology has
been used for other analyses for air quality. The contours were plotted using the model
for NOx and PM10 concentrations based on one-hour average values for one year for all
sources in the study area. The same analysis was repeated only for industrial sources and
vehicular emission sources separately. It was observed that the maximum concentration of
PM10 was 71.8 µg/m3.This concentration was observed near the Chembur Gaothan area
where the vehicular congestion was more intense. Around BPCL and HPCL area, PM10
concentration was around 50 µg/m3. The minimum concentration of PM10 was less than
42 µg/m3, and this concentration was observed near the southern boundary of the study
region, which has been represented by deep violet color. The PM10 modeling was carried
out using 30 µg/m3 as the background concentration. This concentration was estimated
when modeled concentrations matched with observed concentrations. This background
concentration also includes resuspended particulate matter (RSPM), which is induced by
vehicular congestion and other factors. In PM10 modeling, this background concentration
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can be taken as a correction factor. The maximum concentration of NOx was observed to
be 53 µg/m3 near the Ghatkopar–Mankhurd link road. This can be due to the vehicular
congestion in Deonar Village, BPCL and HPCL area. Annual minimum concentration was
less than 10 µg/m3 along the eastern, western and southern boundaries of the study area,
which has been shown in deep violet color.

Figure 6. Annual Concentration of (a) NOx and (b) PM10 (in µg/m3) using observed meteorology for Chembur Area.

Table 1. Monthly and Annual Comparison of Simulated Concentration with Ambient Observed Concentration (µg/m3).

Month-
Location

NOx PM10

Simulated Observed % Error Simulated Observed % Error

Jan-BPCL 29 26 11.5 53 62 −14.5

Jan-HPCL 36 22 63.6 55 65 −15.4

Feb-BPCL 36 34 5.9 54 54 0.0

Feb-HPCL 43 28 53.6 57 68 −16.2

Mar-BPCL 28 27 3.7 53 56 −5.4

Mar-HPCL 39 25 56.0 56 64 −12.5

Apr-BPCL 31 34 −8.8 60 55 9.1

Apr-HPCL 27 28 −3.6 65 54 20.4

May-BPCL 21 32 −34.4 51 58 −12.1

May-HPCL 28 23 21.7 55 56 −1.8

Jun-BPCL 15 16 −6.3 51 35 45.7

Jun-HPCL 21 26 −19.2 55 58 −5.2

Jul-BPCL 8 20 −60.0 49 43 14.0

Jul-HPCL 15 18 −16.7 53 50 6.0

Aug-BPCL 7 20 −65.0 49 43 14.0

Aug-HPCL 18 17 5.9 55 48 14.6

Sep-BPCL 22 19 15.8 51 41 24.4
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Table 1. Cont.

Month-
Location

NOx PM10

Simulated Observed % Error Simulated Observed % Error

Sep-HPCL 26 21 23.8 54 54 0.0

Oct-BPCL 39 25 56.0 52 42 23.8

Oct-HPCL 40 32 25.0 55 55 0.0

Nov-BPCL 31 24 29.2 55 53 3.8

Nov-HPCL 23 26 −11.5 50 59 −15.3

Dec-BPCL 28 25 12.0 56 56 0.0

Dec-HPCL 15 21 −28.6 49 62 −21.0

Annual-BPCL 24.6 25.2 −3.4 52.8 49.8 8.6

Annual-HPCL 27.6 23.9 14.2 54.9 57.8 −3.9

Emission load does not represent the rank-wise contribution of sources to the ambient
concentration of the region. Hence, modeling was carried out for industrial sources,
vehicle sources, and low duty diesel vehicles (LDDVs) to observe the relative source-
wise contribution to the ambient air quality for future scope of implementation of control
strategies and environmental management.

9.1. Results of Industrial Sources

For industrial emission sources modeling, four industries (BPCL, HPCL, RCFL and
TPCL) were considered in Chembur. In this study, NOx and PM10 emissions were modeled
for the year to find out the dominant source in the study domain.

9.2. Contribution of NOx and PM10 Concentration by Industries

NOx and PM10 emission load were 64% and 94%, respectively from industries in
Chembur (Figure 3). However, it contributes less to ambient concentration in the study
area. The southern part of the study area is dominated by industrial sources, and due to
meteorology, the maximum concentration of NOx is 6.2 µg/m3, seen at HPCL. Also, NOx
concentration is 4.8 µg/m3 in the southern part of BPCL. The maximum concentration of
PM10 is 35 µg/m3 at BPCL and 33 to 34 µg/m3 at HPCL and RCFL. Table 2 shows the
comparison of the simulated concentration of NOx and PM10 for industrial sources only
and ambient simulated concentration of NOx and PM10 for this study area, respectively.

Table 2. Comparison of simulated concentration from industries with ambient simulated concentration of NOx and PM10.

Pollutant Location
Simulated

Concentration for
Industries (µg/m3)

Ambient Simulated
Concentration (µg/m3)

Contribution of
Industrial Source to

Ambient Air Quality

NOx
BPCL 4.8 28.2 17%

HPCL 6.1 21.7 28%

PM10
BPCL 35.5 56.9 62%

HPCL 33.2 52.1 64%

9.3. Results of Line Sources

In line source modeling, six roads in Chembur area have been considered. In the
present study, NOx and PM10 emissions have been modeled for the year to find out the
dominant sources in the study domain. Vehicular emission varies with time such as
morning peak, evening peak, off peak and the lean peak of the day.
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9.4. NOx and PM10 Concentration Contribution by Vehicles

NOx and PM10 emission loads from vehicles in Chembur are 17% and 3%, respec-
tively (Figure 3). Nevertheless, these are contributing considerably to ambient concen-
tration because they are ground emission sources. The northern part of the study area
is dominated by vehicular sources and high density of vehicles. The maximum con-
centration of NOx was 43 µg/m3 at Chedda Nagar and 40.1 µg/m3 at Chembur Naka.
The southern part of the study area has an inconsequential effect on vehicular pollution
(only 2–5 µg/m3). At Chheda Nagar, the concentration of ambient air quality from all
the sources was 54 µg/m3, while the concentration by vehicular sources was 41 µg/m3.
Chheda Nagar is in the northern region of the study area, and this part is affected less by
industrial emissions. The northern part of the study domain is highly populated compared
to the southern part. The southern part has lesser contribution from vehicles. At Chheda
Nagar, the maximum concentration of PM10 from vehicles was 37.84 µg/m3 and from the
other sources was 70.8 µg/m3.

9.5. NOx and PM10 Concentration Modeling by Diesel Car and LDDV

Northern and western corners in this analysis are dominated by diesel cars and light
duty diesel vehicles (LDDVs), while the other areas are almost free from NOx pollutant.
The maximum concentration of NOx was 12.5 µg/m3 and it was found at Chheda Nagar.
The entire area of Shramjivi Nagar showed NOx concentration of 7-9 µg/m3 sourced from
diesel cars and LDDVs. Concentration contribution in ambient air quality from vehicles
was 43.1 µg/m3. Thus, it can be concluded that diesel cars and LDDVs are contributing
to one fourth of the line source emission. In PM10 concentration modeling, northern and
western corners are affected by diesel cars and LDDVs. The maximum PM10 concentration
of 32.8 µg/m3 was observed at Everard Nagar (Point 1 area) and 32.5 µg/m3 at Chembur
Naka from diesel cars and LDDVs with 30 µg/m3 background concentration. Thus, it can
be concluded that diesel cars and LDDVs are contributing to around 17% to line sources
and 25% to the total concentration.

10. Summary and Conclusions

The aim of the study was to generate onsite meteorological data for usage in air quality
modeling to see the feasibility of coarse resolution of WRF output in LMIC. It generated
onsite and real time meteorological data, which was fed in AERMET, the pre-processor of
the dispersion model AERMOD. AERMOD calculated concentrations for NOx and PM10
using compiled emission inventory for all the sources, namely industries and vehicles,
of the study area. Air quality modeling results showed that in this particular case, the
meteorological data from WRF output at mesoscale performed better than the observed
meteorological data. WRF output could be a good option which may represent a better
meteorology for the purpose of dispersion modeling. Also, this may be because industrial
sources have a significant contribution in the region. The results were used to identify the
critical areas and relative contribution of various sources to ambient air quality. The use of
WRF model is very economical in resources and time.

The ambient concentration load of the study area is shown in Figure 7 for NOx and
PM10. Here, for ambient concentration, the vehicular emissions are dominating in the
region because these are ground level sources. Based on the study, following conclusions
can be drawn:

â Amongst total emissions, PM10 emission load was 3%, and NOx emission load was
17% from vehicles. Industr sources contributed 64% and 94% of NOx and PM10 load,
respectively. The domestic sector contributed significantly to NOx emission as 18% of
total emission load.

â NOx emission load of industries was 64% of the total emission load, but it contributed
only 25–30% of NOx concentration in the ambient air.

â There was 94% contribution to total emission load of PM10 from industries in the
study domain, but only 57% contribution to ambient air quality level.
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â NOx emission contribution from vehicles was 17% of total emission, but in ambient
air quality it contributed only 26% of the total because it is a ground level source.

â Vehicular PM10 emission contribution was 3% of the total emission load, but in
ambient air quality it contributed 25% of the total ambient PM10 concentration.

â At ambient concentration of NOx, diesel cars and LDDVs contributed one fourth of
the line sources for this study domain.

Figure 7. Comparison between emission load and ambient concentration load of NOx and PM10 in Chembur area.

Micro-meteorology may vary a lot due to the topography of the region. Topographic
features could be one of the limitations of the use of WRF output meteorology for air quality
modeling because it may not capture the high-rise buildings in the region. In AERMOD,
only one meteorological profile can be used but meteorology may not be uniform for the
entire region. It has been found many times that the observed meteorological parameters
carry some measurement errors [54–56].

This will be very useful in the forecast, implementation, control, and management
strategies for improving air quality and also for performing a risk analysis of different
types of sources in the region as future scope. Also, this work can be useful to regulatory
authorities to develop a framework for air quality management in LMIC. The shortage of
research was (a) the meteorological data were available at only one location which can be
observed at other locations and comparison can be done for the same and (b) suspended
dust can be estimated and incorporated in emission inventory. Various physics option
parameters to set up the WRF model and simulation of the microscale meteorology with a
comparison of observed meteorology could be possible future researches. Health benefit
analysis can also be done by estimating population exposure with air quality [57].
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Abstract: Although the emission reduction and innovation effects of carbon emissions trading have
attracted considerable interest among academics and policy makers, there is a lack of empirical
research on how carbon trading pilots in China promote regional green innovation. Therefore, we
measured the green innovation efficiency of 30 provinces and cities in mainland China from 2005 to
2018, using selected panel data within a super-efficient SBM model that incorporated undesirable
outputs. We used a double differential model to evaluate the impacts of carbon trading policies on
the green innovation efficiency of seven carbon trading pilot regions. These impacts were confirmed
using the double differential propensity score matching method. Our findings were as follows. (1) The
implementation of carbon trading policies has a significant and continuous effect of promoting and
improving green innovation efficiency in the pilot areas. (2) Carbon trading induces technological
innovation effects, enabling green innovation potential to be realized. Regional green innovation
efficiency is further improved through energy substitution and structural upgrading effects and
subsequently through all three of the above effects. (3) The synergy between the three major effects
of carbon trading policies amplifies regional green innovation efficiency. Therefore, the Chinese
government should accelerate its efforts to develop and improve carbon markets, promote carbon
trading policies, and actively foster synergy among the three effects to achieve green and sustainable
regional development.

Keywords: carbon trading; green innovation efficiency; propensity score matching; difference in
differences model

1. Introduction

In recent years, while extensive economic growth has yielded economic dividends,
it has also generated various problems, notably, excessive energy consumption and in-
sufficient innovation. The question of how a win-win situation of economic growth and
carbon dioxide (CO2) emission reduction can be achieved, while making full use of essen-
tial resources, has emerged as a common societal concern. At the same time, the goal of
establishing a global governance system for achieving green, low-carbon, and sustainable
development is shared by countries globally. However, the task of achieving the reduction
targets stipulated in the Paris Agreement for limiting the rise in the global temperature
to no more than 2 ◦C above preindustrial levels and to reach the global peak as soon as
possible is a daunting one [1]. In addition, through the implementation of large-scale
carbon dioxide storage projects, the goals and requirements of the Paris Agreement can
also be achieved. On the one hand, accelerated adjustment of the industrial structure
to redress structural imbalances is required, and on the other hand, emission reduction
technologies should be prioritized, and development should be propelled by innovation.

The question of whether a win-win situation for regional economic growth and
carbon dioxide (CO2) emission reduction can be achieved through the adoption of rational
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economic policies and stringent environmental regulation is therefore a critical one. Efforts
to explore and establish different carbon trading systems have been initiated in various
regions worldwide. The European Union Emissions Trading Scheme is distinctive among
these initiatives, as it is not only politically feasible but also environmentally effective, as
well as cost-effective [2]. This system was rapidly extended to cover about 12,000 industrial
and power facilities in Europe that were responsible for almost 50% of the EU’s greenhouse
gas emissions. Between 2005 and 2012, the EU-ETS accounted for 85% of the total global
volume of carbon trading [3]. Within the United States, Chicago was the first city to
participate in transactions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, providing a foundation
for national efforts to implement activities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, such as
RGGI, WCI, and the California Plan. Australia too launched a domestic carbon trading
market after introducing relevant legislation in 2015, gradually developing a regional
carbon market with extensive coverage, a carbon price compensation mechanism, and an
improved monitoring mechanism over time [4].

In 2011, the Chinese government launched pilot carbon trading projects in seven
provinces and cities, namely, Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Chongqing, Guangdong, Hubei,
and Shenzhen. The implementation of policies for establishing a carbon trading market in
China has occurred relatively late compared with their implementation by other countries
or organizations. Consequently, the carbon trading system is still evolving and requires
further refinement, and there are information gaps on transactions. The Chinese govern-
ment has adopted a series of market-oriented measures for achieving emission reduction
targets through the development of a carbon trading system for promoting coordinated
efforts to stimulate economic growth and environmental improvements. The government
is simultaneously actively pursuing a path of green innovation and development framed
through a series of concepts, notably, “innovative country”, “wild China”, and the “five
concepts for development”. “Green innovation” can also take diverse forms and include
the promotion of economic growth [5]. Technical progress and environmental improvement
initiatives in China are aimed at achieving the dual goals of “green mountains and clear
water” and “mountains of gold and silver”. Green innovation simultaneously entails a new
process technology, system, and products aimed at reducing environmental pollution and
damage and improving energy efficiency [6]. The goal of improving the efficiency of green
innovation not only conforms to the concept of green development but it also encourages
the implementation of innovation-driven development strategies.

To sum up, carbon trading has gradually gained popularity within most countries
worldwide as a mechanism for promoting energy saving, emissions reduction, and low-
carbon economic transformation through the use of market-oriented and mandatory mea-
sures to reduce energy consumption intensity. This approach also promotes CO2 emissions
reduction, which in turn drives the improvement of regional technological innovations. As
the world’s largest developing country and a major energy consumer, China’s emission
base is large, crucially impacting on the global carbon trading volume. Therefore, studies
focusing on the operation of China’s carbon trading mechanism and status quo would
provide valuable inputs that could contribute to the realization of China’s low-carbon
economic transformation as well as the development of low-carbon technologies in other
countries. The achievement of green and sustainable development of regional economies
hinges on whether the technical effects of scale, and thus the level of regional technological
innovation can be fully realized through the implementation of China’s carbon trading
policy. Using panel data extracted for 30 provinces and cities in mainland China for the pe-
riod 2005–2018, we examined the green innovation potential of carbon trading. Specifically
we explored the dynamic relationship between regional carbon emissions reduction and
green innovation efficiency under the influence of China’s carbon trading policy. Moreover,
we sought to determine the mechanism by which carbon trading promotes regional green
innovation efficiency. Elucidation of this mechanism contributes to advancing research
on China’s carbon trading regime and yields insights that can be applied to formulate
guidelines for promoting green, high-quality regional development. Figure 1 shows the
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distribution of China’s pilot and non-pilot regions involved in the thesis research. Among
them, the pilot regions mainly include the seven provinces and cities: Beijing, Tianjin,
Shanghai, Hubei, Chongqing, Guangdong, and Shenzhen.

Figure 1. Comparative analysis of pilot and non-pilot regions.

2. Literature Review and Hypothesis
2.1. Literature Review

Scholars in China and abroad have conducted extensive research in the fields of
carbon trading and green innovation. The research on carbon trading has mainly focused
on impact effects, methods of measurement, carbon quotas, and carbon prices. This paper
primarily focuses on studies on the impact effects of carbon trading. Dan et al. applied
a differences-in-differences (DID) model to examine the policy effects of carbon trading.
Their findings provided support for the “Porter hypothesis”, revealing that the carbon
trading mechanism encourages technological innovation to a certain extent. However,
these authors did not find a strong policy effect on total factor productivity [7]. The trading
mechanism of carbon emission rights is required to realize low-carbon transformation of
the Chinese economy. Chuanming et al. applied a synthetic control method to investigate
the carbon emissions reduction effect of China’s carbon trading pilot provinces. They
found that the carbon reduction effects of different pilot provinces were heterogeneous
because of differences in their levels of economic development and in their industrial
structures [8]. Other studies have examined the effects of carbon trading on economic
growth. Zhengge et al. investigated whether the SO2 emission trading mechanism exerts
the Porter effect of inducing efficiency and innovation in China. They emphasized that
strengthening market development and environmental regulation are necessary conditions
for inducing the Porter effect [9]. Chunmei et al., who applied the directional distance
function to calculate emissions reduction costs for China’s industrial sector, confirmed
that the carbon trading market has a significant impact on industries’ emissions reduction
costs and carbon intensity [10]. Studies that have explored synergistic effects include
those of Cheng et al. and Ren Yayun. Their findings indicate that a carbon trading policy
that encourages synergistic emissions reduction not only promotes the reduction of CO2
emissions but it also promotes the reduction of other pollutants, thus playing a role in
coordinated emissions reduction [11,12]. Last, a study by Jing and others examined the
effect of upgrading the industrial structure, using the synthetic control method to evaluate
the impacts of carbon trading on the upgrading of China’s industrial structure. Its findings
indicated that carbon trading compels the upgrading of the industrial structure [13].

Research on the efficiency of green innovation has primarily entailed the use of two
approaches for measuring the values of efficiency and influencing factors. In the first
approach, the parameter-based stochastic frontier model and the non-parametric data
envelopment analysis methods are used to measure efficiency. In 1997, Chung and others
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proposed the concept of a directional distance function, which provides methodological
support for measuring total factor productivity, including “unexpected outputs” in a region.
Watanabe et al. used the directional distance function to assess the impacts of China’s
inter-provincial initiative to eliminate bad industrial outputs on industrial efficiency during
the period 1994–2002. They found that undesirable industrial outputs play an important
role in improving industrial efficiency [14]. Neng et al. applied a hybrid DEA model to
measure the efficiency of green innovation in China. The findings of their analysis of key
factors affecting the efficiency of green innovation revealed that a good industrial structure,
a free technology trading market, and basic environmental criteria had a greater impact
on green innovation than did other factors [15]. Considering environmental pollution and
innovation failure as undesirable outputs, Yanwei and others constructed an SBM–DEA
model and alpha and beta convergence models to measure and converge the efficiency of
green innovation in China [16]. The second approach entails the study of influencing factors.
Scholars adopting this approach have largely focused on the following dimensions: the
level of economic development [17], environmental regulation [18], R&D investments [19],
and the level of interaction with the outside world [20]. These studies have advanced
knowledge of the factors influencing green innovation efficiency within regions, while
providing a conceptual foundation for initiatives aimed at improving levels of regional
green innovation.

An examination of the recent literature reveals a paucity of studies that have investi-
gated the relationship between carbon trading and green innovation efficiency and a lack
of in-depth analysis of the internal mechanism driving this relationship. Moreover, few
studies have examined the correlation between carbon emissions reduction and techno-
logical innovation despite the effectiveness of carbon trading, as a market-based policy
tool, in reducing carbon intensity on the one hand and the importance of regional green
innovation efficiency on the other hand. We aimed to address this gap by examining the
green innovation potential of carbon trading. Our study makes the following contributions
to the literature. First, it shows that the super-efficient SBM model, incorporating the
impacts of undesirable outputs (carbon emissions), is an appropriate model for measuring
green innovation efficiency in a region. Second, whereas several studies have examined the
emissions reduction effects of carbon trading, they have not investigated the potential of
carbon trading to promote regional green innovation. Therefore, we examined the diversity
of regional green innovation efficiency within a carbon trading framework. Third, we
argue that it is necessary to identify the intermediary transmission mechanism whereby
carbon trading promotes improvements in a region’s green innovation efficiency. At the
same time, it is important to analyze differences in the technology innovation effects of
carbon trading along with energy substitution and structural upgrading effects on green in-
novation efficiency. As we show, a study that entails both approaches can contribute useful
insights for improving regional energy conservation and emission reduction capabilities
and guiding inputs for the exploration of appropriate green innovation paths.

2.2. Research Hypothesis

As an environmental regulation tool, carbon trading influences the costs, benefits, and
operating efficiency of the regional economy and promotes green, low-carbon regional
development. Therefore, an in-depth study to examine the ways in which carbon trading
contributes to the efficiency of green innovation within regions would shed light on their
internal linkages.

(1) Technological innovation effect. Academic research has confirmed that techno-
logical innovation has a carbon emission reduction effect and that effective technological
progress can significantly reduce carbon emissions [21,22]. Technological advances can
help companies to control their emissions reduction costs and reduce production, thereby
reducing carbon emissions. At the same time, companies located in pilot regions can use
technological innovations to reduce emissions, and the technology spillover effect can
further promote regional green innovation efficiency [12].
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Hypothesis 1 (H1). Carbon trading contributes to enhancing technological innovation in pilot
areas, thereby increasing the level of regional green innovation efficiency.

Energy substitution effect. The energy substitution effect of carbon trading is evi-
denced by increased production costs for traditional high-emission enterprises because
of the need to expand their production scales. Moreover, CO2 emission rights relating to
ultra-carbon quotas have compelled enterprises to reduce their CO2 emissions and increase
the extent of their clean technology research and development [8]. Thus, the establishment
of a carbon market can effectively stimulate the optimization and upgrading of the energy
structures of enterprises, thereby increasing the proportion of clean energy that contributes
to a reduction of carbon emissions. Clean energy is mainly used in the power sector, which
has contributed more than 50% of carbon emissions [11]. Therefore, it is necessary to
improve the energy utilization efficiency of this industrial sector through the prioritization
of energy-saving and emission-reducing technologies and equipment that promote clean,
low-carbon development in the pilot areas.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Carbon trading has led to the modification of the energy structure of enterprises
in the pilot regions, and the substitution of fossil energy by clean energy has enabled the coordinated
development of energy consumption and carbon emission reduction, thereby promoting regional
green innovation efficiency.

(2) Structural upgrading effect. An advanced industrial structure that is optimized
and upgraded reflects the changing relationship between different industrial ratios and
improved labor productivity within various industries and exerts “structural benefits” [23].
Carbon trading can contribute to the advancement of the industrial structure in two
ways. The first entails changing the proportion of different industries and the second
entails improving labor productivity within various industries [7]. At the same time, the
optimization and upgrading of the industrial structure contributes to the flow of factors
between industries, resulting in a gradual reduction in the proportion of the three industries
associated with high carbon emissions, which leads to a reduction in industrial carbon
emissions while simultaneously promoting green and low-carbon regional development.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Carbon trading drives the process of upgrading the industrial structure in the
pilot regions, thereby improving the efficiency of regional green innovation.

A carbon trading policy has three major effects that contribute to promoting green
regional development: technological innovation, energy substitution, and structural up-
grading effects. Figure 2 shows the specific mechanism whereby these effects are achieved.

Figure 2. The mechanism whereby carbon trading policies influence the efficiency of green innovation.
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3. Methodology and Models Applied
3.1. Super-Efficient SBM Model

Following our review of the relevant literature, we selected the non-parametric DEA
method and the parametric SFA method for measuring green technology efficiency [24].
The DEA model can accommodate the relationship between multiple input and output
variables. Moreover, it is more aligned with actual situations, as it does not require
the setting of a specific function form. However, the traditional DEA model enables a
unilateral assessment in which only the expected output is considered, while the effects
of the undesirable output are ignored. Relaxation of inputs and outputs leads to a higher
value for the measured efficiency. At the same time, the traditional DEA model is radial and
angular, which results in some deviation in the calculated results. By contrast, non-radial
and non-angle SBM models are better aligned with the study’s requirements and address
the above-mentioned issues. Consequently, we adopted the approach used in previous
studies and incorporated undesirable outputs into the super-efficient SBM model [20,25].
We developed the following model for evaluating green innovation efficiency based on
the assumptions that n kinds of decision-making units (DMUs) have m kinds of element
inputs, Z1 kinds of expected outputs, and Z2 kinds of undesirable outputs:
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Model (1) indicates that when the invalid DMUk and the effective DMUk of ρ∗ are
transformed into each other, there is a corresponding correlation between a reduction in
input variable z−i , an increase in the expected output zg−

r , and a decrease in the undesirable
output zb−

q . When the values of z−, zg, and zb are larger, the efficiency value ρ∗ of DMUk is
correspondingly smaller, and when the values of z−, zg, and zb all have a value of 0, then
ρ∗ = 1, indicating that DMUk is effective, there is no shortage in the expected output, and
that the undesirable output is not in excess. DMUk in the super-efficient SBM model was
deemed effective based on a consideration of the factors of the corresponding relaxation
variables for the constraints. The specific model used for ranking DMUs was as follows:
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We derived and calculated model (2) on the basis of model (1). Using both of these
models, we calculated the regional green innovation efficiency values of 30 provinces
and cities in China (excluding the Tibet Autonomous Region) for the period 2005–2018
as follows:

GIE =

{
θ ∗ik θ∗ik < 1
ω ∗ik ω∗ik = 1

i = 1, · · · 30, k = 2005, · · · 2018 (3)

where GIE denotes the green innovation efficiency value for area i during year k.

3.2. DID Model

Currently, many methods exists for evaluating policy effects, such as synthetic con-
trol method and DID method [26]. In recent years, this DID model has been used for
quantitative evaluations of public policy or for assessing project implementation effects
within econometrics. The actual impacts of a policy can be assessed by comparing the
amount of change for a specific indicator before and after the policy’s implementation
using an experimental group and a control group. The DID method has been widely used
by scholars because of its ability to reduce endogeneity to some extent [26]. Therefore, we
applied this model to investigate the regional emission reduction potential and the green
innovation efficiency trend under conditions of the implementation of a carbon trading
policy and to examine key factors that influence changes in efficiency.

There are currently seven pilot provinces and cities in China where the carbon trading
policy has been implemented: Beijing, Tianjin, Chongqing, Shanghai, Hubei, Guangdong,
and Shenzhen. To simplify the analysis, the city of Shenzhen was merged with Guangdong
Province, and following Guangming et al., we set 2014 as the year demarcating the separa-
tion of the pilot and non-pilot periods, with the pilot period commencing from 2014 [27].
Accordingly, the following basic model was constructed:

GIEit = α0 + α1Ci + α2Yt + α3(Ci×Yt) + λi + γt + µit (4)

where GIE denotes green innovation efficiency, i denotes area, t denotes time, and Ci
denotes regional dummy variables. If province i is a carbon trading pilot province or city,
then the values of Ci are 1 and 0, respectively, for the experimental and control groups.
Yt denotes a time dummy variable. In 2014, which is the year of implementation of the
policy, t ≥ 2014 and Yt = 1; otherwise 0. The estimated coefficients α1, α2, and α3 of the
multiplication term Ci × Yt are double-difference estimators, indicating the net impact of
carbon trading policies. λi denotes the individual fixed effects of provinces and cities, γt
denotes the fixed effect of time, and µit is the random interference term.

The explanatory use of model (4) on its own could result in the influence of other
variables being discounted. Therefore, it is necessary to add control variables to the model
to account for the influence of objective factors on the explanatory variables. With reference
to previous studies, we transformed the basic model, selecting GDP per capita, R&D
investment, carbon intensity, energy structure, population size, and R&D investment as the
control variables:

GIEit = α0 + α1Ci + α2Yt + α3(Ci×Yt) + ∑ αjXj + λi + γt + µit (5)

where Xj denotes the control variable, and the meaning of other variables is consistent with
the above.

3.3. Selection of Variables and Data Sources
3.3.1. Interpreted Variables

Green innovation efficiency differs from other forms of innovation efficiency because
it considers the impact of changes in energy consumption and carbon emissions on regional
low-carbon development potential. Accordingly, drawing on the findings of previous
studies that measured regional green innovation efficiency, we applied the super-efficient
SBM model, incorporating undesirable outputs. Input elements, selected with reference
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to the existing literature, were full-time R&D personnel, R&D funding inputs, and energy
resource inputs.

Two categories of output elements of green innovation activities were defined: ex-
pected and undesirable outputs. Expected outputs were the value of economic growth,
the number of authorized invention patent applications, and revenue from sales of new
products. Undesirable outputs were innovation failures and the environmental pollution
index. According to Schumpeter’s definition of innovation, the success or failure of innova-
tion is reflected in the generation (or not) of economic profits. Failure to innovate affects
companies’ ability to repay their business loans and their regular cash flows, making it
impossible for them to generate profits. Consequently, they are left with non-performing
loans. Accordingly, the undesirable output was calculated as the ratio of the amount
of non-performing loans of commercial banks to the previous year. The environmental
pollution index relates to the discharge of waste water, gas, and solid waste in various
regions and was calculated using the entropy weight method to measure the weight of
each indicator. The specific index system applied in this study is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Evaluation index system used to measure green innovation efficiency.

Index Category Index Composition Specific Measurement

Input
indicators Factor input

R&D expenses R&D expenditure (ten thousand yuan)

R&D staff R&D personnel full-time equivalent
(person, year)

Energy resources Total energy consumption (10,000 tons of
standard coal)

Output
indicators

Expected output

The level of economic
development

GDP per capita (ten thousand yuan,
constant price in 2005)

Knowledge and
technology output

Invention patent application authorization
volume (pieces)

Product output New product sales revenue (ten thousand
yuan)

Unexpected
output

Innovation failure Year-on-year ratio of non-performing loans
of commercial banks (%)

Environmental Pollution
Index

The entropy weight method is used to
calculate the discharge of waste water,

waste gas and solid waste

3.3.2. Core Explanatory Variables

Ci × Yt was the core explanatory variable. For a low-carbon city or province, when
Y ≥ 2014, the virtual variable Ci × Yt corresponding to the city had a value of 1, and
its coefficient indicated the net effect of the carbon trading policy and the strength of its
emission reduction effect.

3.3.3. Control Variables and Measuring Indicators

Referring to the literature, we selected per capita GDP, R&D investments, carbon
intensity, energy structure, and foreign capital dependence as the control variables relating
to the level of regional green innovation efficiency.

GDP Per Capita

In general, improvements in levels of regional economic development can drive
technological innovation and enhance the level of low-carbon technological innovation.
The regional GDP (constant price in 2005) and the proportion of permanent residents at the
end of the year were used to express GDP per capita.

R&D Investment Intensity

The level of scientific research has a crucial impact on the extent of regional technolog-
ical innovation, thereby influencing energy usage. Regional R&D expenditure was used to
reflect the amount of regional R&D investment.
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Carbon Intensity

Carbon intensity was measured as the ratio of the total CO2 emissions from fossil
combustion in the region to the GDP.

Energy Structure

Coal is the main source of energy consumed. The ratio of total coal to total energy
consumption was used to reflect changes in the energy structure, enabling a more intuitive
understanding of the trend of energy ratio changes in various regions.

Foreign Capital Dependency

The amount of foreign direct investments significantly influences regional economic
growth and the capabilities for controlling environmental pollution. Therefore, in this
study, we considered the ratio of foreign direct investment to GDP to reflect the degree of
foreign capital dependence.

3.4. Data Sources

Panel data were selected from the available raw data for 30 provinces in China (ex-
cluding Tibet, Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan) for the period 2005–2018. The data were
extracted from the China Statistical Yearbook, the China Energy Statistical Yearbook, the China
Environmental Statistical Yearbook, and the China Science and Technology Statistical Yearbook.

4. Empirical Results and Analysis
4.1. The DID Method of Regression Analysis

The DID method was applied in a further investigation of the effects of carbon trading
policies on regional green innovation efficiency. Accordingly, we performed a regression
analysis of the green innovation efficiency of 30 provinces and cities in China (excluding
Tibet) for the period 2005–2018. In turn, the analysis was carried out for uncontrolled
variables, using a two-way fixed-effect model that incorporates control variables, adds
control variables, and controls regional and time effects, and analyzes the differences in
impact under different circumstances.

Table 2 presents the results of an analysis to evaluate the impacts of carbon trading
policies on green innovation efficiency using the DID method. Model (1) is a benchmark
model for analyzing green innovation efficiency without control variables, whereas in
model (2), control variables, such as per capita GDP, scientific research inputs, carbon
intensity, foreign capital dependence, and energy structure were sequentially added. Model
(3) is a model with time effects added to model (2). Overall, with the increase in control
variables, the significance of the core explanatory variables and the signs of the coefficients
did not change appreciably, and were significantly positive at the 5% level, indicating that
the model results were robust. The impact of GDP per capita on green innovation efficiency
relating to the control variable changed from negative to positive at a 10% significance
level. This result indicates that after the implementation of the carbon trading policy, the
pilot regions paid more attention to the coordinated development of economic growth and
environmental protection, thereby promoting improvements in regional levels of green
innovation. R&D investment was positive at a 1% significance level, indicating that regional
R&D investments play a definitive role in promoting technological innovation. The impacts
of carbon intensity and the energy structure on the efficiency of green innovation changed
from negative to positive, indicating that the reduction effect of carbon trading policies
propelled the energy structure’s optimization and enhanced green innovation efficiency
within a region. Dependence on foreign capital had a positive effect on the efficiency of
green innovation, but this effect was not significant. This finding indicates the importance
of expanding the proportion of foreign investment and improving the level of technological
progress to improve the level of green innovation in a region.
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Table 2. Regression results for the impacts of carbon trading policies on green innovation efficiency.

Variable
Green Innovation Efficiency

(1) (2) (3)

Ci × Yt 0.1332 ** (2.39) 0.0899 ** (2.01) 0.0498 *** (3.45)
GDP per capita −0.3653 * (−1.73) 0.4929 * (1.86)

Research investment 0.3692 *** (4.62) 0.3678 *** (4.27)
Carbon intensity −0.4379 * (−1.94) 0.6479 ** (2.17)

Foreign capital dependency 0.0525 (1.29) 0.0635 (1.42)
energy structure −0.1103 (−0.43) 0.0509 * (1.80)
Control variable NO YES YES
Province fixed YES YES YES

Fixed year NO NO YES
Constant term 0.1756 *** (8.10) −1.2177 *** (−4.54) −2.6662 *** (−6.44)

N 420 420 420
R2 0.0374 0.3850 0.4274

Notes: t-values are shown in brackets; ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10%
levels, respectively.

4.2. Analysis Using the PSM Method

The DID method must meet the requirements of the parallel trend assumption, and
whether to implement the carbon trading policy as a virtual variable for overall regression,
the parameters may be biased. Therefore, the PSM–DID method was used for the estimation.
As required for the PSM method, the Logit model was used to estimate the propensity
scores of per capita GDP, scientific research investment, carbon intensity, foreign capital
dependence, and the energy structure. These scores are shown in Table 3. Subsequently,
provinces within the experimental and control groups were matched using the kernel
matching method. At the end of this procedure, 10 samples that did not match the cost
were deleted. Regression analysis was performed again using the matching data, and the
results are shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Logit regression estimation results using the PSM method.

Variable Coefficient Standard Error T P

GDP per capita 0.2843 ** 0.1435 1.98 0.021
Research investment 0.3737 *** 0.1341 2.79 0.005

Carbon intensity −0.0215 *** 0.0070 −3.06 0.002
Foreign capital dependency 0.0062 ** 0.0002 2.14 0.030

energy structure −0.7002 *** 0.2574 −2.72 0.003
-cons 1.8016 *** 0.6656 2.71 0.000

Notes: *** and ** indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Table 3 shows estimation results for the control variables obtained using the Logit
regression model. The significance level was high for each variable, which is consistent
with the actual situation. Advanced regional economic development along with increased
proportions of R&D investments and emissions reduction efforts were indicative of an in-
creased proportion of foreign direct investment and of an optimized and upgraded energy
structure. Instead, it is easier to enter the experimental group to ensure the reliability of
the regression results. Table 4 depicts the results of continued testing of the carbon trading
policy using the DID after deleting unmatched samples. The regression results reveal
that overall, the matching carbon trading policy resulted in enhanced green innovation
efficiency, which increased by 0.01 units. The increase in GDP per capita was also caused
by changes in the matched samples, and the economic dividend phenomenon was clearly
apparent, contributing significantly to enhanced green innovation efficiency. At the same
time, investments in scientific research, reduced carbon intensity, and green innovation
efficiency within a region’s energy structure evidently had positive effects. Moreover, with
the implementation of the carbon trading policy, this effect was amplified. Thus, the ques-
tion of whether a mechanism whereby carbon trading policies influence green innovation
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efficiency in the pilot areas exists, and, if so, how it operates, required an in-depth analysis.
This investigation to elucidate and verify such a mechanism is described next.

Table 4. Regression results showing the role of carbon trading policies before and after the propensity score matching process.

Green Innovation Efficiency

Before
Matching

After
Matching

Before
Matching

After
Matching

Before
Matching

After
Matching

Ci × Yt 0.1332 **
(2.39)

0.2063 ***
(2.67) 0.0899 ** (2.01) 0.0149 ***

(3.11)
0.0498 ***

(3.45) 0.0676 ** (2.22)

GDP per capita −0.3653 *
(−1.73) 0.0891* (1.91) 0.4929 *

(1.86) 0.2844 ** (2.30)

Research
investment

0.3692 ***
(4.62) 0.4073 *** (3.44) 0.3678 ***

(4.27)
0.3737 **

(3.79)

Carbon intensity −0.4379 *
(−1.94) −0.2137 (−0.01) 0.6479 **

(2.17) 0.0215 ** (2.06)

Foreign capital
dependency

0.0525
(1.29) 0.0006 * (1.81) 0.0635 (1.42) 0.0063 * (1.92)

energy structure −0.1103
(−0.43) 0.7981 (1.04) 0.0509 * (1.80) 0.7002 ** (2.32)

Control variable NO NO YES YES YES YES
Province fixed YES YES YES YES YES YES

Fixed year NO NO NO NO YES YES

Constant term 0.1756 ***
(8.10)

0.2558 ***
(6.35)

−1.2177 ***
(−4.54)

−1.1822 ***
(−2.76)

−2.6662 ***
(−6.44)

−1.8016 ***
(−2.71)

N 420 260 420 260 420 260
R2 0.4274 0.8901 0.3850 0.9225 0.4274 0.3532

Notes: t values are shown in brackets; ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

4.3. Testing and Verification of an Intermediary Influence Mechanism

The above empirical results reveal that the pilot provinces and cities where carbon
trading policies have been implemented could significantly improve their levels of green
innovation efficiency. However, a macroscale analysis of the impact of carbon trading
policies on green innovation efficiency lacks sufficient depth for exploring the impact
mechanism behind the policy effect. As previous research has shown, carbon trading
policies have a significant role to play in promoting low-carbon development of provinces
and cities, which, in turn, propels technological innovation, energy substitution, and
structural upgrading and improves the efficiency of green innovation. To elucidate the
impact mechanism and verify the existence of these three effects, the following steps were
implemented, applying the formulas described by Baron and Kenny and Daqian [28,29].

The first step entailed verification of the three major effects of the carbon trading
policy in pilot regions using the following formula:

TIit(ESit, SUit) = β0 + β1Ci + β2Yt + β3(Ci×Yt) + ∑ βjXj + λi + γt + µit (6)

The second step entailed verifying the impacts of carbon trading policies on green
innovation efficiency as follows:

GIEit = β0 + β1Ci + β2Yt + β3(Ci×Yt) + ∑ βjXj + λi + γt + µit (7)

In the third step, the multiplier term and the three major effects were simultaneously
inputted into the model and returned to the green innovation efficiency:

GIEit = θ0 + θ1Ci + θ2Yt + θ3(Ci×Yt) + θ4TIit(ESit, SUit)∑ θ jXj + λi + γt + µit (8)

where TI denotes the effect of technological innovation, expressed by the number of
patent applications for energy conservation and emission reduction technologies in various
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regions. The specific data for the calculation, which were acquired using the method
described by Ye Qin et al., indicated that carbon trading enhances the level of regional
technological innovation, inducing a technological innovation effect and improving the
efficiency of green innovations [30]. ES is the energy substitution effect, entailing the
replacement of a proportion of the total amount of regional electricity that is consumed
by clean energy. A higher proportion of clean energy used as a substitute within a region
corresponds to a stronger effect of enhanced green development. SU is the structural
upgrading effect, expressed as the ratio of the tertiary industry to secondary industry within
a region. Carbon trading evidently promotes the advancement of the regional industrial
structure, and this structural upgrading effect improves the level of green innovation.

Table 5 shows the regression results for the impacts of carbon trading policies relating
to the three major effects. The results show that the regression coefficients of the three
major effects were all positive at the 1% significance level, indicating that carbon trading
policies influence technological innovation, energy substitution, and structural upgrading
in the process of applying market-oriented strategies to achieve emission reduction goals.
Table 6 shows the regression results for the impacts of carbon trading policies on green
innovation efficiency after including the difference factors. The results indicate that the
regression coefficients of the effects of technological innovation, energy substitution, and
structural upgrading were significantly positive. Specifically, the effect of technological
innovation on green innovation efficiency was positive at a 1% significance level, highlight-
ing the important role of the development and use of energy-saving and emission-reducing
technologies for advancing green and sustainable regional development. The effects of
energy substitution and structural upgrading on green innovation efficiency were positive
at the 10% and 5% significance levels, indicating that both of these effects play a role
in promoting efficient green innovation, but these effects are not particularly significant.
Moreover, the results indicate that China’s current energy structure continues to be un-
viable, as it is still overly dependent on traditional fossil energy sources and requires
further optimization and upgrading. These results also confirm the three hypotheses of
the study, namely that carbon trading policies improve the efficiency of green innovation
within regions through their effects on technological innovation, energy substitution, and
structural upgrading.

Table 5. The regression results for carbon trading policies on the three major effects.

Variable Technological
Innovation Effect

Energy Substitution
Effect

Structural
Upgrading Effect

Ci × Yt 0.0162 *** (3.13) 0.2025 *** (5.21) 0.0266 *** (4.33)
N 420 420 420
R2 0.8043 0.9012 0.8624

Notes: t values are shown in brackets; *** indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Table 6. The regression results for carbon trading policies on green innovation efficiency after adding
the multiple differences.

Variable Green Innovation Efficiency

Ci × Yt 0.2308 *** (3.12) 0.0923 ** (2.10) 0.0831 *** (4.02)
Technological innovation 0.3425 *** (2.90)

Energy substitution 0.0565 * (1.93)
Structural upgrade 0.2602 ** (2.08)

N 420 420 420
R2 0.8913 0.8265 0.9031

Notes: t values are shown in brackets; ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10%
levels, respectively.

4.4. Robustness Test for Changing the Sample Interval

The implementation effect of carbon trading policy needs time to test. Considering the
timeliness issues before and after the policy, a more balanced data sample for the period
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2010–2018 was selected for a further regression conducted to test the robustness of the
main regression.

Table 7 shows the regression results of the robustness test during the change sample
interval. Columns (1), (2), and (3) show the results of the carbon trading policy on the
regressions for the technological innovation, energy substitution, and structural upgrading
effects, and column (4) shows the regression results for the three major effects and for
green innovation efficiency. The regression results indicate that the coefficients of the
interaction terms were all significant at the 1% and 5% levels, and the coefficients of
the three major effects were also significant at the 5% and 10% levels. These findings
are consistent with those of the main regression, described above, confirming that the
regression results presented in this paper are robust. Thus, the findings indicate that the
carbon trading policy has produced three major effects and that it has enhanced regional
green innovation efficiency through the mechanism of these three effects.

Table 7. Results of the regression to test the robustness of the main regression and to change the window period.

Variable
Technological

Innovation Effect
Energy Substitution

Effect
Structural

Upgrading Effect
Green Innovation

Efficiency

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Ci × Yt 0.5566 *** (5.78) 0.2119 ** (2.56) 0.2572 *** (8.04)
Technological innovation effect 0.2522 ** (2.27)

Energy substitution effect 0.1051 * (1.90)
Structural upgrading effect 0.1296 * (1.78)

N 270 270 270 270
R2 0.7890 0.8248 0.8932 0.9023

Notes: t values are shown in brackets; ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

5. Conclusions and Policy Implications
5.1. Conclusions

Panel data obtained for 30 provinces and cities in China (excluding Tibet) were applied
within a super-efficient SBM model that included undesirable outputs to measure these
regions’ green innovation efficiency for the period 2005–2018. A dual difference model and
the PSM–DID method were simultaneously used in an empirical examination of the trend
in regional green innovation efficiency as it has been impacted by the implementation of
carbon trading policies. The conclusions of the study can be summarized as follows.

First, the implementation of carbon trading policies can significantly improve the
efficiency of green innovation in pilot areas and promote green, low-carbon regional
development. Second, we investigated the influence mechanism of carbon trading policies
as a driver of increased efficiency of green innovation. Our findings indicated that the
implementation of carbon trading policies improves the efficiency of green innovation
through its effects relating to technological innovation, energy substitution, and structural
upgrading. The technological innovation effect was positively significant at the 1% level,
while the effects of energy substitution and structural upgrading were positively significant,
though only at the 10% and 5% levels. Last, our empirical findings revealed the overall
synergistic effect of the three individual effects of carbon trading policies in amplifying
regional green innovation efficiency.

5.2. Policy Implications

In light of the above conclusions, our findings have the following policy implications
for improving the development of China’s carbon market. First, the successful experiences
in the pilot regions can be replicated by promoting the carbon trading policy on a wider
scale and through the advancement of the national carbon market. The implementation
of carbon trading policies can play a major role in reducing carbon emissions and driving
transformational, low-carbon regional development. On the one hand, further explo-
ration of low-carbon development is needed in the carbon trading pilot areas, focusing on
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technological innovation and the development of greener production and lifestyles that
incorporate, for example, green transportation, green buildings, and green consumption.
On the other hand, further development of the pilot regions would enable the expanded
scope of market transactions in terms of points and areas and the use of market-oriented
strategies to compel companies to upgrade their levels of technological innovation, thereby
promoting China’s overall green development.

Second, continued efforts are required to increase the proportion of R&D investment
in technology, while simultaneously increasing the proportion of clean energy use and
adjusting and upgrading the industrial structure. Specifically, the patent incentive system
requires improvement, and enterprises or innovation-focused entities should be provided
with guidance. Such guidance should focus on the invention and application of energy-
saving and emission-reduction patented technologies, reducing the costs for enterprises
of investing in new technologies, and providing innovation subsidies for carbon quotas
to facilitate green production processes. Further, the process of transforming the energy
structure to promote improved green innovation efficiency should be accelerated along
with the development of new clean energy and efforts to accelerate reforms of the electricity
market system to promote the greening of the power generation process. Finally, efforts to
increase the proportion of high-quality service industries, while simultaneously focusing
on rationalizing and gradually optimizing the industrial structure, would contribute to its
advancement and ensure a gradual rise in levels of regional green innovation.

A final implication of this study relates to the need to develop an institutional system
and mechanism for promoting low-carbon development, building on the synergistic effects
of technological innovation, energy substitution, and structural upgrades under carbon
trading policies. The development of green innovations within regions requires the pro-
motion of advanced green technology and industrial upgrading within various industrial
sectors. It simultaneously requires innovations within the macro-control energy system that
facilitate the phasing out of energy-intensive and carbon-intensive industries, and the dis-
mantling of the “locking effect” of energy-driven development. By ensuring the coordinated
and balanced development of different policy effects, this approach will lead to enhanced
efficiency of green innovation within regions and high-quality economic development.
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Abstract: Dubai has the reputation of a continuously growing city, with skyscrapers and mega
residential projects. Many new residential projects with poor choices of material and ventilation have
led to a faster rise in sick building syndrome (SBS) in Dubai than in any other country, and the IAQ
(indoor air quality) has become more critical. Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and formaldehyde
(HCHO) affect the health of residents, producing the phenomenon known as SBS (sick building
syndrome). It has been reported that wood materials used for furniture and wooden windows and
doors are a significant source of indoor air pollution in new houses. This paper aims to identify
the factor elements emitting harmful chemical substances, such as VOCs and HCHO, from wooden
mashrabiya (traditional Arabic window) by examining the characteristics of the raw and surface
materials through test pieces. As a methodology, a small chamber system was used to test the amount
of hazardous chemicals generated for each test piece. For Total volatile organic compounds (TVOC)
and HCHO, the blank concentration before the injection and the generation after seven days were
measured. The results showed that to reduce TVOC, it is necessary to secure six months or more
as a retention period for raw materials and surface materials. The longer the retention period, the
smaller the TVOC emission amount. In the case of mashrabiya, an HCHO low-emitting adhesive
and maintenance for one month or more are essential influencing factors. It was proven that using
raw materials with a three-month or more retention period and surface materials with a one-month
or more retention period is safe for indoor mashrabiya. This study is the first study in the Middle
East to identify factors and characteristics that affect the emission of hazardous chemicals from wood
composite materials, such as wood mashrabiya, that affect indoor air quality in residential projects
in Dubai. It analyzes the correlation between emission levels and the retention period of raw and
surface materials, in order to provide a new standard for indoor air pollutants.

Keywords: mashrabiya; total volatile organic compounds (TVOC); formaldehyde (HCHO); retention
period; hot desert climate

1. Introduction

From the point of view of selecting building materials in the design stage of a house, it
is helpful to use data on the amount of hazardous chemical substances generated from each
building material [1,2]. In the case of using construction materials with a large amount of
hazardous chemical substances, more ventilation is required to meet a certain concentration
standard than when using low-generation building materials. In a hot desert climate, this
leads to an increased energy consumption [3]. Therefore, it is desirable not only in terms
of comfort and health, but also in an energy-saving aspect to use materials that generate
low-toxicity substances [4].

In the United Arab Emirates (UAE), the Emirates Green Building Council launched the
Energy Efficiency Program (EEP) in 2013 to reduce the carbon footprint for existing energy-
inefficient buildings [5]. The EEP database was launched in 2014 to facilitate building retrofit
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projects, and the Technical Guidelines for Retrofitting Existing Buildings was published in
2015 [6]. After the guidelines, Building Retrofit Training (BRT) was launched in 2017 by the
Dubai Supreme Council of Energy and Masdar to increase the fundamental knowledge of
retrofits specific to the MENA (Middle East/North Africa) region [6].

During this process, the recent construction of energy-efficient houses in Dubai has
become more air-tight [7]. Accordingly, the importance of air quality in the indoor environ-
ment of a house is increasing [8]. In particular, it is known that indoor air pollution caused
by chemicals such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and HCHO affects the health
of residents [9].

According to the Dubai Healthcare City report, an estimated 15% of Dubai residents
have suffered sick building syndrome (SBS) symptoms, such as fatigue, headache, red eyes,
eye/nose/throat irritation, dry cough, dry or itchy skin, dizziness, and difficulty in focusing
on work [10,11]. Due to this SBS phenomenon, the Dubai Municipality initiated the indoor
air quality (IAQ) concentration standards, requiring less than 0.08 ppm (parts per million)
of HCHO, less than 300 micrograms/m3 of total volatile organic compounds (TVOCs), and
less than 150 micrograms/m3 of particulate matter (PM10) (less than 10 microns) in 8 h of
continuous monitoring prior to occupancy for new houses [12].

In previous studies, it has been reported that wood materials used for furniture
and wooden windows and doors are a significant source of indoor air pollution in new
houses [13]. It should be noted that wood products emit hazardous chemical substances
continuously for an extended time, since the emission characteristics of hazardous chem-
icals from wood over time are different from those of hazardous chemical substances
generated from paints and adhesives [14,15].

In particular, in the case of new houses, the amount of built-in furniture is increas-
ing [16]. As the risk of indoor contamination by hazardous chemical substances generated
in wood materials during construction increases, the need for the control of this has also
increased [17]. These wood products are applied indoors as a composite material, rather
than a single wood product, formed by applying different surface materials, such as a
particle board (PB) or medium-density fiberboard (MDF), and going through various
processing methods [18]. In addition, the installation of these wood products follows a
process in which partially finished products are brought into the room, with a time gap
according to the process, and are installed and finished onsite [19]. Therefore, it is possible
to reduce, to some extent, the natural emission of toxic chemical substances from wood
materials by making adjustments to such factors as the retention period on site during the
installation process [20].

Indoor wood products are molded from composite materials rather than single materi-
als, and identifying the emission characteristics of hazardous chemical substances could be
helpful in improving indoor air quality [21,22].

Currently, wood materials mainly used for new houses in Dubai can be classified into
mashrabiya (Figure 1) and built-in furniture materials.

The influencing factors can be derived by reviewing the previous literature on the emis-
sion characteristics of hazardous chemical substances from single materials or composite
materials from furniture and wooden windows/doors.

Several researchers have conducted research on the emission characteristics of chemical
substances emitted from wood materials, such as furniture and wooden windows/doors [23].
Adamová et al. (2020) [24] and Ulker et al. (2021) [25] report that, unlike the emission
process of paints or adhesives, chemicals in wood materials are continuously emitted into
the air in trace amounts for a very long time. Their research focuses on single materials
such as plywood, PB, and MDF.

Richter et al. (2021) [26] reports the effect of a single material combination on the
emission of pollutants from composite finishing materials, since the building finishing
materials mainly used in houses are composite finishing materials. For the composition
of the test piece, a composite material composed of wallpaper and adhesive or floorboard
and adhesive was used in the experiment. The release mechanism was estimated based
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on the results showing the difference in the emission amount of the composite material
according to the difference in the contaminant content of the single material constituting
the composite material. The amount of composite materials emitted differs depending on
the composition of the single material and the degree of contamination.

Figure 1. Wooden mashrabiya window at Dubai Hill Estate.

Cao et al. (2019) [27] reports that MDF is treated with low-pressure melamine-
impregnated paper (LPM), which is a surface method for furniture materials, on both
sides, and those that were not treated were targeted. The experiment was carried out
with differences in the exposure of the cut surface in the case of the MDF-treated material
on both sides. As a result, the emission intensity tended to increase as the ratio of the
cut surface increased (the surface finish area decreased). It was reported that most of the
wood materials showed a difference in the amount of emission depending on the surface
finishing method.

Qi et al. (2019) [28] produced six types of built-in furniture by selecting furniture
composed of raw materials and surface finishing materials commonly used in apartments
and identified the chemical pollutant emission characteristics by raw material grade and
surface finish. This study reported that the concentration of HCHO was different depending
on the core material in the same surface finishing material.

Xiong et al. (2019) [29] reports that the emission of TVOC is not affected by the grade
of the core material, but is affected by the finish of the surface material. In the TVOC case,
the raw material grade influences and the difference in the quantity of emission by the
surface material were established.

Through the above literature review, in the case of a wood composite finishing material,
very diverse factors affect the emission of hazardous chemical substances. The degree of
contamination of single raw materials or surface materials, differences in surface finishing
methods, and the retention period of raw materials constituting composite finishing mate-
rials were identified as factors affecting the release of hazardous chemical substances [30].

The purpose of this study is to identify the factors emitting harmful chemical sub-
stances from wooden mashrabiya by examining the characteristics of the raw materials and
surface finishing materials of the test pieces.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Types and Characteristics of Raw Materials
2.1.1. Fiberboard

Fiberboard is a generic term for plate products formed by fiberizing wood or other
plants and is classified according to density [31]. Since fiberboard has a dense structure and
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excellent machinability, it can be used instead of general wood for construction sites that
require precise dimensions or for frames and moldings that require accurate angles [32].
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the United States has classified the above
materials according to the amount of HCHO emission since 2018 [33] (Table 1).

Table 1. Classification of fiberboards and EPA HCHO emission standards.

Types Density EPA HCHO Emission Standards

Hard Fiberboard (HB)
- Veneer Core

More than 0.85 g/cm3 0.05 ppm
HB

- Composite Core

Medium-Density Fiberboard
(MDF) 0.35 g/cm3–0.85 g/cm3 0.11 ppm

It is classified as MDF with a density of less than 0.35 g/cm3–0.85 g/cm3, and HB with
a density of 0.85 g/cm3 or more. MDF is the most used and can be produced from 3.0 mm
to 30 mm thick [34] (Figure 2).

Figure 2. HB (left), MDF (middle), and glued laminated timber (right).

2.1.2. Glued Laminated Timber

Glued laminated timber refers to a material that is laminated and adhered in the
length, width, and thickness directions by paralleling each other in the fiber direction using
sawmills, boards, or small square materials [35] (Figure 2). Additionally, it refers to a
material that is decorated on the surface of the aggregated material for aesthetics.

Dissimilar to plywood by orthogonal and odd-sheet lamination methods, glued lami-
nated timber is not manufactured in a plate shape, and it is manufactured in various shapes
and sizes depending on the purpose of use. It is mainly used as a wooden frame material
for windows and doors and as a core material for doors, and one of the most popular glued
laminated timbers is Lauan laminated timber (LLT).

2.2. Types and Characteristics of Surface Finishes
2.2.1. Veneer

Veneer refers to a product manufactured by processing raw wood as thin as paper [36].
It is used as a decorative material to express the naturalness and splendor of wood. It is a
material that can express the texture of wood by finishing the primary structural frame with
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gypsum board or plywood, applying adhesive to the surface, and attaching it by heating
and pressing methods [37]. In most cases, it is usually composed of a thin plate of 0.2 mm,
and it is rarely used as an exterior material.

For the sample used in this experiment, samples prepared by wrapping veneer around raw
materials of LLT, MDF, and HB, used for mashrabiya, were used with hot-melt-type adhesive [38].

2.2.2. Polyvinylchloride (PVC) Sheet

PVC sheet is manufactured by mixing polyvinyl chloride as a raw material with
stabilizer, plasticizer, and pigment [39]. Since it is easy to process and mass production is
possible, it is currently widely used as a surface material for overlay or wrapping of interior
materials, furniture, and wooden windows and doors.

For the sample used in this experiment, a sample piece wrapped around PB was used
with a water-based liquid adhesive.

2.2.3. Finishing Foil (F/F)

It is a patterned paper in which paper is impregnated with thermosetting resin
(melamine, urea, and acrylic), and then the surface is painted [40]. This material was
developed to reduce the cost of LPM. Dissimilar to LPM, an additional adhesive must be
used to bond the finishing foil. In the Middle East, it is commonly used as an interior
building material and furniture surface finishing material [41].

For the sample used in this experiment, the sample was wrapped in raw materials
of LLT, MDF, and HB, and the finishing foil with a hot-melt adhesive precoated on the
backside was used.

2.3. Hazardous Chemical Emission Test Method for Mashrabiya
2.3.1. Test Piece Overview

The test piece used in this experiment was from the same composite material in the
interior of the Dubai Hill house [42]. The raw materials, adhesives, and surface materials
of actual mashrabiya in Dubai Hill were used. Figure 3 shows the configuration of the
test piece. It was composed of a surface finishing method of wrapping using an adhesive
between the raw and surface materials.

Figure 3. Material composition of the test piece.

Table 2 shows the classification of test pieces according to the composition of raw
materials, adhesives, surface materials of the test pieces, the production date of the test
pieces, and the test start date after standing for a certain time.

Among the test specimens, in the case of test pieces TP-01, TP-02, and TP-03, PVC,
F/F, and veneer were wrapped in LLT, using materials of traditional style mashrabiya,
and PVC, F/F, and veneer were wrapped in MDF and HB, respectively. The test pieces of
TP-04, TP-05, TP-06, TP-07, TP-08, and TP-09 were manufactured assuming the material of
laser-cut mashrabiya [43].
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Table 2. Test piece composition and production/test start date.

Name Material Composition for Test Piece Production Date Test Start Date

TP-01 LLT + Wood Adhesive + PVC 04/09/2021 28/09/2021

TP-02 LLT + Wood Adhesive + F/F 04/09/2021 28/09/2021

TP-03 LLT + Wood Adhesive + Veneer 04/09/2021 28/09/2021

TP-04 MDF + Wood Adhesive + PVC 04/10/2021 12/10/2021

TP-05 MDF + Wood Adhesive + F/F 04/10/2021 12/10/2021

TP-06 MDF + Wood Adhesive + Veneer 04/10/2021 12/10/2021

TP-07 HB + Wood Adhesive + PVC 02/11/2021 05/11/2021

TP-08 HB + Wood Adhesive + F/F 02/11/2021 05/11/2021

TP-09 HB + Wood Adhesive + Veneer 02/11/2021 05/11/2021

Table 3 shows the composition of each test piece manufactured with the difference
between the different retention periods of raw materials and surface materials [44]. For the
composition of the test piece, PVC sheet, F/F, and veneer were processed for LLT, MDF,
and HB, each having a different retention period, respectively. In the case of raw materials,
three-month-old LLT, six-month-old MDF, and HB were used, and in the case of surface
materials, 30–75-day-old F/F, veneer, and PVC were used. In addition, all 9 test pieces
had different retention periods. The retention period after production refers to the time
elapsed before being used for testing after completing the production of materials with
different retention periods of raw materials and surface materials by different processing
methods. Specific test samples were required because, in general, when a factory product is
brought into the construction field, its usual retention period is 10 to 30 days. In particular,
in the case of 500 households or more, after installation, the retention time of one month is
required. Therefore, to secure the emission data of furniture material considering the effect
of the actual indoor air environment, the factor of the retention period after production
should be considered.

Table 3. Test piece composition according to the retention period of raw materials.

Surface
Material

Raw Material LLT MDF HB Test Piece Retention Period
after Production (Days)Retention Period (Days) 90 180 180

PVC

30 TP-01 14

45 TP-04 8

70 TP-07 3

F/F

30 TP-02 14

45 TP-05 8

70 TP-08 3

Veneer

30 TP-03 14

45 TP-06 8

70 TP-09 3

In this experiment, the retention period after production for 3, 6, and 14 days was used
proportionally to create the same environment as in the construction field.

The manufacturing process of the test piece used in this experiment was the same as
the manufacturing process for the villa construction [45].

It was manufactured with raw materials that passed the same process as the production
period of mashrabiya, which was installed in the villa, and kept at room temperature [46].
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2.3.2. Experiment Conditions and Calculation of Emission Intensity

A small chamber system according to the International Organization for Standardiza-
tion (ISO) 16,000 was used to test the amount of hazardous chemicals generated by each
test piece [47]. The blank concentration of seven days before injecting the sample into the
chamber and the quantity of generation after injecting the sample were assessed for TVOC
and HCHO [48]. The chamber’s indoor air conditions were maintained at 25 ◦C of the
temperature, 50% of humidity, and 0.5 times/hour the number of ventilation. The area of
the test piece was 0.044 m2, and the sample load rate was 2.2 m2/m3. Emission intensity
was calculated according to ISO 10580.

2.3.3. Sample Collection and Analysis Methods

For the collection of VOCs, an adsorption tube filled with Tenax TA 200 mg was
connected to a flow sampling pump to collect a total of 3.5 L of air in the chamber at
167 mL/min, since Tenax TA is a widespread polymer sorbent recommended for retaining
VOCs according to ISO 16000-6. The absorption procedure was as follows: VOCs were
collected on the Tenax TA sorbent tube by pulling an air sample across the sorbent bed
with the aid of a portable mechanical pump. VOCs were thermally desorbed from the
sorbent tube within the split/splitless injection port of a GC and focused onto the head
of a capillary column. GC analysis with negative ion chemical ionization MS allowed the
quantification of desorbed VOCs.

To analyze the VOCs and target substances contained in standard samples and test
pieces, ATD-400 (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) directly connected to the GC column
by GC/MS (gas chromatography/mass spectrometry, Agilent 6890/5973N, Santa Clara,
CA, USA) was used. The analysis conditions of GC/MS were an HP-1 capillary column.
The column flow was 1 mL/min, and the column temperature rate reached 60 ◦C within
5 min, and, thereafter, it was allowed to rise to 260 ◦C by 5 ◦C every 5min. The ion source
temperature of MS was set to 260 ◦C and used for analysis (Table 4).

Table 4. Overview of measuring instruments.

Measuring Items Measuring Instruments Measurement Range/Accuracy

VOCs

• Gas Chromatograph (Agilent 6890 GC,
Santa Clara, CA, USA)

• Mass Spectrometer (Agilent 5973N
MSD, Santa Clara, CA, USA)

• Pressure sensors accuracy: ±2% full scale
• Repeatability: ±0.05 psi
• Temperature coefficient: ±0.01 psi/◦C
• Drift: ±0.1 psi/6 months
• Flow sensors accuracy: <±5%
• Repeatability: ±0.35% of setpoint
• Temperature coefficient: ±0.20 mL/min

normalized temperature

HCHO
• High-Performance Liquid

Chromatography (Shimadzu 10AVP
Series HPLC System, Kyoto, Japan)

• 0.01–51,200 µS cm−1 FS
• 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100 µS cm−1/mV

Room Temperature
Relative Humidity

• Digital Thermo-Hygrometer (TR-72U,
Taipei, Taiwan)

• −20 to 80 ◦C, 10 to 95% RH
• Average +/− 0.3 ◦C (−20 to 80 ◦C)
• Average +/− 5% RH (At 25 ◦C 50 % RH)

HCHO was collected using an LpDNPH S10L cartridge (Supelco Inc., Bellefonte, PA,
USA) to collect carbonyl compounds. The sample was collected by connecting it to a flow
sampling pump to remove the interference caused by ozone (O3), and an O3 scrubber was
connected in front of the LpDNPH S10L cartridge.

At this time, a total of 7.0 L of air was collected in the chamber at 167 mL/min, and the
collected samples were stored in a cool and dark place until extraction. For the extraction of
the analytical sample, the DNPH-carbonyl derivative formed by reacting with DNPH was
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extracted with 5 mL of HPLC-grade acetonitrile, and analysis was performed immediately.
The analysis for HCHO was performed using high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) and fixed at a maximum wavelength of 360 nm.

3. Results

In this experiment, the difference in the emission amount was analyzed for composite
material test pieces. The characteristics of the emission quantity due to changes in the raw
material and surface material properties, and the retention duration after molding, were
investigated. In addition, to understand the emission level of hazardous chemicals emitted
from these test pieces, they was compared and evaluated using the Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD) standard in Dubai [49].

A total of nine test pieces, prepared by the finishing method of wrapping PVC sheets,
F/F, and veneer surface materials around raw materials of HB, MDF, and LLT, were used.
Figures 4 and 7 show the results of the emission for TVOC and HCHO from three different
test pieces, such as TP-01 using a PVC sheet with a retention period of 30 days in LLT
with a retention period of 3 months, TP-04 using a PVC sheet on 45-day-old MDF with a
6-month retention period, and TP-07 using a PVC sheet with a retention period of 70 days
in HB with a retention period of 6 months.

Figure 4. TVOC emission of PVC-wrapped test pieces.

Figures 5 and 8 show the results of the emission for TVOC and HCHO from three
different test pieces, such as TP-02 using F/F sheets with a retention period of 30 days in
LLT with a retention period of 3 months, TP-05 using F/F sheets on 45-day-old MDF with
a retention period of 6 months, and TP-08 using F/F sheets with a retention period of 70
days in HB with a retention period of 6 months.

Figure 5. TVOC emission of F/F-wrapped test pieces.
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Additionally, Figures 6 and 9 show the results of the emission for TVOC and HCHO
from three different test pieces, such as TP-03 using veneer with a retention period of 30
days on an LLT with a retention period of 3 months, TP-06 using veneer on MDF aged
for 45 days with a retention period of 6 months, and TP-09 using veneer with a retention
period of 70 days in HB with a retention period of 6 months.

Figure 6. TVOC emission of veneer-wrapped test pieces.

First of all, it was a characteristic of the degree of contamination of raw materials and
surface materials. As for raw materials, MDF and HB used the same grade of formaldehyde-
dissipating raw materials. However, as LLT is currently excluded from classification in the
EPD standards, it had the prerequisite that the degree of emission was uncertain.

3.1. The Characteristics of TVOC Emission
3.1.1. Emission Characteristics Due to Differences in Raw Materials and Surface Materials

Figure 4 shows the emission of TVOC for the specimens composed of different types
of raw materials when the PVC sheet had the same finish. It was found that TP-01 using
LLT raw materials showed a significantly higher emission than TP-04, which was MDF,
and TP-07, which was HB. This trend was also shown in Figures 6 and 7. Therefore, to
identify the cause of the difference in the emission, the effect of the characteristics of raw
materials and surface materials was analyzed.

Figure 7. HCHO emission of PVC-wrapped test pieces.

In the case of the surface material, as described above in Section 2.1, the PVC sheet
emitted more TVOC than the veneer and F/F. In the case of adhesives, most of the adhesives
were environmentally friendly hot-melt-based or water-based.
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In order to understand the emission characteristics due to differences in surface
materials, different surface materials with the same retention period of 30 days in the
same LLT, PVC sheet (Figure 4, TP-01), and F/F (Figure 5, TP-02) were compared with
the case finished with veneer (Figure 6, TP-03). PVC showed the highest emission at
0.808 mg/m2h. In the case of veneer and F/F, the emission amounts were 0.231 mg/m2h
and 0.106 mg/m2h, respectively, showing a slight difference. Additionally, to show the
same trend, the raw materials of MDF were dried with different surface materials with the
same retention period of 45 days, such as the PVC sheet (Figure 4, TP-04), F/F (Figure 5,
TP-05), and veneer (Figure 6, TP-06). The same trend was also observed in the case of using
different surface materials that had passed the same 70 days for the raw materials of HB,
such as the PVC sheet (Figure 4, TP-07), F/F (Figure 5, TP-08), and veneer (Figure 6, TP-09)

As a result of comparing and analyzing the TVOC emission in the case of finishing
with different finishing materials that passed the same time on the same raw material, the
difference due to the type of surface material was shown. The case of finishing with a PVC
sheet showed a relatively high level, and F/F and veneer showed almost a slight difference
and were detected to be low. It was judged that these results had a relatively significant
effect on the type of surface material.

In what follows, we compared and evaluated the difference in the amount of emission
for the retention period among the characteristics of raw materials and surface materials. In
the case of raw materials in Figure 4, LLT (TP-01), which had a retention period of 3 months
after production, showed a higher emission than MDF (TP-04) and HB (TP-07), which had a
retention period of 6 months. In particular, PVC, which was the same surface material, was
used, but by using sheets that passed 30 days for LLT, 45 days for MDF, and 70 days for HB,
the PVC sheets applied to MDF and HB had a more extended retention period than LLT.

Therefore, the TVOC emission was affected by the difference between the retention
periods of raw materials as the MDF+PVC and HB+PVC test pieces with relatively long
retention periods of raw materials and surface materials were significantly lower than
those of LLT+PVC with short retention periods. In addition, in the case of HB+PVC and
MDF+PVC, HB and MDF raw materials had the same retention period, but the retention
period of the surface material PVC had a difference of more than one month. When raw
materials with a relatively long retention period of 6 months or more were used, the effect
on the retention period of the surface material was judged to be weak. The same trend was
observed in the test pieces finished with F/F and veneer (Figures 5 and 6).

3.1.2. Emission Characteristics Due to Differences in Retention Period

As shown in Table 3, the retention period of the test pieces was 14 days for the
LLT+PVC (TP-01), LLT+F/F (TP-02), and LLT+veneer (TP-03) composites, eight days for
the MDF+PVC (TP-04), MDF+F/F (TP-05), MDF+veneer (TP-06) composites, and three
days for the HB+PVC (TP-07), HB+F/F (TP-08), HB+veneer (TP-09) composites. The
characteristics of TVOC emissions were identified by classifying them into composites with
different elapsed days.

Concerning Figure 4, the TVOC release was observed for the test piece of LLT+PVC
(Figure 4, TP-01), which had an retention period after molding (14 days), compared to
MDF+PVC (Figure 4, TP-04), with a relatively short retention period after molding, and
HB+PVC (Figure 4, TP-07) was found to be higher than that of the specimen. The results
shown in Figures 5 and 6 were also the same, and it was confirmed that the samples of
LLT+ F/F (Figure 5, TP-02) and LLT and veneer (Figure 6, TP-03) showed high levels. In
addition, it can be seen that the case where the retention period was short for eight days
and three days did not show a clear difference, and showed a relatively low release amount
compared to the case of fourteen days.

It was analyzed that the effect of TVOC emission from the composite material on
the retention period after molding was small. TVOC emission had little effect on the
retention period due to the component characteristics of the molding material, the adhesive
with HCHO.
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3.2. The Characteristics of HCHO Emission
3.2.1. Emission Characteristics Due to Differences in Raw Materials and Surface Materials

As shown in Figure 7, the difference in the amount of HCHO emitted between the test
pieces was visible, and Figures 8 and 9 also showed the same trend. In order to find out the
factors that indicated the difference in the amount of HCHO emitted by each test piece, the
effects of the characteristics of raw materials and surface materials were analyzed.

Figure 8. HCHO emission of F/F-wrapped test pieces.

Figure 9. HCHO emission of veneer-wrapped test pieces.

The degree of contamination by raw materials, surface materials, and adhesives
constituting the composite material test piece was the same as described above. On the
premise of this, as shown in Figure 7, when the same surface material was applied to
different raw materials, it was confirmed that the emission amount differed depending
on the type of raw material. Figures 8 and 9 also showed the same trend, confirming a
difference in the amount of emission depending on the type of raw material. However, it
cannot be concluded that this result was a difference in the type of raw material, because it
showed a significant difference in the emission amount even in the case of MDF and HB
with the same HCHO emission grade. As can be seen from Figures 8 and 9, this trend was
the same in all cases.

Meanwhile, the PVC sheets with different surface materials (Figure 7, TP-01), F/F
(Figure 8, TP-02), and veneer (Figure 9, TP-03) had the same retention period of 30 days in
the same LLT. In comparison, the PVC sheet showed 0.004 mg/m2h, F/F 0.006 mg/m2h,
and veneer 0.015 mg/m2h, indicating that veneer showed a relatively high emission.

However, when applying different surface materials with 45 days elapsed to the same
MDF and applying the same 70 days elapsed surface material to HB, the previous case was
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veneer, whereas F/F had a relatively high emission. Although it was possible to confirm
the difference in the amount of emission depending on the surface material, it was judged
that there was no general trend limited to a specific surface material.

The following compared and analyzed the characteristics of HCHO emission for the
retention period of raw materials and surface materials. As shown in Figure 7, in the case of
raw materials, LLT with a retention period of 3 months after production was 0.004 mg/m2h,
MDF with a retention period of 6 months was 0.015 mg/m2h, and HB was 0.043 mg/m2h,
confirming that HB with a more extended retention period showed a higher emission than
LLT with a shorter retention period.

Additionally, in the PVC sheet, which was a surface material, 30 days for LLT, 45 days
for MDF, and 70 days for HB were used, and HB had the most prolonged retention period.
F/F in Figures 8 and 9 and the surface material of veneer showed the same trend. The
emission of HCHO from the composite material was high in the case where the retention
period of raw materials and surface materials was long. It was confirmed that the retention
period of raw materials and surface materials was not a factor significantly affecting the
amount of formaldehyde emitted from the composite material.

Therefore, the amount of HCHO emitted from the test piece of the composite material
did not clearly show a general tendency and consistent difference depending on the
characteristics, such as the degree of contamination, type, and retention period of raw
materials and surface materials.

3.2.2. Emission Characteristics Due to Differences in Retention Period

HCHO emission characteristics for specimens with different retention periods after
molding of composite material specimens were investigated. Figure 7 shows the amount of
HCHO emitted from the composite material after 14 days of retention after molding for
LLT+PVC specimens, eight days for MDF+PVC, and three days for HB+PVC.

It was confirmed that the release of HCHO was the highest in HB+PVC, which had
the shortest retention period after molding. However, this was the test piece with the most
prolonged retention period of raw materials and surface materials, and it was judged that
the release of HCHO from the composite materials was strongly affected by the retention
period after molding by applying them rather than the retention period of the raw materials
and surface materials. It was confirmed that Figures 8 and 9 showed the same trend.

It can be seen that the composite material test piece applied in this study was a sam-
ple of a method using an adhesive during molding, so it can be seen that the adhesive
component was related to the HCHO emission factor. It was analyzed that the reten-
tion period after molding dramatically affected the amount of HCHO emitted from the
composite material.

4. Discussion

Dubai has the reputation for being a continuously growing city with skyscrapers
and mega residential projects. Many new residential projects with poor material, and
ventilation choices led Dubai to SBS faster than any other country.

This study was the first study in the Middle East to identify factors and characteristics
that affect the emission of hazardous chemicals from wood composite materials such as
wood mashrabiya that affect the IAQ at residential projects in Dubai.

Many previous studies on indoor air quality in Dubai set up apartments or villas
as units to study on-site measurement and reduction methods for IAQ. However, in this
study, the TVOC and HCHO emission factors and characteristics of wood mashrabiya,
which have been traditionally used a lot in the Middle East but have not been scientifically
measured, were analyzed for the correlation with the retention period of raw materials and
surface materials to provide the new standard for indoor air pollutants.

The EPD standard in Dubai was applied to evaluate the emission level of hazardous
chemicals for the test pieces used in this study, and it was compared and evaluated with
the EPD standard in Dubai [50].
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EPD does not explicitly stipulate wooden windows [51]. However, since standards for
wooden office furniture were established, this chapter evaluated them according to this
standard. According to the EPD Small Chamber Act, if HCHO emission after seven days
was 0.125 mg/m2h or less, it was considered to meet the standard.

In addition, in regulating the amount of VOC emissions from wood materials, all
surfaces of wood materials must be paved to suppress the emission of VOCs [52]. In
particular, it was stipulated that the rest, except for the edge, of the wood material should
be packed with a sheet composed of a thermosetting resin material such as melamine resin,
and the emission amount of VOCs after seven days according to the small chamber method
was stipulated to be less than 0.4 mg/m2h.

HCHO was evaluated for 0.125 mg/m2h or less, in this study, and the TVOC emission
level was 0.4 mg/m2h or less for nine test pieces. As shown in Table 5, it was found that
the evaluation results exceeded the TVOC emission standard only when the PVC sheet was
wrapped in LLT, and the remaining eight test pieces were all suitable.

Table 5. Emissions of hazardous substances from long-term storage test pieces of raw materials.

Name Material Composition for Test Piece
Emission Intensity (mg/m2h)

Evaluation
TVOC HCHO

TP-01 LLT + Wood Adhesive + PVC 0.808 0.004 Unsuitable

TP-02 LLT + Wood Adhesive + F/F 0.112 0.015 Suitable

TP-03 LLT + Wood Adhesive + Veneer 0.096 0.043 Suitable

TP-04 MDF + Wood Adhesive + PVC 0.106 0.006 Suitable

TP-05 MDF + Wood Adhesive + F/F 0.031 0.081 Suitable

TP-06 MDF + Wood Adhesive + Veneer 0.033 0.117 Suitable

TP-07 HB + Wood Adhesive + PVC 0.231 0.015 Suitable

TP-08 HB + Wood Adhesive + F/F 0.043 0.026 Suitable

TP-09 HB + Wood Adhesive + Veneer 0.036 0.033 Suitable

Therefore, it was confirmed that wood materials mainly used for mashrabiya showed
a stable emission of harmful substances in the case of raw materials with a shelf life of three
months or more, and surface finishing materials of one month or more, i.e., with a long
storage period.

Results show that the retention period after importing or processing raw materials
was the most critical factor. It showed the importance of the grade of raw materials and a
certain period of action and sufficient curing in product manufacturing and management.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the TVOC and HCHO emission factors and characteristics of wood
mashrabiya were analyzed to correlate with the retention period of raw materials and
surface materials to provide the new IAQ standard for the Dubai municipality.

In the case of raw and surface materials of mashrabiya with a retention period of
1 month or more, the retention period was the most influential factor for the emission of
TVOC. It was confirmed that the longer the retention period of raw materials and surface
materials, the smaller the TVOC emission amount. It was required to ensure that raw
materials and surface materials had a more extended retention period than a particular
amount of time to induce a TVOC decrease.

It was confirmed that the emission of HCHO from the raw and surface materials of
mashrabiya with a retention period of one month or more was significantly affected by the
retention period after production and was considered to be influenced by the processing
method using the adhesive for molding.
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As a result of evaluating the indoor air emission of the test piece, raw materials with
three months or more and surface materials with one month or more should be used. In the
case of indoor mashrabiya, it is essential to secure the retention period of raw and surface
materials and enough of a retention period after production.

This study targeted mashrabiya with a relatively long retention period. It was neces-
sary to compare and evaluate the short-term case with a retention period of less than one
month to secure the reliability of the above conclusion.
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Abstract: Cooking stoves produce significant emissions of PM2.5 in homes, causing major health
impacts in rural communities. The installation of chimneys in cooking stoves has been documented
to substantially reduce indoor emissions compared to those of traditional open fires. Majority of the
emissions pass through chimneys to the outdoors, while some fraction of the emissions leak directly
into the indoor air, which is defined as fugitive emission. Indoor PM2.5 concentrations are then the
result of such fugitive emissions and the infiltration of outdoor neighborhood pollutants. This study
uses a combination of the one-contaminant box model and dispersion models to estimate the indoor
PM2.5 household concentration. The results show that the contributions of outdoor infiltration to
indoor PM2.5 concentrations increase with higher packing densities and ventilation rates. For a case
study, under WHO recommended ventilation conditions, the 24 h average mass concentration is
~21 µg/m3, with fugitive concentration accounting for ~90% of the total exposure for highly packed
communities. These results help to identify the potential benefits of intervention strategies in regions
that use chimney stoves.

Keywords: dispersion model; health risk assessment; particulate matter; indoor air quality; cook
stove; biomass burning

1. Introduction

Globally, many rural communities rely on traditional biomass burning stoves to meet
household energy demands, both indoors [1] and outdoors [2], which result in a significant
burden of disease [2–4]. WHO announced that an estimated 3.2 million deaths per year were
attributed to household air pollution in 2020 [5]. In addition, many studies have reported
high health risk associated with traditional open-fire cooking [6,7]. A large portion of the
rural population utilizes traditional stoves for household needs because of socioeconomic
factors including availability of fuel, the cost of the stove, and a lack of alternative energy
sources such as LPG [3]. The necessity of reducing pollutants associated with stove burning
has led to the development of technologies to improve combustion efficiency. The change of
behavior in the kitchen can also reduce PM2.5 exposure. Although there are many different
stove types, the combination of a burning chamber and a flue/chimney are commonly
used in many areas of the world, in which majority of the emissions are exhausted from
the chimney to the outdoor environment. Indoor PM2.5 concentrations are the result of
the fraction of the emissions that leak directly into the indoor air [8], combined with the
outdoor infiltrated pollutants. The outdoor neighborhood pollutants quantified in this
study are from chimney emissions of an individual home and upstream neighborhood
homes [9]. Often, the stacks for household chimneys installed in these regions are short,
resulting in neighborhood pollution, and substantial emissions accumulate in the vicinity
of homes, which enables infiltration back indoors [10,11]. The current study focuses on the
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contributions of neighborhood pollution to indoor air pollution associated with different
housing packing densities, which have not previously been well characterized.

Epidemiological studies have indicated that PM2.5 exposure can cause adverse health
impacts through heart, respiratory, and other chronic diseases [12]. Biomass fuel burning
is recognized as a major cause of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, especially for
individuals in developing countries [13]. Estimating the risk of exposure that can lead to
health problems is vital to inform risk abatement strategies. The current analysis evaluates
the outdoor neighborhood pollution distributions, outdoor to indoor infiltration, indoor
stove fugitive contamination, and the associated PM2.5 exposure risk [14]. Subsequently,
EPA health risk assessment [15] was applied to quantify the inhalation risk of PM2.5 to
the female population of different age groups to contribute to the development of control
strategies for air quality management in and around rural communities where solid fuels
are used for cooking.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Background

The disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) represent the sum of years of populations
living in a status of less than good health resulting from specific causes. Figure 1 presents
the household attributed DALYs per 100,000 people according to WHO released data for
the year 2019 [16]. The DALYs are substantially higher in developing countries, where
biomass combustion supplies the majority of household primary energy [17].
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2.2. Evaluation Framework

The schematic of the study process is shown in Figure 2. The study is divided into the
estimation of outdoor and indoor air quality. For the outdoor air quality study, meteorolog-
ical parameters such as temperature, wind speed, direction, and cloud cover are required.
These required micrometeorological parameters for the dispersion model inputs are derived
from routine weather data [18,19]. Integrating the dispersion model with a meteorological
preprocessing approximation is a good alternative when the field measurements are not
available. The approximation details, together with field validation, are described in the
Supplementary Material. Figure S1 shows a good agreement of the measured friction
velocity with the approximation model output. A dispersion model is then deployed to
quantify outdoor pollutant distribution. Such outdoor pollutants near the household are
the infiltration source to the indoor environment. The indoor generated PM2.5 is from
indoor fugitive emissions. The infiltrated and the indoor-generated PM2.5, combine to form
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indoor pollution. Finally, a US EPA health risk assessment methodology [20] is utilized to
quantify the potential dose and risk quotient for long-term exposure to such pollutants.
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2.3. Dispersion Model

Dispersion models are effective, widely utilized tools to evaluate atmospheric pol-
lution level when field measurements are not available. Such models have been utilized
to quantify pollution emitted from different sources, such as cooking, traffic, and indus-
try [17,21,22]. The ability to isolate emission sources, thus targeting the sole effect of
one possible source, can inform source management and relevant policymaking. Most
of the plume models do not consider complex effects of obstacles such as buildings on
the dispersion of pollutants in urban or suburban areas [23]. The current study compares
AERMOD with the Quick Urban and Industrial Complex (QUIC) results to examine the
influence of building morphology. QUIC accommodates building influences, rapidly en-
ables detailed modeling of the flow field around buildings, and applies this generated
wind field in a particle dispersion model. The simulation results are utilized to quantify
the neighborhood infiltration because it estimates pollution dispersion in the vicinity of the
buildings. AERMOD is extensively used for regulatory purposes and plays a substantial
role in decision making [24]. AERMOD does not explicitly solve the flow features in the
vicinity of obstacles, but accounts for obstacles through a Plume Rise Model Enhancements
(PRIME) model. The current analysis compares neighborhood pollution results using both
approaches. The comparison of point source dispersion among Gaussian, QUIC, and water
channel evaluation is presented in Figure S2. And the comparison of contours for the
outdoor emission estimation of AERMOD output with QUIC output is given in Figure S3.

QUIC has broad applications, primarily in modeling wind flow and dispersion pat-
terns in urban or suburban areas, providing building-scale results that can show pollutant
concentrations and their interaction with eddies in the built environment [23,25]. QUIC is a
fast-response dispersion model that is comprised of a wind field model QUIC-URB and a
dispersion model QUIC-PLUME. The flow patterns modeled by QUIC-URB have been vali-
dated with USEPA wind tunnel measurements [26]. QUIC-PLUME has also been validated
through many experiments and modeling comparisons. For example, Zajic et al. com-
pared QUIC-PLUME output to a Gaussian plume model output at different atmospheric
stability, with the results being in good agreement for unstable and neutral atmospheric
stabilities [27].

AERMOD was developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in
conjunction with the American Meteorological Society (AMS) to incorporate scientific
advances into a dispersion model for regulatory applications [28]. AERMOD is a regulatory
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model with superior performance to other models in a 17 field study databases [29].
Many studies have integrated meteorological preprocessing to estimate AERMOD required
inputs. Kumar et al. integrated a weather forecast model, using data-driven predicted
meteorological data as inputs [30]. The current meteorological approximation has been
validated for different built environments including relatively uniform terrain, as well as
urban canopies [18,31].

2.4. Indoor PM2.5

The indoor fugitive emission and infiltration of outdoor pollution are the two major
sources of household pollutants (please see the schematic in Figure 3). Such external infiltra-
tion from the upstream community is determined by ventilation type, room volume, flow
direction, and nature and size of openings in walls, windows, and doors. The ventilation in
rural households is usually natural, wherein the leakage of airflow is through the openings
in the building walls, windows, and doors. The dimensionless infiltration factor of outdoor
pollution to the indoors is described by [14,32]:

Fin f =
P ∗ a
a + k

(1)

where a is the air changes per hour (ACH), P is the penetration coefficient that indicates
the fraction of outdoor pollutant passing indoors [33], and k is the pollutant deposition
rate per hour. ACH is the rate of indoor air replacement by outdoor air. It is an important
parameter that determines air ventilation in microenvironments, thus affecting indoor air
exposure [34].When particles penetrate through the building envelope, gravity, diffusion,
and inertial interaction are the major determinants of P. P shows a hill-shape distribution
with respect to particle size, and it is assumed to be 0.8 in the study case [32]. K describes
the flux of particulate matter deposited on the frames of windows, doors, walls, and other
surfaces when traveling indoors and it is adapted to be 0.53 h−1 for particle size at 2.5 µm,
based on experiments in six naturally ventilated houses [32].
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The ACH in a region can vary substantially based on the local wind speed, location,
and the closing/opening of the door and windows. Figure 4 shows different ACH measured
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in rural areas in India [7], Bangladesh [34], China [35], and Nepal [36]. When the windows
are closed, the ventilation is solely dependent on the leakage through gaps. The Literature
states that the ACH in such conditions is around 1–2 for houses with solid walls. WHO
suggested a default ACH of 21, for kitchens using biomass for cooking, to achieve the
indoor air quality standard [37]. For current analysis, indoor pollution concentration and
residents’ potential dose were estimated for ACH range of 1–25.
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Using the calculated dimensionless infiltration factor, the outdoor infiltration is then
described by:

Cb = Fin f × Cout (2)

where Cout is the outdoor PM2.5 concentration in µg/m3, which is obtained from the
dispersion model output.

Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) models are at times utilized for indoor air quality
modeling [38,39]. In contrast, the current study deployed a computationally inexpensive
single zone mass balance model [40] to estimate the indoor generated PM2.5 concentration,
which is described by:

C(t) = Cb +
S

V(a + k)
+ (Cini + Cb +

S
V(a + k)

)e−(a+k)t (3)

where V is the kitchen volume, which is ~40 m3 for multiple regions [41]. S is the indoor
source emission rate in µg/h. In reality, the emission rate measurements vary widely, based
on factors such as experimental methodology, combustion facilities, and fuel properties [8].
The indoor fugitive emission is around 2–5% of the total emission, based on the laboratory
experiments, as well as field measurements [8,10,41]. Household energy needs are met
mainly by biomass fuels, including crop residues, wood, coal, etc. Usage of different
types of fuels impact the overall emission levels. Figure 5 presents the PM2.5 emission
factor (EF) of different fuel types, in the laboratory [42] and in field, in different regions
including China [8], Nepal [42], Mexico [43], and India [42]. For the same type of fuel, the
EF differences may be due to factors such as fuel shape, moisture content, and the stove
differences. With the different emission factors, one can estimate the emission inventory
based on the fuel consumption rate from the various cooking events [44].
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2.5. Health Risk Assessment

The potential dose of stove-induced PM2.5 for individuals under long-term exposure
to cooking emissions is assessed using US EPA risk assessment [20]. The potential dose (I)
in µg/kg·day of PM2.5 can be quantified as [15,45,46]:

I = CA
IR × ET × EF × ED

BW
× 1

AT
(4)

where CA is the concentration of PM2.5 in µg/m3. ET is the exposure time in h/day, which
in this study, is assumed to be 3 h exposure per day [47]. EF is the exposure frequency
(days/year). ED is the exposure duration in the study period. AT is the average time of
exposure in a day, which is ED × 365. BW is the body weight (kg). IR is the inhalation
rate (m3/h), which represents the volume of air inhaled over a specified timeframe. The
inhalation rates are typically indexed to activity levels. The inhalation rate for different
age groups, segregated by gender and the average body weight, is referred from the EPA
Exposure Factors Handbook [48]. Note that for the male gender, the potential dose results
are very similar, within 2–7%. For brevity, here we present only results calculated using
available female parameters, as in many rural locations, the primary coking activities
are carried out by women. Under moderate activity levels, for age groups from 0.5–3,
3–10, and 10–18 years old, the average body weight is 11 kg, 23 kg, and 50 kg, and the
average inhalation rate is 0.6 m3/h, 0.9 m3/h, and 1.26 m3/h, respectively, while for the
adult age groups from 18–30, 30–60, and above 60 years old, the average body weight
is 62 kg, 68 kg, and 67 kg, and the average inhalation rate is 1.32 m3/h, 1.32 m3/h, and
1.2 m3/h, respectively.

The risk quotient is often used to inform the health implications due to pollutant
exposure. The risk quotient is described by:

RQ =
I

R f D
(5)

where RfD is the reference dose of PM2.5 (µg/kg·day) and represents the safe average daily
dose. RfD is calculated from Equation (4), with a reference concentration of 5 µg/m3. If
RQ < 1, the exposure is not considered adverse to public health; if RQ > 1, the exposure is
considered detrimental to public health.
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3. Results
3.1. Outdoor Pollution Level

A case study of neighborhood pollution attributed to chimney vented PM2.5 emissions
is conducted using QUIC model, with a wind speed of 2 m/s (at 10 m height) and a
south-southwest wind direction. The QUIC modeling results of ambient PM2.5 pollution
during the steady cooking state is shown in Figure 6. The channeling effect caused by
wind flow encountering the building obstacles will lead to accumulation of PM2.5 in the
building wakes [23]. The QUIC model enables the detection of severely impacted regions,
considering the building morphology. A typical rural village consists of regions with
different building densities. In each of these building densities, the neighborhood pollution
level varies because the effects of trapping PM2.5 near buildings differ. As indicated in
Figure 6, the maximum ground level concentration occurred in the high building density
region. Although the prevailing wind is from the south-southwest, the buildings in the high-
density region substantially disturb the flow and consequently, distribute the emissions
in different directions, while in the low-density region, the rarely disturbed flow quickly
dilutes PM2.5.
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Figure 6. Outdoor dispersion modeling results: (a,c) flow trajectory for a low- and high-density
region, respectively; (b,d). PM2.5 mass concentration distribution in a low- and high-density re-
gion, respectively.

The current analysis used an emission rate of 52 mg/min for the outdoor pollution
modeling based on field measurements, with 96% of total emissions from chimneys [41].
The mean PM2.5 in the high building density region is 21.2 ± 4.26 µg/m3. The mean PM2.5
in the low building density region is 4.57 ± 2.8 µg/m3. The high-density area is more
impacted, regardless of the wind direction, due to the building density. Hence, this region
has the highest level of PM2.5 in the communities.

Other factors, such as seasonal relative humidity, temperature, and precipitation, also
play a significant role in outdoor pollution dispersion across seasons [49]. In the Brazilian
rainforest, during the dry season, exposures to PM2.5 can be 6 times higher than during the
rainy season [15]. This lower exposure can be attributed to the leaching of air pollution to
the ground as a result of higher precipitation in the rainy season [50].
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3.2. Indoor Pollution Level

Instead of completely switching to clean fuel, which may be impractical, many studies
have also recommended alternative actions to reduce household air pollution and exposure.
Other studies have also recommended alternative actions to reduce household air pollution
and exposure, such as increasing the natural ventilation rates [51]. Combining chimneys
with improved combustion chambers in stoves can also result in substantially reduced
overall emissions, although chimney maintenance is necessary to maintain these reduc-
tions [41]. Leakage emissions from well-maintained stoves were shown to be substantially
lower than from those in need of repair, such as the filling of cracks and the cleaning of
chimneys [52].

Despite the up to 90% reductions in indoor air concentrations of PM2.5 associated
with the installation of chimneys [53], fugitive concentration, combined with outdoor
infiltrations, still contributes to poor indoor air quality. The indoor pollutant concentration
is determined by the fugitive emission rates, room volume, particulate matter decay
rate, and the infiltration of pollution from outdoors due to ventilation. Figure 7 shows
the modeled indoor generated PM2.5 mass concentrations during 1 h of cooking under
different air exchange rates, incorporating contributions of both fugitive emissions and
neighborhood infiltration for high-packing density. The fugitive emission rate ranges from
0.26–2.6 mg/min, based on direct field measurements in different regions [8,10,41,54]. The
ACH ranges from 1–25 h−1, from poor ventilated cases, to WHO default ventilation rates
for ISO tiers.
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Figure 7. Indoor PM2.5 concentrations under different ACH incorporating fugitive emission and
neighborhood infiltration for a high-packing density neighborhood.

Infiltration of pollution from outdoors consists of both neighborhood pollution and
regional background PM2.5. The neighborhood pollution contribution to indoor concentra-
tions depends on the packing density of upstream homes. Figure 8 shows the percentage
of fugitive contribution to the total indoor air PM2.5 concentrations. At 25 ACH, for homes
in the high packing density area, the indoor generated PM2.5 accounts for 90% of the total
concentration, while for a low packing density region, the number is 98%.
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Figure 8. Contribution of fugitive emission to indoor air PM2.5 concentrations.

After the cooking concludes, the decay trend of the relative mass concentration
(C(t)/Cmax) under ACH = 1, 5, 10, 20, and 25 are shown in Figure 9. Studies indicated
that the building characteristics, including ventilation, orientation, the morphology of
the streets, wall construction, eave spaces, open–closed windows, etc., dominate the air
exchange rate [50,55].
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Figure 9. Influence of different ACHs on relative indoor concentration decay trend after steady
cooking events.

This case study uses a fugitive emission rate of 2.1 mg/min, which is directly mea-
sured in rural Mexico using nested hoods to capture all emissions [41]. Even at the rec-
ommended 21 ACH, the indoor pollution concentration during the 1 h steady cooking
event is 174 µg/m3, with fugitive emissions contributing 90% to indoor concentrations.
The corresponding 24 h average PM2.5 level is ~21 µg/m3 under the assumption that each
household conducts 3 h cooking each day [47]. This exceeds the 2021 WHO air quality
guideline of 15 µg/m3 for 24 h.

PM2.5 concentration levels in different rooms can be significantly lower than in other
rooms [56] and can vary by season [49]. Zuk et al. found that the kitchen concentrations
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were two times that of other rooms [56]. In addition, in many homes cooking-generated
PM2.5 may readily spread to the adjacent rooms in the house [49,57]. Since people spend
the most time in bedrooms and living rooms, having a separate kitchen can help reduce ex-
posures, although, room ventilation and location relative to the kitchen have been reported
to impact the PM2.5 level in the room [58]. Behavior changes, such as opening doors and
windows [59] and the use of extraction fans, may also reduce indoor concentrations.

3.3. Potential Dose Assessment

The inhaled dose is determined by individual behaviors and the distance from the
emission source. A number of studies have shown that personal exposures are ~50% of
indoor kitchen concentrations [52,60], as personal exposures include time spent away from
the kitchen in other environments. Figure 10 shows the potential dose estimated under
personal exposure. The risk quotient (RQ) for exposed residents is 26, 7.93, 3.96, and 2.19
under 1, 5, 10, and 20 ACH, respectively. This shows that even under high ventilation rates,
household emissions moderately contribute to total chronic exposure and may induce
respiratory health problems. Besides, the potential intake of pollutants from cooking
activity is high, and thus, the long-term exposure can significantly impact individuals who
perform the cooking.
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Figure 10. Case study of potential dose of PM2.5 for different age groups under different ventila-
tion parameters.

In general, potential PM2.5 doses decreased with age groups, and children under
3 years had the highest potential dose, in agreement with other studies [15,50], because
younger children are more active and breathe more per unit of body weight.

A study of chimney stove impact conducted over a period of 12 months by Chakraborty et al.
found that the median value of PM2.5 RQ was 1.63 [61]. Although the utilization of a
chimney stove has adverse health effects, the results show a lower PM2.5 potential dose
compared to that from a traditional open fire, for which the observed RQ can be as high as
5.57 [61].

Single-zone models tend to overestimate concentrations, as the model assumes a
well-mixed environment, which may attribute to the discrepancies in the calculated and
measured concentration [62]. The overestimation of potential dose can thus be a limitation
of this approach.

4. Conclusions

The aim of this study is to provide a full-cycle analysis integrating air quality mod-
els, infiltration models, and risk assessment models to better understand the impacts of
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neighborhood pollution and stove fugitive emissions on the potential dose. The main
conclusions of this study are:

1. PM2.5 pollutants tend to accumulate in the wake of buildings, and the pollutant infil-
tration can contribute significantly to poor indoor air quality. The major contributor
to indoor pollution, however, is fugitive emissions from cooking stoves.

2. The contribution of chimney stoves to infiltration increases with higher packing
densities and may contribute to indoor pollutant concentrations.

3. Indoor concentrations from chimney stoves exceed WHO air quality guideline values
for PM2.5. The associated health risk assessment shows that the risk quotient (RQ) is
2.19, despite good ventilation conditions.
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Abstract: The transition to remote working due to the pandemic has accentuated the importance of
clean indoor air, as people spend a significant portion of their time indoors. Amongst the various
determinants of indoor air quality, outdoor pollution is a significant source. While conventional
studies have certainly helped to quantify the long-term personal exposure to pollutants and assess
their health impact, they have not paid special attention to the mechanism of transmission of
pollutants between the two environments. Nevertheless, the quantification of infiltration is essential
to determine the contribution of ambient pollutants in indoor air quality and its determinants.
This study evaluates the transmission of outdoor pollutants into the indoor environment using 3D
computational fluid dynamics modelling with a pollution dispersion model. Naturally ventilated
buildings next to an urban canyon were modelled and simulated using Ansys Fluent and validated
against wind tunnel results from the Concentration Data of Street Canyons database. The model
consisted of two buildings of three storeys each, located on either side of a road. Two line-source
pollutants were placed in the street, representing traffic emissions. Three internal rooms were selected
and modelled on each floor and implemented with various ventilation strategies. Results indicate
that for a canyon with an aspect ratio of 1, indoor spaces in upstream buildings are usually less
polluted than downstream ones. Although within the canyon, pollution is 2–3 times higher near the
upstream building. Cross ventilation can minimise or prevent infiltration of road-side pollutants into
indoor spaces, while also assisting in the dispersion of ambient pollutants. The critical configuration,
in terms of air quality, is single-sided ventilation from the canyon. This significantly increases indoor
pollutant concentration regardless of the building location. The study reveals that multiple factors
determine the indoor–outdoor links, and thorough indexing and understanding of the processes can
help designers and urban planners in regulating urban configuration and geometries for improved
indoor air quality. Future works should look at investigating the influence of indoor emissions and
the effects of different seasons.

Keywords: air pollution transmission; indoor–outdoor relation; urban canyon; computational fluid
dynamics; factors of transmission

1. Introduction and Literature Review

Good air quality is essential for living a healthy life. Approximately 4.9 million deaths
connected to indoor and outdoor air pollution occurred in 2017 [1]. As reported by the
Global Burden of Disease [2], poor indoor air quality led to about 1.6 million deaths in the
same year. The health impacts of polluted air have been an ongoing urban management
topic for discussions, which have also been emphasised in several epidemiological studies.
Accordingly, pollutants such as CO, NO2, O3, etc., can have a short- and long-term impact
on both humans and animals’ primary and secondary health [3,4]. Past research recognises
that the reduction of air pollution will increase life expectancy considerably [5]; additionally,
according to [6–8], the exposure to particulate matter (PM) increased the mortality rate of
COVID-19 patients during the pandemic. Consequently, governments and institutions are
advised to develop guidelines and control pollution levels.
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The mode of commuting and work patterns have been greatly altered by the pan-
demic. Generally, people spent a significant amount of time indoors [9,10] and migration
of the work environment to homes due to the lockdown has further accentuated the trend.
The shift to working remotely emphasises the necessity of more studies on indoor air
quality [11–15]. Therefore, the mechanism of indoor pollution and its effect on building
occupants’ health and well-being should be well understood and adequately assessed
when designing new buildings and spaces. The activities that cause air pollution in a
building include cooking, indoor heating, use of mechanical equipment, shedding from
skin and/or clothes, smoking, dusting, cleaning products, etc. Outdoor–indoor air inter-
action also influences the transmission of pollutants between the two spaces [16]. This
transmission occurs by infiltration, natural ventilation, and mechanical ventilation [17]. For
indoor spaces that are naturally ventilated, one of the crucial IAQ determinants is outdoor
pollution [18]. The relationship between the indoor and outdoor environment is important
for visual connection, thermal regulation, and ventilation.

Environmental parameters such as meteorology, temperature difference across the
building, urban landscape, spatial configuration, indoor activity, furnishings, etc., alter
the rate of air exchange and consequent pollution transmission [19]. Natural ventilation
relies on thermal and pressure gradients across the building façade to induce air exchange
between the two domains, and attempts have been made to correlate the relationship.
Multiple studies have observed that indoor PM concentration closely follows the outdoor
level when the space is naturally ventilated, especially in the finer particle size range [20–22].
For instance, Zhao et al. [23] showed that average particle number concentration (PNC),
in naturally ventilated German houses, followed outdoor variation during the warm
season when windows were left open for a longer duration. Similarly, studies [24–26]
demonstrated that indoor PM concentration in homes increased when windows were
opened, and the PNC distribution curve closely followed the outdoor trend.

Air exchange due to the thermal stack effect is well established, and the buoyancy-
driven airflow occurs especially in the case of single-sided ventilation [27]. This can lead to
pollutants exhausted from lower levels of a building to re-enter at higher levels, and the
phenomenon is amplified in low wind speed conditions [28]. However, there are multiple
factors at play, and the relative contribution may significantly vary. Tippayawong [29]
established a significant negative correlation between indoor PM2.5 concentrations and
outside temperature during the day, while, on the contrary, Lv et al. [30] found a positive
relation. Similarly, there are contradictory observations related to the association between
relative humidity and indoor PM2.5 levels [31,32]. This is also the case for wind speed,
which may be desirable in some situations and unfavourable in others. Higher wind
speeds may resuspend particulate matter, increasing the aerial concentration, while it may
also improve ventilation and remove particulate matter from an indoor space. It may
also be size-dependent, as was indicated by Orza et al. [33]. They observed that higher
wind speeds increased the concentration of particles larger than 7.5 µm and decreased
the concentration for sizes smaller than 0.8 µm. Thus, there are various determinants
modifying the relationship and attention must be paid to local and regional context, which
may determine the dominant factor.

Another important parameter to consider is the urban context and spatial morphology
of the surrounding environment. Street canyon design, building footprint, open spaces, etc.,
affect the dispersion of pollutants in the outdoor environment and consequently impact
the indoor environment [34,35]. Ai and Mak [36] reviewed over 150 studies and indicated
that deeper street canyons suffered from decoupled air flow at lower wind speeds. This
leads to local recirculation in the canyon, preventing the dispersion of pollutants. This
was corroborated by [37], who showed a decrease in pollution levels by increasing the
permeability of the urban forms, thereby assisting the dispersion of pollutants. Urban
elements such as trees, aqueducts, lamp posts, etc., can also modify air flow and alter the
pollution levels [38–40]. However, the major focus of urban pollution studies has been on
assessing ambient levels and inhalation exposure.
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Novelty of the Present Work

While over 450 documents were returned when searched with the following keywords,
‘pollution’ AND ‘modelling’ AND ‘urban’ AND ‘canyon’ (inclusive) on Scopus, only a few
studies were investigating the transmission of outdoor pollution into indoor environments.
Knowing the ambient pollution levels and the relationship between indoor and outdoor air
conditions, one can estimate the IAQ and take appropriate precautionary measures. Very
few studies have modelled both the indoor and outdoor environment as a combined system
due to the inherent complexity and difficulty in validating the models. Tong et al. [41]
investigated the pollution level inside an office space as a function of its distance from a
pollutant source. The study focused only on a single isolated building next to a pollution
source, and hence the impact of an upstream building on the airflow distribution and
pollution concentration within the urban canyon and indoor spaces should be explored.
The geometry under consideration was not an urban canyon design, which disregarded
local amplification and interactions. Moreover, the pollutant was modelled as a constant
flux from the inlet. Yang et al. [42] examined the impact of window opening percentage
along a façade on the indoor quality of a downstream building. The work did not measure
the indoor pollutant levels directly but instead chose to calculate the ventilation flux to
account for IAQ. Similarly, Peng et al. [43] introduced openings in the façade of the typical
canyon model to understand the dispersion characteristics of the pollution. Peng et al. [43]
modelled a 2D canyon and indoor environment to assess indoor conditions. However,
turbulence is essentially 3D in nature, and the finer nuances of the wind flow are not
generated in a 2D flow. Some other studies which have similar objectives are listed in
Table 1.

Table 1. Similar CFD studies investigating dispersion of urban air pollutants, and their differences w.r.t the present
investigation.

Ref. Domain Turbulence Model Parameter Studied Differences w.r.t Present Investigation

[44]
An isolated

building
(auditorium)

Standard k-e
Indoor PM1, PM2.5,

and PM10
concentrations

A constant ambient concentration was
specified at the

boundary and the effect of trees was studied
in modifying the indoor pollution levels.

[45] 2D canyon with
a viaduct RNG k-e

Indoor normalised
tracer gas

concentrations

A 2D canyon model including indoor domain
was created and transmission of traffic

pollutants was studied. Effect of temperature
difference on transmission was investigated.

[46] Several building
clusters RNG k-e

Normalised
pollutant

concentration

PM10 particles were injected into the domain,
and outdoor

pollutant concentration was analysed at
pedestrians’ level. Effect of urban

configuration on dispersion of outdoor
pollutants was studied.

[47] Building cluster LES and Standard k-e Normalised tracer
gas concentration

Outdoor dispersion of pollutant was studied
for a group of buildings. Experimental and
CFD simulations were carried out to assess
the transmission in outdoor environment.

[48] Building cluster Tracer gas
concentration

Viral load calculations were performed
for apartment

buildings and to estimate inhalation exposure
of coronavirus. The study used smoke
dispersion models (ATOR and CFD) to

predict outdoor concentrations followed by
estimating the indoor exposure by referring to

established I/O ratio.
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Table 1. Cont.

Ref. Domain Turbulence Model Parameter Studied Differences w.r.t Present Investigation

[49] Isolated
multiroom SST k-w H2S concentration

Indoor pollution transmission was
investigated for a

multiroom block. Several natural ventilation
strategies were studied, and the average

concentration was presented for the building.

[50] Urban canyon Standard k-e Normalised tracer
gas concentration

Transmission of outdoor pollutants into
indoor domain of only the downstream
building was studied. Effect of building

height and arrangement was tested.

[51] Isolated
building Baseline k-w Indoor tracer gas

concentration

Few window types were simulated to identify
the transmission

characteristics of pollutant when released
from an adjacent room.

[52]
Consecutive

street
canyon

RNG k-e Tracer gas
retention time

Ventilation pattern and pollutant retention
time were analysed inside a target canyon
placed in the middle of a series of urban

canyons. 2D and 3D models were analysed
for varying street lengths.

[53] Urban canyon RNG k-e
LES

Normalised tracer
gas concentration

Outdoor dispersion characteristics of traffic
pollutants were studied for an isolated urban

canyon.

[54] Two industrial
workshops RNG k-e Normalised tracer

gas concentration

Cross-transmission of pollutants from one
industrial building to another were studied

under various thermal conditions.

To account for the shortcomings in previous studies, the current study developed a
CFD model which adopted a modified version of the urban canyon pollution dispersion
model. The present work builds upon earlier studies on pollution dispersion in street
canyons [55], by integrating an indoor domain in the model. The model was validated
against earlier experimental studies. The impact of the window opening pattern on the
transmission of outdoor vehicular pollution into the indoor environment was studied. CFD
was used to perform the simulations, as it offers a finer spatio-temporal resolution of the
fluid interactions, which is often desirable for episodic contaminations, such as during
a pandemic [41]. The tool is versatile and can be replicated to test various alternatives.
Analytical assessment and measurement studies are unable to account for the diverse
physics governing pollution dispersion and the fine resolution of measurement [56]. Unlike
the previous works, the present study will be modelling a 3D urban canyon which is
necessary to fully understand how the urban geometry, position of the indoor space in
the building, and type of natural ventilation impacts the indoor–outdoor mean flow and
pollutant transmission. The proposed model can help identify the sources of pollution
issues in an urban area and provide useful guidance for future urban planning.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. CFD Modelling and Choice of Turbulence

The choice of turbulence is often determined by the problem at hand, the focus of
the investigation, and the available computational resources. While the RANS model
is more often used in building studies because of its low computational cost, it cannot
accurately predict the fluctuating flow field in the wake of the structure, such as separation
and recirculation. LES (large eddy simulation) is a superior model, which can give better
results and the transient nature of the flow field. It, however, requires higher computational
resources and modelling of appropriate boundary conditions [57]. For the current study, an
average concentration of pollutants within the indoor environment is needed to quantify
the transmission in relation to outdoor levels. Therefore, the RANS (Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes) model was adopted as the predictions are within acceptable limits while
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also saving computation cost, and is based on statistical averaging leading to averaged
equations of mass and momentum [58]. Three different turbulence models, the k-ω BSL, the
RNG k-ε, and the RSM, were used in the validation. Further analysis was carried out using
RSM, as it provided the most reliable results when compared with wind tunnel results,
detailed in Section 2.4.

2.2. Computational Domain, Mesh, and Boundary Conditions

The geometrical configuration was based on the experimental investigation by Gromke
et al. [59]. The model is fairly popular and has been applied in multiple studies of pollution
dispersion in urban canyons, including [44,60–62]. Detailed information pertaining to
model limits and wind tunnel results are also available online [63]. The canyon consists of
two cuboidal building blocks of dimensions 10, 10, and 100 m in width, height, and length,
respectively. The distance between the two buildings was 10 m, representing an aspect
ratio of 1. Two line-sources of pollutant were placed in the canyon. The domain consists of
an outer zone and an inner sub-zone near the vicinity of the canyon with a finer mesh.

The outer domain measures 30, 24, and 8 H length, width, and height, respectively,
where H is the height of the building. The building was placed 8 H away from the front
boundary and 7 H from the side boundaries, leading to a blockage ratio of 5.2%. The inner
domain extends 18, 3, and 5 H in width, height, and depth, respectively. The domain was
discretised using hexahedral elements with several mesh sizes tested for grid independence.
Mesh size was refined until no significant improvement in the results was observed. The
smallest dimension of the elements in the vicinity of the canyon was 0.05 H, with at least
15 cells across the length of the smallest edge. The validation model consists of 5.2 million
cells, with 1.2 million cells in the canyon. Figure 1 shows the domain description and mesh
characteristics.
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Inlet wind profile (speed, turbulent kinetic energy, dissipation rate profiles) was set
according to the study described by [64], shown below:

u(z) = ure f

(
z

zre f

)α

(1)

k =
u2∗√
Cµ

(
1 − z

δ

)
(2)

ε =
u3∗
kz

(
1 − z

δ

)
(3)

where ure f is the reference velocity equal to 4.7 m/s at a reference height zre f = H. δ is the
boundary layer depth (0.5 m), u* is the friction velocity set to 0.54 m/s. The von Karman
constant (k), and the velocity field and turbulence function (Cµ) were set to 0.4 and 0.09,
respectively. Isothermal conditions are assumed, i.e., only wind-driven ventilation and
pollution dispersion were considered. SIMPLE scheme was adopted for the pressure-
velocity coupling, and second-order spatial discretisation was selected.

The tracer gas, SF6, acted as a proxy for particulate matter and was released at the
rate of Q = 10 mg/s from the two-line sources (red lines in Figure 1). The measured
concentration was normalised according to the formula:

c+ =
c ∗ zre f ∗ ure f

Q
(4)

2.3. Canyon Model with Various Configurations

The modification to the original canyon model was in the form of an indoor envi-
ronment at the centre and the ends of the building, representing the extreme cases. The
height of each room was H/3, and the room depth was H. The building was naturally
ventilated through the windows located on either side of the room. Window dimensions
were H/10 × H/10, with sill level at 1 m above the floor. For the present case, H was set
to 10 m. Walls and floors were given a thickness of 0.3 m and were accounted for in the
geometry. Figure 2 shows the setup of the internal environment and its relation to the
external canyon. Although it is possible to simulate all rooms in the building, the present
work focused only on 18 key indoor spaces to reduce the computational time. However,
additional rooms can be modelled in future works for a more detailed analysis.
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2.4. Method Verification and Validation

For verification purposes, three different turbulence models, the k-ω BSL, the RNG
k-ε, and the RSM were tested and compared with experimental results available on the
Concentration Data of Street Canyons (CODASC) website [63] and the studies [44,64,65].
Normalised pollutant concentration values were extracted from the canyon facing walls,
A and B. While Wall A is located on the upstream building, Wall B is located on the
downstream building, as shown in Figure 3. The case with all windows closed was used
for verification, as it represents the decoupled indoor and outdoor domain.
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The wind tunnel data predict the highest concentration near the centre of Wall A,
especially near the bottom. The concentration gradually decreases while moving towards
the corner; however, a slight increase was observed near the far end. On Wall B, the
concentration decreases towards the sides; however, the magnitude of the pollution is
2–4 times lower as compared to the other wall. All three turbulence models predict similar
concentration patterns, albeit with some variation. The BSL and the RNG model overpredict
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SF6 by 150% near the centre of Wall A, and slight underprediction (20%) occurs on the
centre of Wall B. RSM also records a high pollution level near the centre and bottom of
the walls, with values in the range 70–80 on Wall A. Compared with the numerical results
by [55], the RSM model behaves most closely, with slight under prediction of about 33%
near the centre.

Additionally, the pollutant concentration along the mid-height of the wall was also
extracted, as shown in Figure 4. It was observed that while all three turbulence models
overpredict pollutant concentration with respect to the wind tunnel data, the values are
comparable to the numerical results by [55]. The RSM model fairly replicates the trend
by [55], although studies by [65,66] are closer to the wind tunnel results. The difference in
the domain settings could explain the apparent deviation. The pollutant was released at
discrete points from pressure taps placed on the floor in the wind tunnel test, which were
aligned along 4 parallel lines in the canyon, extending about 0.92 H beyond the building
length. In the current numerical simulation, two continuous line-sources were modelled,
which extend up to the canyon length.
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As the research focused on indoor air pollution and the effect of urban configuration,
the deviation was considered within the permissible range. The choice of RSM as the
turbulence model was justified as the predictions within the region of interest were most
close to the experimental data.

3. Results and Discussion

Pollution concentration data were analysed at a height of 1.5 m above the floors, which
represented the average breathing height of indoor occupants. Similarly, cross-sectional
planes through the canyon, at X = 0 m and X = 37.5 m, were also analysed. Table 2 shows
the c+ data along the central (X = 0) and side plane (X = 37.5). The results were symmetric
along the centre of the canyon, and therefore, only one side plane is shown below. It is
observed that the indoor c+ levels are low to almost 0 for all cases, except for Case 4. Higher
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pollutant concentration occurs along Wall A regardless of the ventilation or position of the
room. When cross ventilation was enabled, the upstream building was ventilated from
the windward side, ensuring that pollutants from the canyon were not drawn indoors.
Likewise in the downstream building, cross ventilation in Cases 1 and 5 ensures that the
air is ventilated from the wind shadow side of the building, i.e., away from the polluted
canyon. However, there is a slight increase in c+ values in rooms UU1 and UU3. This
suggests that indoor spaces located on the upper corners of the downstream building were
generally ventilated from the canyon side, thereby some amount of infiltration is likely.

Table 2. Normalised pollutant concentration along the cross-sectional plane through the canyon; (A) central plane, (B) side
plane.

A B

Base Case
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tion of pollution is observed inside both the buildings. Between the two built masses, the
downstream building shows lower concentration of indoor pollutants as compared to the
upstream building, contrary to general assumption. This can be explained by the clockwise
recirculation generated in the canyon, which forces pollutants to accumulate along Wall A.
Internal rooms UL2, UM2, and UU2 show higher c+ values when compared to DL2, DM2,
and DU2. Simultaneously, pollution concentration also varies with the floor height. In the
upstream building, the indoor concentration level decreases with floor height, while in the
downstream building, this variation is only observed for the centrally located spaces. The
rooms located towards the ends of the canyon, however, show a reversal in concentration
levels. The lower floors record lower c+ as compared to upper floors (Table 2)

It is interesting to observe that the downstream building is ventilated from the leeward
side when cross ventilation was enabled (Cases 1, 4, and 5). This ensures that no pollutants
migrate from the canyon side. Recirculation zones generated in the wake of the buildings
force the air to rise along the building walls. The clockwise wind flow in the street forces
the pollutants to rise along Wall A and flow above the canyon, some of which is recirculated
down Wall B.

Table 3 shows the normalised concentration of pollutants extracted at the height of
1.5 m above the ground floor. In the reference case, the swirls generated in the canyon
cause concentration to increase along the leeward and side walls of the upstream building.
Higher pollutants are observed near the middle of the canyon. Cross flow of air through
the internal rooms, such as in Case 1, causes dilution of pollutants in the canyon, although
increase in c+ is observed for some cases near Wall B, such as in Cases 2 and 5. In general,
infiltration of pollutants into indoor spaces remains negligible, as air flow inside the room
is not from the canyon side. For Case 4, however, the air is drawn into the indoor space
from the canyon side, leading to a high concentration of pollutants inside. c+ values as
high as 45 are observed in the upstream rooms (UL1, UL2, and UL3), while values in the
range of 3–5 are observed in the downstream rooms (DL1, DL2 and DL3).

Concentration for other cases remain comparatively low. Although the results showed
that the cross ventilation minimised or eliminated the built up of pollutants inside the
spaces, in practice incorporating such a strategy might not be practical for all types of
rooms and buildings. In most cases, there will be several apartments, rooms, or partitions
which will dampen the air flow. Hence, further studies should consider a more realistic
indoor space instead of an idealised cross flow ventilated space. The results show that
incorporating a natural ventilation strategy may not always lead to healthy indoor spaces,
in particular, if the ventilated room or space is facing the urban canyon side and employs
single-sided ventilation. Future works should consider evaluating the trade-off between
natural ventilation and pollutant transmission for these types of spaces.

Pollutant concentration is comparatively lower on the first floor, as shown in Table 4.
Recirculating eddies lead to a higher concentration of pollutants near Wall A and around
the corners of the upstream building. c+ contours are symmetric along the central axis,
and the highest values are observed at about a distance of 2.5 H from either edge of the
building. In Case 1, ventilation of room DM2 from the leeward side forces air into the
canyon, diluting the pollutants near Wall B. Similar observations are also made for Cases
4 and 5. Whereas, no such observation is made for cross flow of air through UM2, in the
upstream building. On the contrary, a slight increase is observed near Wall B. Case 4 is
the most critical configuration, wherein the indoor space is ventilated from the canyon
side. Air is drawn from the canyon into the adjoining rooms and a high level of pollution
is observed in the upstream building, with an average c+ value of about 25. Rooms in
the downstream building perform relatively better, with c+ values less than 5. In general,
pollution levels on this floor are the same as the ones measured on the ground floor, except
for Case 4. While air flows into the internal spaces from the non-canyon side for most
configurations, Case 4 shows an exception with air being drawn from the canyon side.
This also leads to the intake of pollutants from the canyon, and significantly impacts the
performance of the spaces.
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Table 3. Normalised pollutant concentration at occupants’ height on ground floor.
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flow through the building causes dispersion of these pollutants. The pollution distribution
pattern follows the pattern similar to that which exists on the lower floors, i.e., negligible
c+ values in the upstream building for all cases, except Case 4. Additionally, the rooms in
the downstream building record low levels of pollutant concentration which is almost the
same as lower floors. c+ values of ~18 are seen in the spaces UU1, UU2, and UU3, while
the upper rooms on the downstream building, DU1, DU2, and DU3 show a value of less
than 5.

Table 5. Pollutant concentration at occupants’ height on second floor.
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Table 5. Cont.

C+ Taken at the Height of 1.5 m above the Floor Legend
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A comparison of the average c+ at the breathing plane is shown in Figure 5. Evidently,
except for Case 4, all window opening strategies ensure that the pollution remains low in
the indoor regions. The upstream building has a negligible level of pollutants penetrating
the indoor spaces for most of the cases. The air flow direction ensures that the spaces are
ventilated from the windward side. However, in the critical scenario (Case 4), air flow from
the canyon side accumulates the pollutants inside the rooms. Concentration is highest on
the ground floor, while there is a drop of about 30–45% on the first floor. Further reductions
in the range of 20–30% are observed on the second floor. Additionally, the rooms near
the edge of the canyon have a slightly higher pollutant concentration as compared to the
centrally located ones. The average values differ by about 10%.

Low levels of infiltration are observed for all cases in the downstream building, arising
due to recirculating air flow. Concentration in the range of 1–3 is recorded for all cases, and
centrally located rooms are less polluted than the corner ones. Surprisingly, the upper floors
are more susceptible to infiltration as compared to lower floors. In Case 1, for instance,
DU1 has a 47% higher concentration than DL1. For Case 4, however, concentration in the
range of 3–6 is observed, which is nearly a two-fold increase.
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4. Conclusions and Future Works

The study aimed to identify the transmission characteristics of outdoor pollutants
into an indoor environment, using computational modelling in an idealised street canyon.
For this purpose, a model was generated in Ansys® (Canonsburg, PA, Pennsylvania)
R18.1 similar to the experimental study conducted by Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
(Karlsruhe, Germany) [63] and numerical simulation by [44,64,65]. After verification and
sensitivity analysis, the archetypal canyon model was modified to consider the indoor
environment. The novelty of this study lay in this combination of the indoor and outdoor
environment, which has not been tried earlier. Previous studies have either not modelled
the indoor environment in a street canyon or have simplified the flow field and missed
important parameters. Additionally, the impact of design and microenvironmental param-
eters on the transmission characteristics and flow field can be studied using this numerical
model, including the effect of wind speed, direction, and thermal conditions. Most studies
have carried out independent assessment of either indoor or outdoor pollutants, such
as performance of HVAC systems or ventilation modes; however, the combined assess-
ment and investigation of factors remains to be explored in detail, including the nature of
transmission and finer nuances of air flow.

Investigations in the current study have been directed towards the impact of ventila-
tion strategy on the transmission of outdoor pollutants into indoor spaces. Five window
opening strategies were modelled and implemented on an urban canyon with an aspect
ratio of 1. Rooms were located at the centre and the far end of the building. The results
indicate that single-sided ventilation from the canyon side leads to the accumulation of
outdoor pollutants for both the upstream and downstream buildings. Especially, pollution
in the upstream building was 10–20 times higher than the downstream building. For other
ventilation modes, the upstream building had negligible infiltration of pollutants as the
airflow into the interior space was from the windward side—away from the polluting
street. Whereas, the downstream building showed constant infiltration of pollutants, albeit
in comparatively smaller quantity (in the range of 1–3). It can be concluded that living in
the upstream building is usually a safer option than the downstream building; however,
occupants in the upstream building must ensure that their spaces are cross ventilated
from the windward side. Occupants in the downstream building are usually exposed to a
constant pollution level regardless of the ventilation mode.

Future studies should explore the effect of aspect ratio, building shape, and con-
figuration on the air quality and transmission into these spaces. The impact of varying
outdoor conditions should be evaluated, which includes the wind speed and direction. The
influence of the location, amount, and type of outdoor pollutant sources should also be
evaluated. Furthermore, more focus should be given to the indoor environment and indoor
pollutant source to help assess inter-unit transmission in urban canyons. The present model
did not consider the impact of neighbouring buildings affecting the wind flow patterns
around the urban canyon.
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